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Synopsis
This thesis is concerned with rethinking English and identity among adolescents in
contemporary Greece. As the ‘default’ foreign language in Greece, English has been
discursively produced within educational and social milieus in paradoxical ways. On
the one hand, it is seen as an instrumental tool, a neutral pragmatic language essential
for learners’ future socioeconomic success. On the other hand, it is discussed as a
detrimental influence in that it is seen as a threat to ‘Greek’ language and identity.

Setting aside this rhetoric, the thesis offers a counter-narrative that opens up the issue
of local engagement with English in Greece. Drawing on poststructuralist
understandings of language and identity, on the notion of performance as well as on
performativity theory, the study examines the manifold, unpredictable ways in which
English becomes seamlessly integrated into Greek and playfully and idiosyncratically
reconstituted locally among adolescents to create a plethora of identity effects.

The research takes an ethnographic approach comprised of participant observations
and interviews with four groups of adolescents in Ioannina, Greece. It adopts a
research perspective that combines an interpretive theoretical framework with
poststructuralist research epistemologies and demonstrates the usefulness of such a
dual paradigm for a project that seeks at once to interpret adolescents’ linguistic
practices with English and to deconstruct the very category of ‘English.’ The analytic
stance mobilises detailed textual analysis and poststructuralist discourse theory, thus
making it possible to investigate the micro, while interrogating the macro and the
political.

On the basis of this analysis and without losing sight of the cultural politics of
English, the thesis argues for an understanding of this global language in Greece as
linguistic praxis, as performative, as giving rise to translingual identity experiences.
This new perspective may lead to a reconceptualisation of English language pedagogy
in Greece which might involve an increasing engagement with learners’ distinctive
ways of speaking and ‘being in and through’ their compulsory ‘foreign’ tongue.
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Notes on Notations
1. In line with two of the central themes that emerged in this thesis, namely, language
play and linguistic hybridity, I have wanted to ‘play’ with the naming of my thesis
chapters. I have thus assigned titles for my chapters that may be characterised as
‘Greek in English’ or ‘English from Greek’ words whose ending is the same (i.e. -is)
and whose meanings can be seen as informed by both the Greek and English
linguacultures. The titles of the Abstract and of Chapters 1 to 4 are process-orientated
titles: Synopsis: summarises. Etiologisis: gives the reason for the research. Skepsis:
interrogates ‘facts’ and ‘realities.’ Exegesis: critically interprets previous research
and theoretical frameworks. Photographisis: frames the research as more than
passive observing. The titles of Chapters 5 to 7 point to the kinds of language
practices that emerged in each chapter: Poiesis: the making, the creation or
transformation of meaning. Mimesis: the imitation of text. Osmosis: the
hybridisation of text. The title of Chapter 8 points to one of the main thesis
arguments: Praxis: language use as linguistic praxis.
2. I have changed some identifying details and the names of participants and of
individuals mentioned in the course of the research.
3. I have transcribed the thesis data according to the transcription conventions
provided in the following page. These draw on different sources and do not align to
an established research standard in conversation analysis (CA). Greek text is
transcribed in Greek alphabet.
4. I have occasionally provided phonemic transcriptions of certain Greek words or
phrases that appear in the thesis data following the transliteration conventions
provided in Appendix 9. I have transliterated all other Greek terms (in particular
individuals’ names and titles) inconsistently either according to the conventions
provided in Appendix 9 or according to commonly encountered transcriptions (e.g.
‘Polytechnion’ instead of ‘Politechnio’ or ‘Mercouri’ instead of ‘Merkouri’). Word
stress is not represented by any diacritical mark in these transcriptions.
5. I have occasionally provided hints to the pronunciation of certain English or
hybridised (i.e. mixed English and Greek) items that appear in the data following
common phonetic symbols.
6. From time to time, I have placed certain terms in scare-quotes to signal ‘contested
term.’
7. References to works in Greek appear in the reference list both in Greek and
translated into English by myself. References to Greek web pages and FEK /Fillo
Efimeridas Kiverniseos/ [Government Gazette Issue] appear only translated into
English by myself.
8. Where possible, I have deliberately included authors and editors’ first names in my
reference list so that I keep in line with my contention that a person’s name
constitutes one of the basic aspects of a person’s identity.
9. American English spelling conventions have not been changed in exact quotes.
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Transcription Conventions
.
?
!
/
:::
wor’
/word/
/?/
(…)
(pause)
(word)
“word”
[ ]
CAPS
Bold
((word))

Stopping fall in intonation followed by a noticeable pause as at the end
of a declarative sentence
Rising pitch/intonation followed by a noticeable pause as at the end of
an interrogative sentence
Animated tone; not necessarily a grammatical exclamation
Slight fall indicating that more is to come
Lengthened segments/an extension of the sound or syllable
A glottal stop, a cut-off sound
Prodelision (i.e. the deletion of an initial vowel) at the beginning of a
word; elision (i.e. the deletion of a final vowel) at the end of a word
Uncertain transcription or uncertain interlocutor
Inaudible utterance
Text omitted
Pause or pause duration in seconds
Additions referring to grammatical information or additions used to
facilitate intelligibility due to grammatical differences between Greek
and English
Quoted speech
Bounds overlapping speech
Emphatic stress
English or hybridised English text
Supplementary information

Notes:
1. I have transcribed utterances horizontally to represent their relative arrangement in time.
2. I have line-numbered interactional and online chat data transcripts.
3. I have indented interview data transcripts.
4. Quotations from all data transcripts are italicised in text.
5. The Greek data transcripts have been translated into English by myself.
6. I have used [brackets] for my English translations of the Greek data transcripts.
7. Occasionally I have used bold for text in French, German or Italian.
8. I have used the phrase ‘Greek-sounding pronunciation of English’ to signal a way of
pronouncing English using the Greek articulatory frame.
9. I have used the phrase ‘English-sounding pronunciation of English’ to signal a way of
pronouncing English that is marked by a distinct attempt to approximate a non-Greek,
English-like accent, not necessarily identifiable as British or American English.
10. I have used the phrase ‘American-sounding pronunciation of English’ to signal a way of
pronouncing English approximating an American-like accent.
11. The different ways of pronouncing English are also often characterised (e.g.
ironic/caricatured English-sounding pronunciation). In cases where the phrase ‘Englishsounding pronunciation of English’ is characterised as ‘natural’ or ‘spontaneous,’ the
implication (cf. note 9 above) of a distinct attempt not to sound Greek may not be there.
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1
Etiologisis
people who write are always writing about their lives
Richardson, 2001, p. 34

This thesis is about English and identity among adolescents in contemporary
Greece. In particular, it is about this group’s practices with a global language and
the identity meanings that emerge from this interplay. Using an ethnographic
approach, the thesis examines how four groups of adolescents living in Ioannina,
Greece, engage with their ‘default’ ‘foreign’ tongue in their out-of-school
everyday lives, and explores the identities that arise from these linguistic
encounters. The idea for this topic is the result of several parameters: my own
socio-cultural biographical trajectory, my engagement with the literature and the
research processes themselves. In this introductory chapter, I first explain how
these personal and more theoretical factors have affected my research, and then go
on to discuss in detail the point of departure of this study, namely, how English
has been discursively produced within the context of Greece as an ‘instrumental’
and/or ‘detrimental’ language. Justifying my choice to move beyond this
prevalent rhetoric and investigate instead English language use in relation to
identity performance, I move to the research focus, which includes presenting the
research questions and methodology, and explaining my attention to adolescents.
Next I elaborate on my theoretical framework, and in the final section I set out the
structure of the remaining thesis.

1.1 INTELLECTUAL ORIGINS OF THIS STUDY
When I first envisioned this research project, my intent was to explore English
language classrooms in Greece and to raise the question of alternative English
language pedagogies in this context. Through my engagement with the literature
and owing to my move away from the classroom as a research site, I found my
focus being redirected towards issues of language use and the performance of
identities. More specifically, I found my attention being consistently drawn
towards wanting to understand what adolescents do with the English language
-1-
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within their peer group and what English language use means and does to them.

This does not imply that pedagogical issues do not matter. Indeed they do, but we
as language scholars often come to pedagogical prescriptions through descriptions
that fail to encompass broader sociolinguistic phenomena located in cultural and
historical spaces and times; or without realising that there are individual teachers
who draw on their knowledge, experience and agency and use the pedagogical
methods that we might think of as being particularly innovative ways for
achieving desired educational outcomes.

As I became acquainted with the literature, I came to realise that if language
education is to become more than just the teaching of linguistic skills, more than
just linguistic and technical competence, what people do with language should be
more seriously taken account of, or more precisely it should be investigated rather
than assumed.

Hence, this thesis seeks to examine English language use in Greece through
introducing the question of sociolinguistic identity before putting forward any
implications with regard to English language teaching in southern Europe. Put
another way, the thesis is concerned, on a conceptual level, with opening up the
issue of the role of a global language, with re-thinking, in other words, the role of
English in the Greek context, thus restoring its complexity in the current moment
of a globalised world. In order to do that, the thesis engages in an ethnographic
study with adolescents living in Ioannina, Greece for reasons that are explained in
detail later in this chapter (i.e. in Section 1.3).

Here it is important to add that the thesis also represents on a personal level my
struggles to come to terms on the one hand with the possibilities, including the
identity potential, that English has offered me, and on the other hand with the
unproductive and dichotomous ways in which, as will be discussed next, English
has been discursively produced within educational and social milieus in Greece as
a mere ‘tool’ and/or a ‘threat.’

Having been both a learner and a teacher of English in Greece for a number of
-2-
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years, I have often found myself troubled with contradictory feelings. As a learner
of English since the age of eight, I have experienced the initial excitement and
pleasure of learning a new language, the subsequent pressure to do well in English
exams, as well as an unfading desire to perform in English for myself. As a
teacher of English since 1998, I have been perplexed by the perceived necessity of
teaching for exams and a felt obligation to tailor my English language classes to
the students’ needs. As a teacher, the classroom seemed to me to be the obvious
place to look to resolve some of these issues. For various pragmatic reasons that
are briefly analysed in the methodology chapter (i.e. Chapter 4), I was unable to
conduct my research during English classes. Yet as a researcher, I gradually
began to regard this unpredictable turn as a good lesson for me as teacher. For the
mistake we as teachers often make is to believe that we understand our classrooms
by looking at classrooms. Although in part we undoubtedly do, it is interesting to
also consider the possibility (and this is more extensively discussed in the
implications chapter, Chapter 8) of how we might also understand classrooms by
hanging out with students in out-of-school places and observing their language
practices there.

Such issues have all been part of my own biographical journey as a language
learner, teacher and researcher, and have motivated me to attempt to interrogate
not whether English does indeed pose a threat or serve as a necessary tool within
the Greek society, but rather what English does and means to current adolescents.
Put differently, such issues have urged me to ask how else, as opposed to a view
of English as instrumental and/or as threat (a view which will be presented and
discussed later here) English can be thought of in Greece today.

Insofar as this study is an opportunity for me to re-think my own and others’
practices with English, it is also my chance to deal with questions of change: with
the question of how to create something new by opening up the possibility for a
more reflexive and critical perspective on this global language and its pedagogy in
Greece.

1.2 THE STARTING POINT OF THIS STUDY
Two paradoxical positions with regard to the role of English in Greece frame what is
-3-
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often called ‘the research problem.’ On the one hand, English is thought of within
social and educational contexts in Greece as an instrumental, neutral language, a mere
tool that is absolutely necessary for students’ later socioeconomic development. On
the other hand, English is also broadly regarded as a detrimental language, a language
that poses a threat to ‘Greek’ language and national identity.

In this thesis I borrow Foucault’s term ‘discourse’ in order to theoretically refer to
similar positions. According to Foucault, ‘discourses’ are “practices that
systematically form the objects of which they speak” (Foucault, 1972, p. 54). Simply
put, they are repeated acts of language use or reiterated statements or enunciations
that produce individuals and things in particular ways. In the context of the research
problematic here, it could be argued that reiterations such as ‘English is absolutely
necessary for young people’s later socioeconomic development’ and/or ‘English
threatens Greek’ produce, in Foucault’s terms, ‘English’ in the context of Greece as a
particular object that can be either instrumental or detrimental.

I take the view that these two discursive positions produce the role of English in
Greece in particularly unproductive either/or terms, reduce the context of English
language use to simplistic aphorisms and overlook not only the manifold ways in
which young people, and especially adolescents, engage with English in Greece
today, but also the plethora of translingual identity meanings that such engagements
give rise to within the peer group.

In the following two sub-sections literature that supports each of these discourses is
presented. A discussion of such work follows (cf. here, Sub-section 1.2.3) and is then
(cf. here, Section 1.3) linked with the thesis intention to depart from an understanding
of English in binary terms (i.e. ‘tool’ and/or ‘threat’), and to endeavor instead a rethinking of this language through focusing on adolescents’ everyday practices with
English in Greece.

1.2.1 English for instrumental purposes
The discourse of ‘English as an instrumental language’ does not operate within
educational and social arenas of Greece only. Pennycook talks about the “discourse
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of English as an International Language (EIL)” (Pennycook, 1994, p. 6, italics in
original) in order to refer to a similar way of understanding and talking about the role
of English in the world in general. In particular, he argues that this discourse refers to
a “liberal laissez-faire” (Pennycook, 2001, p. 56) way of seeing English and English
language teaching as natural, neutral and intrinsically beneficial for the world
(Pennycook, 1994). Tollefson, who analyses the sociopolitics of the spread of
English with particular emphasis on language policy, similarly comments that
“English is widely seen as a key to the economic success of nations and the economic
well-being of individuals” (Tollefson, 2000, p. 9).

To my knowledge there is only limited research evidence (as opposed to the copious
everyday statements circulating) that supports this ‘instrumentality’ argument in the
context of Greece. It comes from an extensive research project undertaken by the
Centre for the Greek Language during 2005 and 2006 in order to explore adolescents’
out-of-school literacy practices in Greece. Bessie Mitsikopoulou, in her paper in a
2007 special issue of Language and Education dedicated to the digital literacy
practices of young people in marginal contexts, and Dimitris Koutsogiannis, in his
paper in the same issue, make use of the data gathered through the project and both
point to what they call the discourse on the power of formal literacy. Mitsikopoulou
in particular says:

Out-of-school English language learning and ICT [i.e. information and
communication technologies] literacies are shaped by a broader
discourse around the ‘power of formal literacy’, a dominant discourse in
Greece that first appeared under different circumstances during 1960s
[…]. (Mitsikopoulou, 2007, pp. 235-236)
Mitsikopoulou goes on to explain that due to recent changes led by globalisation
processes and developments in Europe, English, as well as computer skills, have now
started to be considered the new literacies of power (cf. Macedo, 2006; Warschauer,
2003). Whereas in the past (i.e. 1960s and 1970s), as Koutsogiannis’ (2007) analysis
reveals, reading and writing in Greek was regarded as the literacy of status that could
ensure mobility to the emergent middle class and better working conditions away
from the rural areas, these days the ‘power of formal literacy’ discourse places
particular emphasis on English language learning and ICT literacies as the two basic
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skills that young people are said to need in order to be appropriately equipped for
white-collar job hunting in the future.

Mitsikopoulou notes that within this broader discourse two main related discourses
have emerged. The first is a ‘progress and development’ discourse salient among
families from lower socioeconomic classes, and the second, a ‘cosmopolitan’
discourse, found in families from middle and upper socioeconomic classes. The main
difference between the two, Mitsikopoulou comments, is one of orientation. Within
the first discourse, families’ orientation is local and relates certified knowledge of
English and ICT to employment in the local (or the European Union) market.
Conversely, within the second discourse, an outward-looking orientation is evidenced
with knowledge of English and ICT taken for granted and with emphasis placed on
preparing children to become citizens of the world. Nonetheless, as Koutsogiannis
further reports, despite these socially structured differential strategies and orientations
among Greek families and their children, “the perceived importance of the [English]
language is universal, and only rarely do we meet children not having extra English
lessons at home or at a language school […]” (Koutsogiannis, 2007, pp. 226-227).

The above constitutes the most recent research evidence from Greece regarding what I
call the ‘instrumentality’ discourse. Similar findings with regard to English have been
reported among the Greek-speaking population of the island of Cyprus, as well.
Before presenting them, it is necessary to stress that I am aware of the complexities
that the role of English in Cyprus poses (cf. work by Karoulla-Vrikki discussed next
in Sub-section 1.2.2) and of the issue that English in this country has to be seen within
the framework of post-colonialism. For, as Skapoulli (2005) notes, Greek-Cypriots
have a long and varied connection to English, as a result of their island being a British
colony until 1960. Nevertheless, I find it useful to note that English in Cyprus does
play, to some extent, an instrumental role as the compulsory foreign language taught
in public primary school (i.e. beginning in 4th grade) and as the foreign language in
which most children start private classes early in their schooling (Skapoulli, 2005).

More specifically, a quantitative attitudinal project carried out in 1998 (for a full
review see Markou & Bowers, 1998), has shown that it is students themselves from
all levels of education who show “a very strong instrumental motivation for learning
-6-
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English [and …] a dangerous preoccupation from the earliest grades with
examinations and job-seeking” (Bowers, 1999, p. 242). Students, it is further
reported, appraise English “for the value it holds for their own personal future” and
use it because it allows them to develop their own ‘small cultures’ (i.e. the rituals and
features that hold small groups together (cf. Holliday, 2005)), their employment
potential, their personal relationships and opportunities (Bowers, 1999, p. 243).
Interestingly, although the use of English for the development of small cultures (cf.
analysis chapters, Chapters 5, 6, 7) is mentioned in the study in passing, it is not
explored further and instead emphasis is put on students’ instrumental motivation for
learning the language.

In my discussion of the instrumentality discourse so far I have concentrated on
evidence for its support offered by research. Before closing this sub-section, I would
like to mention one last important, albeit not research-based, piece of evidence of this
discourse in Greece. It has to do with an official proposal made in November 2001 by
Anna Diamandopoulou, the Greek Commissioner in the European Union at the time:
that English be institutionalised as the second official language in Greece on the
grounds that Greece would be threatened by language exclusion if English did not
become one of its languages. Due to fierce public reaction, the proposal was defeated
and emphasis was instead placed on the importance of English as an instrument of
communication, learning and work for all citizens in Greece, and on the significance
of making the teaching of English an essential part of the state’s educational policy
rather than the responsibility of private language institutes (cf. Moschonas, 2004).

Although the proposal as a whole was met with general condemnation, it is indicative
not only of the widespread discourse of the instrumentality of English in Greece, but
also of the paradoxical nature of this and its competing discourse: English is at once
seen as ‘instrumental’ and ‘necessary’ and/or as ‘detrimental,’ as a language that
poses a threat to Greek (and Greek-Cypriot) language and identity. To this other
dominant discourse, which not surprisingly circulates again both in Greece and, to
some extent, in Cyprus, I turn next.

1.2.2 English as threat
The argument that English constitutes a threat is not exclusive to the Greek (and
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Cypriot) context. Tollefson (2000) identifies it as one influential view of the global
impact of English as an international language and associates it in particular with
countries such as Australia and the U.S. or India and Indonesia where the pre-eminent
position of English has contributed to the death of languages previously spoken
locally. Similar concerns have been posited by critics of the spread of English in
contexts with less direct links to English. Phillipson (2003) for example talks about
Europe as a whole and warns that we might be heading for an American English-only
Europe, if language policies in that continent remain unchanged. Meanwhile, the
discourse of English as threat within the Greek context in particular, is a dominant
one and the fear that ‘Greek’ can be under threat (although not necessarily from
English only) is a quite popular view: according to a 2001 Eurobarometer report for
instance, 90% of the people asked in Greece believe that as the European Union
enlarges, it will be necessary for the Greek people to more or better protect their
language (Special Eurobarometer 54, February 2001).

In the present sub-section, then, I map this ‘homogenisation threat’ discourse by
providing some examples of such talk within educational and social milieus in Greece
and Cyprus.

Again I need to stress that Cyprus does present to an extent a different case in point
with regard to this second discourse, as well. For example, research has emphasised
the role of English in this country as an ideologically ‘neutral’ language in relation to
Standard Modern Greek, or even as a desired alternative to Hellenocentrism, namely,
a tendency associated with ethnic nationalist approaches and Greek ethnic identity as
opposed to Cypriot state identity and the civic nationalist approaches of
Cyprocentrism (cf. Karoulla-Vrikki, 2009). Nonetheless, the very issue that there
exists such a tendency as Hellenocentrism within the Cypriot society is noteworthy
and this sub-section will draw on evidence that supports this perspective in order to
present what has been called the ‘discourse of English as threat’ within the two
contexts.

The first three examples that are presented have to do with how English is perceived
to negatively impact on Greek language in a direct way. The next four examples have
to do with how English is perceived to negatively impact on Greek in an indirect way,
-8-
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namely, through what is commonly called ‘Greeklish’ (i.e. Greek(Eng)lish) or
‘Roman/Latin alphabeted Greek’ (or what I prefer to call ‘Romanised Greek’). A
more critical discussion of the concept of ‘Greeklish’ as such and of relevant literature
is offered later in the thesis (cf. Chapter 7, Sub-section 7.3.2). Here I would like to
concentrate on the examples in question.

To begin, I turn to Moschonas’ (2004) discussion of the most recent language issues
in Greece. According to Moschonas, the opposition towards ‘foreign words’ and ‘the
influence of English on Greek’ emerged in the 1980s, possibly for the first time, and
persisted for about a decade. They were most likely related to the problem of
‘!"#$%"&'(’ (/lexipenia/ [word poverty]) that came up in the mid-1980s when
university entrance examinees in Greece failed to recognise the meaning of two
‘learned’ Greek words which occurred in the Greek essay-writing paper. The
incident, Moschonas notes, was also linked to the spread of youth slang in the 1980s
(cf. Iordanidou & Androutsopoulos, 1997) which was further judged as ‘poor,’
‘vulgar’ and open to all sort of ‘foreignisms’ (Iordanidou & Androutsopoulos, 1999).

A second example of the ‘threat’ discourse appears in a paper entitled “Linguistic
imperialism? The status of English in Cyprus” published in 2001 by a Greek-Cypriot
academic, Andreas Papapavlou. In his paper, Papapavlou (2001) discusses some
views on the role of English in Cyprus as these were presented during (and published
after (cf. Christodoulou, 1993)) a symposium held in Nicosia, Cyprus, in 1992.
According to his account, one of the strongest views during the conference was
expressed by members of ‘the Citizens’ Movement for National Issues’ in Cyprus,
who openly condemned the colonial ‘dominance’ of English in the country and
referred to English as a language that ‘suppresses’ the Greek dialect (i.e. GreekCypriot) and Greek-Cypriots’ civilisation and national character. Contributors,
Papapavlou further comments, discussed English loanwords as a problem, talked
about the ‘abuse’ of the Greek language and the promotion of “Greekinglish,” and
referred to what they characterised as a new type of daily communication with words
such as “hermaphrodite” and “linguistic mongrel” (Papapavlou, 2001, p. 171).

Georgios Babiniotis, a prominent Greek academic and linguist, made, according to
Papapavlou, a quite different contribution. Although Babiniotis referred to the
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presence of English loanwords in Greek-Cypriot as unnecessary and excessive, he
also talked about lexical borrowing as a natural rather than a ‘dangerous’ process. At
the same time, he said that what was alarming and “dangerous” were the GreekCypriots’ attitudes towards English and in particular their feelings of “supremacy,
elegance and importance” as regards the English language (Papapavlou, 2001, p.
172).

In the same paper, Papapavlou goes on to compare the above contributions with those
made during the Fourth Biennial International Conference on Greek Linguistics held
again in Nicosia seven years later, in 1999. As he reports, by that time, the idea of
English as a threat and detrimental influence on Greek had almost no supporters,
while studies (cf. Papapavlou, 1994) had already reported only 500 or less English
loanwords used by Greek-Cypriots in everyday interactions.

The issue of the Greek language being ‘harmed’ and also ‘shrinking’ due to ‘linguistic
imperialism’ associated with the global spread of English and the ‘foreignisms’
adopted particularly by young people were not the only problems presented. A third
argument within this discourse came onto the public scene in Greece more recently as
part of a discussion about the conditions that should be met in order for ‘endangered’
or ‘threatened with extinction’ languages to be preserved.

The discussion took place during a meeting, entitled “Is there a future for our
languages?” (my translation), which was held in Athens in January 2006 between
Georgios Babiniotis, that time the dean of the National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens, Greece, and the French linguist and professor at the Collège de France,
Claude Hagège. Among other things, Babiniotis emphasised that due to the
domination of English in the European Union, other languages have become
disempowered and some, including Greek, have seriously been ‘harmed.’ He also
claimed that speakers of such ‘harmed’ languages exhibit a thin lexical and syntactical
diet and use an unjustifiably large number of English loanwords. Babiniotis closed
his talk on a pessimistic note, asserting that to undermine or deprive people of their
language means also to deprive them of their identity (Babiniotis, 2006, summarised
in English).
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Hagège maintained an analogous tone in his book released in the same month as his
meeting with Babiniotis in Athens. It talks about “[l]e lien organique” [the organic
link] (Hagège, 2006, p. 37) between language and culture, and argues that the threat
of English is a threat to diversity which needs to be countered by support for French,
if the French language and culture, and diversity more generally, are to be defended.
Although such views will be critiqued in the next sub-section, it should nonetheless be
stressed that there is indeed an important imbalance among languages with English at
the top of the linguistic hierarchy, as my Chapter 2 shows, taking Greece and the
European Union as specific examples.

Within the discourse of threat, four more examples are worth examining. In these
cases, the link to the English language as the perpetrator is not as clearly claimed.
Instead, the issue is the hazards posed to the Greek writing system and therefore
language as a result of the extensive use of ‘Greeklish’ (or rather of Romanised
Greek) particularly on the Internet. Despite no straightforward mention of English,
such concerns are indirectly linked to this language on the grounds of the similarity
(and intrinsic connection) between the English characters and the basic Roman/Latin
characters supported by the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) coding system of most computers (cf. Chapter 7, Sub-section 7.3.2).

The first of the four examples comes from a study by Androutsopoulos (2000), which
revealed that 24% of the 76 Greek Internet users living in Greece and participating in
the study viewed Greeklish as a ‘problem’ or ‘threat’ to the Greek language.
Although the figure is small when compared to the 82% of users who agreed that
Greeklish is ‘just an instrument,’ it is still notable as an indicator of concern. Possibly
less indicative but nonetheless noteworthy is a similar concern reported by a
qualitative investigation (part of a small scale corpus-based study) carried out around
the same period (i.e. December 2001, January 2002). The study found that although
the use of Greeklish in the future was not seen as a problem, concerns were
nevertheless expressed about the endangered position of the Greek alphabet and
language on the Internet as a whole (Tseliga, 2007).

An official statement issued in January 2001 by a prestigious Greek social body, the
Academy of Athens, represents, I would argue, a particularly clear instance of the
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discourse of English as threat. The statement, which was released to the Greek press,
adopted what is in the literature known as the ‘phobia of latinisation’ (Moschonas,
2004) and warned against a possible substitution of the Greek by the
Roman/Latin/(English) alphabet as a consequence of the increased use of Greeklish
on the Internet (Academy of Athens, Press Release, January 2001, summarised in
English). Although, as Androutsopoulos (i.e. J. K. Androutsopoulos, 2009, p. 225)
notes, Greeklish had become widely known in the 1990s and had already been a
media issue since 1995, it was this open letter by the Academy that sparked numerous
publications in the Greek press by scholars and linguists.

Such press publications stirred up, according to Moschonas (2004), a kind of ‘moral
panic,’ with its primary characteristics those of a felt threat to the community’s values
and of a rapid build-up of public concern. Adopting a Critical Discourse Analytic
perspective, Koutsogiannis and Mitsikopoulou (2003, 2007) examined 58 of these
newspaper texts and among the three trends that they identified, the retrospective
view was numerically the strongest. According to their analysis, the retrospective
trend was shaped by narratives of the ‘Greek’ ‘glorious’ past, made use of an elegiac
tone and clearly condemned Greeklish as a threat to the ‘Greek’ language, the ‘Greek’
identity and the country itself. By contrast, the prospective view adopted a positive
and value neutral or ideology free stance towards technology and saw the use of
Greeklish on the one hand as a technical weakness and on the other hand as a new
jargon or ‘technological idiolect’ among young people. Similarly, the resistive trend,
which also adopted a technology-friendly discourse, was more critical of the
dominance of English on the Internet and keener to put forward alternative proposals.

Although less directly, then, these last four examples of the discourse of threat show
that Greeklish was more than an issue about the Greek writing system, or rather more
about blaming ‘English’ for another form of invasion. For there are in the above
examples traces of a globalisation and an ‘Englishisation’ discourse and of the
impacts of such processes not merely on the Greek writing system, but most
importantly on the Greek language and consequently on the Greek culture and on
perceptions of national identity.
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1.2.3 Move away from and critique of the two discourses
Two issues need to be raised at this point. One relates to what I see as a limitation of
studies, such as some of those presented in the preceding two sub-sections, which set
out to ‘discover’ (and perhaps critique) ‘attitudes’ towards English and ‘Greeklish’ or
what I prefer to call Romanised Greek. And another is concerned with the limited
nature of these two paradoxical discourses themselves.

In the case of some of the studies utilised above with regard to attitudes towards
English and ‘Greeklish’ or rather Romanised Greek (i.e. Androutsopoulos, 2000;
Bowers, 1999; Koutsogiannis, 2007; Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003, 2007;
Mitsikopoulou, 2007; Papapavlou, 2001; Tseliga, 2007) two things are certain. First,
that such studies in relation to the context of Greece in particular were pressingly
missing from the literature. And second, that they are unquestionably valuable for
both uncovering the public’s (including students, parents, scholars and linguists’)
attitudes, stances to, perceptions and judgments of English in Greece (and Cyprus),
and for delineating the ‘English language issue’ in these contexts as a broader social
phenomenon.

Yet, despite the undoubted value in studying people’s attitudes towards the role and
use of English in a particular socio-cultural context, such a research orientation in my
opinion has limitations. The main reason is that examining attitudes towards
languages alone, and by that I mean not examining their use as well, is often a
research practice that fails to go beyond discourse. Simply put, such research agendas
support through the evidence they provide the truthfulness (or otherwise) of dominant
ways of thinking about and understanding languages, while critiquing them. What
they fail to do, however, is to offer alternative understandings of languages through
opening up a wider debate based on language use. It is, in other words, my contention
that such alternative understandings can only be explored through a more inclusive
research strategy that examines language use both in the micro (e.g. peer interactions)
and macro (e.g. socio-cultural, historical, geographical) context. This thesis aims in
part to address this gap by moving away from prevalent rhetoric, examining instead
what young people do with English in practice, and seeking alternative theorisations
of English in Greece.
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As implied above, my choice to move away from the two dominant discursive
productions of English in Greece relates also to their limited and unproductive nature,
namely, to the notions of a language as an ‘instrumental’ and/or ‘detrimental’ tool.

Thinking of English as an ‘instrumental’ language in Greece poses major theoretical
problems. On the one hand, it takes English as an apolitical, neutral tool, and on the
other hand it approaches it as disconnected from identity. It is my intention to
challenge both of these assumptions and to argue that language, and English language
in particular, is political (an argument that is taken up in Chapter 2) and that language
use, including English language use, is identity related (a claim that all three analysis
chapters aim to establish).

Put differently, it is my intention to contribute both to the line of thought that sees
English as a non-transparent, non-neutral language intricately related to its global
spread and cultural politics (cf. Pennycook, 1994) (cf. Chapter 2); and also to
arguments about the complex involvement of English in identity work among
contemporary youths (cf. Blommaert, 2005b; Canagarajah, 2004; Pennycook, 2003;
Rampton, 2006) (cf. Chapters 5, 6, 7); youths who, as Bower’s (1999) attitudinal
study suggested, want to apply English in the ‘small culture,’ and must therefore be
doing more with it, rather than simply using it for instrumental purposes.

Thinking, on the other hand (or at the same time), of English (and of ‘Greeklish’ or
rather of Romanised Greek) as a ‘detrimental’ language which threatens Greek is
equally problematic. This is so because such a position assumes first and foremost a
view of language as a stable and fixed system, and then often conceals nationalist
projects. In other words, it supports a ‘pure,’ ‘proper’ and ‘learned’ version of Greek
and simultaneously defends linguistic plurality through bolstering the nation’s
standard language.

The notion of ‘proper’ ‘Greek’ is however contentious. It is a phenomenon intricately
related to language standardisation in Greece which, as Dendrinos (2001) suggests,
remains unresolved. Moreover, it alludes to a kind of Modern Greek that is intended
to be more closely related to a variety of Ancient Greek, and it reflects a particular
linguistic ideology, that of ‘graphicentrism,’ namely, the primacy of standard written
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Greek over the spoken forms (Sotiropoulos, 1992). Consequently, it reproduces a
popular stereotype of the superiority of Ancient Greek over Modern Greek and a
general myth about the linguistic superiority of some languages or of some language
varieties over others (Drossou, 2004).

Simultaneously, however, it has long discounted linguists’ views about foreign loans,
and more specifically views, as Moschonas (2004) notes, that borrowing is not such a
bad thing and that a language becomes enriched or enlarged through borrowing. Last
but not least, ‘proper’ ‘Greek,’ by excluding ‘Greeklish’ (in the sense of what I call
Romanised Greek), propagates “an ideological approach to orthography, in which the
Greek script is viewed as a paramount national symbol” (J. K. Androutsopoulos,
2009, p. 225), and spreads (as did the Athens Academy’s open letter) “the well-known
phobia of “latinisation,” shared by linguistic conservatives (often called
“traditionalists” and “technophobes” by their adversaries)” (Moschonas, 2004, p.
180).

Meanwhile, arguing for linguistic diversity while condemning the homogenisation
threat of English and simultaneously encouraging the use of a standard variety of
Greek is also a debatable stance. As Pennycook (2010a) notes, such arguments (e.g.
Hagège’s (2006) claim that the threat of English is a threat to diversity and therefore
needs to be countered by support for French) run counter to a more complex view of
diversity that endorses mixing and hybridity over ‘pure’ national languages (cf.
Bernabé, Chamoiseau, & Confiant, 1993). And importantly, they “operate with a
view that the nation state and its attendant languages are a guarantor of diversity”
(Pennycook, 2010a, p. 118).

Thus, although the discourse of English as a threat can seemingly be thought of as
endorsing multi-lingualism and as rejecting the discourse of English as a global or
international language, it can also be seen as falling into the trap of “continuing to
promote the very ways of thinking about language and diversity that are part of the
problem” (Pennycook, 2010a, p. 118). For, as Dendrinos (2001) argues, behind such
anti-anglophonic, anti-imperialist, anti-assimilationist ideologies lurk ethnocentric
positions regarding language and culture, and national language promotionism or
linguistic chauvinism.
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As I intend to go beyond these two dominant discourses around English in Greece,
what needs to be addressed next, is the exact focus of this thesis.

1.3 THE FOCUS OF THIS STUDY
In order to present and discuss the two discursive positions about the role of
English in Greece, I have so far mainly drawn on academic literature. My
experience, however, as a learner, teacher and researcher of English also supports
their prevalence. I have, for example, often engaged in conversations with
students, parents, educators and the participants of this study (cf. Chapter 8,
Section 8.1) during which statements about the absolute necessity of English for
young people in Greece and its invasive destructive role for Greek language have
been expressed and argued for. This experience along with the pervasiveness of
these two discursive positions in literature and public debates (cf. analyses in the
preceding section) has motivated me to want to depart from them, ask how else
English can be thought of within Greek society, and ultimately attempt to offer an
alternative understanding of English through examining adolescents’ practices
with this language in a small city in Greece, namely, Ioannina.

More specifically, I have come to believe that the groups of statements,
enunciations or discourses that have produced the role of English in Greece as an
‘instrumental’ and/or ‘detrimental’ language are caught in contradictions and place
the issue of English language use in this context within too simplistic terms. What
is needed, I have realised, is further empirical investigation of how people, and in
particular young people, use English in manifold ways in their everyday lives, and
of how such uses give rise to complex processes of identity work. My research
responds to this gap by moving away from the established discursive positions
around English in Greece and by taking as its focus adolescents’ everyday out-ofschool uses of, engagements and practices with English. In light of this focus, I
address the following questions:

1. What are adolescents’ practices with English in Greece?
2. What kinds of identity meanings emerge from this group’s engagement
with a global language?
3. What alternative understandings of English in Greece are opened up
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through an examination of adolescents’ use of English?
4. How can a discussion of English language use and identity among
adolescents in Greece inform English language pedagogy in this country?

As is evident, my research questions make use of the phrase ‘in Greece.’ The
phrase is used extensively in the thesis in place of a more accurate and nuanced
expression (i.e. ‘in Ioannina, Greece’ or ‘among a particular age-group living in
Ioannina, Greece’) at times to talk about the study’s contribution, as well. This
rhetorical practice notwithstanding, during the process of thinking through the
above questions and engaging in the qualitative analyses of the generated data, I
have remained fully aware of the localness of my research and its limitation to
claim generalisability in terms of English and adolescence in Greece overall (cf.
Chapter 8, Section 8.7). This localised nature of my research is made explicit next:

For the study I engaged in ethnographic work over a period of more than three
months (i.e. around February and March 2007, and around January and February
2008) with four groups of adolescents living in Ioannina, Greece. I became a
participant observer in the daily out-of-school interactions of three of these
groups, while I interviewed all participants (i.e. a total of 22 adolescents and two
adults) individually and/or in groups. The homes of these adolescents as well as
the streets, public parks, squares, cafés, Internet cafés, bars, ‘tsipouradika’ (i.e.
Greek style restaurants where light snacks and tsipouro, a traditional kind of
alcohol, are served), ‘gyropitadika’ (i.e. Greek style kebab places) and nightclubs
of Ioannina became the sites of my research. This allowed me to gain insights into
the daily lives of these people and their peer group interactions. The variety of
types of data generated, ranging from the primary source of spontaneous
interactions and interviews to online chat messages, text messages and the
numerous photos of textbook and notebook glosses, of diary entries, notes,
drawings, msn personalised comments, writings on walls and of body writing also
gave me access to diverse kinds of these adolescents’ semiosis.

I chose to concentrate on adolescents for a number of reasons. As is evident from
the discussions above, adolescents are at the centre of concern of both the
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instrumental and the detrimental discursive positions. English is seen as directly
linked to this group of people’s future socioeconomic and professional
development, and at the same time it is again this group of people’s use of
‘impoverished’ Greek due to English influence that has raised the alarm. English
loans are after all associated with fashion and modernity (Karyolemou, 2001;
Papapavlou, 1994) and for this reason are said to be more extensively used by
youth.

Additionally, it is adolescents who spend a great deal of effort, time and money on
their English language tuition in and out of school, and on their participation in
standardised English tests. Attendance at evening classes (i.e. frondistiria)
specialising in coaching for school subjects (including English) and for university
entrance exams especially during adolescence (i.e. from the age of 16) is so
common in Greece that Koutsogiannis (2007), drawing on Chouliaraki and
Fairclough’s notion of “colonisation” (i.e. one practice colonising another)
(Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999, pp. 93-94), describes the phenomenon as “total
‘colonisation’ of everyday life by schooling” (Koutsogiannis, 2007, p. 223).

It should, however, be noted here that involvement in both public and private
formal foreign language learning in general (e.g. English, German, French) is
widespread among students of all ages in Greece. For example, a newspaper
article reports that one million students from Greece attend foreign language
institutes, while more than 750 million euros per year are spent by Greek families
on out-of-school foreign language learning with an extra 30 million euros spent on
textbooks (Trinka, 2003, summarised in English). Despite such figures which
refer to the general student population in Greece, it is, I would argue, adolescents
in particular on whom increased demands are made particularly in relation to
foreign language (mainly English) exams.

Moreover, it is estimated that from the numbers that follow, a large portion would
refer to adolescent learners: more than 800 students from Ioannina participate in
Palso English exams (i.e. English Language exams administered by the
Panhellenic Federation of Foreign Language School Owners) and Edexcel exams
(English exams provided by Pearson Language Assessments, a leading UK
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education company) during one of the two exam periods each year (Nikoletta
Tsoumani, personal communication, April 2, 2007); and approximately 144,000
candidates from Greece take a CambridgeESOL (i.e. one of the main English
examination bodies in Greece) examination every year (Maria Polychroniadou,
personal communication, October 9, 2006). (Note however that this last figure
seems surprisingly low and contradicts statements according to which
approximately two thirds of those worldwide who sit the Cambridge Certificates
in English are learners from Greece (cf. Mitsikopoulou, 2007, p. 237).

Regardless of numbers and costs, however, English exams impact on adolescents’
lives in other ways too. Like all testing experiences, they can also be seen as
frightening, and they can threaten students’ self-esteem, while exam results can
influence negatively learners’ employment opportunities later (Shohamy, 2001).
Exams can, therefore, be seen as highly influential in shaping the ways in which
adolescents view the English language as a whole.

Finally and most importantly for me, adolescents constitute a remarkably
interesting group to study in relation to English language use for two reasons
unrelated to their academic lives. First, adolescents are likely to come into contact
with global forms of culture that are no longer Greek-specific through their easier
access to cultural products associated with print and electronic media as well as
popular culture and English (e.g. magazines, mobile phones, electronic games,
films, pop music etc.). In other words, they are the ones who participate possibly
more intensively and often in multiple and unpredictable ways in modernity and
global cultures, even when they go to schools where official nationalist agendas
are often put into practice (Avdela, 2000).

Second, adolescents are at an age during which they are seeking to define their
identities and their position in the world (Kramsch, 2006). During that age,
English, as a global language and as the main language of popular culture,
becomes for them part of their multiple investments and desires. Put differently,
the use of English influences their perceptions of themselves (Kramsch, 2001), as
it is through the English language that they can express both their desire to
communicate with the world and their will to preserve their own identity (Pham,
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2001).

1.4 DEVELOPING THE THEORETICAL TOOLS FOR THE JOB
In order to work with a research topic that seeks to investigate other ways (as opposed
to instrumental and detrimental views) in which English can be thought of in the
context of Greece, my theoretical approach must offer insights into the processes that
make a re-conceptualisation, a re-thinking of English possible. It is my contention
that such processes have to do with how English is put into use and what happens in
these contexts. Once adolescents were chosen as the group of people whose
engagements with English could shed light on the complex role of English in Greece,
and similarly, once ethnographic methodological approaches were chosen for
accessing instances of English language use among different groups of adolescents, I
then turned to poststructuralist and sociolinguistic notions in order to develop a
theoretical and analytical schema with which to examine what happens in linguistic
events produced by adolescent people living in Greece.

According to one line of thought, what happens once language is used is simply that
people ‘communicate:’ that individuals communicate their (honest or otherwise)
thoughts, beliefs, wants and needs to others. But according to a poststructuralist
approach to language use, that which happens when language is used is seen as
related to the formation of identities through language. Put differently, according to
poststructuralist thought there are identity processes that are at work when people use
language. The analysis and theorisation of the data generated in this study takes this
thesis as its central premise.

A number of theoretical propositions have informed poststructuralist approaches to
language and identity since the ‘linguistic turn’ in the humanities in the 1970s, and the
recognition that language is not merely a transparent medium of thought, but acts
instead as a structuring agent constituting reality. A few of these propositions have
been particularly stimulating for me in trying to analyse and theorise the research
texts.

First, I have found in the following definition a most productive way of understanding
language: language is not a natural tool that reflects a ‘real’ reality (cf. traditional
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understanding of language), nor a complete system of signs (cf. Saussure, [1916]
1974), a unified, static or pre-given structure that structures everything else (cf.
structuralist understanding of language), but a hybrid and constantly evolving entity,
an “emergent property of social interaction” (Pennycook, 2006, p. 67). Coming to
grips with the language of the research texts from this perspective has permitted an
analytical focus on language performance (i.e. instantiated language use) as opposed
to linguistic competence (i.e. abstract competence to produce grammatical utterances
(cf. Chapter 6, Sub-section 6.1.2) and has further informed my approach to the
performance of identity as discussed below.

Second, I have adopted a poststructuralist understanding of language and reality as
mutually constitutive. Language, as mentioned above, is seen within poststructuralist
thought, as constituting reality in that it is the means through which we understand it.
Language is, however, also believed to be constituted (by)/within reality in that
different realities, cultures and histories bring about different kinds of language. The
translingual or hybrid uses of language (e.g. Greek-influenced English or ‘Hellenised
English’) as well as participants’ own views about what constitutes ‘the English
language’ could not have made sense to me without such a conception of language
and reality.

Third, I have taken again a poststructuralist position on meaning and its relation to
language. Contrary to the Saussurean understanding of meaning as locked within a
system of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations (i.e. relations of difference),
meaning in poststructuralist terms is still viewed as being derived from within a
system of difference, but the relations of difference are in this case infinite. Thus, the
relationship between language and meaning in poststructuralism is not deterministic
but fluid; hence the possibility of multiple rather than fixed meanings. The latter has
been a particularly helpful analytical construct as what emerges from the ways in
which the adolescents of my study use language is a series of unpredictable, often
playful, meanings.

Fourth and most importantly for this project, I have taken the relationship between
language and identity as being of a reciprocal, hybrid and contingent nature
(Blommaert, 2005b; Canagarajah, 2005; May, 2005): reciprocal in the sense that
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language is within this perspective seen as constituting the language user’s social
identity and the language user’s social identity is seen as constituting language
(Norton, 2000); hybrid, because both language and identity are seen as non-static and
plural; contingent, because again both categories are seen as, “shifting, and produced
in the particular” (Pennycook, 2006, p. 63). By theorising the two constructs as
distinct but mutually influential, I have been able to link the two key processes
referred to above, namely, language use and identity formation. More specifically, I
have been able to argue that who these adolescents are depends on (among other
things) the way they talk (cf. Cameron, 1997), the way they hybridise both English
and Greek and the way they populate these languages with their own meanings,
intentions and desires.

Moreover, such a perspective has made it possible to see identity work as a
transformative process, a process that involves ongoing renegotiations of identity
enabled through language use. As Brian Morgan argues,

[w]herever and however meanings are expressed, shared, challenged, or
distorted, language practices are always implicated in how people define
who they are and how they subsequently act upon the possibilities such
meanings convey. (Morgan, 1997, p. 432)
In line with this point of view, which sees engagement with language as linked to acts
of identity, is also a stance that assumes no linear link between language, culture and
ethnicity. This stance, put forward in Cameron’s (1990) ‘Demythologizing
sociolinguistics,’ where the idea is challenged that people belong to distinct speech
communities that mechanically follow identical norms and practices, has been taken
up by Luke (2002) and Pennycook (2003, 2004), who also argue that to assume a
deterministic association of language to a particular culture or nation is problematic,
on the grounds that it assumes discrete and static languages and non-agentive
individuals.

This position has been particularly helpful for my thesis. It has helped me theorise
participants as individuals who negotiate their ‘Greekness’ through their own
distinctive linguistic means which also involve using English (cf. third section of
Chapter 5). It has contributed to my understanding of contemporary youth’s practices
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with kinds of English accessed through global forms of popular culture (cf. Chapter
6). It has allowed a reading of participants’ imitative Englishes as part of what these
youths can do locally (cf. Chapter 6). Finally, it has also informed my discussion of
the problematic nature of ‘Greek’ language and identity (hence the scare-quotes
placed around ‘Greek’), constructs that have historically been produced as bounded
and straightforward (cf. second section of Chapter 2).

In accordance with what precedes, I have also made in my analysis extensive use of
the notion of ‘performativity’ in relation to language and sociolinguistic and cultural
identity. ‘Performativity’ is a term taken from the philosophical work of Austin
(1962), who identified as ‘performative’ a category of utterances which bring states of
affairs into being (e.g. ‘I bet’ performs the act of betting). Poststructuralist
philosopher Butler (1990) has argued that it is not only performative speech acts that
bring states of affairs into being, but rather that all language use is (potentially)
performative. Taking the category of gender as a case in point, Butler has further
contented that gender is brought into being through the performance of linguistic acts
that are culturally understood as gendered.

Drawing on these theoretical lines of thought, I have in this thesis adopted the
argument that “identities are formed in the linguistic performance […] and that
language use is an act of identity which calls that language into being” (Pennycook,
2007a, p. 157, italics added). Simply put, I have utilised a theoretical framework
which sees identities as something you do or perform in or through words, and which
similarly views languages as ongoingly brought into being in or through performance
(i.e. instantiation of language use). Performativity theory as one school of thought
through which to consider the global spread of English is further explored in Chapter
3.

At this point a set of interrelated sociolinguistic notions needs to be considered. The
first, possibly the most widely used notion, is that of ‘hybridity.’ In the thesis I have
often used the notion of ‘hybridity’ not in order to argue for a world Englishes
linguistic hybridity perspective (cf. Chapter 3, Section 3.2) that focuses on how
languages change and adapt (cf. especially Rajagopalan, 1999). Rather, I have used
the term hybridity mostly in association with processes of linguistic hybridisation and
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linguistic hybrid formations. These refer to individual items or phrases which include
more or less sophisticated mixes of Greek and English. Although a number of such
mixes can be seen as more regular formations, namely, as formations that may have
become integrated into Greek in more regular ways, I have still discussed them as
linguistic hybrids in order to underline their potential interrelation with identity
meanings that emerge precisely from what I see as implied in the process of
hybridisation: the creation of something greater than the sum of its parts.

It is in line with this argument that I have mobilised the notion of hybridity to talk
about items that can, for example, be termed as ‘Hellenised English,’ namely, as
English with Greek characteristics in pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, syntax or
semantics, and as a form of language that makes sense only to speakers of both Greek
and English. A number of such Hellenised English instances are found in the
conversational data of Chapter 5 and in the online data of Chapter 7 and have been
transcribed in English characters and in bold print.

Together with the notion of hybridity, I have also used in the thesis the concept of
‘translingualism.’ My use of this term may be seen in connection to Jacquemet’s
(2005) notion of ‘transidiomatic practices.’ For Jacquemet transidiomatic practices
are “the communicative practices of transnational groups that interact using different
languages and communicative codes simultaneously present in a range of
communicative channels, both local and distant” (2005, p. 264-265). Although the
groups of participants in this study cannot be characterised as transnational groups, I
have found Jacquemat’s notion useful for describing and understanding participants’
practices of borrowing, blending and seamlessly mixing Greek and English in order to
create new linguistic (and cultural) forms. Insofar as such refashioned forms can no
longer distinctly belong to the Greek or English culture and language, but cut across
these categories and produce alternative spaces of linguistic expression, I have
employed the notion of translingualism to talk about participants’ translingual (or
transidiomatic) practices and identities.

I have further termed in the thesis such practices of mixing as ‘osmotic practices’ in
an attempt to capture the linguistic phenomena of hybridisation and translingualism
explicated above, but also what is called ‘polylingual languaging,’ namely, the
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insertion of linguistic items from different languages in new combinations (Jørgensen,
2008).

The notion of ‘language crossing,’ namely the crossing into a socially or ethnically
different language, as well as the notion of ‘speech stylisation,’ namely, the
exaggerated representation of languages, dialects and styles (cf. Auer, 2007;
Coupland, 2001, 2007; Eckert, 2000; Rampton, 1995a, 1999a, 2005, 2006) have also
been employed in the thesis. Although these two concepts do not overtly invoke the
idea of mixing, I have still utilised them profitably more in line with my
understanding of mixed language use as a kind of osmosis, hybridisation, integrationnativisation, translingualism or polylingual languaging.

In light of these notions, then, and the theoretical underpinnings presented earlier,
what has become possible is an interpretation of participants’ diverse uses of English
in Greece as an opening up, as a way to bring about varied (e.g. ludic, satirical,
mythical) meanings and new or already sedimented (i.e. sedimented through past
ritualised social performances) kinds of identity. Put differently, the theoretical and
conceptual framework outlined above has offered the conditions of possibility for
arguing that English language in Greece can open up manifold ways of identification:
that English language in Greece can be performative. Such an interpretation
necessarily calls into question an understanding of English as that ‘instrumental’
‘thing,’ which merely ‘serves’ to build young people’s professional profiles, and/or
that ‘thing’ that is ‘detrimental’ to a pre-existing ‘Greek’ language and identity.

By mobilising an ethnographic approach, poststructuralist understandings,
performativity theory and sociolinguistic notions of mixing such as hybridisation,
integration, translingualism, polylingual languaging or osmosis, this thesis
provides new insight into issues of language, and in particular of English
language, and identity, in the context of contemporary Greece. It foregrounds the
complexity of the multiple desires that young people bring to their engagement
with English. Without losing sight of the local particularities, the complex
socioeconomic and historical processes, and the ways in which such processes
might impinge on these people’s understandings of language and identity, the
thesis on the whole points to the need for a reconceptualisation of the notion of
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identity in the Greek context and for a deeper understanding of the role of English
there.

Based on evidence from an array of conventional and unconventional data types,
including interactional and interview data, and drawing on the argument that English
language in Greece can be performative, the thesis further draws implications as to
how such a novel perspective on the English language can informatively influence the
way we teach languages in general, and in specific a global (and the default ‘foreign’)
language in Greek schools, namely, English. The thesis is thus significant for the
potential it offers to make a useful contribution to the field of Critical Applied
Linguistics, and to extend knowledge within the area of language education, English
language teaching and language policy in general, but most importantly, in Greece.

One important note still needs to be made. It concerns my choice to primarily use in
this thesis the term ‘identity’ as opposed to other terms such as: self, person,
individual, ethos, persona, subject, subject position, positionings, subjectivity,
subjectivities, possibilities for selfhood, identify, identification (cf. Ivani), 1998;
Joseph, 2004).

One would expect a study that draws on poststructuralist connotations to employ the
term ‘subject,’ derived from the work of Michel Foucault and generally understood as
‘subject of’ and ‘subject to’ discourse and power (Foucault, 1980a), in order to
explore issues of language and ‘identity.’ Against this expectation, I have largely
stayed with the word ‘identity’ even when the concept of ‘subject’ or ‘subjectivity’ is
at play. Two reasons lie behind this choice. First, ‘identity’ is also widely employed
in some of the key literature with which I have been concerned (Blommaert, 2005a,
2005b; Canagarajah, 2004, 2005; Kramsch, 2006, the latter who, however, uses
'subjectivity' extensively; Norton, 2000; Pennycook, 2003, 2007a; Rampton, 1999a,
2006). Second, because, despite there being a widely recognised problem with the
term, namely, its failure to point to processes of social construction and constraint in
relation to ‘identity’ formation, it is still the everyday word for people’s sense of who
they are (Ivani), 1998). As Joseph (2004) argues, opting for everyday terms and
avoiding jargon serves understanding and most importantly reminds linguists, of all
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people, that no attempt to unify and contain how language might be interpreted has
ever been or can ever be successful.

1.5 THE STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
The thesis is structured around two main discussions: on the one hand, the complex
educational, socio-cultural and historical context of contemporary Greece in relation
to the global spread of English is accounted for; on the other hand, the performative
role of English in Greece is considered in detail. Similarly, the goals of the two
discussions can be understood as follows: the first discussion aims to complicate the
picture of English in Greece by foregrounding the educational and socio-cultural
politics of a global language that has become a ‘default’ foreign language in many
European countries including Greece; the second discussion aims to shed light on the
performative role of English that has hitherto been unexplored within the context of
Greece.

The paradox then arises: does it make sense to want to bring to the fore the enabling
of identities and meanings through English in Greece, when the argument is also that
English is not a neutral, but a highly political global language around which a
stakeholder economy has been built? How can we make possible a
reconceptualisation of English as a performative language in Greece and not give yet
another push to raise ‘English’ to a higher rank in the existing linguistic hierarchy?

It is my contention that the two seemingly antithetical positions might be able to work
complementarily. Dealing only with the cultural politics of English in Greece would
mean avoiding addressing issues of global cultural flows and language practices, and
would leave little room for productive implications in further work. Conversely,
focusing only on “engagement and performativity in the moment of production”
(Pennycook, 2001, p. 149) would mean losing sight of how language and power
intersect at the macro (i.e. societal) level. What is important then is to both
understand the role of English in an uneven world (e.g. its implication in the
promotion of particular cultural ideas and ways of thinking, its role as a potential
threat to other languages, its dominance in electronic media) and its involvement in
the creation of new ways of being. In this thesis I have chosen to discuss both the
influential spread of English in Greece (cf. Chapter 2) and the identity possibilities
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and the socio-cultural capital that English is able to afford (cf. Chapters 5, 6, 7) in an
attempt to accommodate on the one hand the cultural politics associated with English
and on the other hand its reconstitution in a marginal context.

Thus, the performance of identities through adolescents’ English language use in
Ioannina, Greece, have become the central feature of the three data-driven chapters
(i.e. Chapters 5, 6, 7), each of which evolves around one key practice with English
(i.e. creative-playful, imitative, and osmotic-ornamental engagement with English
respectively). At the same time, Chapter 2 offers significant insights into the status of
English in Greece and the pervasive spread of (native) English both in the local
context and in the European Union, thus providing the background against which the
discussions of the performance of English and identities are weighed.

More specifically, Chapter 2 responds to the question ‘why examine English in
Greece now.’ It presents recent changes in the demographic and socio-cultural profile
of the country, contributes to an ongoing interrogation of the assumed linearity of
‘Greek’ language and identity, and challenges the supposed equality of European
languages. Through examining the English language exam reality in Greece, the
argument is put forward that English language teaching and testing in this country still
remain ‘native’ norm-bound and still rely to a large extent on foreign providers
predominantly from the native English language circle. Through discussing official
language policies in Greece and the European Union, the chapter also suggests that
despite the discourse on multi-lingualism and multi-culturalism in the European
Union, English still holds a special place of pride at the top of the European Union
linguistic hierarchy.

Having established the broad context of English in Greece, the thesis then moves to
Chapter 3,which narrows down the field by reviewing literature with regard to
English language and identity in Greece, the use of language as constitutive of
identity, different schools of thought about the global spread of English, and language
play. Whereas Chapter 1 has established my poststructuralist perspective as regards
the relation between language and identity, Chapter 3 discusses poststructuralist
identity in more detail. The chapter proposes ‘postcolonial performativity’ (cf.
Pennycook, 2003, 2004) as the lens through which to approach the research
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participants’ creative, hybrid and idiosyncratic uses of English in the peer group. It
also discusses language play as one of the key theoretical tools used in the analysis,
and argues in favour of a definition of ‘performance’ as ‘stylised performance’ or
deliberately performed linguistic activity that is partly about the ways we choose to
present ourselves.

Chapter 4 offers a detailed overview of the research perspective, the research
approach, and the methods of data generation and of data collection. The discussions
are concerned with two main arguments: how ethnography as a methodological
practice (or research approach) can operate at all four levels of abstraction mentioned
above; how ethnography can operate within a dual perspective of both interpretive
and poststructuralist aims. The chapter also introduces my research participants and
identifies a number of issues that arose in the conduct of my research, including
questions of power in research relationships and questions of text, knowledge and
reality in research in general and in translation in particular.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 comprise discussion of the data. Over the course of these
chapters, I draw on different ethnographic data types in order to explore the first three
research questions: adolescents’ practices with English (i.e. research question 1); the
kinds of identity meanings that emerge from these engagements (i.e. research question
2); and the alternative understandings of English that arise from such analyses (i.e.
research question 3).

The response of each chapter to the first two questions sheds light on different
language practices and identity meanings, whereas the argument put forward in all
three analysis chapters with regard to the alternative understandings of English in
Greece is the same: if the analysis of adolescents’ performances in English reveals
different kinds of identity performances, then the argument can be made that English
language in Greece can alternatively be understood as a performative language
intricately related to identity formation. This process of identity formation is not
enabled through English only, but equally or potentially more through Greek. Nor are
the identity meanings opened up through English the only identity claims made by
these adolescents. Yet the crucial point is that the examination of these language and
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identity performances among adolescents in Greece has made possible a
reconceptualisation of English in that context as performative.

Chapter 5, ‘Poiesis,’ in particular, points to adolescents’ creative and playful practices
with English such as ludic language mixings, hybridised words, non-congruent
translations, subversive repetitions, constructed speech, intertextual play, carnival,
pronunciation games and double voicing. Through these language practices,
participants are shown to act out their alignments with fun, youth and ‘cool identity’
positions, with claims to heterosexual identities, Greek identities and good/resisting
student identities. Despite confidently and creatively playing with English, however,
these adolescents’ interview comments raise interesting issues about the ownership
and authorship of English outside the peer group.

Chapter 6, ‘Mimesis,’ reveals adolescents’ imitative engagement with English.
‘Mimesis’ is defined as the reconceptualisation of prior texts (cf. Pennycook, 2007b)
and in this chapter is exemplified with recyclings and repetitions in which English
pronunciation games feature. Through imitating American-sounding accents and
what I term ‘English-sounding’ accent, namely, a kind of English accent that is
marked by a distinct attempt not to sound Greek, and that is not necessarily associated
with the British or American variety (cf. note 9, ‘Transcription Conventions,’ p. xi),
adolescents are shown to cross identity boundaries and temporarily inhabit desired
imagined ‘rap-like’ selves and ‘foreign-like’ personas. Apart from illustrating their
‘desire’ (Kramsch, 2006; Kristeva, 1980) in English, the chapter presents evidence of
these adolescents’ ‘semiotic mobility’ (Blommaert, 2005a) or ‘symbolic competence’
(Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008), namely, their ability to manipulate linguistic codes for
various identity goals. Yet the argument is also made that seeing English as a ‘myth’
(Kramsch, 2006) and finding the English sound attractive are elements that do not
nullify these young people’s attachment to Greek language, culture and local
practices.

Chapter 7, ‘Osmosis,’ presents how participants engage in ornamental language use
and ornamental language mixing, namely, the mixing (hence the chapter’s title) of
Greek and ornamental or emblematic English. Seargeant (2005) defines ‘ornamental
English’ as English used for its outer surface, symbolic value and ornamental effect.
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Mixing is in this chapter related to processes of nativisation and integration and to the
notions of hybridisation, polylingual languaging and translingualism by means of
which certain linguistic items or phrases which include some form of ornamental
English are refashioned, thus serving participants’ specific needs. Drawing on the
analytical concepts referred to above, the chapter focuses on how participants ornate
their predominantly Greek speech with often unspectacular yet performative English,
which becomes integrated and nativised within Greek, and which enables the
performing of identities related to youth, coolness and rebelliousness. The chapter
argues that such osmotic linguistic processes increase the identity potential of
translingual speakers and allow a move into a ‘third space’ (Kramsch, 1993) of
translingual and transcultural experience.

In the concluding Chapter 8, issues with regard to language and identity performance
raised in the preceding chapters are synthesised, and implications for English
language teaching in Greece are drawn (cf. research question 4). A key argument put
forward is that what is currently for the most part an exam oriented English language
pedagogy in Greece can instead extend to placing emphasis on raising learners’
awareness of their linguistic and performative possibilities in their default foreign
language; to drawing attention to local language use and the potential for individual
creative expression; and to capitalising on learners’ potential to imagine the linguistic
system of English in all its fantastic dimensions.

In this chapter I contend that this study makes an important contribution towards our
understanding of the role of language in identity formation, understanding which in
turn furthers our conceptualisation of the role of language as ‘praxis’ (hence that
chapter’s title). I contend that the study also makes an original contribution to the
field of English language education in Greece through its original investigation of
‘actual’ English language instances, and through its suggestion that learning English
in Greece offers new possibilities for knowing and being in the world.

~~~

In the preceding pages I explained how I came to be increasingly attracted to issues of
English language use and identity in the Greek context. I discussed how English has
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been discursively produced in Greece as an ‘instrumental’ and/or ‘detrimental’
language. I argued against such paradoxical, limited and limiting ways of thinking
and talking about English in Greece, emphasising their inability to offer insights into
the discursive restructurings that are opened up when young people move into
English. I then summarised the focus of my ethnographic study, claiming that to
examine adolescents’ language practices with English in this peripheral European
country makes possible a rethinking of the role of English in relation to the
performance of identities. In the fourth section, I provided the rationale for using a
theoretical framework informed by poststructuralist theories of language, reality,
meaning and identity, thus making a case for approaching language use as an act of
identity. Finally, I outlined the structure of the thesis and pointed to some of the key
themes and arguments of each chapter. A note of ‘warning’ is left to be made: the
‘straightforward’ arrangement I presented above of the thesis structure, very much
like the coherent narrative told in this introductory chapter and the linear stories that
are narrated in the following chapters, all to some extent deceive in that they conceal
the numerous false starts that occurred during the process of my thinking and writing.
Yet my reflections on some of these false starts that are offered at various intervals in
the thesis, shed at least some light on the contingent and co-constructed nature of my
interpretive research.
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Skepsis
a description that questions the already-said at the level of its existence
Foucault, 1972, p. 148

This chapter focuses on Greece and the extent to which this country differs from other
regions when it comes to issues of language and identity. The intention is to establish
a rationale for the study of English and identity in this context and to complexify the
role of this global language within the Greek setting. The chapter first presents some
recent changes in the demographic and socio-cultural profile of Greece, thus
justifying my interest in English within contemporary Greece as timely. It
simultaneously offers figures from the site of this research, namely, Ioannina, in order
to offer more concrete examples of such changes. It then discusses concepts such as
‘Greek language’ and ‘Greek identity’ with the aim of contributing to the
problematisation of their status, challenging the often-assumed fixity of language and
identity in general, and providing a rationale for examining in later chapters
alternative identity meanings among adolescents in contemporary Greece. The
chapter subsequently offers an overview of English language teaching and testing in
Greece, points to the argument that the Greek exam reality is foreign (i.e. UK and US)
dominated and helps sketch an image of English as a complex, paradoxical and
political language within this European country. Specific European Union documents
and national initiatives with regard to language issues are examined next to reveal on
the one hand official incongruities and on the other hand the special pride of place
occupied by English despite the symbolic promotion of multi-lingualism and multiculturalism in Greece and the European Union. This last section completes the
picture painted in the previous section, thus illustrating how EU official language
policies impact on the Greek official reality and together produce the role of English
in both contexts as paradoxical and political.

2.1 WHY ENGLISH IN GREECE NOW?
Due to its geographical position at the crossroads of east and west, Greece has
always been open to outside cultural influences through trade, tourism, wars and
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foreign occupation as well as through its large diasporas. Yet, (and setting aside
the very recent ominous financial situation in Greece and the intervention of the
IMF on the 9th of May 2010, events whose demographic consequences remain to
be seen in the next few years), there have been since the early 1990s demographic
and socio-cultural circumstances in Greece that have raised questions about
language in general more intensely, about Modern Greek and its value as a symbol
of national identity, and about English and its status as a global language and the
most influential foreign language learned in Greece.

The first important development was the unprecedented population movement
within and to Greece. Various linguistic communities have moved from periphery
or rural areas to urban ones; considerable numbers of people moved to Greece
from the Balkans, from the former communist countries of Eastern Europe and
from some distant countries of the Middle East such as Iraq and Afghanistan. At
the same time, there has been a movement of Greek capital and businesses into the
emerging markets of the Balkan area. Last but not least, although Greece joined
the European Union (EU) in 1981 (cf. here, Section 2.4), it was only at the end of
1990 that it became a full economic member.

These processes, together with broader forces of globalisation and changes in the
world of information and communication technologies, have marked Greece’s
transition from what has commonly been considered a monolingual and
monocultural society to a society in which awareness of intercultural contact and
multi-lingualism have started to emerge (cf. Georgakopoulou & Lytra, 2009;
Koutsogiannis, 2007).

In terms of culture, Greeks started, for example, to become more outward looking
after Greece’s accession to the European Union (Sifakis & Sougari, 2005).
Similarly, Greece started a few years ago to represent itself, in the discourse of the
Greek daily press, as an equal member of the European Union institution with a
European Union identity (cf. Lykou, 2004). Changes have also occurred in the
composition of the school population which now consists of even more students
from immigrant or repatriated Greek families. As a result 26 ‘Cross-cultural
Schools’ (Diapolitismika Scholia) have been founded by the Greek Ministry of
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Education since 1996. The aim of these schools is to provide education to
students from educationally, socially, culturally and religiously different
backgrounds through curricula specifically adapted to these students’ needs (FEK
124/17 June 1996, summarised in English).

Taking as an example the site of this research, namely, Ioannina, a small
continental city 435 km northwest of the capital Athens and with a population of
just 75.550 inhabitants (Hellenic Statistical Authority, n.d.), it is interesting to
look at some figures that clearly indicate changes in the school populations.
Although one would not expect Ioannina, a primarily university city with a very
small number of industrial units, to attract economic immigrants, it is surprising,
as the table below shows, that as of 2007-2008 around 7% and 6% of the local
primary and secondary school population respectively come from immigrant
families. The respective school population (which also includes repatriated
Greeks) of the cross-cultural schools of the city is quite high: 43% for the crosscultural junior high school and 42% for the cross-cultural senior high school. Yet
one of the most central senior high schools of the city (i.e. 4th Likio) only has two
immigrant students, a factor that partly indicates that the nature of the city centre
is probably less multi-cultural than what that of the capital Athens or the second
largest city of Thessaloniki might be.

Primary Schools
Secondary
Schools
Cross-cultural
Primary School
Cross-cultural
Junior High
School
4th Gimnasio
4th Likio

Number of
immigrant
students
308

Total
number
of students
4,646

388

6,414

6%

33

76

43%

58

137

42%

22
2

240
250

9%
0.8%

Percentage
7%

Table 2.1: Immigrant students enrolled in public schools in Ioannina during 20072008
(Directorate of Primary Education, Prefecture of Ioannina, personal
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communication, February 8, 2008; Directorate of Secondary Education, Prefecture
of Ioannina, personal communication, February 8, 2008)

A quick look at the different ethnic backgrounds (see table below) of the two
cross-cultural schools of the city, however, still shows that the multi-cultural
element in the city is quite salient. In particular, there are a considerable number
of students of Albanian-background and some immigrant students from China,
India, Poland, Moldavia and Romania.

76

Cross - cultural
Junior High
School
137

33

58

25
1
1
2
1
3

52
3
1
1
1
-

Cross - cultural
Primary School
Total number of students
Number of students from
different ethnic
backgrounds
Albanian
Chinese
Indian
Polish
Moldavian
Romanian

Table 2.2: Ethnic background of immigrant students enrolled in the two crosscultural public schools of Ioannina during 2007-2008
(Directorate of Primary Education, Prefecture of Ioannina, personal
communication, February 8, 2008; Directorate of Secondary Education, Prefecture
of Ioannina, personal communication, February 8, 2008)

Despite such recent developments both locally and nationally, Greece is often
represented in everyday discourse as a monocultural and monolingual society. The
Greek population is often thought of as notably homogenous, Modern Greek is
believed to be the first language of almost the entire population and Greek Orthodox
Christianity is taken as the default religious belief. Paradoxically official evidence
exists that supports similar representations (cf. Sifakis, 2009, p. 232 for specific
figures). Yet, as has already been argued (cf. Georgakopoulou & Lytra, 2009 for a
brief comment about the historical construction of Greece’s monolingual and
monocultural image), this idea of Greece has been discursively produced through the
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ways in which language and identity have been historically discussed in this context.
The following section aims to address this issue and to contribute to arguments that
challenge the linearity of Greek language and identity.

2.2 WHY LANGUAGE AND IDENTITY IN GREECE?
Language and identity have become encumbered objects in Greece, as they have
been defined and redefined several times in everyday discourse and in scholarly
work during the country’s long history. Part of the particularity of both of these
concepts is a paradox that relates: on the one hand with the vast documentation of
Greek history which creates some degree of stability as to the nature of Greek
language and identity; and on the other hand, with the need to recognise the
somewhat mythical dimension of the concepts, a result of the nationalistic
tendencies of the early 19th century when Greece regained independence after long
years of Turkish occupation (i.e. 1453-1821AD).

Investigating some of the ways in which language and identity have been defined and
interpreted in Greece is essential to this research project. For, according to Foucault
(1982), no analytical work can proceed without an ongoing conceptualisation and
without critical thought or constant checking. Such checking, Foucault agues, should
begin with an examination of the historical conditions that motivate our
conceptualisation and should be considered a necessary part of any attempt to gain an
“historical awareness of our present circumstance” (Foucault, 1982, p. 778). My
intention in the next two sub-sections thus becomes to undertake a modest historical
examination of the concepts in question in order to contribute to a line of thought that
challenges their nature, and in order to frame my interest in looking at English
language use and identity within a Greek context.

2.2.1 Greek identity
National Greek identity emerged in the early 19th century when, as mentioned
above, general fervent nationalism gave rise to a sense of pride in Greek history,
language and identity. More specifically, Greek identity started to become
represented during this period as a static entity with an inherent unquestioned
linearity to it. In this sub-section I attempt to challenge precisely this idea of the
linearity of Greek identity through an examination of the different ways in which
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Greek identity has been historically represented.

Two of the most important yet conflicting representations of the concept are found
in the ancient writings of the historian Herodotus (484BC-425BC) and the sophist
Isocrates (436BC-338BC). According to the former, Greeks or ‘Hellenes’ were
those who had common blood (‘homoaimon’), common religion, a shared
character and a common language (Ahrweiler, 2000). In contrast, according to
Isocrates’ speech ‘Panegyricus’ (380BC), ‘Hellenes’ were those who shared in
Greek education and were thus Greeks not by birth or common blood, but by
intellect (Usher, 1990).

Interestingly, a different dimension to the Greek identity started to play an
important role centuries later with the advent of Christianity in the 4th century AD,
a period during which the Byzantine Empire or the Greek-speaking Roman
Empire of the East (i.e. 400AD – 1453AD) was formed in Constantinople. This
era marked the transition from common religion, namely, Ancient Greek idolatry,
to Orthodox Christianity, which also replaced the shared character with Christian
moral propriety (Ahrweiler, 2000). As a result, these two elements, namely,
religion, in the form of Orthodox Christianity, and culture, in the form of Christian
moral propriety, became during the time of the Byzantine Empire the main
characteristics of being Greek. Yet Greeks during this period were also Roman
citizens and this is why the term ‘Romaios’ is often encountered in referring to
Greeks. A small learned minority of Greeks, it is argued, developed even a sense
of dual identity after 1204, thus claiming both Roman citizenship and links with
the Christian Roman past, as well as ancient Hellenic descent (Treadgold, 1997).

Although Orthodox Christianity started to play a definitive role in national Greek
identity during the period of the Byzantine Empire (Hirschon, 1999) and although
it continued to be an important feature of Greek identity throughout 18th century
Ottoman rule, when identity was still based on traditional religious affiliation
(Karanasou, 1999), over the past two centuries a new identity shift occurred: in the
course of the 20th and 21st centuries, language in place of religion became a much
more salient marker of national identity in the case of Greece as in the case of
other European states, too (Trudgill, 2000).
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It seems then that from Herodotus’ first definition until the 21st century, Greek
identity has been defined, reassessed and redefined various times at critical
historical moments. As the above discussion shows, the notion of Greek identity
has been less static than is possibly usually assumed with distinct facets playing
varying degrees of significance at different points in time. This dynamic process
questions the linearity often associated with the concept and provides sufficient
grounds for opening up a way of thinking about Greek identity in terms of
possible identifications rather than in terms of rigid features. A number of such
possible identifications are explored in the analysis chapters of the thesis. For
now it is significant to similarly place under scrutiny the enduring linearity of the
second related concept, namely, Greek language.

2.2.2 The Greek language
In considering Herodotus’ four defining features of Greek identity, namely,
common blood, religion, character and language, it becomes evident that only the
Greek language remained through the course of time as one of the most significant
uniting features of Greeks. Although this does not mean that land, or other
customs have not been important, the argument has been put forward that what has
made Greek so significant is its unfailing continuity (Ahrweiler, 2000). As above,
this sub-section also aims to contribute to a problematisation of this idea of
‘unfailing continuity’ this time in regard to Greek language. In order to do so, the
following discussion draws attention to what is widely known within Greek
language studies as ‘diglossia,’ a situation in which Greek has been for many
centuries (cf. Christidis, 1999; Coulmas, 2005; Ferguson, 1959; Sifianou, 2003).

Diglossia is defined as a form of language conflict and in the case of Greek it is
attributed to the long history of the language during which ever-increasing gaps
have grown up between the written, and for this matter the ‘high’ form or variety
of the language, and the spoken or ‘low’ form. Two instances in the history of this
language conflict are of particular interest. The first, which marked the beginning
of the language question, dates back to the 4th century AD. During that century,
the dilemma concerned language use in church. On the one hand, there was the
written language of Attica (i.e. high variety) and on the other hand, the simple
spoken language of Alexandrine Koine (i.e. low variety).
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The language of Attica or Attic Greek was a highly prestigious and scholarly
variety of Greek that was used in church and was associated with the Atticist
movement of the first century BC, which preached that language should not be
allowed to change (Browning, 1969). It was linked to the Ancient Greek dialect
of Attica and in particular to the dialect that was used in the writings of the
dramatists (e.g. Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes and Menader) as
well as in the texts of the Athenian philosophers (e.g. Plato and Aristotle) during
the Classical period. Alexandrine Koine (300BC) was, on the other hand, the
language of the Bible and although it derived from the Attic Greek dialect it
became simplified and was enriched with loanwords from other languages in order
to accommodate the needs of the multi-cultural and multi-lingual peoples of
Alexander the Great’s (356BC-323BC) Empire. Simply put, Alexandrine or
interdialectal Koine became at the time a ‘lingua franca’ or the dialect of everyday
communication.

Despite this, the conflict between this everyday variety and the written Attic Greek
remained for the years following the fall of the Byzantine Empire (i.e. after
1453AD) and also became a public matter in modern times. In particular, early
19th century events, following Greece’s liberation from the Ottomans, led to
another instance of language conflict. This time the ‘language question’ centred
around two different linguistic forms: the ‘high’ variety of ‘Katharevousa’ and the
‘low’ variety of ‘Dimotiki’ or Demotic Greek.

Katharevousa (meaning ‘purified’) was a semi-artificial language created under
the general climate of nation-building of the time, in order to resemble the high
literary and written variety of Classical Greek (i.e. written Attic dialect). It was, in
other words, a sociolect that was formed as a result of a process of ‘purification’
of the then spoken vernacular of its Turkish and other dialect features. Dimotiki
(meaning ‘popular’), whose main ancestors were the vernacular Alexandrine
Koine and then Byzantine Greek, was, on the other hand, the everyday language
spoken by the people.

The conflict between Katharevousa and Dimotiki was more than a language issue.
It represented on the symbolic level a struggle over two conflicted identities:
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‘Hellenic identity’ and ‘Romaic identity.’ More specifically, Katharevousa
became associated with ‘Hellenic identity’ or ‘Ellinismos’ (‘Hellenism’), which
emphasised the classical Greek past and Ancient Greeks’ contribution to modern
Western civilisation. Demotic Greek, on the contrary, was seen as linked to
‘Romaic identity’ or ‘Romiosini,’ which in turn stressed Byzantine history, Greek
peasant culture and the heroic struggles of the Greeks against the Turks. Religious
identity became involved in this complex interface of languages and national
identities, as Katharevousa, due to its similarity to the language of church services,
was identified with Church and Christianity, whereas Demotic Greek was
perceived as being hostile to the nation and its religion (Trudgill, 2000).

Although Katharevousa became institutionalised as the language of education,
government and the press during the 19th century, its status kept changing
throughout most of the 20th century and it was finally replaced by the vernacular
Demotic Greek in 1976, partly as a result of the end of the disreputable military
junta (1967-1974) in Greece, with which Katharevousa bore a close association
(Trudgill, 2000). Yet features of Katharevousa have survived in what is now
called Standard Modern Greek. Public documents (e.g. Instructions-pamphlet for
a Property Declaration Form) authored and issued by the Greek state itself, for
example, still use archaic forms of the Greek language (Dendrinos & Marmaridou,
2001), while a number of Katharevousa words and expressions are alive in the
spoken form of the language.

All in all, far from being a unified, pure or unchanging entity, Modern Greek is
better understood as a fusion, a mixture of varieties and a hybridisation of
Katharevousa and Demotic Greek both in its spoken and written form
(Frangoudaki, 1997). Such linguistic hybridisation is I would argue similarly
better understood as a productive rather than destructive development. For in
language too, as in peoples’ other cultural practices, such as music or dance, there
is diversity in the sense of hybridity and it is this characteristic that gives special
overtones to everyday life (Harissis, 1972, summarised in English).
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2.2.3 Concluding remarks
Although it has been argued that “for most native speakers of Greek today, ethnicity
is an unproblematic concept [as] Greeks are those whose mother tongue is Greek”
(Trudgill, 2000, p. 245), this research interrogates precisely such questions of
continuity in terms of language and identity in contemporary Greece. The above
discussion is by no means exhaustive. Neither does it claim to make a new
contribution. Indeed there is a considerable amount of literature, especially work
published at the Journal of Modern Greek Studies that seriously problematises the
narrative of continuity of Greek language and identity. Moreover, Mackridge’s
(2009) recent book on the Greek language question constitutes a significant source
which offers a timely historical account of the role of the Greek language in the
development of Greek national identity, and where issues of continuity and dualities
such as those between Ancient and Modern Greek, Dimotiki and Katharevousa, and
the synchronic and diachronic are analysed thoroughly. Thus, what has preceded
needs to be seen as a rather modest discussion within the context of such more
comprehensive accounts that challenge the nature and continuity of Greek language
and identity, and contribute to an argument that sees linearity with regard to language
and identity in Greece as deriving from a present reading of the past, or more
accurately as a myth and by-product of the Greek state’s nationalist ideology
(Kitroeff, 1989).

Numerous other arguments have challenged such a myth, as is for example Bernal’s
idea of ‘Black Athena’ (Bernal, 1987), according to which much of Greek civilisation
is to be attributed to Egypt and Afroasiatic influences. In the above discussion I
chose, however, to focus on what I see as key ‘historical conditions’ in the discursive
production of national identity and language in Greece in order to also contribute to
the argument that a one-on-one relationship between language, culture (including
identity) and nation is problematic, for it considers languages and identities to be
discrete fixed entities (cf. Cameron, 1990; Luke, 2002; Pennycook, 2003, 2004).

Overall then, I see the present section as establishing a rationale for examining in
the later chapters how adolescents negotiate non-conventional identities through a
language other than Greek within a context which often fosters traditional Greek
identity and in which contact with other languages, in particular English, and
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popular culture is an everyday practice.

In order to develop this rationale further, I now turn to a detailed overview of the
ways in which English is taught, examined and certified in Greece. This, I argue,
is an essential part of the present discussion as it offers an additional background
to understand the complex, paradoxical and political roles of English in Greece.

2.3 ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING IN GREECE
English in Greece is not an official language in either administration or government.
Instead, it holds the status of a ‘foreign’ language or, as some argue, the status of the
‘default’ foreign language (Crystal, 1997) selected by the Greek state and taught in
public schools as a compulsory subject from the third grade of primary education
onward. While many Greeks today do speak English, as a result of its importance as a
foreign language, it could be argued that the ability to read and write both Greek and
English fluently predominantly characterises the professional and intellectual classes
(Dragona & Handa, 2000) at least as far as older generations are concerned. This is
possibly due to the short history of English language teaching in public education in
Greece:

Until the end of the 1950s, the teaching of English was only compulsory in schools of
economics and foreign language schools (Ikonomika Gimnasia and Gimnasia Xenon
Glosson) (Pitsinos, 1963, cited in Siganou, 2007, summarised in English), whereas
French was the prevalent foreign language taught in Greek public and private schools.
English language teaching became more widespread in 1961 for the first time
(Gakoudi, 2004, cited in Siganou, 2007, summarised in English), while both English
and French remained the two options in secondary education for the years to follow.
In the 1990s, English language education underwent a series of important reforms, as
a result of Greece’s accession to the EU (in 1981) and the various EU
recommendations with regard to foreign language teaching, to which Greece
attempted to respond. In particular: English language teaching hours in public
education increased; English was introduced in 1993 into primary education for the
first time and in particular from the fourth grade of primary school onwards; finally,
English was introduced at the third grade of primary school in 2003 (cf. here, Subsection 2.4.2).
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The English that is taught in public schools in Greece has been identified as an ‘inner
circle’ or ‘native’ (cf. Chapter 3, Section 3.2) variety that draws predominantly on
British or American norms (Matsuda, 2003). Although there is a flourishing local
English language teaching publishing market (Mitsikopoulou, 2007), reliance on such
native norms of the ‘centre’ for the production of English textbooks for private and
public education, is quite extensive (cf. Phillipson, 1992). State school teachers of
English in Greece have also been shown to hold a norm-bound perspective with
regard to English language teaching and focus on teaching standard ‘native speaker’
models (Sifakis & Sougari, 2005). Meanwhile, as discussed in Chapter 1 (cf. Section
1.3), there is considerable pressure on students to sit standardised English language
exams, predominantly the ones administered by the University of Cambridge ESOL
Examinations board in the UK and the University of Michigan Examinations board in
the US, and obtain English language certificates at least to the level that constitutes
the minimum requirement for getting a state position (cf. Mitsikopoulou, 2007).

Overall, state education in Greece is caught in a paradox: on the one hand, it
emphasises the importance of learning foreign languages and promotes, through the
work of such institutions as the Pedagogical Institute, multi-lingualism and language
learning from the early stages of primary education, and on the other hand, its quality
as far as foreign language education is concerned is doubted both in terms of content
and aims and in terms of assuring competence and certification in the language taught
(Vlachos, 2007a, summarised in English).

In other words, while state school English language teaching focuses, as mentioned
above, on teaching the normative structures and functions of the language, it does not
place direct emphasis on exams and certification, but stresses instead effective
communication with native and non-native speakers. By contrast, private English
language institutes or frondistiria, as they are called in Greece (cf. Chapter 1, Section
1.3) centre their teaching almost exclusively on preparation for exams. Since the
dominant belief is that English language teaching should aim to equip learners with
the necessary knowledge to pass examinations and acquire certificates, it is generally
assumed that foreign languages are taught more effectively at private schools (Sifakis,
2009). As a result, state school English language teaching is often characterised (cf.
Sifakis, 2009) as ‘teaching English for no obvious reason’ (Abbott, 1981), while
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English language teaching at frondistiria is understood as teaching for particular
exams.

Although some would argue that frequently the quality of foreign language teaching
in state schools is incomparably better than that of the private foreign schools for
various reasons (e.g. cross thematic approach taken, elaboration of EU sponsored
projects) (Charitou, 2007, summarised in English), the pervasive rhetoric that sees
English education at state schools as inadequate or second-rate when compared to that
offered in private after-school frondistiria can be ‘justified’ if seen in relation to other
subjects as well and not solely English. In particular, it can be seen as connected to a
widespread belief about all ‘free’ public education being inferior, lacking in
organisation and management and not transmitting the necessary knowledge required
for university entrance exams. As a result, private schooling at frondistiria has come
to be seen as necessary in order to make up for the alleged poor quality of the
morning state school, and for that reason it is said to have colonised (cf. Chapter 1,
Section 1.3) students’ everyday lives.

On the whole, the English language exam-oriented reality in Greece is worth
examining further, as it helps better appreciate the complex, paradoxical and political
role of this global language in a European context. For this, I move in the next subsection to a brief overview of the English language exams available in Greece and to a
detailed ‘genealogy’ of the most prestigious Greek exam in English.

2.3.1 English language exam bodies in Greece
There obviously operate in Greece a number of exam bodies, which are accredited to
administer language exams and award language certificates that cover a range of
language proficiency levels. My overview of such bodies in this sub-section reveals
that English language testing in Greece relies extensively on foreign providers,
predominantly providers from the native English speaking inner circle. This
evidence, I claim, becomes important in that it reminds us of the pervasiveness of
native English and the intricate and political role this language plays within the Greek
context. Such parameters, I argue further, should be taken into account, when
attempting on the one hand to explore alternative identity meanings expressed through
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English, and not ignore, on the other hand, political issues of the global spread of
English.

To begin my overview, I turn to a list of awarding bodies provided in a Government
Gazette issue advertising some public job availabilities. The extract, which is
provided in Greek in Appendix 1, specifies not only the certificate and institution
titles, but also under which of the three designated levels of proficiency (i.e.
mastery/C2, effective operational proficiency/C1, Vantage/B2) each certificate title
constitutes a recognised qualification for the jobs advertised. Among the awarding
bodies are: the University of Cambridge, the University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate (together with the British Council and IDP Education
Australia), the University of Michigan (English Language Institute), Edexcel (a
Pearson Language Assessments company), City&Guilds, Trinity College London, the
Hellenic American University (Manchester, NH, USA), the Hellenic American
Union, and the Educational Testing Service (Chauncey, USA).

Most of these awarding bodies are clearly universities and institutions from native
English speaking countries or institutions affiliated with some other institution in the
inner circle. From the two awarding bodies that are entirely Greece based, namely,
the Panhellenic Federation of Foreign Language School Owners (PALSO) and the
Greek Ministry of Education itself, only the latter (see note at the end of Appendix 1)
is included in the extract of the Government Gazette as a recognised awarding body
with its recognised certificate known as ‘State Certificate of Language Proficiency’ or
KPG /Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias/. Yet, as my discussion here shows, KPG,
despite being a state certificate, has its own links to language institutions of the native
English speaking circle.

The KPG was enacted in 1999 (FEK 186/16 September 1999, summarised in English)
and was introduced in English, as well as in German, French and Italian, as recently
as 2003. Its introduction was seen as a necessary development which responded: on
the one hand, to the over-reliance of Greek students and teachers on foreign
institutions and awarding bodies as far as modern language learning and assessment
was concerned; and on the other hand, to the EU policy in favour of plurilingualism
and of the development of a common certification scheme for modern languages
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across Europe. Greece as a member state of the EU was required to follow a specific
Draft Council Resolution according to which EU member states were invited to set up
systems of validation of competence in language knowledge based on the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages developed by the Council of
Europe (CoE) (Draft of 23 November 2001).

The KPG was also intended to line up with two more developments within the EU.
The first was the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) and the second
was the European Language Portfolio (ELP). The CEFR is a CoE documentinstrument, which was recommended by a European Union Council Resolution
(November 2001) to be used in setting up systems of validation of language
competences. It provides a practical tool both for setting learning standards and for
evaluating learning outcomes in an internationally comparable manner. As a basis for
the mutual recognition of language qualifications, the CEFR is also meant to facilitate
educational and occupational mobility (Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages, n.d.). Likewise, the ELP, developed by the Language Policy Division
of the CoE between 1998 and 2000 and launched on a pan-European level in 2001
(The European Language Portfolio, n.d.), is an additional tool for use by members of
the teaching profession. Its purpose is to serve as a format that will make it possible
for learners to document their progress towards plurilingual competence by recording
different aspects of their language biography (i.e. learning experiences over a wide
range of languages and intercultural experiences) (Council of Europe, n.d.).

One more association, namely, the European Association for Language Testing and
Assessment (EALTA) is also indirectly linked to the KPG. The EALTA, established
by the University of Gothenburg, Sweden, with financial support from the European
Community, was set up as a professional institution that would speak for testers in
Europe. Its mission is to promote common testing and assessment practices
throughout Europe and through international cooperation (European Association for
Language Testing and Assessment, n.d.). Since both the EALTA and the KPG were
developed following the implementation of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment project (The Council of
Europe: A Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, n.d.), it is
clear that both would be linked to the CEFR following its agenda. This includes,
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among other objectives, a scheme (see Appendix 2) for specific levels of proficiency
(i.e. Descriptive Scheme and the Common Reference Levels) to be attained by
learners at different stages of their learning process (Council of Europe, n.d.).

Although the KPG was said to respond partly to the specific social needs of the Greek
context, my argument is that, despite being a national exam-certificate, it still remains
foreign, or rather UK, dominated. The genealogy of the KPG that I map out below
illustrates this more clearly.

Figure 2.1: Genealogical map of the KPG

Specifically, the strong influence on the KPG of inner-circle UK institutions can be
explained on the grounds of its link to the CEFR as follows: the KPG was developed,
as already mentioned, as a response to the changing needs in Europe with the
introduction of the CEFR and the ELP. Even though these two CoE tools can be
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considered pan-European, they are nonetheless indirectly influenced largely by UK
institutions. One such institution is the Association of Language Testers in Europe
(ALTE), which although it was initially formed by the Universities of Cambridge and
Salamanca in 1989, in order to cater for the need for transferability of qualifications
within Europe (Introduction to ALTE, n.d.), it later contributed significantly to the
development of the CEFR. Its relation to the latter is reciprocal as, while it had
assisted in its development in the past, aspects of the CEFR were also later affected
the way ALTE members describe their examinations (The Council of Europe: A
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, n.d.).

When it comes to the examination of languages other than English, that is, when it
comes to testing any of the other 25 different languages in the ALTE member
institutions, each member institution becomes responsible for producing exams in the
language spoken as a mother tongue in the member country (Introduction to ALTE,
n.d.). For example, the University of Athens, an ALTE member organisation, would
be responsible for the Greek language exams. When it comes to the development of
English language exams, however, the University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations
body, which is the founder member of ALTE, would be quite influential, if not the
exclusive contributor.

This, then, immediately establishes a link between the inner circle represented by the
University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations body, and the KPG, which follows the
CEFR, which was partly developed by ALTE, whose founder member is Cambridge
ESOL Examinations, which is part of the Cambridge Assessment Group, which is
accredited by the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA), which is an
independent UK public body overseeing, since 1997 the work of various awarding
bodies (Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, n.d.). Finally, my genealogical map
also includes EALTA as an example of another non-inner circle (i.e. Swedish)
initiative in the area of exams and testing in Europe, which nevertheless, as the map
shows, shares the same genealogy with the Greek KPG, and is, I argue, another not
entirely local intervention in the European exam reality.
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2.3.2 Concluding remarks: Teaching for exams
To conclude, I chose to focus in this section on exams as part of the rationale of this
thesis because, as explained in Chapter 1 (cf. Section 1.3), English language exams
play a definitive role in adolescents’ lives. Not only do they influence the ways in
which they view the English language as a whole, but they also impact on these young
people’s self-esteem and their later opportunities. Similarly, when parents, educators
and students in Greece think of English as an instrumental tool and more precisely as
essential (cf. Chapter 1, Sub-section 1.2.1), it is clear that what they think of as
instrumental and essential is not the language as such, but rather recognised
qualification-certificates proving knowledge in the language. This leads, as discussed
in the first sub-section, to a situation where the teaching of English is seen as teaching
for exams, while knowing English becomes synonymous with having a certificate to
the B2 level (see Appendix 2) and ‘being done with English’ is widely used to mean
success to the C2 level, as Chapter 8 shows.

Put simply in the words of the president of the Panhellenic Association of State
School Teachers of English (PEKADE), foreign language teaching (and importantly
English language teaching) in Greece begins and ends with the intention of gaining
certificates, provided mainly by foreign institutions, and with exams being almost an
identical concept to teaching, thus, creating a certificate ideology or industry that has
distorted not only the learning of the language but its use (Charitou, 2007,
summarised in English):
[…] * "+µ,-*.* /0& [12&0& 3!0..4&] ./* 546( µ(7 (65'8"$ +($
/"!"$4&"$ µ" 9(.$+: ./:5; /*& (%:+/*.* %$./;%;$*/$+;< =!0..;µ,-"$(7.
3;&"'7 +($ µ(-*/27 "%$>'>;&/($ ." 2&( ,+6(/; +?&@=$ =$( (%:+/*.*
%;$+'!0& %$./;%;$*/$+4& =!0..;µ,-"$(7 %;? 5;6*=;<&/($ +?6'07 (%:
#2&( $>6<µ(/( +($ ;6=(&$.µ;<7. A >$>(.+(!'( /*7 #2&*7 =!4..(7 25"$
/(?/$./"' µ" /$7 "#"/,."$7 =$( /*& (%:+/*.* /;? %;!?%:-*/;?
%$./;%;$*/$+;<. A $>";!;='(/9$;µ*5(&'( /0& %$./;%;$*/$+4& 25"$
>$(./6"9!4."$ /* µ,-*.* (!!, +($ /* 56@.* /*7 =!4..(7. (Charitou,
2007, pp. 207-208)
All in all then, my discussion in this section has offered insights into English language
teaching in Greece and has briefly shown that the majority of the English language
exams that are recognised as valid qualifications in Greece are ‘imported’ from the
powerful inner circle of native English speaking countries. My genealogical
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examination of the most prestigious Greek exam of English, namely, the KPG, has
similarly uncovered that behind this national initiative lie standards set by the CoE
which relate, through non-haphazard links, to UK accredited certificate awarding
bodies. Overall, the points made in this section contribute to a broader argument in
relation to the pervasive role of native English and its stakeholders, clearly a complex
and political role, which invites attention in a study such as this which foregrounds
the use of this global language for identity construction among young people in
Greece and which, nevertheless, does not wish to overlook the spread of (native)
English and its consequences at the local level.

Beyond the role of English at the local level, however, it is its role within the EU that
also needs to be taken into account. For to talk about the English language in Greece
necessarily also involves talking about the English language in the EU, as the
following section elucidates.

2.4 ENGLISH LANGAUGE AND THE EUROPEAN UNION
Official policies with regard to language and education within the EU and Greece are,
I argue, caught in various contradictions: on the one hand, official rhetoric has not
caught up with the reality of public service, as well as private sector, employment; on
the other hand, it seems to be inconsistent with English language provision within
public education, where there is a clear lack of English language teaching hours. In
other words, although within Greek and EU official policies there is no special
emphasis put on English as a language that should receive pride of place, the
emphasis being instead on linguistic diversity, in practice, English does play a special
role both in students’ everyday lives (cf. Chapter 1, Section 1.3) and in public and
private employment. At the same time, although there is a lot of stress put on foreign
language learning and teaching as a whole within public education, the hours in public
schools offered for foreign languages, including English, are insufficient.

To better understand these paradoxes, I examine here a number of official initiatives
within the EU and the Greek response to these. My discussion exposes the privileged
position occupied by English despite the symbolic promotion of multi-lingualism and
multi-culturalism in Greece and the EU. In this way, I further support the argument
made in the previous section concerning the role of English as a political language, by
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showing how this is also relevant at the level of the EU. More generally, I contribute
to work already been done by Greek scholars (e.g. Dendrinos, 2001) with regard to
the hegemonic role of English worldwide and especially in the EU.

The EU, as is well known, is an inter-state entity with common currency, shared
policies in many sectors and equal chances in job mobility. Although the concept
goes back to the 8th century with the ideas of ‘Christendom’ expressing the need for a
unified Europe against the threat of Arabs, the EU was eventually created by the
Treaty of Maastricht (also referred to as the Treaty on European Union), which was
signed on the 7 February 1992 and became effective from the 1 November 1993.
Greece’s accession to this network took effect on the 1 January 1981 following a
period of negotiations and adaptations since the country first applied on the 12 June
1975 and since the act of its accession on the 28 May 1979. Yet it was not until the
Maastricht Treaty again that the issues of interest here, namely, language, culture and
education began to be somewhat collaboratively tackled. Until then, the EU’s role in
matters of policy covered areas such as agriculture, foreign trade, environment,
consumer protection, employment and research (Phillipson, 2003). Since 1992,
however, EU member states have started working together in the area of language as a
whole. Importantly, the Maastricht Treaty also granted European citizenship to all
citizens of the EU. It is for these reasons, therefore, that I mentioned at the end of the
previous section that to talk about English in Greece necessarily involves talking
about English in the EU as well.

To begin this discussion I examine below two key EU language policy documents.

2.4.1 Two key European Union documents
Two key EU documents following the Treaty of Maastricht can be singled out for
discussion about the emphasis placed by the EU’s official discourse on multilingualism and multi-culturalism. The first is a 1995 Council of the EU conclusions
document that affirms the importance for the Union of the EU’s linguistic diversity
and stresses the relation of this concept to European identity and cultural heritage.
While emphasising the need for preservation of this diversity, the document also
states that multi-lingualism must be promoted within the Union with equal respect for
the EU’s official and working languages (Council Beeting 1853, 12 June 1995).
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The second document, a 2001 draft Council of the EU resolution on the promotion of
linguistic diversity and language learning, takes into consideration a number of the
Council’s previous resolutions and conclusions (including the one mentioned above)
and proposes a number of things. First, it emphasises the need for European citizens
to 1earn languages in order to take part effectively in the European knowledge society
and in educational and professional mobility within the EU. It stresses that all
European languages are equal and all are integral parts of European culture and
civilisation. It reaffirms the underlying principles behind the European Year of
Languages 2001 (EYL2001) (European Year of Languages 2001, n.d.), namely, the
need to stimulate the awareness of linguistic diversity and to promote a great
languages’ capability across Europe. Then, it invites the member states: to take
appropriate measures so that students are offered the opportunity to learn two or more
languages in addition to their first languages; to promote a positive attitude to other
languages and cultures; and as already mentioned (cf. here, Sub-section 2.3.1), to set
up exam systems based on the CEFRL. Finally, the resolution stresses once again that
member states should never lose sight of the linguistic diversity within the European
Community when putting into practice the various objectives set by the Council
(Draft of 23 November 2001).

Reading the above EU document, the question arises as to whether the teaching of
‘more languages’ is intended to mean teaching any European languages or more of
the official EU languages. Moreover, by reading any of the two documents discussed
above, it becomes clear that the notions of linguistic diversity and multi-lingualism
feature as central concepts within the official discourse of the EU. Yet I argue that in
the everyday lives of many Europeans this diversity has to give way to a very
particular ‘linguistic hierarchy’ (Kubota, 2004) in which English seems to be at the
top:

Out of the 378 million citizens of the EU member states, only 61 million speak
English as a first language. This means that learning English as a foreign language is
an option, and arguably the most likely one, for a large section of the EU’s
population. The large investments in the teaching of English in the education systems
of continental European countries further support the priority of English. Beyond
these, however, there are many supply and demand factors, as well as a number of
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globalisation processes that strengthen the special position of English. It is after all
the main corporate, institutional and scholarly language as well as the language of
success, influence and consumerism according to prevalent media and advertising
discourses. For English is connected to the contemporary economic system, to
commerce, finance, politics, military affairs, science, education, the media, and to
global networking as a whole (Phillipson, 2003).

In Greece, realisation of this present-day role of English has also been acknowledged.
Schools have, for example, recently been called upon to take on the responsibility for
preparing new citizens in such a way that the latter will be able to deal with the new
communicative needs of Europeanisation. Education in foreign languages has been
judged essential and the need for it to take up substantial time in the school
curriculum has been recognised. EU policies as a whole (e.g. the two documents
discussed here) and in particular the messages of the European Year of Languages
2001 (EYL2001) have been taken serious account of as well (Vlachos, 2007b,
summarised in English). Thus, next I discuss a number of official initiatives that
more concretely indicate this recognition.

2.4.2 Greek response
The most remarkable official steps in Greece’s effort to respond to the EU’s call for
the promotion of multi-lingualism and multi-culturalism are to be found in the area of
education: in 1993 (right after the Maastricht Treaty of 1992) English was introduced
into primary education in Greece, while that same year an additional foreign language
(i.e. French in some schools and German in others) was introduced as a compulsory
subject in junior high school (Gimnasio) and as an elective subject in senior high
school (Likio). During the academic year 1997-1998 a number of junior high schools
offered, on a pilot basis for the first time, both French and German as the second
compulsory language, so that students could choose either of the two languages
within their own school. The same practice was implemented by a number of junior
high schools the following years (Siganou, 2007, summarised in English).

The next major reforms took place post-2001, a landmark year in the area of
languages within the EU (with the first Eurobarometer public opinion survey specially
dedicated to such issues): in 2002 all Analytic Programs of Study - Syllabi (Analitika
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Programmata) including the Programs of Study - Syllabi for the Foreign Languages
(Programmata Spoudon gia tis Xenes Glosses) were revised by the Pedagogical
Institute with a view to putting more emphasis on the notions of multi-lingualism and
multi-culturalism as basic axes of foreign language education; in 2003 English was
introduced as a compulsory subject at the 3rd grade of primary school; an additional
foreign language (i.e. French or German) was introduced under a pilot scheme in year
5 and 6 of 219 primary schools during the academic year 2005-2006; during the same
year Italian and Spanish were also introduced under a pilot scheme in five and four
junior high schools (Gimnasia) respectively (Vlachos, 2007b, summarised in
English); finally, the introduction of the second foreign language (i.e. French or
German) for two hours weekly was extended to year 5 and 6 of all primary schools
during the academic year 2007-2008 (FEK 1139/23 August 2006, summarised in
English).

Paradoxically, however, during 2005-2006 the teaching hours of foreign languages at
junior high schools (Gimnasia) were reduced. This is indicative of the anacoluthon of
official statements and actual practices, but is nonetheless not surprising if we bear in
mind that the teaching of other (i.e. other than English) foreign languages as an
elective subject in senior high schools (Likia) had for long been almost inexistent
(Proskolli, 2007, summarised in English).

Since 2006 two additional changes have occurred in secondary education: first,
Russian was introduced under a pilot scheme in fifteen junior high schools (Gimnasia)
during the academic year 2008-2009 (FEK 1351/10 July 2008, Modification to
Decree Number 54530, summarised in English); second, Italian was also introduced
as a first foreign language in four senior high schools (Likia) during the academic
year 2008-2009 (FEK 1351/10 July 2008, Introduction of Italian, summarised in
English). Such changes, although worth noting, have not substantially transformed
foreign language education in Greece. On the contrary, it could be argued that they
reflect to an extent a hasty and unreflective educational policy and a tendency on the
part of each new government to implement its own new agendas.
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The following sub-section deals with more contradictions, this time in relation to
English in particular and multi-lingualism. The aim is to establish the paradoxical and
political role of this language in Greece and the EU.

2.4.3 Incongruities
Despite the above-mentioned initiatives and reforms, a paradox currently exists within
educational official practices themselves. Although so much emphasis and effort has
been put in languages within the EU and Greece, English in Greek schools is
currently only taught for three hours (out of a total of approximately 30 school hours
per week) in years 3, 4, 5, 6 at primary level (Dimotiko), for three hours (out of a total
of approximately 35 school hours per week) at the first grade of junior (Gimnasio)
and senior (Likio) high school and for two hours (out of a total of approximately 35
hours per week) at the second and third grades of junior and senior high school (see
table below). More interestingly, in secondary education an additional foreign
language (i.e. French, German) is also compulsory at junior high school, while at
senior high school the additional foreign language becomes an elective subject
(Ministry of Education, n.d.).

Year

Dimotiko

Gimnasio

Likio

1
2
3
4
5
6
Approximate total
of school hours

0
0
3
3
3
3

3
2
2
-

3
2
2
-

30

35

35

Table 2.3: English tuition in the Greek public school (valid during 2009-2010)
Although the above table reflects current practices, as recently as 9 June 2010 a new
decree was issued according to which 800 primary schools all over Greece will
implement a reformed timetable during 2010 – 2011. The new proposed timetable
adds two hours weekly of English classes to years 1 and 2, which currently have none,
and increases from three to four the English classes in all other years (i.e. years 3 to 6)
(FEK 804/9 June 2010, summarised in English).
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Bearing in mind the current timetable, however, it could be argued that English tuition
in the Greek school is insufficient, and most importantly for my argument here, it is in
conflict with national official policy that stresses the importance of foreign, including
English, education. By extension, it also contradicts EU policy, which similarly
places emphasis on Europe’s linguistic diversity and the importance to foster foreign
language learning.

A further incongruity is that although Greek policy makers have heard the EU
messages on multi-lingualism, as they did introduce an additional foreign language
(i.e. German or French or Italian or Spanish) as a compulsory subject during primary
and junior high schools (see previous sub-section), their decision to make this extra
foreign language an elective subject in senior high school, shows their ambivalent
position: multi-lingualism is among the national aims, but no hard effort to take it
much further has been made. Nonetheless, either in the form of compulsory or
elective, ‘multi-lingual’ public education in Greece is a step that represents in my
opinion a further paradox: officially speaking in Greece (but also in the EU, as my
discussion of the two key EU documents has illustrated), it is a ‘foreign’ language
rather than English language (only) education that is stressed, whereas practically
speaking, English still plays a particular role within the country’s (and the EU’s)
educational context:

Evidence for this is provided by the general requirement of the public service for
knowledge of any foreign language, rather than specifically of English, as a
prerequisite for public employment or as a ranking criterion. Appendix 3 provides an
excerpt from a public job application form by ASEP (i.e. the supreme council
responsible for recruiting permanent staff for various positions in the public sector) in
which it is evident that applicants can indicate the level of their foreign language
competence under any of the languages included in the form or under any other
language they know.

Yet the seemingly uncontrived alphabetical order of the languages stated in the form
(i.e. the equivalent in Greek of English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian)
reflects again what has already been mentioned as a linguistic hierarchy, a hierarchy
that is not so evident in official documents, as the one discussed here, but widely
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experienced in everyday life: if English is the compulsory language learned at school,
and if, as a result of this, most people learn this language as a priority first, then not
‘having’ English can in practice be a disadvantage. For English is after all a
compulsory foreign language and does constitute almost a must for both public and
private employment opportunities in Greece and Europe, even when other languages
seem to be part of the scene. Indeed, I would argue that, as opposed to the seemingly
non-key official status of English in public employment in Greece, in private
employment both within Greece and the EU, the role of English as a necessary
requirement is much more straightforward.

Simply put, English in both of these contexts, does play the role of a gatekeeping tool
for public and private employment, without however this being clearly stated within
the official mechanisms. Similarly, and most importantly for identity issues, English
in Greece can be said to act as a determining factor not only for who gets a job, but
also for who can be considered part of a recently Europeanised Greece, in other
words, for who can be a ‘European.’

2.4.4 Concluding remarks
In sum, my discussion in this section has been an attempt to shed some light on a
number of paradoxes within EU and national official language policies and actual
practices. My aim has been to unsettle some endorsed ‘facts’ and to add, from the
perspective of Greece and the EU, to an ongoing discussion about the influential
political role played by English around the world. As already mentioned, this broad
aim has run through my discussions in the previous section with more emphasis being
put there on the reality of English language exams in Greece.

I conclude both this and the previous section then with a number of questions
addressing similar concerns expressed by a female parent living in Greece and acting
(as of 2007) as the chair of the Higher Confederation of Parents of Greece. Ms
Lygerou-Tziantzi asks: is it the case that the national government effort represented
by the KPG is motivated by EU policies, thus complying with EU requirements and
absorbing EU money? Is it possible that the EU is interested in promoting the
languages of its core only? Is the development by current students of multi-lingual
language skills, sufficient for communication in the work place mostly, aimed at
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preparing a new ‘cheap’ work force to be employed in the future by the big
international companies in Europe? Is educational policy in Greece engaged in
verbose discussions around multi-lingualism and multi-culturalism and are these two
concepts expressing merely European idealism? Is it an illusion of cosmopolitanism
rather than multi-cultural and multi-lingual education in itself which is cherished? Is
it more likely that our current students will end up finding themselves wandering
around in the insecurities and uncertainties of a multi-lingual exploitative
globalisation (Lygerou-Tziantzi, 2007, summarised in English)?

In other words, are the policies put in practice in the EU and in Greece some kind of
‘laissez faire language policies’ (Pennycook, 2001; Phillipson, 2003)? Are ‘we’
talking about ‘liberal’ as opposed to ‘critical’ multi-culturalism and multi-lingualism?
Is it perhaps time we started thinking in Greece and the EU of how to redefine multiculturalism in view of power, domination and oppression through critically examining
the tokenistic promotion of multi-culturalism and multi-lingualism (Kubota, 2004)?

~~~

In this chapter I have provided a rationale for choosing to study the role of English in
contemporary Greece. Three main reasons have been explored: one has to do with
Greece’s current increased multi-cultural profile; a second relates to Greece’s
assumed linear past; and a third concerns the politicised issue of the global spread of
English and its relevance for Greece and the EU. Specifically, I have first located my
discussion within the climate of present demographic and socio-cultural
circumstances of Greece and Ioannina, in particular. Through contributing to an
ongoing problematisation of the continuity of Greek language and identity, I tackled
the question as to why it is significant to open up at this moment a debate about
language and identity in Greece. In this way, I have prepared the ground for
considering in later chapters alternative identity meanings emerging from adolescents’
engagement with an other-than-Greek language, and in particular with English. By
putting under scrutiny the reality of English language exams in Greece and official
language policies in Greece and the EU, I discussed a number of ‘facts’ about the role
English plays in these contexts. I have argued that although they do take place
locally, English language teaching and testing still rely extensively on foreign
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providers from the native English language speaking inner circle. In similar vein, I
have exposed through my analysis of certain official documents and initiatives, a kind
of liberal multi-lingualism and multi-culturalism operating within Greece and the EU
that uncritically promotes English. My goal with the discussions of the last two
sections has been to make the issue of the global spread of English relevant to the
context in question, namely, Greece. Such a goal, I have argued, is important
because, when we examine English language use in Greece and its links to identity,
we need to be mindful of the pervasive role of English as a global language in the
current world system.
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Exegesis
history, tradition and identity are all performances
Dimitriadis, 2001, p. 11

In order to make sense of the data texts generated during my research and consider the
ways in which English is recycled among participants’ peer groups, I have used as
part of my interpretive discussion a number of theoretical tools, and have similarly
drawn on several research studies. This chapter is comprised of a review of such
analytical perspectives and research, and moves from broad to specific. It starts by
examining theory and research on the use of language as constitutive of identity in
order to achieve two goals: first, to set up the broader theoretical framework of the
thesis, namely, that language is a symbolic system that creates and shapes who we
are; and second, to identify a research gap in relation to (youth) identity construction
and English within the context of Greece. Through an overview of five different
theoretical frameworks for understanding the global spread of English, the chapter
then discusses ‘performativity’ as the most productive way to address the spread of
English in Greece, and in particular such reconfigured local instances of English as
the ones encountered among the participants of this study. Following this, my
literature review focuses on verbal phenomena such as linguistic creativity, language
performance and language play, and puts forward an alternative definition of language
performance as deliberate performed linguistic activity or ‘stylised performance’
produced in the doing. In closing, the chapter discusses language play as one form of
linguistic performance by offering some working definitions and by reviewing work
on play and second/foreign language learning, thus identifying a research gap with
regard to play and second/foreign languages outside school settings.

3.1 IDENTITY AND THE USE OF LANGUAGE AS CONSTITUTIVE OF IDENTITY
It is by now a truism that postmodernist language studies have given rise to new
ways of understanding the issue of identity. From the pre-modern (i.e. of the
Middle Ages) idea that one’s position in the world is divinely predestined,
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Western philosophical thought moved to the modern era and such movements as
Renaissance humanism, scientific revolutions, and the Enlightenment. The
construct of the ‘sovereign individual’ was born during the modern period and a
new conceptualisation of the subject as unified, unique, knowing and rational
came about. Descartes’ subject ‘I think, therefore I am’ possibly epitomises this
concept.

Postmodernism developed out of this modern thinking and the centrality it gave to
the individual, but moved beyond it to de-centre the Cartesian (i.e. Descartes’)
subject and establish postmodern identities as fragmented, contradictory and
unfinished. According to cultural theorist Stuart Hall (1992), several traditions
have influenced this postmodernist line of thought, some of which fall under what
is historically considered modern times: Marx’s writings and the displacement of
humanism in favour of social relations (i.e. production, capital etc.); Freud’s
‘discovery’ of the unconscious; Saussure’s argument that to speak a language also
means to express a range of meanings that are already embedded in its linguistic
and cultural systems.

At the same time, Foucault’s (1977) notion of ‘disciplinary power’ as well as the
feminist movement of the 1960s was even more influential on how identities are
conceptualised now as non-unitary. Foucault’s work in particular brought forward
the idea that identities become fragmented through disciplinary power and its
techniques of classifying and labelling the subject, while feminist approaches
challenged the notion that men and women belonged to the same identity of
‘Mankind’ (Hall, 1992). As Hall states, identities became in late-modern times reconceived as “fragmented and fractured; never singular but multiply constructed
across different, often intersecting and antagonistic, discourses, practices and
positions” (Hall, 1996, p. 4).

Apart from influencing thought around the nature of identities, postmodernist
thinking brought advances with regard to the way identities are seen to work. In
other words, postmodernist thinking did explain identities as incomplete, but also
linked identity work to the use of language. This was made possible by
simultaneously theorising language again along poststructuralist terms. Thus,
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traditional descriptivist-reflectionist accounts of language (i.e. ‘language reflects a
real reality’) were abandoned, while structuralist-deterministic narratives (i.e. a
sign has only one socially established meaning) came under scrutiny. In this new
era, identity, whether it be ethnic, racial, national, gendered, classed, social or
cultural, came to be understood as produced within discourse.

Butler, for example, argued that gendered identities are produced in the
performance of language (Butler, 1990), and rather than pre-given, are the product
of what we do and say, the product of ritualised social performatives (Butler,
1999). Weedon (1987) emphasised the role of language in constructing the
relationship between the individual and the social and argued that identity and
agency are constituted through cultural texts and practices. Cameron similarly
talked of language as “one of the things that constitutes my identity as a particular
kind of subject” (Cameron, 1995, p. 16), thus pointing to the link between
language use and identity. And Norton emphasised the correlation between
language learning and the construction of social identity (Norton, 2000).

This influential poststructuralist theorisation notwithstanding, two caveats are in
order. First, it would be misleading to attribute the link between language and
identity only to work which is loosely defined as poststructural. Halliday’s
systemic functional linguistic notion of ‘enactment,’ for example, is not regarded
as poststructural, but is a theoretical concept that also emphasises the performance
of identity in and through language. It does so, in particular, through a theory of
language according to which “all construction of meaning - all discourse functions simultaneously both as construal of experience and as enactment of
interpersonal relations” (Halliday, 1995, p. 257, bold in original).

Second, there is at least one reason for putting the poststructuralist approach to
identity under scrutiny. John Edwards summarises this as follows:
[…] the question is whether there may be some bedrock of identity –
upon which, of course, many sorts of marker manipulation may be
possible – or whether the post-modernists are to have their way
completely, asserting that everything is constructed, that it makes little
sense at all to talk about any bedrock of identity at all. (Edwards, 2009,
p. 167)
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As Edwards argues, identities are certainly in flux, the simultaneous possession of
many different social roles and masks is uncontroversial, and allegiances vary
both diachronically and synchronically. Yet, he continues, what has become part
of the mantra of postmodernism, namely, the vigorous assertion of contingency
and of the ‘unfixedness’ of concepts such as language and community, may be a
dubious development.

Whether one wishes to start suspecting the motives behind postmodern intellectual
thinking or not, what identity is remains a recurrent question: to what extent does
identity have to do with our spirit or psyche, with our nature, personality, genes,
with our psychological self, with a process of socialisation occurring early in our
lives or with the performance of selves in the moment?

Maintaining my poststructuralist tendencies, as explained earlier here and in
Chapter 1, while also taking on board Edward’s comments, I have in the analysis
chapters of the thesis brought together both participants’ individual agency and the
(empowering as well as disempowering) effects on these people’s linguistic and
identity repertoires, of social constructs, such as their ethnic and cultural
affiliations and locality (e.g. Chapter 6, Section 6.5). I have also shown how these
youngsters’ at times strong sense of self affords them the agency to make
linguistic choices strategically (e.g. third section of Chapter 5). Meanwhile, I have
for the most remained within sociolinguistic analytic territory. I have, in other
words, focused on the spontaneous and to an extent conscious (and possibly
‘superficial’ in Block’s (2006) terms), linguistic and identity performances, and
have not dealt with metaphysical questions or deep (intrusive) psychoanalytic
interpretations of my participants’ inner drives and desires.

In the following sub-section, I review a body of research that is concerned with the
co-construction of different identity aspects in discourse and which I wish to
extend with my contribution.

3.1.1 Research on language and youth identities
Youth identity has been a major concern of a great deal of research over the last
50 years. Much of the initial work within youth studies had been influenced by
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three main research strands: developmental psychology and its insistence on youth
as a separate category of people based primarily on age; sociology and in
particular work at the University of Chicago which focused on youth and class,
delinquency and subcultures (cf. Becker, 1963; Cohen, 1955); and cultural studies
in the UK (especially work at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
(CCCS) at the University of Birmingham in the 1970s), which also followed the
sociological tradition of the University of Chicago and examined youth
subcultures in relation to class and leisure activities (cf. Hall & Jefferson, 1976).

Despite their useful insights on youth cultures, cultural artefacts, leisure and style
as youth identity indicators, these research strands came to be considered
deterministic by later work in cultural studies of youth (cf. Lave, Duguid,
Fernandez, & Axel, 1992). Developmental psychology was criticised for a
tendency to fix youth as a distinct type of non-adults (cf. Bucholtz, 2002), while
work within sociology and cultural studies was challenged for writing young
people’s agency and creativity out of the equation and for overemphasising class
(particularly working class) structures.

As a response, later sociolinguistic research used mainly ethnographic methods
and studied youth culture with a focus on communities emerging around aesthetic
choices, hobbies and commodities circulating within popular culture and the new
technologies in the context of globalisation (Epstein, 1998; Muggleton, 2000;
Sefton-Green, 1998). Again, although such studies have offered important
contributions, they have failed in adequately accounting for the ways in which
language use becomes involved in the expression of youth identity.

Thus, work on youth identity and youth culture started taking language as a central
marker of identity at least since the mid-1980s. In particular, drawing on the
theorisation of identity as actively reconstituted in and through language, a
number of empirical analysts abandoned early (i.e. of the 1960s and 1970s)
Labovian-variationist sociolinguistics (e.g. Labov, 1966; Trudgill, 1974) which,
on the one hand offered valuable insights into the social meaning of linguistic
differentiation, yet overemphasised the effect of social structures on the ways
individuals choose to speak. Put differently, empirical analyses after the mid- 65 -
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1980s (cf. Goodwin, 1990; Bucholtz, 1999; Coates, 1999) departed from
interpretations according to which different language forms could be
isomorphically mapped onto particular social identity aspects. What they
recognised instead was that the relationship between identities and their discursive
constructions is complex, anisomorphic and indirect. As a result, they found it
more productive to investigate how different identity aspects are co-constructed
and co-articulated in discourse.

This shift in focus is also found in current ethnographic sociolinguistic research on
youths’ interactions and the co-construction of youth identities. A number of
practices have been identified within this work as resources that young people use
in order to manage their identities: use of vernacular and local varieties, linguistic
creativity, playfulness, bricolage and polyphony (i.e. co-articulations of various
voices, resources, languages), language crossing (i.e. use of languages that do not
belong to the speaker) and speech stylisation (i.e. exaggerated representations of
languages, dialects and styles) (cf. Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou, 2003).
At the same time, two key insights have emerged. The first recognises that
language itself plays a central role in the articulation of youth identity and that
ethnicity, despite being a salient factor for adolescents, cannot always account for
young peoples’ lived experiences (cf. Rampton, 1995a, 2005). The second puts
forward the idea that despite the force of global trends, locality still holds material
and symbolic importance in young peoples’ everyday lives and their
identifications. Global culture may, in other words, offer ground for new
identities to emerge, but it is locally and by local youths that such identities get
played out and gain meaning (Nayak, 2003).

With regard to these insights, Heller (1987) has illustrated, for example, that
ethnicity is not always an integral part of youngsters’ everyday life. Rather,
shared language becomes basic to shared identity and shared practices or activities
often make ethnicity more central. In other words, it is language itself that
provides the means “by which access to networks is regulated” (Heller, 1987, p.
181). Working through the communities-of-practice framework (cf. Lave &
Wenger, 1991), Eckert (1989) has similarly shown that it is linguistic and social
practices rather than membership in a particular group that bring into being
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identities that have to do with popularity and prestige among urban youth in
Detroit.

Both Hewitt and Rampton have shown how two of the linguistic practices
mentioned above, namely, language crossing and stylisation, enable global youth
culture to become part of local identity work. In particular, Hewitt (1986) has
shown how young white British adolescents borrow the language of black popular
culture as a symbol for their own new ethnically mixed English community.
Drawing both on this work and the work of Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985),
who stressed the fluidity of linguistic identity, Rampton (1995b) has similarly
foregrounded language crossing (e.g. white Anglo kids adopting Jamaican Creole)
as a practice that multi-racial adolescents employ as a means to interrogate
prevalent discourses on nationhood in Britain and to rework identities by crossing
ethnic boundaries.

The ways in which foreign language teaching is used as an identity resource have
also been explored by Rampton in a later study. In particular, he examined how
German is recycled among language learners, and how this kind of recycling or
stylisation is further used as a resource for identity work based on foreign
language performance (Rampton, 1999a). This study, which Rampton revisits
from an interaction ritual perspective in his 2002 paper (Rampton, 2002), has been
particularly influential for my thesis as it deals with adolescents living in London
and their impromptu use of their foreign language (i.e. German) outside the
foreign language class (although still within the school). For this reason, I will
return to it later (i.e. in Sub-section 3.3.2) in my discussion of the scholar’s more
recent work (i.e. Rampton, 2002, 2009) and in particular of his theoretical
perspective on performance and interaction ritual.

The practice of crossing into another language has been examined in relation to
popular music and African American Vernacular English, as well. Cutler’s (1999)
case study, for example, has illustrated how the adoption of African American
speech markers represents an attempt by the participant, a white upper middle
class New York City teenager, to take part in the hip-hop culture as a multicultural lifestyle rather than as a symbol of ethnic group identity.
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Using as an example Anglo-American-oriented youths in Denmark, Preisler
(1999) has similarly shown how youngsters’ use of English constitutes an
expression of subcultural identity and style associated with rock’n’roll, deathmetal music, hip-hop dancing and graffiti, and computers. The argument that
Preisler puts forward is that it is through looking at such ‘English-from-below’
(i.e. informal use of English as an expression of subcultural identity) that the
impact of this global language on Danish society can ultimately be explained.
This study exemplifies then the notion of ‘global Englishes’ which was discussed
in relation to rap music by Pennycook (2003).

Specifically, looking at mixtures of English and Japanese in Japanese hip-hop
lyrics, Pennycook (2003) shows how English is used more symbolically than
mimetically, thus manifesting moments of identity refashioning. He explains how
the use of the Japanese language at times locates these rappers as decidedly local
and at times signals their sense of cultural mixing, whereas the use of English at
times explicitly echoes African American English, while at other times seems
more like Japanese performances in English (i.e. Japanese-influenced English).

Tapping into the hip-hop youth culture of Germany this time, Berns and
Schlobinski (2003) have likewise further argued in favour of hip-hop identities
formed at the intersection of processes of de- and re-contextualisation of global
models. One of their points, namely, that ‘being real’ (i.e. exhibiting an individual
rapping style that reflects local social conditions) is crucial for local forms of rap,
is also revisited in my account of participants’ imitations and re-contextualisation
of US ‘gangsta rap’ in Chapter 6.

The question of language and identity has been explored further recently through
the notion of ‘polylingual languaging’ (Jørgensen, 2008). Focusing on TurkishDanish adolescents in a Danish school, Jørgensen, in particular, has illustrated
how these kids freely select linguistic items from three languages, Turkish, Danish
and English, and insert them into new combinations, thus joining in a mutual
activity of negotiating shared values and poking fun at the world.

Discussions of orthographic choices have been useful in strengthening the link
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between language and identity. Sebba’s (2010) discussion, for instance, of
English spelling as a social practice associated with particular beliefs and values
has been valuable in advocating orthographic choices as symbolic devices or even
genre conventions used for identity display. This argument is exploited later in
my analyses of participants’ online chat exchanges and their use of msn
personalised comments (cf. third section of Chapter 7).

Although not dealing exclusively with youth linguistic and identity practices, two
more studies have been particularly significant for my research. The first is by
Blommaert and the second by Canagarajah. Both appeared in the Journal of
Sociolinguistics during the same period and both have also contributed to the line
of thought introduced above, although their specific focus is on language rights.

In particular, arguing for an ethnographic-sociolinguistic approach to the issue of
linguistic rights, Blommaert (2005b) has offered insightful evidence as to how
English may be used in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. First, he has shown how
English is used publicly in urban Dar es Salaam as a linguistic resource that
orients at once towards transnational indexicalities (function – value) and towards
strictly local ones. According to Blommaert, this public English is a Tanzanian
bourgeois or bourgeois-aspiring resource that has on the one hand to make sense
locally, while suggesting at the same time a ‘move out’ of the local and into
transnational imaginary networks. Focusing on an ‘antilanguage’ consisting also
of English borrowings and relexifications from Swahili and other languages, and
used by groups of young people from Dar es Salaam, Blommaert has further
shown how this unique repertoire allows participants to remain within the local,
while ‘getting out’ of Dar es Salaam culturally; while, in other words, relocating
“their local environments in a global semiotics of class, status, blackness,
marginalisation” (Blommaert, 2005b, p. 408).

Canagarajah (2005) at the same time, has offered an astute analysis of the
English/vernacular debate in the context of post-colonial Sri Lanka and in
particular in the context of the efforts by the Sri Lankan Tamil community to
empower the Tamil language. More specifically, he has argued that codeswitching between Tamil and English is eagerly practised in everyday social
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interactions to achieve local goals. ‘Englishised Tamil’ or ‘Tamilised English,’
Canagarajah has further commented, is becoming the ‘natural’ code, as people
both appropriate English to serve their own needs and interests and negotiate in
creative ways the Tamil-Only ideology (i.e. Tamil-Only monolingual policy), thus
developing complex forms of subjectivity and culture.

Finally, equally influential for my understanding of language as a symbolic system
that creates and shapes who people are, are Kramsch’s (2006) accounts of multilingual adolescent learners’ experiences with learning a foreign or second
language. Kramsch has suggested that language can be viewed as a myth that
constructs alternative, ahistorical realities and offers imagined subjectivities to
identify with. She has similarly theorised adolescent learners as occupying a third
place located in language, as experiencing language, in other words, in new and
deeply emotional ways and as having a desire in language; a desire that is
manifested in their struggles to enter, through the foreign symbolic system, new
worlds, where they can be, or pretend to be, someone else. This particular
proposition is taken further in Chapter 6 where my participants’ imitative
performances in English are examined as manifestations of desire in a foreign
sound.

In closing, it is critical to note that the studies discussed above by no means
promote a rosy picture of a late-modern world, where dynamic identities constitute
a panacea for normative discourses and racial and social inequalities. Indeed,
there are studies that demonstrate the complexity of constructing hybridised
identities (e.g. Lo, 1999), and studies that question the narrative both of antinormative youth identities and of the unlimited free identity choices available to
youths (e.g. Chouliaraki, 2003, see following sub-section). Thus, my reading of
the above work is one that takes dynamic, fluid identities as a linguistic and
cultural phenomenon that constitutes a site of struggle taking place alongside rigid
ideologies and hierarchies. Put another way, my reading of such work sees fluid
identities as becoming meaningful only through the interaction with ascribed and
fixed views, meanings and linguistic and cultural identities (Otsuji & Pennycook,
2010).
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It is to this strand of research that my research contributes by focusing on
adolescents’ practices with English in Greece. Bringing together two seemingly
antithetical positions, namely, that we can no longer talk about collective identities
(cf. Hall, 1997) and that identity work cannot be understood outside its local
historical and socio-cultural sites, I highlight how a global linguistic resource, that
is, English, predominantly thought of as an instrumental or detrimental tool within
Greece, can be locally deployed by youth for the performance of various forms of
identity. In addressing such questions, my study can thus be seen as filling a gap
in the literature around English and sociolinguistic identity in yet another largely
understudied context of the western world, that of Greece. The following brief
sub-section establishes this research gap.

3.1.2 Language and youth identities: Studies from the Greek context
Youth identity construction in Greece has been primarily studied in relation to the
Greek language. With respect to English and identity in Greek-speaking contexts,
only limited research has been carried out. Here I provide a summary of both
bodies of work in order to highlight their usefulness, but also create a space for my
own study.

Incisive examinations have been offered by a number of scholars from the area of
language/discourse studies in connection with the use of Greek for identity
construction among young people. This work addresses language and identity
phenomena, but it still does not demonstrate much consideration of linguistic
hybridity. Its primary focus on Greek can be seen as reducing the context of
language use to a discrete linguistic system. At the same time, however, its
strength is evidenced in the variety of identity themes that this work has given rise
to.

Georgakopoulou’s study, for example, has investigated how four adolescent
female best friends construct storytelling participation roles and larger social
(particularly gendered) identities through the telling of ‘small stories’
(Georgakopoulou, 2007). Chouliaraki’s (2003) discourse analysis has similarly
shown how two groups of young Greeks construct primarily nationalist identities
for themselves through their representations of a news broadcast on Greek TV of
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the event of the killing of two Greek-Cypriots by Turkish military forces in
Northern Cyprus. Employing Bauman’s (1986) ‘performance’ and Goffman’s
(1974) concept of frames (cf. here, Sub-section 3.3.1), Lytra’s (2007) analysis has
also shown how Greek-Turkish bilingual pre-adolescents and their Greek
monolingual peers use playful talk (e.g. teasing, joking, verbal play, music
making, chanting) and explore, adopt, resist available and novel social identities.

This specific study is intriguing in that it does not deal exclusively with Greek, but
uses instead some data that display playful interplays of Turkish, a language
spoken by indigenous linguistic minorities in Greece, and Greek. By contrast, the
following set of works by Archakis and his colleagues (like Georgakopoulou’s and
Chouliaraki’s studies above) is concerned principally with the use of Greek.

In particular, analysing the prosodic features of young women’s talk, Archakis and
Papazachariou (2009) have exemplified how the female participants signal both
their independence from adult authority and their in-group bonds. Likewise,
Archakis and Lampropoulou (2009) have explored how Greek adolescents display
through storytelling their positioning towards the ethics of heteronormativity, thus
constructing themselves as heterosexuals. Archakis and Tzanne (2005) have
focused on a group of young Greeks who categorise themselves as members of a
subculture, and have demonstrated how these youngsters delegitimate, through the
stories they tell to the two researchers, established figures of authority in order to
legitimate their own group and present a positive image of themselves. Finally,
Archakis and Tsakona (2005) have brought to the fore humour as a discourse
strategy employed by a group of young Greek males in order to reinforce already
existing bonds and construct solidarity and in-group identity.

What remains missing is how youths from this small country do identity not only
through and in Greek, but also through mixing their first language with other
languages and predominantly with their principal learned foreign language,
English. My study responds to this gap by foregrounding the question of identity,
and in particular of youth identity, at the intersection of Greek and English in
contemporary Greece. At the same time, it contributes to a body of sociolinguistic
research that has moved away from a singular focus on distinct languages and has
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committed itself to shedding light on identity construction, and language and
cultural diversity.

There are six projects that have researched along these lines the link between
identity and English within Greek speaking contexts. Although not all six studies
are overtly concerned with youth identity, I have chosen to present them together
here.

The first study by Georgakopoulou (1997) focused on email data exchanged
between native Greek speakers who at the time of the research lived in London
and whose ages ranged from 23 to 35 years old. Georgakopoulou examined how
this specific community uses English and style-shifts from Standard Greek into
Katharevousa or social or regional varieties. She concluded that these strategies
can be seen as instantiations of the overall playful and pastiche style inherent in
the genre of email communication, and most importantly as resources through
which participants construct their self-presentation and alignments with their
addressees in email.

The second more recent study by Tsiplakou (2009) has similarly looked at email
data from university-educated speakers of Greek aged between 28 and 39 years
old. Tsiplakou examined how participants code-switch between Greek and
English in email communication in order to construct novel linguistic and social
performative identities such as the sociolinguistic identity of the email user.
Instances of idiosyncratic bricolage in the data that are interpreted as iconic are
interesting, both in the hybrid nature of the discourse mode and in the hybrid
nature of the novel authorial identity of the email user.

The third study by Spilioti (2009) appeared in the same issue of Pragmatics as
Tsiplakou’s project, a special issue dedicated to language, discourse and identities
in Greek contexts. Spilioti examined text-messages exchanged among young
people (i.e. 15-25 years old) living in Athens. Her analysis found that Greek
characters represented the standard practice of writing Greek SMS, and that when
Roman characters were employed this operated as a means for enhancing
expressivity, as a cue for self-presentation and identification, and as a way to
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index participants’ affiliation with global popular cultures.

These three studies are revisited later in Chapter 7, where I discuss in more detail
computer-mediated communication among speakers of Greek. In this chapter, I
critique the dominant understanding of ‘Greeklish’ as a graphemic representation
that involves the use of Roman characters, and introduce my argument that
Greeklish may alternatively be understood as ‘Hellenised English’ and as an
osmotic process that often involves creative hybridised language use.

One study by Androutsopoulos (i.e. 2006), which will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 7, is worth mentioning here, as well, for it focuses on diasporic
websites and identities and analyses as part of such focus a few examples from a
German-based Greek forum. Although the use of German and Greek is
predominant in the examples that Androutsopoulos analyses, a mix of Greek and
English also appears and is discussed as an instance that capitalises on linguistic
hybridity. Interestingly, the study shows that the use of Greek among the forum
discussants operates as a means for both the affirmation and transcending of ethnic
notions of identity.

The fifth study of concern here also featured in the special issue of Pragmatics.
However, it is not related to computer-mediated communication and not linked
with the focus of this thesis in the same way as the above studies.
Georgakopoulou and Finnis’ (2009) project is on London Greek Cypriot which is
switched to from English as the main interactional frame among members of a
youth organisation group based in North London. Explicitly moving away from
interpretations that pose direct links between the use of a language and an ethnic
or cultural identity, this study suggests that the use of both non-standard forms of
English and Greek Cypriot demonstrates how participants carve out a third space
for themselves, different from being British and different from being GreekCypriot. Linking London Greek Cypriot with Baumans’s (1986, p. 43) notion of
“an aesthetically marked and heightened mode of communication,” the authors
also show how this code choice allows for and engenders desiring and fantasising
personas.
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The final study, Skapoulli’s (2005) dissertation, is of great significance for my
research, as it constitutes a cognate investigation set in the context of Cyprus.
Through an ethnographic study of teenage students in a multi-ethnic junior high
school of Cyprus, Skapoulli examined the ways her young research participants
use language to symbolically construct and express youth identity. She focused
more specifically on three aspects: first, on adolescents’ use of English loanwords
as a linguistic style that indexes their membership in a trendy youth culture and
expresses coolness, distinctiveness and popularity; second, on the ways in which
cell phones are implicated in these youngsters’ peer group organisation and
identity work; finally, on the ways in which gossip, labelling and positioning
among girls set the social boundaries of groups and monitor female sexuality as
well as these girls’ self-determination.

Overall, Skapoulli’s study brought together youth identity, youth culture and
globalisation in the context of Cyprus. And it revealed the creative and innovative
ways in which global linguistic resources are locally exploited; the ways, in other
words, in which global linguistic and cultural phenomena take their meanings and
functions through their use locally. In this way, Skapoulli exposed connections
between adolescents’ local practices and global cultural flows, thus unravelling the
local meanings invested in these adolescents’ linguistic and cultural practices.

My study follows the line of research set by these six studies and adds insights
from the setting of a small city in Ioannina, Greece, by focusing on the use of
English and the ways it is reconstituted locally for various identity and
interactional goals in a plethora of situations including spontaneous talk, glosses,
notes, drawings, diary entries, writings on walls, rapping and online chats. What I
address next provides a theoretical rationale that allows for such an understanding
of English in relation to identity in a country where this global language does not
have a long history of institutionalised functions, but has nevertheless spread
considerably in the recent years, from both above and below.

3.2 PERFORMATIVITY AND THE GLOBAL SPREAD OF ENGLISH
Language as part of culture can be thought of as one of the key resources that
quite freely crosses boundaries. Single everyday words have never needed
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identification documents to travel next door where other communities of speakers
would use them on their own terms. Yet popular culture, global media, modern
technologies and most importantly contemporary language politics and the legacy
of colonisation have made English probably the most mobile linguistic resource: a
resource that does not always simply travel, but is certainly in many cases being
imposed upon speakers from all over the world. Various theories have been
developed to explain this phenomenon of ‘global English.’ In this section I briefly
discuss five (cf. Pennycook, 1999 for more) such models in order to establish the
most suitable one for looking at the spread of English in Greece.

The first framework, Kachru’s ‘world Englishes’ paradigm (Kachru, 2005, 1982),
focuses on the ways in which English has become locally adjusted, appropriated
and institutionalised to form different varieties around the world and in particular
in former British colonies. The paradigm is based on a tripartite model of
concentric circles: the ‘inner circle’ which consists of native speakers of English,
the ‘outer-circle’ which comprises speakers from former British colonies who use
English as a second language, and the ‘expanding circle’ which includes speakers
who learn English as a foreign language.

Although important in that it pays attention to the different Englishes spoken
around the world, this ‘heterogeny position’ (cf. Pennycook, 2003) has been
described as a construct that “has outlived its usefulness” (Bruthiaux, 2003, p.
161) for a number of reasons. First, it relies on the native versus non-native
speaker division and does not account for English language use which can be more
unconventional, more hybrid, less systematic or even eccentric (Canagarajah,
1999). Thus, although Greece clearly belongs to the last of the three circles and
the spread of English in its context could be explained along the lines of this
paradigm, the idiosyncratic, creative, playful and imitative uses of this global
language among my participants could not be described as an institutionalised or
standardised variety of Greek English. Second, as Canagarajah and Ben Said have
recently argued (Canagarajah & Ben Said, 2010), ‘different Englishes’ are not
relevant to their communities only, but have now started to leak outside their
national borders. This implies, for example, that Indian English is no longer
significant only for Indians, but also for the people with whom Indian personnel
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from the outsourced companies in Madras or Bangalore conduct business on a
daily basis. Finally, the world Englishes paradigm can be seen as partly
subscribing to a view of English as culturally and politically neutral, since it does
not adequately address the ideological implications of periphery Englishes
(Canagarajah, 1999).

Such implications have been more sufficiently addressed within the second model
of understanding the global spread of English, namely, Phillipson’s ‘linguistic
imperialism’ (Phillipson, 1992, 2003). This paradigm views English as a threat to
local languages and cultures, adopts a more critical stance towards macro-issues of
societal power relationships and associates the spread of English with economic
and political factors such as capitalism, the ideology of modernisation and cultural
homogenisation (Phillipson, 1992; Skutnabb-Kangas, 1988; Tsuda, 1994).
Nonetheless, this ‘homogeny position’ (Kumaravadivelu, 2008; Pennycook, 2003)
seems limited, too. On the one hand, it does not seriously consider the complex
global flows of language and culture (Pennycook, 2007a, 2010a). On the other
hand, despite its critical accounts of the ways English is promoted, it still adheres
to a model of ‘structural power.’ In so doing, it does not address how English is
taken up, resisted or appropriated, thus underestimating such concepts as human
agency and resistance (Canagarajah, 1999; Pennycook, 1994).

These notions receive no attention within the third framework, either, which can
be seen as the other side of the coin. Although no particular term has been
employed to designate this paradigm broadly linked to Crystal’s (1997) work, it
can be described as ‘liberal laissez-faire’ for it argues for a liberal idealist position
(Pennycook, 1999). More specifically, this paradigm advocates that English can
merely function as a lingua franca for international communication, while local
languages can be used only for local uses and identities. In other words, it offers a
complementary position that aims at balancing the benefits of having, on the one
hand, one neutral language, namely English, as the medium for instrumental and
transactional purposes, and local languages, on the other hand, as the means for
serving mainly identificatory purposes. By assuming English as a lingua franca to
be a mere tool, that is, “a language usable neither for identity marking, nor for a
positive (‘integrative’) disposition toward an L2 group, nor for a desire to become
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similar to valued members of the L2 group” (House, 2003, p. 560), this paradigm
offers a limiting and limited view of the role of English in the world. For it takes
language in general, and English in particular, as devoid of politics and value and
in this way discounts the power of English over indigenous languages, and its
association with issues of class, power and knowledge (Dua, 1994). What is more,
it promotes an image of English as also bereft of culture and identificatory
purposes, positions that have been extensively disputed.

An emergent field that also works with a concept of English as a lingua franca but
from a different perspective, offers a fourth way of thinking about English as a
global language. The main argument within this paradigm is that multi-lingual
speakers from all over the world do not simply submit to ‘native speaker varieties’
of English (i.e. American, British, Australian) when they communicate with each
other in English, but are able to negotiate their differences in their own terms and
develop new language norms while successfully accomplishing their
communicative needs. In line with this point, researchers into ‘English as a
Lingua Franca’ (ELF) (Jenkins, 2006; Seidlhofer, 2004) have set out to create
corpora that describe such non-native users’ norms. Thus, based on the actual
negotiated use of non-native speakers of English, Jenkins (2000) has proposed a
phonological ELF core and Seidlhofer (2004) has described a lingua franca lexicogrammatical core that does not belong to any national variety. While such work is
significant for its rejection of native-speaker norms and for addressing the trend in
applied linguistics to take up a laissez-faire attitude towards heterogenisation (cf.
Pennycook, 2010a), it does pose at least two concerns. First, it still operates with
an idealised monolithic entity of ‘English’ and pays no attention to the pluralistic
character of world ‘Englishes’ (Kachru & Nelson, 2006). Second, the question
lingers as to whether such corpora will remain at the level of description and the
extent to which their lingua franca core items could be incorporated into teaching
(cf. Pennycook, 2010a).

Prodromou (2006), for example, has identified possible problems that a model of
ELF with ‘reduced’ versions of English (such as those proposed by Seidlhofer’s
(2001) lexico-grammatical core) may present in terms of teacher competence,
students’ aspirations and syllabus design. Drawing on his own corpus-based
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research of successful non-native speaker uses of English from Europe and Latin
America, Prodromou has suggested a solution according to which idiomaticity and
phraseology (rather than lexico-grammar or phonology) are the areas that need to
be reassessed in terms of non-native fluency. Similarly, taking Greece as a case in
point, Sifakis (2009) has recognised challenges facing the introduction of an ELFbased curriculum in the state schools of the country. He links such challenges to
two parameters: first, the country’s sociolinguistic and educational profile that
values the teaching of normative structures and functions of English and sees the
aim of English language teaching as synonymous with helping learners pass
examinations and acquire certificates; and second, to aspects of the professional
identity of academically trained state school English teachers whose use of
English outside the classroom might be limited, but who are generally seen as
language and teaching specialists and as custodians of the English language and
culture in Greece.

A fifth paradigm then, namely, ‘postcolonial performativity’ (Pennycook, 2003,
2004) has been put forward in order to explain the global spread of English both in
its complexity and from a critical/political standpoint. Building on Austin’s
notion of ‘doing things with words’ (Austin, 1962) and drawing parallels with
Butler’s (1990) understanding of gender as not a pre-existing category, but as
something performed, Pennycook proposes English as a language that forms part
of users’ identity and stylistic repertoires; as, in other words, a tool through which
speakers of other languages perform acts of identity, thus signifying their
identification with certain cultural affiliations.

The paradigm can be said to address some of the gaps outlined above with regard
to other perspectives, since it operates with concepts of appropriation, agency of
resistance, and performance. On one level, the previously discussed paradigms,
namely, ELF, ‘world Englishes,’ ‘linguistic imperialism’ and Crystal’s ‘laissezfaire liberalism’ share an interest in promoting linguistic and cultural diversity (cf.
Pennycook, 2010a). Yet they all remain caught within modern frameworks of
languages and nations, and while dealing with issues of linguistic inequality and
normativity, they neglect not only how English is appropriated or resisted, but also
how English is reconstituted locally as something different (Pennycook, 2010a;
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Radhakrishnan, 2007). ‘Performativity’ is overtly concerned with this issue: by
making processes of identification in relation to English a major concern, it allows
attention to be drawn to the various ways in which English gets recontextualised
and (re)created anew.

Thus, rather than seeing English in Greece as another systematic form of periphery
Englishes and instead of seeing it narrowly as a detrimental tool or merely as an
instrumental language or simply a ‘deviant’ yet ‘unproblematic’ non-native
speaker variety, this study looks at English language use among adolescents in
Ioannina, Greece, through the lens of ‘performativity.’ This framework offers a
more productive way to understand what happens when a highly political
language, yet also the language that shapes and is shaped by ‘transcultural flows’
(Appadurai, 1996), gets reconstituted and reconfigured in specific local contexts.

In other words, it is my contention that as long as adopting the performativity
paradigm does not entail a single focus on engagement and performativity, but
permits a simultaneous appreciation of both the historical formation of English
under imperialistic discourses and its contemporary roles in an uneven globalising
world, it can offer a more dynamic basis for explaining such issues as: the
creative, playful, imitative, resistive, unconventional and hybridised local uses of
English among young people in Greece; the prestigious status of this language in
young people’s local forms of culture; and the association of English language use
with being fun, cool, trendy, rebellious, sexual, romantic, and ultimately ‘Greek’
within the peer group.

The next section introduces ‘linguistic performance’ as part of my framework for
examining, explaining and interpreting how it is that identity can relate to such
creative and reconfigured uses of English in Greece.

3.3 LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE: A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS
Linguistic creativity or creative language use might be seen as an overarching concept
for such linguistic phenomena as verbal art, language performance, language play,
humour, the poetic, literariness, and repetition in the poststructuralist sense of
recontextualisation of others’ utterances. Although these phenomena both overlap
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and differ in some ways (cf. Belz & Reinhardt, 2004; Forman, [under review August
2010]; Swann & Maybin, 2007), in this study no specific framework is used to draw
clear distinctive lines between them. That said, some categorisations and definitions
still need to be set out here. First, I see linguistic creativity as sitting at the top of a
hierarchy of phenomena with verbal art as a form of linguistic creativity, language
play as a form of verbal art and humour as a form of language play. Second, I take
verbal art (i.e. verbal playing) and language performance as closely related concepts
for, as I explain below, performance in its ‘reduced’ form can be seen as merging into
play.

In line with these delineations, the focus of the thesis is on language performance in
general, on the ubiquity of language play (cf. Cook, 2000; Crystal, 1998) and
creativity (Carter, 2004) and on an understanding of the latter as involving
transformations rather than ‘creation from nothing’ (Pope, 2010). In order to
explicate these verbal phenomena, this section becomes twofold: first to outline the
various theoretical perspectives I draw on in order to understand the concepts
mentioned above; and second to put forward a definition of performance which I see
as a more suitable analytical framework for the data of my study.

Although it becomes evident from the above two paragraphs what notion of
performance I employ, it is important to more clearly state that performance here is
taken in its linguistic anthropology sense of putting language on display (cf. Bauman,
2001), rather than in Chomskyan terms as performance (i.e. production of actual
utterances) versus competence (i.e. idealised language capacity) (Chomsky, 1965).
The following discussion links performance to language as doing, while Chapter 7
revisits Chomsky’s notions with a view to critiquing his argument about the supposed
secondary role played by performance.

3.3.1 Linguistic creativity, language performance: Theoretical perspectives
To begin, I turn to some general ideas that permeate work on language creativity.
These have been outlined by Swann and Maybin (2007) in their introductory journal
article in a 2007 special issue of Applied Linguistics (i.e. 2007, 28[4]). Extending
previous work that appeared in their earlier edited volume, The Art of English:
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Everyday Creativity (Maybin & Swann, 2006), which shows how using English
creatively plays a role in the ways in which people construct their selves and their
interpersonal relations with others, Swann and Maybin restate the following view of
creativity: creativity is a pervasive feature of routine uses of language, rather than a
characteristic restricted to linguistically-skilled writers and speakers. That is, rather
than reproducing static rules of language use, language users instead constantly
refashion linguistic and other communicative resources (Swann & Maybin, 2007).

Even though this last argument could be interpreted as pointing to a broadly defined
pragmatic creativity (cf. Widdowson, 2008), Swann and Maybin (2007) draw an
interesting distinction. They argue that although they do not deny that language use
can generally be characterised as creative in the sense that language users recreate
rather than merely reproduce linguistic and cultural resources, they still see the focus
of the contributions of this special issue as more specific. In particular, borrowing
Jakobson’s concept of the poetic function of language, namely, the dominant function
in poetry where the focus is on the form of the message, rather than on its content
(Jakobson, 1960), Swann and Maybin contend that they are concerned with creativity
in its poetic sense and not with creativity as a property of all language use. Thus, they
define creativity as “instances of language use that are temporarily and reflexively
framed as being distinctive from ongoing interaction, in which the communication
itself is highlighted and subject to evaluation by an audience” (Swann & Maybin,
2007, p. 491).

Widdowson (2008) responds to this position in a later issue of Applied Linguistics
where he argues that such a distinction (i.e. creativity in its poetic sense vs. creativity
in a more general pragmatic sense) is not valid. Drawing on Grice’s maxims of the
co-operative principle of communication (i.e. avoid obscurity in expression, avoid
ambiguity, be brief, be orderly) (Grice, 1975), Widdowson argues that creativity is
achieved when language users deliberately manipulate language not with a focus on
the form for its own sake, but in order to give some point to what they say and create
an effect.

Although I do not employ Grice’s maxims of manner to explain how creativity is
brought about in the thesis data, I do subscribe to Widdowson’s position in two ways:
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first, I agree that there is no distinctively poetic way of achieving creativity by
focusing on the message form for its own sake; and second, I also contend that
creativity is better understood in more general pragmatic terms as a function that
comes about through the way in which the message form interacts with other speech
act conditions such as addresser, addressee, context and contact (Widdowson, 2008).

Moreover, in line with Swann and Maybin’s (2007) suggestion, I take the notion of
creativity as also being related to concepts from linguistic anthropology and in
particular to Bauman and Brigg’s (1990) ‘framing’ and ‘artful performance.’ The two
are, according to Bauman and Briggs, connected: performance has framing and
intensifying effects in that by drawing attention to itself, it is framed and highlighted
within the context in which it occurs and holds itself and its contents up for display
and evaluation (Bauman & Briggs, 1990). More importantly, however, Bauman
considers performance in particular to be central.

Arguing for a performance-centred conception of verbal art, as opposed to a textcentred position, he sees the nature of performance per se as primary for an approach
to verbal art and the formal manipulation of linguistic features as secondary (Bauman,
2001). More specifically, Bauman borrows language philosopher Austin’s (1962)
suggestion that “performance represents a transformation of the basic referential […]
uses of language” (Bauman, 2001, p. 167) or what Austin calls ‘serious’ or ‘normal’
uses of language, but rejects what he sees as Austin’s ‘unfortunate’ suggestion: that
there are ‘etiolations’ of language, that is, ways in which language is in certain
circumstances not used seriously but is parasitic upon its normal use. At the same
time, he uses both sociologist Goffman’s (1974) and anthropologist Bateson’s (1972)
work to talk about the concept of performance as “a distinctive frame, available as a
communicative resource along with others to speakers in particular communities”
(Bauman, 2001, p. 168).

On the whole, Bauman conceives of and defines performance as verbal art, as a mode
of spoken verbal communication, a way of speaking, a mode of language use or a
frame distinct at least from one other frame, the literal:

[…] in artistic performance of this kind, there is something going on in the
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communicative interchange which says to the auditor, “interpret what I say
in some special sense; do not take it to mean what the words alone taken
literally, would convey.” This may lead to the further suggestion that
performance sets up, or represents, an interpretative frame within which the
messages being communicated are to be understood, and that this frame
contrasts with at least one other frame, the literal. (Bauman, 2001, pp. 167168)
Although for Goffman (1969) all interactions are performances on the part of the
participants who necessarily express themselves and impress others, Bauman and
Briggs (1990) see performance as set off from the context of ongoing interaction, thus
holding itself and its contents up for display and evaluation.

Interestingly, in more recent work Bauman offers an even more insightful
understanding of performance. In particular, he discusses the notion of performance
as frame or as constitutive of the domain of verbal art as spoken communication in the
following way:

Approaching performance in terms of the dynamics of recontextualization
opens up ways to recognition of alternative and shifting frames available for
the reconceptualization of texts. Successive reiterations, […] may be
variously rekeyed. A performed text may be subsequently - or, to be sure,
antecedently – reported, rehearsed, translated, relayed, quoted, summarised,
or parodied, to suggest but a few of the intertextual possibilities. (Bauman,
2004, p. 10)
Bauman here talks about ‘shifting frames,’ ‘rekeyed reiterations’ and performance as
‘recontextualisation of texts.’ He invokes again Goffmans’s (1974) term of ‘keying’
for the process by which different frames are invoked and shifted, that is, the process
by which performance is keyed and framing is accomplished. At the same time, by
suggesting that a performed text can be recontextualised, he also points to an
understanding of performance in terms of repetition.

Performance in relation to repetition becomes thus another level of abstraction and
takes my discussion to ideas related to creativity expressed by Deleuze and Derrida.
Deleuze explains repetition as giving rise to something unique, singular or different
rather than to something that is equal or similar to something else:
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To repeat is to behave in a certain manner, but in relation to something
unique or singular which has no equal or equivalent. (Deleuze, 2004 [1968],
p. 1)
Derrida does not use the word ‘repetition’ but invokes instead the concept of ‘citation’
in order to emphasise the way language use is made effective (Derrida, 1982).
Arguing against Austin’s classification of etiolations (i.e. non-serious talk, jokes,
plays) as anomalous and exceptional, he coins the term ‘iterability’ and also uses the
notion of citationality to point to the inherent quality or possibility of any ‘syntagma’
or ‘mark’ (i.e. written sign) to be cited, quoted or ‘grafted’:

[…] by virtue of its essential iterability, a written syntagma can always be
detached from the chain in which it is inserted or given without causing it to
lose all possibility of functioning, if not all possibility of “communicating,”
precisely. One can perhaps come to recognize other possibilities in it by
inscribing it or grafting it onto other chains. No context can entirely enclose
it. Nor any code, the code here being both the possibility and impossibility
of writing, of its essential iterability (repetition/alterity). (Derrida, 1988
[1972], p. 9, italics in original)
Derrida’s emphasis here is on the notion of repetition rather than on original contexts,
on how original contexts cannot constrain meaning, on how language does undergo
transformation every time ‘marks’ or ‘syntagmas’ are repeated. Elsewhere Derrida is
also concerned with intertextuality and the free play of the text, thus invoking the
concepts of interweaving, text as textile and writing as what he calls ‘différance’ or
‘gram:’

The play of differences supposes, in effect, syntheses and referrals which
forbid at any moment, or in any sense, that a simple element be present in
and of itself, referring only to itself. Whether in the order of spoken or
written discourse, no element can function as a sign without referring to
another element which itself is not simply present. […] This interweaving,
this textile, is the text produced only in the transformation of another text.
(Derrida, 2004 [1968], p. 337, italics in original)
Thus, while Deleuze talks about how repetition produces or repeats something
different, an “unrepeatable” (Derrida, 2004 [1968], p. 2), Derrida’s emphasis is on
how every repetition or “every process of signification […is] a formal play of
differences […,] [t]hat is of traces” (Derrida, 2004 [1968], p. 336).
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Despite the two thinkers’ different but equally complex ideas, what is important for
my discussion of creativity and language performance here is that both philosophers
emphasise, through the suggestions outlined above, “the centrality of repetition rather
than originality” (Pennycook, 2007b, p. 585). This is an important point for my
thesis, showing how the research participants create new meanings and identities
through their acts of repetition, that is, acts of “difference, relocalization, renewal”
(Pennycook, 2010b, p. 36).

To continue, two more notions, this time from the field of literary criticism, are
worthy of mention in considering linguistic creativity and more specifically language
performance. These are Bakhtin’s ‘double voicing’ (Bakhtin, 1984a) and his
‘carnival’ (Bakhtin, 1984b). ‘Double voicing’ refers to a process through which the
language user might insert into a discourse that already has its own intention an
additional new semantic intention. The discourse then acquires two semantic
intentions, that is, two voices. Parody is an example of such a process, where the
language user parodies through her imitation another person’s use of language. The
process of parodying and at the same time reversing, through speech or writing,
hierarchical relationships, world orders and truths is called by Bakhtin ‘carnival.’
According to Bakhtin, ‘carnival’ is a type of folk humour culture that was widespread
in the Renaissance and the Middle Ages. In particular,

[a]s opposed to the official feast, […] carnival celebrated temporary
liberation from the prevailing truth and from the established order; it marked
the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, and prohibitions.
Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of becoming, change, and
renewal. It was hostile to all that was immortalized and completed.
(Bakhtin, 1984b, p. 10)
Bakhtin’s notions of ‘double voicing’ and ‘carnival’ are used in the analysis chapters
as two productive ways of viewing language performance and play as imitation,
parody and renewal.

At this point, having discussed various theoretical perspectives on linguistic creativity
and having introduced language performance as one facet of such creativity, in the
following sub-section, I refine my understanding of performance by examining
Rampton’s studies on speech stylisation and language crossing.
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3.3.2 Towards an alternative definition of performance
A good deal of sociolinguistic research in recent years has turned its attention to
speech stylisation and language crossing (cf. Auer, 2007; Coupland, 2001, 2007;
Eckert, 2000; Rampton, 1995a, 1999a, 2005, 2006). Of this body of research
Rampton’s work has been particularly influential in my study mainly with regard to
two points. In this sub-section I focus on these points to refine the notion of
performance.

The first point has to do with definitions of ‘stylisation’ and ‘crossing’ themselves.
As Rampton notes, the two language practices are seen as closely related but often
they are also distinguished: stylisation is taken as reflexive communicative action that
involves exaggerated representations of languages, dialects and styles, whereas
crossing is viewed as involving the transgression of social or ethnic boundaries
(Rampton, 2009).

This interesting distinction notwithstanding, in the analysis chapters of this thesis I
have not found it productive to separate data transcripts as instances of either crossing
or stylisation. Even though certain linguistic practices such as participants’ play with
English or American sounding accents can more easily be characterised as stylisation
work, examples that involve the use of linguistic hybrids or Hellenised English (cf.
especially Chapters 5 and 7) cannot be neatly grouped as stylisations or crossings.
Such examples often involve both exaggerated forms of styles and some kind of
‘half’ or ‘pseudo’ crossing into an ‘other’ than Greek language, namely English. At
the same time they also constitute language use that does not necessarily lie outside
participants’ habitual repertoires, but forms instead part of their common everyday
practices with language. In line with Coupland’s (2007) work that draws on
Bauman’s notion of performance for understanding stylisation, and in particular in
line with his suggestion that it may be apt to invoke the idea of performance as a
quality of all styling practice, I have thus tended in my analysis to treat crossing and
stylisation practices in general as performances. The exact meaning of performance is
explained below.

Moving to the second point, apart from the distinction between stylisation and
crossing, sociolinguistic research has also maintained a distinction between Bauman’s
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(2001) artful performance, a concept I discussed earlier, and Goffman’s (1967)
interaction ritual. Goffman’s interaction ritual (or theory of ritual face work) takes
verbal rituals as acts performed during talk by a speaker with the aim to preserve
normal relations and intensify her or his display of concern for the potential offence
pervading the interaction. Verbal rituals are, in other words, speech acts that are
mainly used for their symbolic value, rather than their semantic content, in order to
accomplish the necessary face work so that the temporary disturbance immediately on
hand is overridden (cf. Rampton, 2009, pp. 159-160).

Performance and interaction ritual are often seen as related but also as distinct
analytic frames for the examination of such linguistic practices as stylisation and
crossing. In this thesis I also take the two as related: first, because both highlight the
way in which communication is carried out beyond its referential or semantic content;
and second because, as Rampton notes (Rampton, 2009), they are not mutually
exclusive but elements of the one are to be found in the other. Yet I have found it
more helpful to work with the concept of performance. In what follows I present the
reasons for this preference and define performance more accurately.

In his 1999 paper (cf. Sub-section 3.1.1), Rampton (Rampton, 1999a) uses both ritual
and performance as analytic frames for his examination of the impromptu use of
instructed German among adolescents during Maths, Humanities and English classes,
and during recess time in the corridors of a multi-lingual school in inner London. He
argues that German was invoked in ritually pregnant moments and served as forms of
actions that displayed a heightened sensitivity to the precariousness of the institutional
and peer relations of these adolescents. At the same time, he also approaches some of
these episodes in German from a performance perspective, noting that they can be
seen as light rekeyings that supplement the ordinary functioning of speech with a
playful tone, thus enhancing the experience of communication.

Looking at some of the same and other uses of German in a 2002 paper, Rampton
(Rampton, 2002) attempts to explain how instructed German is connected to what he
calls ‘improvised Deutsch,’ that is, the recycling of German among adolescent
students outside German classes. This time Rampton resorts only to interaction ritual
as a more valuable analytic lens for viewing his participants’ improvisations with their
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instructed foreign language. Through his argument that the institutional rituals
performed during the German lessons provided, due to their insistent intensity, the
material which these young people later inverted in a set of micro-ritual
improvisations in Deutsch, he affirms the value of interaction ritual as a perspective to
language study. Although he mentions Bauman's performance (i.e. Rampton, 2002,
pp. 492, 512), he nevertheless does not discuss it as an additional option to account
for the special interpretive framings that improvised Deutsch entails.

However, in a recent paper, Rampton (Rampton, 2009) presents a comparison
between Bauman’s performance and Goffman’s ritual. He revisits data of two of his
earlier studies (i.e. crossing and stylisation instances in Creole and Indian/Asian
English among adolescents in a multi-ethnic working-class neighbourhood (i.e.
Rampton, 1995a, 2005) and exaggerated stylisations of ‘posh’ and Cockney among
youngsters in an inner London multi-ethnic secondary school (i.e. Rampton, 2006)
and explores the limitations of performance as a lens for these linguistic practices,
while affirming the usefulness and sharpness of the interaction ritual perspective. In
particular, Rampton sees performance as not well suited to analyses of crossings and
stylisations that involve other-ethnic styles and styles that are associated with social
class. For such instances he argues in favour of the notion of ritual, on the grounds
that, rather than seeking the audience’s admiration, as performance does, ritual is
mainly aimed at preserving normal relations and at avoiding conflict in an interaction
situation.

Central to Rampton’s argument is his view that performance in its full sense (i.e.
prototypical or full or high performance characteristic for its fuller sense of spectacle)
as described by Bauman (2001) and Coupland (2007) “implies a level of reflexive
control and a recourse to well-defined personae” that make the notion problematic
when examining ethnolinguistic and class related crossings and stylisations (Rampton,
2009, p. 170). This position, namely, that performance might not offer a suitable
analytic frame for language practices that bring such sensitive issues as race and class
to the fore is undoubtedly significant. There can be a danger that the notion of
performance might entail reflexive composure, which is arguably unhelpful in
accounting for jokes or playful events over emotive issues. Yet it is my contention
that there are potentially other reasons why performance should not be seen in this
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way.

Based on the linguistic crossings generated in my study, I argue for a kind of
performance that is not necessarily linked or rather focused so much on this concept
of ‘consciousness.’ As both Bauman (2001) and Coupland (2007) note and as
Rampton (i.e. Rampton, 2009, pp. 154-155) himself agrees, performance can differ in
terms of scale: there can be full or prototypical performances, spontaneous
performances like joke-telling and reduced forms of performance that merge into play
(cf. Bauman, 2001).

The notion of performance that I put forward here then can be seen as partly linked to
Bauman’s artful performance on the grounds that the performances that are analysed
in the discussion chapters do put language on display and do enhance the experience
of communication with a hint of playfulness. But it should also be seen as quite
distinct from what Rampton seems to have described in his recent critique (i.e.
Rampton, 2009) as overt, conscious, active and reflexive activity. For the instances of
linguistic crossings and stylisations among my participants cannot be seen as
necessarily exhibiting such a level of ‘consciousness.’ As is shown in later chapters
(i.e. Chapters 5, 6, 7) there is a consciousness on participants’ part about their
language play and performance, but what these young people are doing cannot be
described as a careful conscious performance either.

These youngsters’ unpredictable, often unspectacular but playful, unplanned
performances urge me to conceptualise performance as linked more to the notion of
performativity: more to a notion of spontaneous, yet deliberate (rather than conscious)
performed activity that has to do with the ways these people choose to present
themselves, and with the ways they create identity meanings in the doing.

In other words, I claim that the participants of this study do not speak in particular
ways (as these are presented in the analysis chapters) because of the ways they have
been socialised to speak, nor because this is the way they have always engaged with
these linguistic repertoires. Rather, their linguistic behaviour is more about their
momentary play with possibilities. It is more about overtly trying out certain identity
meanings in the doing. Hence, it is probably more about ‘style’ in Coupland’s (2007)
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sense of deliberate verbal choices about the ways we want to present ourselves. And
there is also a level of agency of action in this momentary play of theirs, a level of
agency and conscious control that, however, remains quite complex.

By defining the linguistic activity of the adolescent participants of this study as
‘stylised performance,’ my aim becomes thus to cover this space of verbal behaviour
which I see as a level up from ritualised behaviour, but also a level down from the
active, reflexive and conscious activity that Rampton’s recent work (i.e. Rampton,
2009) seems to suggest. More importantly, my focus covers not only verbal activity,
but also its effects, or what such activity produces or enables in terms of momentary
positionings and identity meanings.

3.3.3 Summary
At this point it is useful to summarise the above overview as follows: in this thesis I
have chosen to work with a concept of performance which I understand as linked to
the superordinate concept of linguistic creativity and as merging into language play.
In order to comprehend the relationship among these theoretical notions and how they
might relate to identity work I have drawn on conceptualisations from the fields of
applied linguistics, linguistic anthropology, poststructuralist thought, literary criticism
and recent developments in sociolinguistics.

In particular, applied linguists’ work has offered me the idea of the ubiquity of
creativity and play in the everyday routine uses of language. Work within linguistic
anthropology has provided me with an insightful definition of language performance
as deliberate social display open to an audience’s evaluation. Poststructuralist thought
has furthered my understanding of performance in terms of
repetition/recontextualisation or a play of differences that gives rise to different and
unique meanings. Literary critic Bakhtin’s work has offered me important conceptual
tools for seeing language play as enabling mockery, distortion, critique and renewal.
Finally, more recent work within sociolinguistics, and in particular Rampton’s paper
“Interaction ritual and not just artful performance in crossing and stylisation”
(Rampton, 2009) has prompted me to treat stylisation and crossing more generally as
performances. It has also contributed to refining my definition of performance not as
ritualised behaviour nor as conscious and reflexive activity, but as the space in
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between: as deliberate stylised performed acts that have to do with the ways that
people choose to present themselves in the moment and in the doing.

In conclusion, the above constitute the main lines of thought adopted in the analysis
of the thesis data. It is, in other words, on the basis of these theoretical constructs that
the data texts are discussed later as texts that acquire different meanings and make the
opening up of identities possible, through the way they reproduce or creatively,
playfully or humorously imitate other texts. Simply put, this theoretical framework
advocates that new meanings and identities are produced through and in the use of
language. Moreover, it is a framework that fits well with a view of language and
culture as mutually constitutive. This premise, namely, that there is a dialectic
relationship between language and culture is further translated here as a productive
way with which to approach the use of English among adolescent people in Greece as
culturally embedded. English within the peer group is, in other words, brought into
being here through both Greek and English “linguaculture” (Friedrich, 1989, p. 295)
as the young participants of this study cross cultural and linguistic boundaries.

3.4 LANGUAGE PLAY AND SECOND OR FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING
In this final section I narrow down my discussion of performance to language play as
a type of (reduced) performance and as one of the key themes that has emerged in the
thesis overall and especially in the first of the three analysis chapters. I first provide
some definitions and then I review work that has been done in relation to language
play within the field of second/foreign language learning.

To begin, I find that Cook offers a useful working definition of language play as
follows:

[…] language play involves the patterning of linguistic form, the creation of
alternative realities, and the social use of both of these for intimacy and
conflict. (Cook, 2000, p. 5)
Cook here points to play on three levels, namely, linguistic form, semantic meaning
and pragmatic use, but he later makes clear that his work also looks at how play at one
level creates play at the other levels. In this thesis, I use the following terms for two
broad categorisations of play: linguistic play and discursive play. Linguistic play
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includes phonological, lexical, syntactical play, puns, mislabellings and format tyings
(i.e. re-use of features of prior utterances) (Cekaite & Aronsson, 2004); and discursive
play results from the social positioning of participants. Discursive play here is also
similar to what Cook (1997) terms ‘semantic’ play and to what Cekaite and Aronsson
(2004) term ‘metapragmatic’ play that embraces intertextual recyclings and nonsense
forms.

More specifically, linguistic play includes play with linguistic form as a whole,
whereas discursive play points to play that is produced when speakers transgress
discursively by teasing or parodying others whose (verbal or non-verbal) behaviour
does not fit into the norms of society. Of course, all language play is necessarily both
linguistic and discursive, with the playful focus being what changes. Thus, in one
language instance both linguistic and discursive play may co-occur to create a
humorous effect. In other words, humour, fun and amusement as well as disruption
and subversion of social mores and forms become central as outcomes of linguistic
creativity as a whole. This is best captured by the following comment by Cook:

[…] although language play is manifested through a variety of different
activities, these are expressions of a single underlying phenomenon […:]
[d]isconnection from reality, disruption and subversion of social structures,
and the introduction of random elements, have particular benefits for all of
us, and that is perhaps why we are so fond of them, even when they are
forbidden. (Cook, 2000, p. 5)
Cook’s (2000) exploration of the nature of language play and its potential role in
language pedagogy is among the first work on language play itself (but see also his
earlier initial description of language play: Cook, 1997). Besides showing various
uses of language play, his later book supports the notion that language play can be
both a means of language learning and a likely end. He argues that play moves
second language learning approaches beyond a view of communication as
transactional. As an end, it can contribute to the enhancement of the second language
learner’s linguistic (or cognitive) development because it “introduces into language
use a random element which works against more rational forces and destabilizes
them” (Cook, 2000, p. 139).

Analogous ideas regarding play have been expressed by Crystal (1998). His assertion
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that everybody plays with language and his emphasis on language play as a source of
enjoyment in everyday life in a sense democratises linguistic creativity as a common
activity of everyday language use. Important also is his argument for more creative
and playful educational materials for the teaching of a first language. With regard to
play with a second language, two of his notions, namely, ‘ludic language mixing’ and
‘foreigner talk’ are of particular interest for the discussion of the data later, because
they invoke the idea of multi-lingual play and parody respectively.

Crystal’s point that “everyone plays with language […]” (Crystal, 1998, p. 1) is later
extended by Carter who claims that spoken creativity as a linguistic phenomenon is
ubiquitous in everyday spoken language, and that it “involves both senders and
receivers in its formation and […] regularly clusters in and is emergent from
particular interpersonal and affective platforms” (Carter, 2004, p. 215).

Carter’s work is of value here for a number of reasons: it introduces the idea that
speakers should not merely be seen as language users, but more importantly as
language makers; it urges us to ask not what a study of spoken language tells us about
creativity, but instead what a study of creativity tells us about the nature of language;
it picks up Cook’s earlier point that transactional approaches to language learning are
limited and extends Kramsch’s (1993) notion that “the learner is someone struggling
not just with lexico-grammar and pronunciation, but with moving from one cultural
context (the classroom) to another (the target culture), in search of that third place in
between, where a transformed identity is forged” (Carter, 2004, p. 213).

Following Widdowson (2000), Carter further claims that although learners of English
in particular may indeed have survival needs and may indeed use English as a
utilitarian language, in many contexts they will relatively quickly pass from merely
practical motivations towards finding ways to express their social and cultural selves,
thus seeking “that kind of liberation of expression which they enjoy in their first
language” (Carter, 2004, p. 214).

As well as the work discussed above (i.e. by Cook, Crystal, Carter) which deals
broadly with the nature and functions of first and second language play, there is
valuable research which examines the implications for second language pedagogy.
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For example, arguing for a notion of appropriate pedagogy that includes both global
appropriacy and local appropriation, Kramsch and Sullivan (1996) have shown how
language play can enhance the use of the target language in class. Similarly, Sullivan
has provided evidence for the ways in which “storytelling and wordplay serve as
building blocks of language learning with their relations to intrinsic motivation,
expert-novice interaction, and a focus on form” (Sullivan, 2000, p. 88). In other
words, she has shown how student participants in the two university classes she
studied in Vietnam become interested and motivated by stories and play, and how
they become more attentive to others’ speech.

Belz (2002) has also made important claims based on adult German learners’ creative
yet rule-governed multi-lingual form-based play with language names and syntax.
For example, she has reaffirmed on the one hand the argument made by other SLA
(second language acquisition) researchers (e.g. Lantolf, 2000; Tarone, 2000) that
learners’ play is implicated in the acquisition of second language forms. But she has
also gone beyond that affirmation to suggest that second language play provides
textual ‘evidence’ for two things: first, for what in Bakhtinian dialogism is called
‘symbolic freedom,’ that is, the learner’s ability to depart from linguistic convention;
and second, for changes in the learners’ state of mind, “changes in the ways they
understand themselves and in the ways they interact with and relate to the world (i.e.
changes in their identities)” (Belz, 2002, p. 35).

At the same time, research by Cekaite and Aronsson (2004) with young second
language learners in an immersion classroom in Sweden has shown how these
children exploit the imitation of other voices, in the Bakhtinian sense again, to express
novel audience alignments and create classroom entertainment. More importantly,
this study has filled a gap in language play research by addressing how children use
repetition in their first stages of second language acquisition; in other words, how
children engage in joking interactions as part of their development towards mastery of
a second language. Drawing on Schwartzman (1978) and on Bakhtinian reasoning
(Bakhtin, 1981), they have further asserted that children’s play is rarely purely
imitative in a mechanistic way, but that it is likely to have discursive impact through
teasing, joking, parody and criticism of daily life.
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Van Dam (2002), who takes a multi-disciplinary and ecological approach to the ways
in which classroom cultures emerge in everyday practices, has likewise shown how
students’ very simple but playful answers (e.g. ‘My name is Frederic’ uttered in
caricatured British voice and phonology) during a first English lesson in a Dutch
secondary school, are framed as performances that produce new, that is, reframed
second language based identities.

With regard to second language identities and language play in particular, one last
point is worth making. Taking as one of his examples Belz’s above-mentioned work
(i.e. Belz, 2002), Block has argued that “there is nothing in the students’ experiences
of creating their own languages […] that would suggest that significant identity work
is taking place” (Block, 2007, p. 122). Block explains ‘significant target language
mediated identity work’ as instances during which learners experience feelings of
ambivalence and conflict with regard to their sense of self. And he suggests that in
foreign language settings, first language mediated baggage and interference are so
large that they do not allow for profound changes to occur in the individual’s
conceptual system and his/her sense of self in the target language. Although I
consider Block’s formulation of identity as linked to profound feelings of conflict
important, my position is that there are still target language mediated identities forged,
even when second or foreign language learners are not fully (or exclusively)
immersed in the second or foreign language multi-modality (i.e. language repertoires).
The extent, however, to which such identities can be seen as “ephemeral” (Block,
2007, p. 144) remains a provocative suggestion, one that I briefly touched upon in my
discussion of the poststructuralist identity at the beginning of the chapter (i.e. in
Section 3.1).

In closing, the research discussed in this section in relation to play and second or
foreign language learning has consisted of research carried out in classroom or school
settings in general. To my knowledge, the territory of foreign or second language
play outside class, albeit very important, remains to a large extent unexplored. In
other words, research that deals with instructed foreign languages in particular and
their playful take up in non-educational settings is still lacking. While drawing on the
above work within applied linguistics and second or foreign language learning, my
thesis addresses this gap by showing in the analysis chapters how stylised
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performance in the foreign language is prompted by the learners/users themselves,
rather than by a teacher monitoring classroom culture through the non-serious. Thus,
the thesis extends the discussion of foreign language play and performance more
generally to out-of-school settings and covers also the interface between English
language play and performance, and popular culture. In particular, it demonstrates
how ‘foreign language making’ is initiated by adolescent learners themselves in their
after school spaces in a small modern city in the northwest of Greece.

~~~

In this chapter I have set out the study’s theoretical base of language and identity, of
performativity, of performance and language play. At the beginning of the first
section, I traced a definition of identity as multiply constructed across different
discourses, and focused on the role of language as one of the aspects constituting
identity. Following that, I justified my choice to concentrate in this thesis on the
performance of identities through the use of language. I then reviewed research in
this area and examined in more detail sociolinguistic studies of linguistic practices
and the emergence through them of youth identities. Taking a closer look at work on
language and identity within Greek-speaking contexts, I established a niche for my
research around English language and youth identity. In Section 3.2, I discussed five
ways of thinking about the global spread of English and decided on ‘performativity’
as a paradigm that allows for my participants’ idiosyncratic and unpredictable uses of
English among the peer group to be interpreted as reconfigured English in the local
context. Drawing on an elaborate discussion of linguistic creativity and language
performance at the beginning of the third section, I then moved towards offering an
alternative definition of ‘stylised performance’ that has to do with the spontaneous yet
deliberate performed linguistic activity through which people choose to present
themselves in the moment and in the doing. In the final section, I narrowed my
discussion of performance as my key interpretive tool to language play, since this
emerged as a dominant theme in the thesis data. I offered some definitions before
reviewing work on language play within second/foreign language learning, thus
establishing a research gap in relation to second/foreign language play beyond
educational contexts. Despite my aim in this chapter to clearly delineate the
theoretical frameworks behind the thesis, there are admittedly moments that reveal my
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ambivalence specifically in relation to what identity exactly is and how it relates to
macro social structures and individual aspects. Although this ambivalence has not
been theoretically resolved here, the data-driven chapters reconcile a theorisation of
the performance of dynamic identities with the particular historical and social
contexts that my participants find themselves in and their individual profiles.
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Photographisis
the act of photographing is more than passive observing
Sontag, 1973, p. 12

There are a number of ways to ‘look at’ what is happening in people’s everyday lives.
In this Chapter 4, I explain the way in which I conducted this research, while
discussing a number of broader methodological issues along with the challenges that
arose from my engagement in the process of examining adolescents’ practices with
English in Greece. In particular, I first introduce my research perspective and
approach, and I then detail my research design, which includes discussions on how I
entered the field, my research participants and the methods of generating the data, as
well as the methods of ‘reading’ the data. In these discussions attention is drawn to
the theoretical influences on my approach as well as to questions of knowledge and
reality in research. Keeping in mind some larger methodological questions, I then
draw on some data to examine a number of challenges that emerged from unexpected
experiences with my research participants during fieldwork. A number of ethical and
problematic issues to do with the pragmatic nature of the research are also identified
and addressed in the various sections of this chapter.

4.1 RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE
In order to describe my research and address the research question of the study,
namely, what adolescents’ practices with English in Greece are and what other new
and alternative understandings of this language may emerge, I draw on a research
framework which I see as involving four levels of abstraction (for a similar
framework of four elements in the research process see Crotty, 1998): research
perspective/paradigm, research approach/methodology, methods of generating data,
and methods of analysing/interpreting data. In what follows, I describe my research
in view of this research framework, while also defining my methodology (i.e. the
research ontology/epistemology), namely, ethnography, as a practice that operates in
all four levels of abstraction outlined above.
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To begin with ‘perspective,’ broadly speaking, this project is critical, reflexive and
ethical; and is epistemologically located within interpretive and poststructuralist
traditions, which both share a critique of traditional research practices. The
methodological approach adopts ethnography, which is discussed in this section as
part of the overall research perspective. In this and later sections I tease out those
aspects of my ethnographic research that lean towards an interpretive perspective and
those parts that are influenced by poststructuralist understandings of research.

Rather than adopting a positivistic standpoint and seeking some kind of conventional
objectivity, my research is aligned with a poststructuralist perspective. According to
this perspective, reality and knowledge are not taken as objective pre-existing entities
that can be accurately measured in and by the research, but rather as socially and
culturally produced. ‘Truth’ or a ‘regime of truth’ (Foucault, 1980b) is similarly
viewed as culturally tied to particular social practices; in other words, as a cultural
and social construction, rather than as a kind of universal non-contingent body of
knowledge. Likewise, the relationship between language and meaning is not seen as
fixed and stable, but as dependent upon the context, unstable, ambiguous and
endlessly interpreted and reinterpreted (Mishler, 1991).

As poststructuralist research, my study acknowledges that meanings are negotiated
during the research process, that context, namely, time, place and the people involved,
including myself as researcher, affect the research data (cf. more detailed discussion
of this later in Sub-section 4.3.4); that between researcher and the researched there
exist both latent and manifest power differentials that need to be taken into account;
and finally that data analysis is only a partial (i.e. both in the sense of ‘incomplete’
and in the sense of ‘one-sided’) representation of the things examined, rather than a
transparent or ‘factual’ representation of reality.

Moreover, since I am interested in issues of power differentials within the research as
well as in broader questions of power, my research can also be seen as taking a
critical perspective in which, as poststructuralist feminist researcher Pattie Lather puts
it, it is possible for the researcher to play a role in change through the process of
conducting the research itself (Lather, 1991). In my case, although the actual process
of the research has probably not worked a direct change, I see as a potential research
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product of my study the possibility for myself as a researcher, and as an English
educator in Greece, to promote some change within the context of Greece’s language
education and policy in general, and English language teaching in particular.

Further, by turning a sceptical eye to the taken-for-granted components of ‘reality’ on
the one hand (Dean, 1994), and, on the other hand, by suspending the notion of
authenticity in my representation of the data and acknowledging thus my own limits
of knowing (Spivak, 1993), my study reveals its reflexive, self-conscious position.
Such a position is linked to a postmodern orientation within which reflexivity is
concerned with a textual product and thus recognises that research texts themselves
are implicated in the construction of reality (Atkinson, 1990). However, insomuch as
my project acknowledges that the researcher is held responsible for understanding,
interpreting and describing the participating ‘other,’ it also acknowledges a dimension
of reflexivity (more common among sociological approaches) that tends to be
concerned with how reflexivity impacts on the methodological process itself rather
than on the research product (Kelly, 2000). Acknowledging both dimensions of
reflexivity, I was given, through my writing on my participants’ practices with
English, the opportunity to reflect upon my own practices and experiences with this
language and thus attempt to uncover representations of the subject, the problem and
the self itself (Lincoln & Guba, 2000).

4.1.1 Interpretive aspects
Beyond reflexivity, the interpretive aspect of my research perspective also needs to be
addressed. Any research whose interest lies with interpreting rather than describing
what happens during fieldwork is arguably adopting an interpretive perspective.
Similarly, any research that takes truth as well as cultural and social practices to be
contingent and negotiated, rather than universal, is again adopting an interpretive
perspective. Moreover, if the researcher acknowledges that her research text does not
aim to be a realistic representation of the things researched, but an inter-subjective
construct, then once again the overall research perspective can be justified as
interpretive. A more sophisticated way to describe this is in terms of Michel de
Certeau’s definition of fiction as a kind of discourse that although it informs the
‘real,’ does not pretend to represent it or even have the capacity to represent it (de
Certeau, 1986). In this sense, then, an interpretive research acknowledges its textual
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representation, its research text that is, as a form of fiction that is never identical to the
thing it represents.

However, if the authority of both research process and research product is questioned,
can we still generate authoritative, convincing research that also ‘makes a difference’
to the lives of those being researched? I suggest that this is possible by creating a
‘reading,’ a research text that generates multiple meanings, and becomes a dialogic
account in which one discovers “a plurality of authors and contracting parties” (de
Certeau, 1986, p. 217), and in which “the discourse about the other [becomes] a
means of constructing a discourse authorized by the other” (de Certeau, 1986, p. 68).
In this case, engaging in interpretive research is not only valuable, but the research
itself acquires an ethical perspective. Insofar as the researcher’s account becomes an
‘authorised discourse’ that attends to both the ‘self’ and the ‘other,’ the ‘symbolic
violence’ (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) done to the ‘other’ will be minimised (Kelly,
2000), while the result will be a compelling account of the ‘other’s’ society and
culture and a reflexive representation of the ‘self’s’ own cultural and social practices.

4.1.2 Ethnography as perspective
The final note here relates to the potential of ethnography to operate from a research
perspective. Although ethnography is broadly defined as a research approach or
methodology (a dimension I discuss in the following section), I suggest that it can
also be seen as a perspective on research. First, some of the qualitative adjectives I
use in this section to describe my research perspective are indeed used to qualify the
term ‘ethnography’ as a whole. For example, there are forms of ethnographic work
designated as ‘classical ethnography,’ ‘postmodern ethnography,’ ‘feminist
ethnography,’ ‘critical ethnography’ (summarised in Kelly, 2000), ‘linguistic
ethnography’ (Blommaert, 2007; Rampton, 2007), which in terms of research
perspective bring an explanatory or interpretive perspective, a poststructuralist (and
thus reflexive), feminist, critical perspective, and a textual and contextual analytic
perspective respectively.

Although the above qualitative terms might seem to draw clear-cut distinctions
between the different ethnographic perspectives, these delineations are rarely so
distinct. Thus, as Kelly points out, all postmodern ethnographies are interpretive,
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while the extent to which an ethnographic account can be reflexive can diverge
between the possibility for classical ethnographies to exhibit some dialogic moments
and the impossibility for any ethnography to be in practice polyphonic. Further, it is
not only critical ethnographies that take on a role of social advocacy, but practically
any ethnography dealing with groups of people from the lower socioeconomic layers
(Kelly, 2000). Similarly, it is not only linguistic ethnography that draws together text
and context, and thus language and culture. Linguistic ethnography unquestionably
does achieve that by holding both that:

[…] the contexts for communication should be investigated rather than
assumed [and that …] analysis of the internal organisation of verbal (and
other kinds of semiotic) data is essential to understanding its significance
and position in the world […]. (Rampton, 2007, p. 585)
Yet if we recognise ethnography as having historically originated in anthropology,
then we should also accept its specific epistemological and ontological ‘structure,’
which is a result of its relation with anthropology. Blommaert discusses the
anthropological ‘structure’ to ethnography as one that does not draw any dichotomy
between language and culture, text and context:

One important consequence [of this structure] has to do with the
ontology, the definition, of language itself. […] Language in this
tradition is defined as a resource to be used, deployed and exploited by
human beings in social life and hence socially consequential for humans.
[…] A second important implication is about context. There is no way
in which language can be ‘context-less’ in this anthropological tradition
in ethnography. To language, there is always […] an identifiable set of
relations between singular acts of language and wider patterns of
resources and their functions. (Blommaert, 2006, p. 4)
In other words, because all ethnographies share the same historical and theoretical
architecture (and unavoidably to an extent the same “pedigree” (Blommaert, 2007, p.
683)), all ethnographies can help illuminate the relationship between text and context,
albeit in different ways (Lillis, 2008). This way of looking at ethnography, namely, as
already carrying within it a theoretical perspective about language, culture, text and
context, makes ethnography a “general theoretical outlook” (Blommaert, 2007, p.
684) or an “ethnographic paradigm” (Blommaert, 2007, p. 687), in addition to being a
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metonymic term for a research approach and for a number of methods for data
generation, both of which (i.e. approach and methods) are introduced next.

4.2 RESEARCH APPROACH
Towards the end of her paper discussing ethnography as method, methodology and
‘deep theorising,’ Lillis notes the following:

[…] the considerable emphasis in the academy on researchers as text
producers works against the notion of researchers as actively engaging in
specific sites of research over time. (Lillis, 2008, p. 382)
In the discussion on research perspective in the preceding section, emphasis was
placed on the reflexive nature of both the research process and the research product or
text, thus pointing to an understanding of the researcher as a text producer.
Notwithstanding the importance of such a perspective, it is necessary to equally
emphasise the researcher’s sustained engagement in specific research sites as a means
to arrive at contextual and contextualised understandings of the acts and practices
researched. Lillis’s comment above may be interpreted as pointing to this need, while
making a case for sustained engagement in research sites as being both a
distinguishing feature of ethnography, and having its own value as a research
methodology.

For a research project then that is committed to bringing out both contextual
(informed by the researcher) and contextualised (informed by the participants)
understandings of the things researched, ethnography offers a productive
methodological approach. Before dwelling further on what is meant by contextual
and contextualised understandings in research, it is useful to clarify that my research,
rather than ‘qualifying’ as an ‘ethnography’ per se, may instead be said to adopt an
‘ethnographic approach.’

The term ‘ethnography’ has traditionally been used to refer to a research strategy
utilised by early social anthropologists who studied relatively small groups of people
and cultures in distinct societies (Denscombe, 1998). The aim of such traditional
research was to describe a particular culture by dealing “with the totality of all social,
cultural and psychological aspects of the community” (Malinowski, 1922, p.xvi).
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Although my research does aim to provide ‘thick descriptions’ (Geertz, 1973) of the
practices in context, as well as to record participants’ and my own understandings of
their and my social and cultural worlds, languages and identities, it is not a “full-scale
ethnography” (Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999, p. 50) nor a description of youth
culture in Greece as a whole. Because it examines a particular ‘slice’ of adolescent
students’ lives, namely, the idiosyncrasies of these people’s local practices with
English and identity meanings, it might be better described as a research following a
“less traditional ethnographic approach” (Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999, p. 50).

4.2.1 On the analyst’s interpretive burden
One of the major issues and a limitation discussed in relation to such ethnographic
approaches is the “insider/outsider dilemma” (Hornberger, 1994, p. 689) or similarly
the “analyst’s interpretive burden” (Sarangi & Candlin, 2003, p. 274). In order to
explain this dilemma or paradox, I return to the two concepts introduced above,
namely, ‘context’ and ‘contextualisation.’ Although ‘context’ includes anything from
the social, cultural, geographical, historical and political context that the researcher
can see as relevant to the specific aspects researched, ‘contextualisation,’ as Gumperz
(1982) uses it, refers to participants’ understandings of what in the unwieldy ‘context’
is or is not significant (Lillis, 2008). In that sense, a contextual understanding can be
seen as one informed by the researcher’s or outsider’s perspective, while a
contextualised understanding is one informed by the participants’ or insider’s
perspective. The crossing between insider and outsider insights or between what is
identified as a similar tension between ‘emic and etic perspectives’ (van Lier, 1988)
represents then a difficulty that researchers/analysts encounter when they compile
their ethnographic accounts.

These dichotomous relationships between insider and outsider insights and between
emic and etic perspectives are not without their difficulties. Indeed, the notions are
based on an assumption that there are only two stances with which a researcher can be
aligned and fails to recognise the multiplicity of researcher positions available in the
research field. A possible way out of the binaries of insider or outsider and of emic or
etic might be in terms of Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) notion of ‘puissance,’ that is,
of the power or capacity to affect and be affected, to multiply connections. Deleuze’s
conceptualisation allows us to see researchers’ perspectives and positions in the field
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as not static, neither dual, but open to a range of insider/outsider statuses. Although I
later (cf. here, Section 4.7) explore in more detail the polyphonic (i.e. neither insider
nor outsider) nature of my status in the field, the distinctions between insider/outsider
and emic/etic are used here to make the following point:

In more traditional ethnographic accounts (although not prior to the 1930s), classical
anthropological researchers (who based their analyses on descriptive cultural
relativism and aimed at cataloguing the differences between human groups (Kelly,
2000) through an etic perspective), often attempted to address the tension between
insider and outsider perspectives by making their key aim one of making sense of the
events researched from the perspectives of participants (Hammersley, 1994), in other
words, from an emic perspective. Such a research goal is also in line with an
interpretive research perspective, whose intrinsic focus is on the insider’s view, on
how particular complex cultural practices are “viewed primarily from an ‘experiencenear’, or emic, perspective” (Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999, p. 64).

4.2.2 Interpretivism, poststructuralism: Revisited
This notion of ‘interpretive perspective’ is distinct from the concept of ‘interpretive
perspective’ to which I referred in the previous section (i.e. in Sub-section 4.1.1).
‘Interpretive’ can be taken both as drawing attention to an emic perspective (see
above), or as drawing attention to the interpretive rather than factual nature of the
research text (cf. here, Sub-section 4.1.1). More often than not, it is only the latter
notion of ‘interpretive’ that is linked to the poststructuralist research tradition,
whereas the former is seen as specific to an overall interpretive theoretical framework.
As is further explained below (cf. Section 4.6), poststructuralist research is not so
much interested in showing the participants’ different perspectives, in the way that
interpretive research per se aims to do. Instead, poststructuralist research is mainly
concerned with unmasking the assumption that there is a ‘truth’ or ‘meaning’ in the
text, and with showing how power operates in the text:

the idea that something resides in texts awaiting extraction, or revelation,
by the application of the correct means of interpretation is precisely the
assumption that poststructuralism set out to problematise. (Patterson,
1997, p. 427)
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On the grounds that ethnography places an emphasis on discovering the participants
or the emic perspective, it is often traditionally seen as directly related to an
interpretive rather than a poststructuralist research perspective. However, as I explain
later in this chapter (cf. Sub-section 4.5.5 and Section 4.6), my ethnographic research
is both interpretive and poststructuralist in nature: it looks at how the participants, as
agentive beings, interpret their world, and at the same time it looks at what is enabled
or disabled by the discourses in their texts; in other words, drawing both on emic and
etic perspectives, it analyses the participants’ uses of and practices with English,
while seeking to deconstruct the very category of ‘English.’

To put it differently, although part of my goal in this research has been to gain an
account of participants’ different practices with English and their interpretations of
them, it has also become evident to me through my analytical (interpretive) process
that I have also adopted a further analytic disposition. Rampton (2007) describes this
analytic disposition as following a ‘from-inside-outwards trajectory’ and as moving
from a process of becoming familiar with the strange to a process of acquiring
analytic distance from what is close-at-hand. As he further explains, this analytic
disposition has also found ratification in some poststructuralist thought with its
emphasis on the analysis of discourse, and in a way is a response to ‘totalising
descriptions’ and the classical notion of ‘comprehensive ethnography,’ which required
the researcher to document “a wide range of a way of life” (Hymes, 1996, p. 4).

Although I discuss my analytical stance in more detail in the sixth section here, in this
description of my research approach, I would like to mention that the analytical
directionality described above is the contribution of one particular kind of
ethnography (cf. Sub-section 4.1.2) namely, ‘linguistic ethnography’ (for an overview
see Creese, 2008). Linguistic ethnography has developed over the last 16 years or so
in Britain and although the insights it has generated are invaluable, I do not see it as
the only theory and approach that takes this inside outwards directionality. There is
clearly other research that involves a similar analytic stance without nevertheless
necessarily claiming for itself the label of ‘linguistic ethnography.’

An example of such work, overtly adopting an emic-to-etic stance (Lillis, 2008), is
Canagarajah’s (2002) A Geopolitics of Academic Writing. In this transnational study,
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Canagarajah draws on his and his colleagues periphery experiences in getting their
scholarly work published in mainstream academic journals. On the one hand, he
brings the local experience of working in the University of Jaffna in Sri Lanka, and on
the other, he utilises critical insights gained from his professional experience in the
American setting. By having to physically move between sites and thus ‘shuttle’
between the periphery and the centre, as well as by constantly changing perspectives,
he was able not only to sharpen his ‘double vision’ (Bhabha, 1994) but most
importantly to gain a distance, to defamiliarise both academic cultures, of Sri Lanka
and the US.

In a way, my own research journey, too, has involved a process of shuttling between
my home country, Greece and Australia; between what looked strange after a long
absence and what felt more like home despite being a foreign land; between a context
where English is a foreign language and a context where English is the official
language; between insider ‘knowledge’ and outsider impressions. This process
helped me gain additional insights into the role of English in my local context and
also more widely. It made me think more about what can or cannot be enabled by the
use of English both in a non-English speaking context and in an English-speaking
context.

Overall, it is by following the diverse and fragmented ethnographic approach outlined
in this section that I have been able to come closer to one of my key goals in this
research: to gain a critical distance from the familiar Greek context, while making use
of the complex understandings generated by the productive tension between emic and
etic perspectives. By adopting this directionality I have not necessarily lost interest in
“the understanding, teaching, and nurturing of complex, particular human beings”
(Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999, p. 65). On the contrary, throughout the process of
conducting and writing my study, I have been inclined to see my project as indeed
playing a role in the endeavour to understand my participants. More importantly, I
have been inclined to see it as having the potential to play a role in the crucial
business of intervening both practically and politically in the educational context of
Greece. And with this optimistic final note, I now move on to explain how I accessed
the participants for the study and how I entered the research site.
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4.3 ENTERING THE RESEARCH SITE
One significant issue, which I had anticipated encountering in my research, had to do
with the conduct of an ethnographic study in the context of Ioannina, Greece. I was
concerned that ethnography would not be welcomed on the grounds that, in general, it
is not a common way to conduct research in the Greek context. To my knowledge,
there are only a few recent ethnographic works in Greece. They include Lytra’s
(2007) research in a Greek Primary School and Koutsogiannis’ (2007) study as well
as Mitisikopoulou’s (2007) research that both draw on a larger research project
involving ethnographic case studies.

A second issue relates to the recruitment of research participants. Since September
2005 when I was granted an educational leave for this research, I had been feeling cut
off from the school community in Ioannina, as I was residing in Sydney while I was
preparing for this research. At the same time, however, I considered the option of
conducting this research inside a school community as more pragmatic, since it could
offer an easier access route to groups of adolescent people, namely, an age and a
social group quite distinct from the group I perceive myself as belonging to.

Nonetheless, I was also aware that choosing schools as my primary route to access
research participants and conduct the research would carry the likelihood of my being
identified as a teacher because I have been a public school teacher of English in
Ioannina, also my hometown, since September 2001. This likelihood was seen as
further complicating matters. My being identified as a teacher could possibly make
efforts on my part to access adolescent people’s peer practices with English
problematic, since these practices constitute a space that young people usually want to
protect by excluding adults and especially adults in positions of authority, such as
parents or teachers.

4.3.1 Bureaucratic challenges
This very dilemma was, however, resolved later when my application (as of 16
November 2006) to the Ministry of Education, Lifelong Learning and Religious
Affairs in Greece for approval for conducting research inside a school in Ioannina was
met by great concern on the part of the committee from the Pedagogical Institute in
Greece which examined it. As a result I was asked to modify my application.
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According to the suggestions I received, I now proposed to conduct fieldwork in a
school only during recess time, to not be present as an observer or engage the students
in any kind of activities during class, and finally to not use any recording equipment
throughout the research. These conditions were also listed in the letter of approval I
finally received from the Ministry dated 23rd of May 2007.

The time frame of six months which I informally proposed for my ethnographic
research was similarly met by concern on the part of the directorate of the State
Scholarship Institution (IKY), which had granted me a scholarship for the research. It
was informally suggested that in order to shorten the research period I should use
questionnaires instead of my proposed ethnographic methods. Upon my formal
application, IKY finally granted me permission to do research for three months
overall. This had to be divided according to regulations into two months during 2007
(i.e February – March 2007) and one month during 2008 (February 2008).

Yet, as indicated above, I received the letter from the Ministry, approving my revised
proposed research plan inside a public school in Ioannina, just after 23 May 2007, by
which time I had already completed the first phase of my research outside public
schools, and was back in Sydney according to the scholarship committee’s
regulations. In other words, because of the bureaucratic complexities outlined above,
as well as my difficulty with meeting my various deadlines, I decided while in Greece
to abandon what I deemed an ‘easier access route’ to groups of adolescent people and
to consider instead conducting the research outside schools. This option turned out to
be not only an alternative in case things went unplanned (as they did), but it was also
a way of dealing with the issues I raised above regarding accessing adolescent
people’s peer practices from inside a school setting.

Nonetheless, an interesting point might be made in relation to the account I offered
above regarding gaining approval for my ethnographic research. I would suggest that
the difficulties I encountered are typical of what can possibly be characterised as
‘mainstream’ research culture within the Greek educational context, which is
apparently not very welcoming towards certain methods of naturalistic enquiry, such
as participant observations or recorded interviews, let alone ‘hanging out’ (Ibrahim,
1999) with much younger people during evening and night time.
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4.3.2 Recruiting participants
In the following paragraphs I detail how I recruited my participants once the school
doors were closed, and thus how I started hanging out with them:

My first attempt at recruiting participants was with three adolescent students whose
families were friends with my family. My research with these people did not involve
any participant observations and was limited to an interview during the first phase of
the research and a second interview with one of the three participants (i.e. Orestis)
during the second phase of the research. In a way, I used those interviews (i.e. of the
first stage only) as a pilot phase in order to ‘test’ some of my interview questions and
also find out what was of interest to adolescent people. I then asked the help of an
adolescent female neighbour of my parents, in whose home I stayed during my
fieldwork.

Through her help, I entered, well equipped with my “fear of the unknown” what felt
like an “uncharted territory” (Johnson & Clarke, 2003, p. 425): the actual field, where
new challenges arose, the first of which was getting the attention of potential
participants, informing them of the research and seeking their initial oral consent.
Although I had thought of various processes, such as informing potential participants
of the research and gaining their oral consent as a separate issue while I was planning
my research, when I was finally among the first potential group of participants in their
own territory, a tiny Internet café with a number of adolescent and older people, loud
music, much noise and far too much smoke, I realised that getting the attention of
potential participants, introducing myself, talking about the research, and seeking and
getting their oral consent, all happened together that single evening: my first day of
fieldwork.

In my attempt to attract as many participants as possible during my first evening of
fieldwork I was not very successful. Although during my fieldwork with this group I
came to hang out and talk with a number of adolescent and older people, in the end
there were only three 16-year-old girls from that group who participated in my
research regularly and one 16-year-old girl who joined my fieldwork a few times.
Moreover, through that same female neighbour, I came also to meet and interview
another 17-year-old female participant (i.e. Sophia), whom nonetheless I did not treat
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as a member of this first group I am introducing here, but rather as one of my sporadic
participants, as I explain later.

Thus, my endeavour to access participants could not stop there. Through the help of
my mother, who put me in touch with an old female student of hers, I met the second
group of participants once again in the field: a trendy café with a variety of mainly
‘foreign’ board games. Although again I interacted with a number of young people to
whom I was introduced through this second group of participants during my fieldwork
with them, there were ten 16-year-old people overall who formally participated in the
research.

Moreover, the number of participating students increased when I met the third group
of participants while I was doing fieldwork with the first group one evening in a cafébar. That night I was introduced by a member of the first group to a number of young
people of whom one 16-year-old boy became increasingly interested in talking to me
about hip-hop, when I untruthfully and without realising it indicated that I listened to
hip-hop music. The following day I did my first interview with this boy and his
friend and classmate, also a hip-hop fan, who had agreed the previous night that it
would be of help to me if they talked to me about hip-hop more extensively during an
interview. Almost every time I met with these two students, a third 16-year-old male
student (i.e. Pandelis) came along, who implicitly opted out of participating in the
research, even though he accepted me as a ‘permanent’ member of the group during
the period I was doing fieldwork with them. Unavoidably in some of the data I
present later Pandelis’ name features. His contributions, however, have not been
analysed. During my fieldwork one evening with this group, two female classmates
of theirs also joined us. Both of them were eager to participate in the research and did
so from the first day I met them.

As mentioned above, oral consent was gained by potential participants during our first
meetings, when I also introduced the research, provided the opportunity for asking
questions and made clear that pseudonyms would be used in the thesis. In line with
UTS ethics requirements and the ethics clearance (clearance number: UTS HREC
REF NO. 2006-278A) granted by the UTS Human Research Ethics Committee for
this research, prior to subsequent fieldwork and interviews all potential participants
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received a set of research information letters (i.e. a letter for themselves and one for
their caregiver), and a set of research consent forms (i.e. a form for themselves and
one for their caregiver). The letters, written in Greek, outlined the nature and purpose
of the study, participation procedures involved, participation commitment and risks
and benefits. They also detailed privacy and confidentiality issues, informed of the
right of potential participants to withdraw at any time if they wished, and explained
that transcripts with de-identified details would be made available to research
supervisors. Participants and their caregivers’ signatures were secured during later
meetings through consent forms written in Greek, which also asked participants’
consent to be digitally recorded and their permission to use generated data for
publishing purposes. Two participants and their caregivers found oral consent to be
adequate and in these cases oral instead of written consent turned out more
appropriate.

4.3.3 Maintaining research relationships
Beyond formal ethics requirements and the difficulties I presented above with
recruiting my participants, establishing and maintaining a research relationship with
them became and remained a major challenge throughout the research. Johnson and
Clarke draw on the experiences of researchers collecting what they call ‘sensitive
data,’ that is, data related to sensitive areas such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, dying and
death, and use the term “contact anxiety” (Johnson & Clarke, 2003, p. 425) to refer to
the anxiety experienced by such researchers when making their first contact with
potential participants.

Although my research does not obviously involve such ‘sensitive data,’ my
experience in making not only the first but also all subsequent contacts with the
participants can also be described as a ‘contact anxiety’ experience. Trying to contact
my participants by telephone in order to arrange meetings with them was always
considerably worrisome, because these adolescent people had busy schedules juggling
school with afternoon or evening private schooling (frondistiria) in subjects such as
Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Greek, Ancient Greek, English or German and individual
study. Going out with friends and having fun was also a major part of their busy
schedules, and it was only during this fun time that my fieldwork could fit into their
lives.
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As a result, on many occasions my scheduled meetings with participants were
cancelled or postponed, and sometimes I felt that I was somehow intruding into these
adolescents’ worlds. It might be my ‘school’ bag, for example, that bothered them; or
my iPod, which on a few occasions I was asked to not use and to forget the research
for that evening; or it might simply be that they wanted to spend their Friday or
Saturday ‘evenings out’ unattended by adults.

On the whole, most of the participants did not behave in front of me as if I were an
adult, presumably because I am in my early 30s, quite petite, and did not look like an
adult among them. Sometimes, even the opposite happened when, among young girls
dressed and made up for a Saturday night party, I was in my casual gear with no make
up or high heels on and carrying, instead of an evening bag, my outdated ‘school’ bag
with my iPod, field notebook, pencil case and some spare research information letters
and consent forms in case I met potential new participants during my ‘fieldwork out.’

4.3.4 Reflexivity in the research process
By detailing here the way I entered the research site, my emphasis has been on some
of the difficulties and challenges I encountered during this not entirely unproblematic
enterprise for me. At the beginning of this chapter, I pointed out that my research
takes a reflexive perspective both in terms of research product, the research text, and
in terms of the research process. Because the challenges I outlined above have had an
impact on the types of data generated and my analysis of these, I see this writing here
as my own reflexive practice aimed at opening up issues to do with the ‘doing’ of the
research. In other words, my purpose in this section has been to problematise the
relationship between what was just a proposed research design in paper and how this
unfolded later when I was in the field. This kind of reflexivity is sometimes missing
from narrative accounts of research processes, as emphasis is usually put on
presenting the ‘new knowledge’ produced. Yet in research that adopts
poststructuralist perspectives it is often pointed out that knowledge production does
not follow a linear path from methods to data, to data analysis and interpretation, and
finally to theories of knowledge (St. Pierre, 1997). In line with this, it is possibly
equally important to stress that the planning and ‘doing’ of research do not sit
comfortably at the two ends of one straight line.
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This lack of linearity with regard to my doing of the research raised one issue of
particular interest, namely, what can be described as the question of researcherresearched interactional co-construction. As will become evident in the analysis
chapters, a number of the research data come from what may be called interactional
junctures (e.g. moment just after the recording of an interview has started or moment
just after I had offered certain research details). At the same time, other data is about
the participants meta-commenting on aspects of the research task at hand, including
the iPod, myself as the researcher or indeed existing (although not present) or
imagined co-researchers. In other words, a number of the data I analyse later involve
the researcher, myself, directly as a co-participant, whereas other data sets entail some
form of orientation on the part of participants to the overhearing researchers.

Three points can be discussed in relation to the epistemological and ontological status
of this data. First, rather than dismissing this data as ‘unnatural,’ I have deliberately
included it in the analysis because they were part of a process of ‘doing data’ which I
see more as a process of ‘generating’ rather than ‘collecting’ some independently
existing data in the field. Second, I have also adopted a view that regards research as
not documenting again some independently existing reality, but rather as occurring
contextually. Thus, research tools such as my iPod, the knowing of absent coresearchers, my presence as a co-participant, and certainly my contributions and
research agenda in the field, have all been taken as research parameters that have
influenced and potentially shaped participants’ upcoming talk.

Third, the nature of this data poses a question with regard to the representativeness of
it. Taken to the extreme, it may be argued that what this data is about does not
concern what a group of adolescents in Ioannina normally does, but only what these
adolescents do when participating in the research. Although this data cannot certainly
claim generalisability in terms of English language use and adolescence overall (cf.
Chapter 8, Section 8.7), I have still found it useful to deal with it in my analysis. For
such interactional junctures have proved indicative of language use which, despite
being contextual and idiosyncratic, it may also be considered as resonating with other
groups of young people and other parts of Greece. Thus, in the analysis chapters that
follow I have included discussions of issues of reflexivity as regards the research
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process itself precisely in order to establish the legitimacy of what I have treated as
my research data.

4.4 THE ADOLESCENTS IN THE STUDY
Overall there were around 43 people whom I met during my study. Among them
there were two adults (i.e. Dora, a parent, and Nikiphoros, a shop owner) whom I
interviewed at some point during the research. Of the 41 young people, 22 adolescent
students (i.e. 16 years old during phase 1 of the research and 17 years old during
phase 2) participated in the study in a formal way, whereas among the rest there were
some people in their teens (e.g. between 16 and 18 years old) and some others in their
20s who hung out with the participants at different times. During my research
wanders with these adolescents in the streets, public parks and squares, cafés, Internet
cafés, tsipouradika (Greek style restaurants where tsipouro drink is served),
gyropitadika (Greek style kebab shops), bars and nightclubs of Ioannina, I met and
sometimes talked to a number of other friends or acquaintances of theirs, who,
however, are not included in the above numbers.

As indicated earlier (cf. Sub-section 4.3.2), the actual participants in the study
consisted of four groups. These are presented in the following sub-section, whereas a
list with all participants’ pseudonyms and some background information on each one
of them is also included in Appendix 4. Although in my field notes and analysis I
have used pseudonyms to refer to participants individually and thus keep their
personal details confidential, I have also used, as a matter of convenience, the
following ‘labels’ to refer to the four groups just mentioned: group of sporadic
participants, group 1, group 2 and group 3.

Before introducing these four groups, it is useful to make the following two
comments:

First, although I am aware of literature around gender and its implications for the
English language, English textbooks and English language education as a whole (see
for example the edited volume: Sunderland, 1994), as well as of questions that have
been raised about girls’ supposedly being more engaged with and doing better than
boys at foreign language study, I did not set out this research with a particular focus
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on gender. Yet, because gender is a significant factor within adolescent groups, I did
intend to include in the study a mixture of female and male adolescents from different
social and cultural backgrounds. In the end it turned out that participants were indeed
of mixed gender, although girls comprised the majority (i.e. 14 girls as opposed to 8
boys). Thus, there emerged interesting issues around gender and the use of language
(both English and Greek) by participants, and around gender and group dynamics.
Such issues are explored in brief later in my discussion of the ways in which
participants positioned me in the field (cf. here, Section 4.7), whereas a number of
related concerns with regard to gender and English language use are explored in later
chapters with reference to particular sets of data (cf. Chapter 7, Section 7.2 and Subsection 7.4.1).

Second, most of my participants were born in Greece and were of Greek descent.
This ties well with the picture I described of Ioannina in Chapter 2 (cf. Section 2.1),
where the claim was made that Ioannina has not witnessed drastic demographic
changes in the same way that Athens for example has become home to large numbers
of economic migrants during the last 15 years at least, when these people started
entering the country as temporary or permanent labour. Yet there are people in
Ioannina of other than only Greek background and some of my participants were part
of this group:

Sophia (from the group of sporadic participants) was born in Germany to a German
mother and a Greek father. She was raised in Greece and, since her family’s return to
Greece when she was nearly two years old, had only visited Germany once at the age
of seven. Panagiota (from group 1) was born in Bulgaria to a Bulgarian mother and
Greek father. She came to Greece as a baby and lived her life thereafter in Ioannina
with her grandparents. She has never visited Bulgaria since. Susan (from group 2)
was born in Greece. Her mother is British and her father is Greek. She was raised in
Greece, but she spent a lot of her summers in Britain with her grandparents there.
Melina (from group 2) was born and raised in Greece. However, every two years she
goes to Ramsheid, Germany, where her mother comes from, to visit her grandparents
there.
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Finally, Blerta (from group 3) was born in Albania, where she stayed till the age of
eight. Her mother, herself and her younger brother moved to Ioannina then to join her
father who had already been living and working there for the previous six years. In
Ioannina Blerta was placed in year 1 of primary school, despite being eight and not
six years old. She was, thus, the only participant who was already 18 years old,
although she went to the same class (i.e. year 1 of senior high) with her 16-year-old
friends from group 3.

4.4.1 The four groups
As mentioned above, these participants formed part of my four research groups:
The sporadic participants, four in number, were two brothers (i.e. Odisseas, Themis)
16 (i.e. year 1, senior high) and 17.5 (i.e. year 3, senior high) years old, another 17year-old (i.e. year 2, senior high) boy (i.e. Orestis) and a 17-year-old (i.e. year 2,
senior high) girl (i.e. Sophia). Apart from the two brothers, there was no connection
among the group. I referred to them all as ‘the sporadic participants’ on the grounds
that I met them only for one or two interviews during the two phases of the research.
All of them were exceptionally good students with impressive knowledge across
various extracurricular fields. The three boys were from well-off families, who
clearly laid great importance on their schooling. For example, they all had private
tutors at home for the various school subjects. All of them were also remarkably good
at English with which they ‘were done,’ meaning they had successfully passed ‘the
Proficiency’ exam (i.e. either the Cambridge or Michigan), so that they could
concentrate on school and in particular on their preparation for the university entrance
exams. Overall, I tended to see the students in this group as mature with strong
opinions and predictable and promising futures.

Group 1 were four 16-year-old (i.e. year 1, senior high) girls who went to the same
school and class. Two of them (i.e. Thalia and Olibia) were very close to each other,
one (i.e. Elpida) met with them less frequently, whereas another one (i.e. Panagiota)
was new in the peer group, as she had met the rest during that first year at senior high
school. Thalia and Olibia shared a lot of practices, like going out at night, wearing
make up or frequenting a specific Internet café, ‘Speed.net,’ where the boys they liked
during the first phase of the research used to hang out. Both of them had at different
times relationships with much older boys, usually well in their 20s, although
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Panagiota became critical of their preoccupation with boys during the second year of
the research, that is, after she had been in the peer group for a whole year. None was
particularly good at school, although they made better progress in 2008, that is, during
the second phase of the research, when they were (as were all of the participants, with
the exception of the sporadic ones whose ages varied) in year 2 of senior high school.
All admitted they hated English at public and private (frondistiria) school. They had
all failed English exams a few times, none had tried to sit a Cambridge English exam,
and none had gone beyond the level of what is called ‘the Lower’ exam in English.
All had plans for university studies, but Olibia was also quite outspoken about how
much she looked forward to the end of the school years in her life.

My overall impression of most of the ten 16-year-old (i.e. year 1, senior high)
participants of group 2 was quite dissimilar. I saw them as a more academically
oriented group of people, although possibly not as dedicated as a couple of the
sporadic participants, who had even been flag carriers in some commemorative
parades, as a result of their excellence at school. Yet most of group 2 were highly
study-motivated adolescents with a tight study schedule that included a lot of private
tutoring and a variety of extracurricular activities which, however, most had stopped
by the second phase of the research; that is, when the participants were all in year 2 of
senior high, and therefore their intensive preparation for the university entrance exams
at the end of year 3 had already started. Preparing for certain English exams at
private institutes was also a major preoccupation for them during the first phase, and
some group 2 participants’ involvement in the research had to ‘pause’ for a couple of
weeks before those exams. However, they were still able to find time, especially
during evenings, to stop at a trendy café where they had become regular visitors in
order to play various board games.

Except for three participants (i.e. Irini, Susan and Vangelis), the rest in this group (i.e.
Alkistis, Christianna, Loukas, Marianna, Melina, Mirto, Nikos) all went to the same
senior high school, one of the most highly regarded educational institutions in the
city. Its prestige is owed partly to its locality at the centre of the city among cafés,
shops and offices, and partly to its school population made up of the urban middle and
upper class that is resident in the city centre or commutes from the surrounding newly
formed suburbs to the downtown district. According to a number of participants, this
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school served as a meeting place for the youth of various other less central schools,
whereas its student body was often considered as snobbish, cool, or as having a
competitive streak.

Figure 4.1: Senior high school (Likio) in the city centre
Quite differently, group 3 participants, two boys and two girls, seemed to me, at least
during the first phase of the research, as not being particularly preoccupied with doing
well at school. During that first phase, the two boys (i.e. Alexis and Thanos) were
clearly critical of the oppression of such institutions as schools, the church and of
social structures overall, and found that hip-hop music was a way of life, a culture for
them that worked as a means of release from that pressure. Similarly, neither of the
two girls (i.e. Blerta and Katerina) was intensely concerned with school achievement,
although each had plans for university studies. Their experience with English exams
had been quite traumatic. For example, Blerta experienced her failures with this
language as a big disappointment, whereas for Katerina they enhanced her lack of
interest in the only foreign language she had learned. Interestingly, Thanos and
Alexis admitted that listening to American hip-hop had helped them considerably
with their English studies.

4.4.2 Group positionings
With the exception of groups 1 and 3, who knew each other, there was no connection
between the participants of the different groups. However, as Ioannina is a small city
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and as participants were of the same age, some people knew others from the different
research groups, without necessarily knowing each other’s association with my
research. This gave me some interesting insights in how some young people saw their
peers.

For example, one evening when there was much dispute among group 1 and their
friends as to which evening café to go to, both Olibia and Thalia rejected ‘Playhouse,’
the café with the board games that group 2 frequented. Thalia said: !"# Playhouse
$%& '(), %*&+, -+.%/0* +1/0* 0, 2%.µ+&0* %3%* µ45+ [myself, I am not going to
Playhouse, those Germans in there are so boring] (G1FN3Feb07n21; for the key to the
data quotations, see Appendix 5).

Her description of the people who frequented this particular café as ‘boring Germans’
might have had to do with the fact that most of the board games in the café were
foreign, as already mentioned, and a number of those were German or at least bore a
German name (e.g. Die Kinder von Catan, Die Gärten der Alhambra). However,
according to a different reading her characterisation might be taken to betray her
stereotypical thinking of German people as ‘obedient,’ ‘not exciting’ or ‘boring.’
Having an interest in playing board games, and therefore wishing to go to that
particular café, seems unexciting to Thalia and this is possibly implied in her phrase
‘boring Germans.’

Figure 4.2: ‘Playhouse’ café
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Nonetheless, Thanos, from group 3 had also expressed negative feelings about the
same café patrons. When I informally asked what kind of young people frequented
‘Playhouse,’ he responded: 6%7/($%8, -69µ+/+, trendides [moneyed, sluggards/nohopers, trendy] ((trendides was pronounced as /\trendides/)), and when I then asked
whether they (i.e. group 3 participants) had ever gone to that café, his reaction was:
4:) '%.(5%, +'’ 4;), 5,:+*&0µ+, &+ µ') µ45+ [I have walked past it, but I would get
disgusted, if I went in] (ThanosRI16Feb07n22).

At the same time, Marianna, a female participant from group 2, when I asked her to
clarify her description of ‘Playhouse’ patrons, characteristically said to me: 4:01&
$,+70.%/,3< 3(')8 5/16(3, +'’ <,/, -64') 5% (66%8 3+7%/4.%,%8 [(the people in
Playhouse) somehow have a different style of their own, not like what I see in other
café places]. She then went on to explain what she meant, by describing the young
female people that used to hang out at the arcade where ‘Speed.net’ café is, namely,
the Internet café where group1 used to frequent:

(1) Greek: MariannaII27Bar07n170
(…) >"& /;?7 #260, (%!47 (?/: %;? 9!2%0 (…) "'&($ :/$ µ$+6, +;6'/.$(
./*& *!$+'( µ;? &/<&;&/($ :%07 &/<&;&/($ /6$(&/,6"7, 9,C;&/($ (…)
./; full +($ ; !:=;7 %;? %,&" "'&($ µ:&; +($ µ:&; =$( &( >"$5-;<& (…),
+,-;&/($ "+"' %26( +($ !2&": “">4 "'µ(./" "!,/"!”
(1) English
(…) I don’t know them, but it is just what I see (…) that little girls in my
age dress like thirty-year-old women do, they put full make up on (…)
and the reason they go there is just to show off (…), they sit there and it
is as saying “we are here, come!”
Marianna also once used the word :+=0"3<µ%&%8 [bimbos] (MariannaFN7Feb07n50)
to refer to the young female people in this arcade. Although ‘Speed.net’ is situated in
this arcade, it is not clear to me whether the above characterisations would apply to
the female patrons of ‘Speed.net,’ as Marianna seemed not to have known that
particular café. This might have been so, because ‘Speed.net’ is a tiny café or because
another café there, ‘Simvolo,’ was more popular at the time. Interestingly, Thalia and
Olibia did not think highly of ‘Simvolo’ either, although they too used to hang out a
lot opposite it, in front of ‘Speed.net’ café in the same arcade:
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(2) Greek: G1FN3Feb07n22
Thalia: D<µ9;!; >"& %,0 µ" :!( /( %;?/(&,+$( "+"' µ2.(!
Olibia: D<µ9;!; >"& %,0 µ" /$7 E!9(&'>"7!
(2) English
Thalia: I am not going to ‘Simvolo’ with all the little sluts in there!
Olibia: I am not going to ‘Simvolo’ with all the Albanian girls there!

Figure 4.3: ‘Speed.net’ café
Apart from Thalia’s clearly derogatory term (i.e. little sluts), Olibia’s Albanian girls is
indicative of a local discourse according to which Albanian girls are supposed to be
‘of easy virtue.’ Yet what is more interesting is that Thalia and Olibia openly
differentiate themselves from other girls that hang out in the same social space as they
themselves do, namely, ‘Sarka Arcade,’ whereas for Marianna, an outsider, all of the
people there have a common distinctive style of which her comments seem quite
disparaging.

A final example that shows my participants’ positioning of other peer groups comes
from a group interview. While we were heading to a café one evening, Loukas, one
of the male participants of group 2, noticed an English slogan on the front wall of a
jewellery shop. The slogan said ‘eat the rich.’ As I had only partly listened to the
comment Loukas made in relation to it that evening, I brought it up again later in one
of my group interviews with him as well as Vangelis and Nikos, the other two male
participants of group 2. My intention was not so much to understand what they
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thought of the brief slogan, but what they thought of people writing such slogans on
the city walls. The reason for this was that I already knew that Thanos (from group 3)
was one of the young people in Ioannina who had often written various ‘rebellious’
slogans on some city walls. To my inquiry about what they thought of the people
who might have had written the above slogan, they said:

(3) Greek: G2GI1Apr07n356
Nikos: E&(65$+;', %62%"$ &( @/(&"!
Vangelis: E&(65$+;', >*!(>@, (&/$"#;?.$(./27 +/!.
(3) English
Nikos: They must have been anarchists!
Vangelis: Anarchists, that is, anti-rulers etc.
When I followed with another question, that is, whether they had ever met such
people, their responses were as follows:

(4) Greek: G2GI1Apr07n358
Vangelis ((in a humorous way)): D" %(6(+(!4, >" -( µ;? %"$7 :/$ +,&0
+($ µ" +(+, ,/;µ( %(62(!
Nikos: F'&($ +?6'07 µ"=(!</"6;$.
Loukas: 3$( &( µ*& µ%!2#;?µ"!
Nikos: 3$( &( µ*& %;!$/$+;%;$*-;<µ" (%: /( >"+(2#$!
(4) English
Vangelis: ((in a humorous way)): Oh please, come on now, you don’t
want to imply that I hang out with bad people!
Nikos: They are mainly older than us.
Loukas: So that we don’t get in trouble!
Nikos: S; that we don’t get politicised from the age of sixteen!
Being an ‘anarchist’ is clearly associated with being naughty, older and politicised by
the male participants of group 2. It seems that for this group the subject position of
‘anti-ruler’ is not a ‘legitimate space’ to occupy and for this reason it also becomes a
criterion for differentiating themselves from others (i.e. you don’t want to imply that I
hang out with bad people!) as well as excluding others (i.e. ‘so that we don’t get in
trouble!’).

Drawing on the above examples (i.e. Excerpts 1-4), I would suggest then that there
were distinct ways according to which each group positioned themselves and others
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and were positioned by others. Depending on the group’s practices, where and with
whom they used to hang out, different positionings and legitimate spaces were
produced. These positionings of the self and others or of a whole group have been
insightful in many ways in my research, as the identities with which I often saw
people wanting to align were sometimes the identities others would ascribe to them.
In other words, some of these young people’s identity claims arguably derived from
the peer context and the broader socio-cultural context of Ioannina.

4.4.3 Place attachment
Having mentioned Ioannina again here, I should, before I close this section, agree
with St Pierre’s plea for more thought and work, on the part of researchers, on the
“physicality of theorising” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 184), that is, on our physical as well as
theoretical grounding in our research projects. Discussing what she calls ‘sensual
data’ as a kind of data that is produced by the very physical act of having lived in the
community a researcher studies, she uses Ann Game’s description of such an
experience in order to make an argument about the importance of ‘place attachment’:
“living in a place that refuses the objectifying gaze; and what cannot be seen cannot
be spoken either” (Game, 1991, pp. 183-184, cited from St. Pierre, 1997, p. 183).

In line with this, I see my insider status within the physical space and community I
studied as having influenced what and how of my participants’ worlds I can know. In
other words, the ‘sensual data’ generated by the very act of my having lived in the
community I studied when I was a child and an adolescent “have long since mapped
and fashioned in a subtle way [my] consciousness and extra-consciousness” (St.
Pierre, 1997, p. 184) so that they can no longer be ‘natural’ or ‘neutral’ or somehow
filtered through an ‘objectified gaze.’ This would not mean, however, that the effects
of such sensual data on my knowing are necessarily limiting. Rather, it is this kind of
data that has also added “folds of situated richness” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 184) to my
acts of interpreting my participants’ language and identity practices.

4.5 DATA SOURCES
The study took place in two phases: phase 1, around February and March 2007 and
phase 2, around January and February 2008. Phase 1 involved intensive participant
observations and interviews (both group or focus group and individual interviews)
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with all participants. Phase 2, predominantly a follow-up phase during which
clarification was sought from participants, included both a few participant
observations and some individual interviews.

Although I was initially planning to spend most of phase 1 doing intensive participant
observations before moving on to interviewing the participants, in practice, there was
no definite line drawn between an observation and an interview stage. However, on
most occasions, I did manage to familiarise myself with the participants during some
participant observations and establish some degree of mutual trust before I
interviewed them. Apart from being a pragmatic decision, starting my research with
participant observations also helped me identify some representative themes, which I
then used as the basis for the semi-structured in-depth interviews that followed. Most
of these interviews served to somehow ‘check’ my emergent interpretations and to
clarify and expand on various issues. On a few occasions only, I took some
transcribed data back to the participants for their own retrospective commentary.

Thus, it is possibly useful to refer to all data generated in this ethnographic work as
fieldwork data, and not reserve the term ‘fieldwork’ as a reference to the data
generated solely during participant observations. Nonetheless, it is possibly equally
important to stress that there are probably good reasons to want to differentiate the
two methods, participant observations and interviews. This might be so particularly if
one bears in mind not only the different sets of practical skills involved when
engaging in the two different methods, but also the variety of interviewing approaches
adopted by distinct interview traditions such as, for example, the traditional
qualitative interviewing tradition and the postmodern interviewing tradition.

In this thesis, however, I term all the data of my ethnography as fieldwork data, on the
grounds that the methods used to generate it, namely, participant observations and
interviews are both key tools in ethnography (Hammersley, 1994). Moreover, in the
current section I argue for the value of ethnography in research at the minimal level of
method.
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4.5.1 Ethnography as method
Blommaert has criticised this very position according to which such tools as
participant observations and interviews are regarded or metonymically referred to as
‘ethnography’ (Blommaert, 2007). Although I partly agree with the criticism, I still
find it important to show how ethnography could be seen as operating at this third
level of abstraction, namely, the methods.

To do that I draw on the concept of ‘thick participation’ (Sarangi, 2007) which directs
attention to the process of using multiple data sources, rather than a single method
only. The value of such a process is three-fold: first, it contributes to narrowing the
gap between text and context, that is, between data and what, from the broader
context, the researcher might find important for a more insightful understanding of the
things researched; second, it helps narrow the gap between an etic and an emic
perspective; or else, it helps the researcher ‘check’ her own emergent interpretations
about the languages, practices and cultures researched against what might be more
significant for the participants; this might also be seen as a process of “tuning into”
the participants’ perspectives (Maybin, 2006, p. 12); and third, it directs the
researcher’s attention beyond what participants say to what participants mean or
intend with their particular acts of language.

In a sense, employing multiple methodological techniques to generate data can also be
seen as a way of achieving ‘triangulation’ at the level of data generation, as well as at
the level of data analysis. Triangulation, however, is not understood here so much in
the sense of ‘triangulating’ findings or reaching an absolute consensus as a result of
adopting an ‘I looked at everything’ approach. Rather, the strategy of using multiple
methods to generate data is seen as a way of attaining triangulation in the sense of
capturing the complexity and depth of the research topic (Richardson, 1997).

This strategy of using multiple methods is in line with the view of ethnography, or
more precisely, with the view of the ethnographic approach as ‘participant
observation,’ which in turn refers not to a single method but to a blend or combination
of methods or techniques that involves:
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some amount of genuinely social interaction in the field with the subjects
of the study, some direct observation of relevant events, some formal
and a great deal of informal interviewing, some systematic counting,
some collection of documents and artifacts; and open-endedness in the
direction the study takes. (McCall & Simmons, 1969, p.1)
Thus, in order to unpack my earlier description of my methods (i.e. participant
observations and interviews) and show in more detail the blend of techniques I used in
my study in order to generate data, I have produced the following table, which also
partly summarises the duration of time I spent in the field (cf. Appendix 6 for an
overview of my fieldwork):

Methods

Number of
fieldwork
meetings

Participant
observations
Individual interviews
Group or focus-group
interviews
Methods
Online chat messages
Text messages
Photos of glosses,
diary entries, notes,
drawings, msn
personalised
comments, writings on
wall, body writing,
shop sign/window
Totals
53 fieldwork meetings
209 pages of field notes

Total fieldwork time

25

53hours 1min
(46hours 10min just observed)
(6hours 51min recorded)
19hours recorded

6

7hours 55min recorded

29

Number of artefacts
24
7

42

79hours 56min of fieldwork
(46hours 10min just observed)
(33hours 46min recorded)
Table 4.1: Methods and synoptic information

4.5.2 The methods in detail
Through my participant observations, I managed to gain an understanding of a
number of things: participants’ social environments, how they interacted with each
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other, how they formed groups, how they expressed affection with each other, how
they physically spaced themselves in discussions and how they arranged themselves
in physical settings (Patton, 1990); participants’ practices and activities; also,
participants’ use of language; and finally, their various markers of identity such as
their dress, hair style, artefacts, music, or mobile phone ring tones.

When fieldwork was taking place in the street or inside very noisy places, and when
participants asked me not to use my recording equipment, I was not able to digitally
record their interactions. However, I could make ample notes, both jotted and mental,
on which I later reflected in order to reconstruct from memory what had been said and
done. Most of the time, I had to overlook the suggestion that “field notes should be
synthesized and summarized immediately after the observation” (Wiersma, 2000, p.
249) but I did try to follow instead the suggestion that full field notes should be
written up “no later than the morning after observation” (Fielding, 1993, p. 162). Yet,
a few times the gap between my late night fieldwork and the actual writing up of the
field notes was longer.

As for the interviews, they were all conducted in Greek, face-to-face and at different
sites, such as participants’ homes or bedrooms, cafés or public parks and squares. All
were digitally recorded and only during my very first interviews did I take notes
concurrently with the interview. Apart from these cases, field notes on the interviews
were generally written at a later time, while my role during the group interviews was
to facilitate the discussions and ensure that all participants’ voices were heard.

The interviews were also informal, open-ended and semi-structured, allowing for the
possibility of discovering things rather than checking things (Denscombe, 1998). A
list of the standard questions I asked mostly during my first interviews is provided in
Appendix 7. As already mentioned, a number of interviews (definitely those of phase
2) sought the participants’ feedback upon my emergent interpretations and upon
comments they themselves had made during my participant observations with them or
in earlier interviews. As a result, except for the first interviews, subsequent as well as
follow up interview questions became individualised and are not included in the
interview guide I provide in Appendix 7. This kind of seeking participants’ feedback
could to some extent be seen as responding to the call for more reflexive research
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practices that has been put forward for example by Mishler (1986), who suggests
taking transcribed data back to participants for their input. Although I mentioned (cf.
Section 4.5) that on a few occasions I did return transcripts to participants, that was
generally not a ‘triangulation’ process I was able to follow.

Apart from the individual interviews and the group interviews that I conducted, which
were smaller in terms of the number participants and had no theme around which the
group discussion revolved (Denscombe, 1998), I also conducted a few focus group
interviews. My plan, in these focus group interviews, was to use an oral narrative
completion activity with the aim of triggering some interaction among the participants
around a prompt, in this case, a brief narrative/scenario, and to elicit not the
individual’s point of view, nor the aggregate view, but rather the collective view
(Denscombe, 1998).

Nonetheless, my initial aim became secondary in the field, where my
narratives/scenarios (see Appendix 8) variably either became the object of ridicule or
encouraged mockery among the participants at each other’s accent in English and
interestingly in Greek. More importantly, they became the source context from which
various identities derived, thus allowing for the relation between these young people’s
language practices and the identities they performed in and through them to be
foregrounded.

Beyond the two key tools for generating data, there were also some additional data
sources used: online chat messages, mobile text messages, photos of glosses, notes,
drawings, diary entries, msn personalised comments, writings on walls and of body
writing. These served the purpose of triangulation referred to above, but also helped
me draw connections between participants’ languages and practices and their wider
socio-cultural worlds. In other words, they enabled me to “reinsert [myself …] into
the “field” – people’s ongoing lives” (Lillis, 2008, p. 372) and observe not just
additional but quite different aspects of those people’s lives and practices.

In particular, chatting exchanges gave me an idea of the topics that participants
discussed and the language they used in this digital space. Mobile text messages
allowed me to ‘check’ some participants’ interview comments according to which
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there seemed to be a consensus that adolescent people in Greece almost never use
English in text messaging, because changing the menu in the mobile phones from
Greek to English characters is time consuming. The photos I took of participants’
spaces, of their artefacts, as well as of a number of glosses they had written inside
their books and notebooks also provided rich data about their everyday realities.
Some interesting insights were also gained through a number of notes and drawings
that participants recorded in a tiny notepad that I always carried with me. Finally, the
pages I photocopied from some participants’ personal and group diaries offered me
access to some of their more private practices.

4.5.3 Two-phase research
Another issue worth mentioning here relates to the benefits of conducting a
longitudinal research. My research can to some extent claim the status of a
longitudinal study on the grounds that it involved the collection of data at different
points in time (Babbie, 1999). One of the benefits of conducting my research in two
phases was the opportunity the second phase offered me to step back from
interpreting participants’ texts and to ‘reinsert’ myself into the ‘real world’ of ‘data’ a
year later. This literal and metaphorical ‘return’ to the field gave me the chance not
only to follow up and check several issues, as I mentioned earlier, but more
importantly to discover that things were not the same any more: that some of my
adolescent participants had changed beliefs, identity, friends and naturally looks, and
that some were not even that keen on my research any more.

One such case was Thanos (from group 3) who although he seemed willing to join the
rest of the group in the second phase of the research, in the end did not manage to
participate. I spoke to him twice over the phone, but I did not meet him at all during
my return in 2008. According to his peers from group 3 and group 1, spending time
with his new girlfriend was his priority during that time. Interestingly, I also found
out from these people that Thanos had changed a lot: from being a hip-hop fervent
devotee during phase 1, he had become a lover of ‘kitsch’ Greek music, also known in
Greek as ‘dogmusic’ (skiladika). More interestingly, his practice of writing anarchist
slogans on the city walls, in his notebooks and elsewhere had acquired new content:
the Nazi emblem of swastika:
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(5) Greek: G3RI25Jan08n51
Alexis: M256$ /; D"%/2µ96* @/(&" (&(65$+:7!
Blerta: ./*& E&(65$+@ G;µ;?&$./$+@ H&0.*, +($ /46( +,&"$ /; .@µ(
/0& !"#$ %(&/;< ./( -6(&'(!
(5) English
Alexis: Up until September he was an anarchist!
Blerta: in the Anarchist Communist Union, and now he is drawing the
nazi symbol everywhere on the desks!
(6) Greek: BlertaRI25Jan08n108
I6$& /( J6$./;<="&&( @/(& ="µ,/( :!( /( -6(&'( µ" .9,./$+"7, (!!,
/( J6$./;<="&&( ;$ +(-(6'./6$"7 /( +(-,6$.(& :!( (...).
(6) English
Before Christmas there were swastikas everywhere on the desks, but
then the cleaning ladies cleaned it all during Christmas (holidays ...).
Although I did not ‘witness’ any of the developments in Thanos’ life myself, as
access to these new things during the second phase of my research was only through
his peers’ comments, the latter were insightful pieces of data with which I worked my
interpretations on some of the first phase data I generated from and with Thanos. This
reworking, reinterpreting of data with new data has been one of the values of
conducting a longitudinal research.

4.5.4 Theoretical challenges in the field
In discussing challenges, one of my difficulties in the field had been to start a
conversation during my participant observations or maintain conversation during
interviews and be a ‘good’ interviewer overall. This did not always happen.
Sometimes I felt I was prompting answers as if asking for confirmation of my reading
of the participants’ practices. During some interviews my urgency to attract the
participants’ interest or my fear that the conversation might die out made me talk a
lot.

More interestingly, out of ‘theoretical sincerity’ to the anti-essentialist framework of
the research and the poststructuralist conception of multiple identity, I was trying hard
to avoid using the word ‘Greek’ in reference to identity or descent, and thus often
made no sense to my participants. Indeed, ‘F'µ($ H!!*&(7’ or ‘F'µ($ F!!*&'>(’ [I
am Greek] were phrases that came naturally out of the mouths of most of the
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participants. At other times, my use of the phrase ‘%;!'/*7 /;? +:.µ;?’ [citizen of
the world] to describe how I wished to position some participants, made some of them
defend their sense of being local in a more categorical way.

This is not to say that the theoretical importance of my conceptual framework was not
relevant in the field. On the contrary, the problematic of a translocal identity were
both themes that emerged in the field and that I discuss in the analysis. My point
here, however, is that putting theory into practice or rather, to paraphrase Simon
(1992) reflexively integrating thought, desire and action was not an easy thing for me
in the field. The confusions, misunderstandings or aporias that I created in my
attempt to unite practice with theory gave me some insight into how not all labelling
or naming should be seen as essentialising; and further, into how essentialising can be
meaningful or should be purposeful in the research context when certain subject
positions that participants might find empowering need to be addressed.

In other words, drawing on Spivak’s (1993) notion of ‘the strategic use of
essentialism’ that “allows us to consider when we want to question identities, […] and
when we need to operationalize more fixed and concrete notions for strategic
purposes” (Pennycook, 2001, p. 172), I would argue that strategically essentialising
‘Greekness’ under certain circumstances would have been a means for me in the field
to reinforce my participants’ sense of belongingness, and thus empower them in
relation possibly to me, when I sometimes passed as this English speaking university
student from Australia.

4.5.5 Interpretivism, poststructuralism: Revisited again
My final comment here relates back to my earlier discussions about the research
perspective. In the first section of this chapter I defined my perspective as both
interpretive and poststructuralist, and I also used the adjectives critical, reflexive and
ethical to refer to it. Although a critical, reflexive and ethical stance can be seen as
part of a broader poststructuralist theoretical perspective, an interpretive and a
poststructuralist paradigm are often seen as quite distinct, although they both take the
research text as a non-factual representation of the ‘real.’ In the second section of this
chapter, I further explained the grounds on which an interpretive and a
poststructuralist perspective can be seen as different. Here I explain how I came to
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define my ethnographic study as both interpretive and poststructuralist, while in the
following section (i.e. Section 4.6) I elaborate more on how this dual perspective
permeates my analysis.

Although I had initially located my research within a poststructuralist epistemological
framework only, engaging with the doing of the research made me recognise that in
‘real life’ circumstances ‘theoretical cleanliness’ is difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve; that whereas research that is located within a single perspective only “is
more likely to gain from its consistency the appearance of rigour[,] a more eclectic
approach may be more realistic where the phenomena being studied are highly
complex and many-faceted” (Edwards & Westgate, 1994, p. 59). In other words, it
was in the doing of the research that I came to realise that I was also taking a clearly
interpretive stance in which I was seeking to understand how my participants saw
their practices and how they interpreted their languages. For example, the field notes
and recordings show me asking: /, %&&0%*8 “/>& 43+&% jet?” [what do you mean “he
made her jet?”], ",+/* /018 64/% “trendides?” [why do you call them “trendy?”]
((trendides was pronounced as /\trendides/)), '#8 :.>5,µ0'0,%*/% /> 64;> “antifa?”
[how do you use the word “antifa?”].

If I take such questions as seeking interpretations of the things happening in the field,
then defining my research interest as both interpretive and poststructuralist is more
appropriate. Although most poststructuralist approaches espouse interpretive
practices, according to a narrow definition of poststructuralist research, the central
aim of the researcher becomes to deconstruct the data texts, rather than to attempt to
gain participants’ interpretations. Reflecting on my own practices in the field made
me want to avoid the likelihood that my research might be seen as operating within
such narrow ways of doing poststructuralist research, and thus to strategically use
both labels in order to describe my practices: interpretive and poststructuralist.

4.6 DATA ANALYSIS
The point has been made with regard to fieldwork strategies that “there is no definite
point at which data collection stops and analysis begins” but that “[o]ver the course of
the fieldwork one process flows into another” (Patton, 1990, p. 265). Becker (1971)
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describes the analysis of ethnographic data as ‘sequential analysis’ in order to
emphasise that analysis starts while the researcher is still in the field gathering data.
Fielding further explains that: “in the periods between observation [… the researcher
or observer] may ‘step back’ from the data, so as to reflect on their possible meaning.
Further data gathering is then directed to particular matters to which the observer has
become sensitive by provisional analysis” (Fielding, 1993, p. 167).

If data analysis is tied to data collection in such a way, then my claims in the
preceding sub-section with regard to research approach should also hold for my
analytical stance. In other words, the interpretive and poststructuralist practices that I
discussed earlier characterise my analysis, as well. For my analytical interpretation of
the data has the following two aims: on the one hand, to articulate, analyse and
interpret the participants’ uses of and practices with English; on the other hand, to
analytically deconstruct the very category of ‘English,’ that is, to question or disrupt
what English is or does.

The two aims can be seen as inherently conflicting: English is at once brought into the
centre of analysis, but its very existence as a fixed category, as a language with fixed
characteristics, is doubted. From a different perspective, however, the two aims can
be seen as complementary: young people’s use of and practices with English can be
analysed in order for alternative understandings of this language to emerge, and in
order for us to gain a greater understanding of young people’s lived experiences with
this language; similarly, the discursive roles of English can be deconstructed so that
taken-for-granted assumptions regarding this language are shaken up. In other words,
both perspectives can be seen as problematising and unsettling power hierarchies.

A similar understanding of a framework that combines interpretive and
poststructuralist aims has been put forward within feminist research. Drawing on the
work of other feminist researchers (e.g. Ferguson, 1993), Bloom (1998) derives what
she calls ‘dual interpretive framework’ and argues that both feminist hermeneutical
practices (or feminist interpretation), and genealogical or feminist postmodern
interpretive practices share the same political goal: to disrupt power hierarchies.
Although my research does not fit into a broader feminist framework, I find this
conceptualisation of interpretation and genealogy a compelling way to bring together
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in this section the various threads of my discussion on research perspective. A rather
singular statement justifying this conceptualisation comes from Bloom and her
discussion of the analysis of personal narratives: “interpretation is the anchor for
genealogy, for without interpretation, genealogists would have nothing to
deconstruct!” (Bloom, 1998, p. 8). Similar to the way in which Edwards and
Westgate’s comment, provided towards the end of the previous section, affirms
eclecticism as a more ‘realistic’ research approach under complex research
circumstances, Bloom’s assertion here conveys a more ‘accurate’ take on the theory
and practice of enquiry.

4.6.1 Data texts
Before defining my analytical stance, it is useful to briefly explain how the terms
‘data’ and ‘text’ are used in this study, and what issues emerge in relation to such
abstractions. To begin with, I use the term ‘data’ or ‘data text’ to refer to the body of
the text generated in the field, that is, to all the observation and interview interactions
that were observed, noted or recorded and turned into transcripts later. I also see data
text as all the other forms of sundry material that I collected, such as the photos of my
participants’ diaries, books, notebooks or their chat and text messaging exchanges.
None of these sets of data texts, however, do I see as ‘raw data,’ a term that I find
quite problematic starting as I did from a notion of meaning as negotiated and coproduced in research among researcher and the researched. Second, I use the term
‘research text’ to refer to the research report, that is, to my discussion or analysis of
the data texts. For this other text, the research text or the analysis, I also made the
point early on in this chapter that it constitutes only a partial ‘re’-presentation of the
‘real;’ yet a dynamic ‘re’-presentation which not only offers new multiple readings of
the things that happened, but remains open to also be ‘re’-presented anew when read
anew.

Already I have pointed to at least three levels of analysis or text (i.e. interpretation or
abstraction): the texts of the observations, interviews and other materials themselves;
the observation and interview transcripts; my own intertextual text on the above texts.
In the preceding paragraph I referred to the two first sets of text as ‘data texts’
deliberately so that I make no distinction between so-called ‘raw data’ and transcribed
text. Between the two, the actual co-constructed events and transcribed texts, are the
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acts of documenting and recording which constitute an additional level of
interpretation. Although I refer to the text of the research events themselves and their
transcripts as data texts, it is important to note that transcripts are partial re-readings
of the original events, reduced versions of the ‘real,’ or simply different readings or
interpretations of the things that happened.

In other words, my transcripts are not a ‘true’ record of the observation and interview
interactions, despite my effort to include in them some of the laughs, hesitations,
pauses, ironies, embarrassment, the body language and the physical arrangement of
the participants in the space. Eye contact as well as a whole array of undecipherable
emotions is missing. Or rather, there is more ‘missing’ than ‘present’ in my
transcribed accounts of the events, and for this reason the ideological nature of these
accounts should not be underestimated. For, as Roberts (1997) following Clifford
(1986) puts it, every decision about how to transcribe tells a story; and whose story is
told, how much of the story is told, how ‘accurately’ the story is told, how readable it
becomes, whether it ‘represents’ or ‘evokes’ (Tyler, 1986) the “whole social person”
(Bourdieu, 1991, p. 54) constitute questions that the researcher should reflexively ask
when transcribing talk; and necessarily people and the ways these people convey
messages about their lives and identities (Roberts, 1997); in short, when dealing with
the politics of transcription (Bucholtz, 2000; Ochs, 1979; Roberts, 1997).

4.6.2 Critical linguistic analysis, ethnography of text, textography
Before discussing my method of analysis, I first summarise how analysis has been
discussed or hinted at so far in this chapter. Initially, in the first section I established
ethnography as a general theoretical outlook that illuminates the relationship between
text and context; then, I mentioned in the second section that my analysis adopts a
‘from-inside-outwards’ analytic directionality, which I linked to an emic-to-etic
analytic stance on the grounds that they both aim more at rendering the familiar
strange, rather than making the strange familiar; and here in this section, I further
explained how the combination of interpretive and poststructuralist analytic practices
enables alternative understandings of English through the interrogation of the taken
for granted or else the familiar with regard to this language. In the rest of this subsection I elaborate on my method of analysis relating it to what I call critical linguistic
analysis, and to such analytical dispositions as the ethnography of text, the from- 137 -
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inside-outwards analytic directionality, textography, rhetorical analysis or even
poiesis.

To begin with, as I explained earlier (cf. Sub-section 4.5.5), it was in the doing rather
than the prior thinking or planning of the research that I became more sensitive to the
nature of ethnographic practices. Thus, I came to understand my ethnographic study
as a study that makes contextual (i.e. in terms of the immediate surroundings),
pretextual (i.e. in terms of the historical around the text) and posttextual (i.e. in terms
of the ways in which texts are read, interpreted, resisted or appropriated)
interpretations (Pennycook, 2001, pp. 111-112) important, while at the same time
placing the text centrally as an object of analysis.

In other words, I came to understand my analytical procedure as a critical linguistic
analysis or what could possibly be described as an ethnography of text (cf.
Blommaert, 2005a, pp. 16, 64): namely, an ethnography that involves a detailed
(micro) analysis of text, while by nature being already interested in capturing the
macro, the pretextual and the posttextual as well. Put differently, I have seen my
analysis as being based ethnographically because, while in the field, I was constantly
engaging in the interpretive (or emic-ally oriented) work I mentioned in the previous
section (e.g. why did you write this in your textbook? What do you mean with this
word?) contextualising in that way different levels of text production (i.e. how the
participants produced their own texts) and text reception (i.e. how they interpreted
their own texts or texts that were part of the context, such as various texts on the
computer screen). In a way, as already mentioned, a lot of the follow up interviews
that I conducted served this interpretive framework as well, as they sought the
participants’ input.

This point links back to my argument (cf. here, Sub-section 4.1.2) that all postmodern
ethnographies are interpretive as long as the ethnographer/participant observer tries to
understand what is said and done in the field as pretextually and as posttextually as
possible. In other words, if seeking participants’ different interpretations enables the
ethnographer to respond to questions in relation to text production and reception, then
the notion of interpretive research I have been problematising in this chapter becomes
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at one level (i.e. aiming at capturing the others’, rather than the analyst’s only,
perspectives) more compatible with poststructuralist concerns.

To continue, a different way I have understood the analytic disposition I chose to
adopt in this research is through what I referred to earlier (cf. here, Sub-section 4.2.2)
as a ‘from-inside-outwards’ analytic directionality or as an ‘emic-to-etic’ stance.
Such a stance “is often centrally involved in stepping back from the easy flow of
communicative practice, interrogating its components, underpinnings and effects”
(Rampton, 2007, p. 591). It can, to some extent, then be seen as in line with
Foucauldian discourse analysis, which in turn is in line with the ‘from-insideoutwards’ analytic directionality. For, if we look for example at Foucault’s (1972)
The Archaeology of Knowledge, where he defines his genealogical method, we can
see that in practice Foucauldian discourse analysis is carried out through a process of
rendering the familiar strange, interrogating truth claims and investigating the
conditions under which particular beliefs emerge.

It is in these terms that the ‘from-inside-outwards’ analytic trajectory also operates in
my research. In other words, the ‘analytic distance’ implied here should not be taken
to mean ‘critical distance’ or ‘critical thinking’ in the sense of ‘objective thinking,’ as
it has often been understood in the work of applied linguist Widdowson (2003).
Rather, as I explained above, this analytic distance is derived from a process of
moving from the ‘familiar’ to the ‘strange’ by analysing and questioning the ‘takenfor-granted.’

De-familiarising the research context had not always been easy for me in practice,
bearing in mind my subject position as a ‘former’ adolescent living in Ioannina and a
‘former’ student of English at public and private schools in that city. Although my
subject position as a ‘former’ adolescent was a position I could easily de-familiarise,
my subject position as a ‘former’ student of English was less easy to distance myself
from. After all I am still learning English not only while living in Sydney, but while
visiting Greece, as well. However, this insider position was often counter-balanced in
the field by my subject position as an English teacher and a woman, subject positions
that enabled me to get analytic distance from what was close-at-hand.
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Finally, an additional way to describe my analysis would be in terms of what is called
‘textography.’ Canagarajah (2002) invokes Swales’s (1998) method of ‘textography’
to describe his own analysis of his body of texts (i.e. the articles of his colleagues
from the University of Jaffna) as a discourse analysis that is based on the informal,
culture-sensitive observations and interviews he conducted at the University of Jaffna.
Swales himself defines textography as “something more than a disembodied textual or
discoursal analysis, but something less than a full ethnographic account” (Swales,
1998, p. 1). Although textography might be limited in some ways as an ethnographic
account, in so much as my analysis becomes an interpretation of my data texts in light
of the ethnographic information I gathered in the research context and in light of the
sociohistorical information outlined in earlier chapters (cf. Chapters 2 and 3), it could
partly fit Swales’s neologism.

As Canagarajah (2002) further notes, a similar way to describe such an analytic
approach to text is what Atkinson (1999) following Bazerman (1988) calls ‘rhetorical
analysis’: an eclectic, multi-disciplinary, contextual, bottom-up, and genre sensitive
mode of analysis that “situates text in sociohistorical context and uses interpretive
frameworks from different disciplines” (Canagarajah, 2002, p. 19).

A similar call for examining the text not only contextually, but also pretextually,
comes from Threadgold, who in her search for a type of analysis that moves beyond
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) has come up with what she calls ‘poiesis’ (cf. also
discussion of ‘postlinguistics’ in Sub-section 4.6.5):

It is important for me to understand the historical context in which my
individual snapshots occur. That’s what I was trying to do […] and
that’s why I called it poetics, poiesis, not critical discourse analysis –
because I was trying to “perform a rewriting,” critically, and at the same
time to stop the process every so often to do the critical discourse
analysis. (Threadgold & Kamler, 1997, p. 444)
Although the following chapters show what I was trying to do with my own analysis
(i.e. something like an ‘ethnography of text’ or ‘textography’ or ‘rhetorical analysis’
or even possibly a rewriting, remaking or ‘poiesis’), it is useful to first talk about my
‘fear of the data’ and then briefly disclose the tedious analytical steps involved in the
preliminary stage of analysis.
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4.6.3 Fear and preliminary steps
In order to explain what I call my ‘fear of the data,’ I invoke Simon’s notion of “the
fear of theory” (Simon, 1992, p. 79), that is, the resistances to knowledge or of the
refusals provoked by the encounter with theoretical discourse. Simon explains his
construct in terms of “what Lacan calls a “passion for ignorance,” or “the desire to
ignore” namely, an “active refusal […,] an excluding from consciousness of whatever
it does not want to know” (Simon, 1992, p. 95). Trying to come to terms with my
avoidance of the data, I similarly saw my refusals provoked by my encounter with the
data not only as fears about whether the data is ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’ or ‘usable,’ but
most importantly as resistances to data that have both the potential to disrupt taken for
granted thinking and the potential to expose the identities of others (i.e. of the
participants) and eventually my own.

Although my ‘fear of the data’ prevented me for some time from examining my
unconventional body of data texts, I eventually took the plunge and found myself
dealing with the preliminary stage of analysis which include the following steps: first,
the step of transcription; second, the step of thematisation, which involves searching
for themes and applying thematic tags; then the step of organisation, which consists in
categorising identified themes into larger thematic categories; and finally, the steps of
transliteration and translation.

In detail, I roughly transcribed all fieldwork data (i.e. both recorded observational and
interview data) in an excel template that I created myself. I transliterated and
translated from Greek to English only selected parts of the data which were later
included in the analysis chapters. At the beginning of the thesis I have provided a
table with the transcription conventions used, while in Appendix 9 I offer a guide to
the phonetic symbols used for the transliteration process (i.e. the phonemic
transcription of the Greek text). Field notes (both handwritten and typed), chat and
text message exchanges were also transcribed (i.e. typed up in my data analysis
template) to help with their thematisation and organisation. Short descriptions of the
photos and the scans of books, notebooks and diaries were also included in my
analysis template. While transcribing and provisionally analysing the data, I came up
with five different analysis templates before I developed the final one. Appendix 10
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provides a photo of a random worksheet of my analysis template, which served to
build my organisational framework of the data.

This template served not only for the transcription, but also for the thematisation and
organisation of the data. It allowed me to refer to (i.e. under ‘Data Quotation’) and
number (i.e. under ‘Nos’) each transcribed piece of data (i.e. ‘Data Transcripts’),
identify the type of data (i.e. under ‘Type of Data’), apply a thematic tag to it (i.e.
numerically under ‘Code’ and descriptively under ‘Theme’), add relevant literature
(i.e. under ‘Literature’) and link it to other data pieces (i.e. under ‘Comments’).
Through the use of an excel command I was also able to ‘filter’ the data according to
code number, type of data and theme. In a way, the process of transcribing allowed
me to immerse myself in my data, as I needed to play the recordings several times and
move between different sets of recorded data and my field notes.

I was, then, at once engaged in the physical activity of compiling lists of data pieces
and the intellectual activity of identifying several types of data (e.g. ‘swearing in
English’) and themes (e.g. ‘youth identity’). Overall, I produced 16 worksheets of
data categories and 2143 data pieces - ‘entries’ across them. The different excel
worksheets represented different data categories (e.g. ‘Group 1 Fieldwork,’ ‘Group 2
Interviews’ etc.) and included also a worksheet with some statistical information I
gathered as secondary data for my earlier chapters, a worksheet with my own
reflections, one with participants’ demographical information, another with emerging
themes and a final one with the categorisation of themes into broader categories,
which at some point I started seeing as potential chapters. On the whole, I identified
48 emerging themes, which I later grouped under six larger thematic categories.

In other words, what I have been describing here as my process of building an
organisational framework of the data should be seen as my way of making sense of
the data by producing an emerging categorisation of it. It would be far from true to
think that this inductive (i.e. based on searching for themes) categorisation happened
in a linear fashion. Rather, the whole process was carried out iteratively, meaning
that I was continually moving between different data pieces, my emergent
interpretations and relevant literature on language play and the performance of
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identities. This is after all what my initial identification of 48 emerging themes
betokens as well.

4.6.4 Translating texts and selves
Managing the size, the different categories of my body of data texts and their thematic
variety, however, were not the only challenges. Translating these texts was another
crucial matter. Indeed, I tended to see translation as an additional ethnographic
practice. For it required me not merely to move from one language to another, from
one culture to another, but also to make a series of interpretations and decisions which
implied an understanding on my part of the immediate context, of the participants’
worldviews, and of the ways in which their use of language could be related with their
social actions or practices (Duranti, 1997). The term ‘ethnography’ itself prodded me
into thinking about translation and ethnography as similar practices that involve
interpreting and ‘writing’ (Greek ‘=6,C0’ /grapho/) about an ‘ethnos’ or, to translate
the Greek ‘ethnos’ of ‘ethnography’ into English, about a ‘culture.’

More importantly, translation posed for me questions of text and knowledge. Spivak
affirms that translations occupy a “spacy emptiness between two named historical
languages” (Spivak, 2004, p. 370). Deleuze and Guattari (1987) take texts and
translations as being ‘rhizomatic’ and ‘deterritorialised,’ thus having no roots and
being not stable or immovable, but ever ‘growing’ outwards and across. Venuti
(1995) takes them (i.e. texts and translations) as becoming ‘domesticated’ or ‘reterritorialised’ and Ramanathan explains all this as:

the possibility of being able to view translated texts [and researchers] as
rhizomatic and free-floating before being strung and reassembled in
alternate ways […] into the narratives and discourses of another place
and another time […]. (Ramanathan, 2006, p. 229)
What Ramanathan, drawing on her own long-term experiences with translating
Gujarati and Hindi documents and interviews into English, points at, then, is the
possibility of exposing the artificial nature of all texts and knowledges. Texts and
knowledges, she claims, are often produced based on the selection and translation of
particular texts into another language, culture, even disciplinary field, and yet little is
known about the murky and complex stages of the translating and knowledge- 143 -
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building processes behind the final academic argument that is produced in English.
To uncover, she further explains, the messy processes involved in the selection,
translation and domestication of texts can help us re-think all texts and knowledges as
artificial constructions.

This is a crucial point for my research which draws on texts that have been translated
into English and aims at creating an academic argument in English about the use of
this language in the context of Greece. Yet this transposing of my Greek data to
Greek transcriptions to English translations and eventually to a thesis produced in
English within an English speaking context (i.e. Australia) should be seen as
involving various separate levels of transposition: a set of “jumps” or “crossings” in
the ‘local scene’ (Ramanathan, 2006, p. 239) of Ioannina from cafés or streets and
loud adolescent people among whom I was performing particular selves to quietness,
privacy and a ‘caring’ self at my parents’ home, where field notes were written; and a
set of “jumps” and translations that are more ‘global’ (Ramanathan, 2006, p. 239)
and involved crossing the two languages, Greek and English, and travelling between
the two spaces, Ioannina and Sydney, where I transcribed and translated my data texts
and selves differently given the different context I was in at the time. The challenge
then is to restring these translated texts and selves as reflexively as possible, before I
assemble them into arguments about the role of English in Greece.

4.6.5 Ethnography as analysis
My next point relates to my overall argument about ethnography operating at all
levels of research abstraction including the analysis level. Ethnography could be seen
as functioning as an analysis in the sense that there can be ethnographically based
textual analyses, namely, analyses that attempt to bridge the divide between context
and text. In a way, my earlier definition of my analysis as an ‘ethnography of text’ is
an attempt to capture this idea of ethnography as analysis as well. For ethnographies
involve not only what we do in context, but also what we do later in the writing and
analysis. Moreover, and this is not usually seen as another level of abstraction, my
research text, namely this thesis as a whole, can be seen in terms of a textual product
or of an ethnography in itself. As Kelly puts it: “[e]thnography becomes, then, the
textual reconceptualization of a living ‘text’ that seeks to be compelling in its
retelling” (Kelly, 2000, p. 11).
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To conclude, the point has been made that for discourse analysis to move forward in
a more productive way, it might be useful to take up “the crucial challenge of
combining poststructuralist discourse theory with detailed analysis of text”
(Pennycook, 2001, p. 109); in other words, to move towards a “form of political
pragmatism that argues for the politics and the poststructuralism first and the
linguistic tools second” (Pennycook, 2001, p. 110); hence “Toward a Postlinguistics”
(Pennycook, 2001, p. 108); that is, a practice that has been put forward by Lee (1996),
Poynton (1993) and Threadgold (1997) who used systemic functionalist linguistic
tools in their feminist poststructuralist work.

If I were to add into this combination of poststructuralist discourse theory and detailed
analysis of text, the interpretive field practices, then I could describe more aptly my
overall research approach. It could also be useful to evoke the notions of
performativity and performance discussed in the previous chapter (i.e. Chapter 3) as
the key theoretical tools that I used in my analysis and interpretation. Possibly a final
explanation of my particular array of research perspectives, data sources and
analytical approaches would be in terms of the “mangle of practice,” a notion
borrowed from Canagarajah (2002), in order to invoke the idea of research as being
complicated by a number of contingent factors such as unique contexts, personal
dispositions, relationships and unexpected developments in the field. The elements
discussed next might be seen as a response to Canagarajah’s call to acknowledge and
celebrate the role of contingent factors in the course of research. For, as he puts it,
“mangled practice is in fact characteristic of all research conditions” (Canagarajah,
2002, p. 20, italics in original).

4.7 LANGUAGE, POWER AND IDENTITY SHIFTS
Among the ethical considerations I identified prior to the research was the possibility
of participants feeling embarrassed during participant observations and interviews.
The following list describes some of the strategies I thought I could employ to
overcome such a risk in the field: avoiding use of my field notebook during the first
days of fieldwork; approximating participants’ language and dress styles; assuming
the position of ‘least adult’ in order to reduce the relations of power between them
and myself (Mandell, 1988); making them feel important and that their views
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mattered; allowing myself to be positioned as a ‘student’ who, ignorant of their
practices and their worlds, wanted to learn from them (Connolly & Ennew, 1996);
showing that I did not mind their ‘transgressive practices’ (e.g. using bad language,
smoking etc.); in short, employing collaborative methods (McDowell, 1997).

Although I did utilise most of the above practices, a number of unexpected
developments and relationships occurred, possibly because, as implied earlier (cf.
here, Section 4.3), the participants did not seem to be accustomed to ethnographic
research methods. As a result, my research often seemed not like ‘research’ to them
at all, whereas for me it was quite an intimidating process during which I often felt
quite ‘powerless.’ This contradicts what is usually (or traditionally) assumed with
regard to research, namely, that research is conducted with people who are ‘less
powerful’ than the researcher, as is the case with much educational research that
involves young students.

It is my contention that this assumption is problematic because it treats power as
something static, as something that can or cannot be possessed, as a kind of pre-given
domination. This view of power does not reflect the circumstances of my research
situation, where power was not unidirectional, but complex and multiple. For
example, in terms of age, social positioning and role, I was more ‘powerful’ than my
adolescent participants, as I am older, already a teacher and the researcher who will
interpret their texts. Nonetheless, the participants also held power as the ones who
were taking pragmatic decisions about the research (e.g. where and when fieldwork
could happen, who could be there, whether I could use my iPod for recording etc.)
and most importantly as the ones who seemed to share a sense of group
belongingness.
For example, the dynamics of the research relationships changed in the field
depending on whether I was interviewing or observing the participants as well as on
whether the people involved were all boys or girls or of mixed gender. While
participants often deliberately drew attention to me by addressing all sorts of
comments to me, a lot of the time their use of language made me feel invisible.
Consider the following examples:
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(7) Greek: G2FN7Feb07n36
Christianna ((to me after two of the people in the group had sworn in
English)): µ* =6,K"$7 /46( /; “fuck you!”
(7) English
Christianna ((to me after two of the people in the group had sworn in
English)): come on now, don’t write “fuck you” down!
(8) Greek: G3FN23Feb07n127
Thanos ((to me as a greeting looking at my hat)): 3"$( .;?, 6" B(6'(,
gangster!
(8) English
Thanos ((to me as a greeting looking at my hat)): Hey, hello Maria
gangster!
(9) Greek: G1&G3FN3Feb07n26
Thalia ((to Thanos while in an evening bar)): 6" L,&;, >"& "'µ($ µ$(
+;<+!(?
Thanos ((to Thalia)): B:&;! D" %*>;<.( %"&/(+:.$"7 5$!$,>"7 C;627!
(9) English
Thalia ((to Thanos while in an evening bar)): hey Thanos, aren’t I just a
beauty?
Thanos ((to Thalia)): Oh yeah! I would do you five hundred thousand
times!
(10) Greek: G3FN23Feb07n126
Thanos ((to Alexis, while arguing about whether to go to Kaïxis, a place
to drink ‘tsipouro’ or whether to hang out in the park for the evening)):
G(!, 6", µ;?&', %,µ" =$( ,!!* µ$( C;6, "+"' %;? -2!"$7 ".<, 2/.$ =$( &(
>"$7 :/$ "'.($ µ;?&,+$ (…).
Alexis: M$ &( +,&;?µ", 6" µ(!,+(, ./; +6<;?
(10) English
Thanos ((to Alexis, while arguing about whether to go to ‘Kaïxis,’ a
place to drink ‘tsipouro’ or whether to hang out in the park for the
evening)): Ok then you pussy, let’s go for one more time (to Kaïxis), so
that you see what a little pussy you are (…).
Alexis: What do you want us to do out in the cold, you wanker?
While the first example (i.e. Excerpt 7) shows Christianna to be conscious of my
presence as an ‘adult researcher’ in the field (i.e. she directly addresses me, asking me
not to ‘register’ their transgressive use of language), Excerpt 8 interestingly shows
how Thanos attributes to me some kind of insider status by seeing me as rebellious as
himself. Moreover, Excerpt 9 shows Thalia and Thanos clearly do not perceive me as
an adult in front of whom they should behave themselves. Similarly, in Excerpt 10
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Alexis and Thanos do not seem to attribute to me the subject position of a powerful
grown-up, as they behave quite crudely in the middle of the street of a small city,
while I am just a silent participant, though one overwhelmed by feelings of
uneasiness. Interestingly, however, the following examples (Excerpts 11, 12) show
how Thanos’ rather sophisticated interview language positions me as important and
powerful. Here, I am seen as a person who will interpret his political views, as a
person worth taking his beliefs further:

(11) Greek: ThanosGI4Feb07n121
Thanos ((about hip hop)): F!%'8;?µ" ./; &( ='&;?&" /( %6,=µ(/(
+(!</"6(, "!%'8;?µ" &( µ*& 25;?& ;$ !'=;$ /( !"C/, +($ ; !(:7 &(
($µ;66(="' +?6$;!"+/$+,!
(11) English
Thanos ((about hip hop)): We are hoping that things will improve, that
the money won’t be with the few, that the people won’t be literally
bleeding!
(12) Greek: ThanosII12Mar07n207
Thanos ((about interview)): F=4 ." "?5(6$./4, =$(/' µ;? 2>0."7 /*
>?&(/:/*/( &( %0 +,%;$( %6,=µ(/( %;? -( (+;?./;<& +($ %(6(2#0
+($ %$./"<0 &( "'&($ 56@.$µ( (…) &( (&;'#;?& /( µ?(!, +$ ,!!0&
(&-64%0& (…).
(12) English
Thanos ((about interview)): I should thank you, too, because you gave
me the opportunity to say some things that will be heard outside here, as
well, and that I believe will be useful (...) will make other people’s
minds open up (…).
Although the above examples are partial in that they do not show how I position
myself in relation to my participants’ positionings of me, they are still indicative of
how my participants’ language becomes a central medium through which power
shifted in the field. They illustrate how talk in research is not simply transparent, but
performative; how identity and power are performed by the researched during the
research; how my researcher identity was unpredictable, multiple and highly complex,
neither always emic nor etic.

4.8 EXCHANGE RELATIONSHIPS
Emotional labour has been described as central to the trade of fieldwork: fieldwork is
“yet another addition to our repertoire of ways to make ourselves uncomfortable” (van
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Maanen, Manning, & Miller, 1993, p. viii). My fieldwork fits this explanation as I
can myself attest to its practical difficulties, and its labour intensive as well as
emotionally exhausting nature. Indeed, during fieldwork I was constantly trying to
“reach beyond [… my] frames of […] reference to seek out what may be significant
to participants” (Lillis, 2008, p. 382); yet these were things and emotions I somehow
did expect and did experience in the field. But in this section, my attention is briefly
directed to things and relations that did not conform to my expectations.

Literature on ethnography stresses that before choosing ethnographic methods, we
should ask ourselves “am I reasonably able to get along with these people? Do I truly
like a reasonable number of them, even though I disagree with their view of the
world?” (Lofland & Lofland, 1994, p. 94). Emphasis is similarly put on mutual trust,
respect and cooperation as important factors in establishing an exchange relationship,
or reciprocity (Jorgensen, 1989). Patton also writes in relation to observational data
and his own experience as a participant observer-evaluator in a leadership program
that:

One of the things that can happen in the course of fieldwork is the
emergence of a strong identity with the people being observed. As you
come to understand the behaviors, ideals, anxieties, and feelings of
program participants and staff, you may find yourself identifying with
their lives, their hopes, and their pain. Such identification can be a
natural part and logical consequence of having established relationships
of rapport, trust, and mutuality. For me, that awakening identification
involves some realization of how much I have in common with these
people whose world I have been permitted to enter. At times during
fieldwork I feel a great separation from the people being observed, and
then at other times I feel a strong sense of identification, a sense of our
common humanity. (Patton, 1990, p. 260)
My research relationships, apart from going along an ‘emic to etic’ path (cf. here,
Sub-section 4.2.1), also ran along the above lines or rather along the last three lines.
More so, because as I experienced the four different groups of my participants in
rather different ways (as explained in Sub-section 4.4.1), I at times felt separation
from some of the practices some of the participants engaged with, while at the same
time, I felt stronger identification with the practices of other participants.
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My field notes from a night out with the girls of group 1, and a number of other
people including an older man, called Giorgos, whom Olibia had met over chatting,
read:
(13) Greek: G1FN8Feb07n57
N$4-0 (µ@5(&( ./*& %(62( (?/@, =$(/' (C"&:7 "'&($ .( &( +6(/,0 /;
C(&,6$ (...) ./*& O!?µ%'( +($ ./; 3$46=; +($ (C"/26;? =$(/' ; 3$46=;7
µ;? C('&"/($ (&/$%(-*/$+:7, +(-47 ./( µ,/$( µ;? C('&"/($ %,&0 (%:
/6$,&/(, "&4 ./*& O!?µ%'( 25"$ %"$ :/$ "'&($ "'+;.$ %2&/" +($ :/$
>;?!"<"$ ." "/($6"'(.
(13) English
I feel embarrassed in this group because on the one hand it is as if I am
playing gooseberry to Olibia and Giorgos, and on the other hand because
Giorgos doesn’t look like a nice person to me, as he looks over thirty,
whereas he told Olibia that he is twenty-five and that he works at a
company.
Likewise, my reflections following some fieldwork with group 2, the group of people
I already referred to as more academically oriented, read:
(14) G2FN17Mar07n41
My feelings are mixed. I feel that this group of people is closer to my
‘culture’ (…) and yet at times I feel I don’t like this academically
oriented mentality (…). However, at times I feel these people, too, are
fed up with the ‘system’ and the pressure to succeed.
While these were felt and ‘reflected’ research relationships, they were nevertheless
not directly expressed. Never had I been critical towards any of my participants’
practices in the field, nor did I ever show feelings of favouritism towards some and
not others. In a sense, this can be seen as a kind of hypocrisy on my part or
discrepancy between what I (unpredictably) felt and what I chose to disclose. Prior to
the research I had made myself believe that research relationships are somehow
different from other relationships, despite my theorisation of power and knowledge as
present in all types of relationships (McCallum, 1996). This expectation of mine
proved naïve and was disproved as soon as fieldwork started, when issues of power,
already discussed, but most importantly for the discussion here, issues of
intersubjectivity within research relationships became prominent.
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In a way, the need to like your participants and become friends with them for the
purpose of the research, a need usually invoked in ethnographic methodologies, as
well as the exhortations of the latter to establish an exchange relationship with the
people you are researching, were two goals difficult for me to reconcile in the field.
In my case, becoming friends with my participants through establishing friendly
relationships did not help me establish a ‘real’ exchange relationship with them.
Trying to get close to them prevented me from openly questioning some of their
behaviours and practices in the field. The effect of this stance has been that I was not
able to reciprocate with much, other than making my participants feel important.

Thus, my ethical dilemma becomes: even when the intersubjective nature of the
research relationship is recognised, is there anything else the ethical researcher can
do?

In telling the story in his book Grassroots Literacy of two Congolese texts written in
longhand by socially and economically marginalised writers, Blommaert (2008)
addresses this question, which has of course been a broader epistemological and
interpretive issue in anthropological work (cf. Fabian, 1983), and advocates (as
Michael Silverstein observes on the blurb) for an ethics of interpretation, which
makes it possible for grassroots voices such as the ones of the writers Blommaert
examined to be heard.

Although my analysis hopes to illustrate, too, such an ethics of interpretation, my
urgency in the field to build rapport with the participants and acknowledge their
positions has been limited in its effects. For in my tacit endorsement of my
participants’ practices and behaviours in the field, I denied myself the chance to offer
younger people, whose struggles I have been through, advice from my position as an
English teacher, as an adult, and as a woman.

~~~

In presenting this chapter in a rather linear way, from perspective to approach, to the
research site and the participants, and to the methods and the issues that arose during
fieldwork, I remain fully cognizant of the overall non-straightforward nature of my
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study. Through discussing the dilemmas that the preparation and the actual conduct
of the research posed, I attempted to lay bare a number of theoretical and
methodological, as well as practical issues that emerged prior to and during the
process of generating data for this project. Thus, my intention in this chapter has been
to make the thinking and doing of my research as explicit as possible by throwing
light not only on how the research was co-produced, not only on the co-constructed
nature of the data texts, but also on my own self-conscious engagement with the
participants’ ‘realities,’ and so necessarily with my own.
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Poiesis
[e]very conversation is a form of jazz
Nachmanovitch, 1990, p. 17

In this Chapter 5, I begin my detailed analysis of the data texts generated through my
ethnographic encounters with the adolescents of the study. The chapter is the first of
three analysis chapters that all investigate how participants engage with English and
what is going on in those engagements. The aim of the analysis, which continues in
Chapters 6 and 7, is not to ‘test’ the dominant assertions within educational and social
milieus in Greece about the instrumental or detrimental roles of a global language in
the country. My intention instead is to offer a counter-narrative, to complicate and
move away from such accepted rhetoric, open up the issue of English language use
and thereby provide new insights into the role of this language in Greece.

By analysing transcripts of the observational and interview data as well as other
ethnographic data, I examine participants’ emergent playful and creative uses of
English in order to show how this local practice with a global language enables the
performance of a number of identities and the emergence of new meanings. The
majority of the data excerpts come from the same focus group interview with group 2
at Mirto’s place, as this group’s engagement with English during that evening proved
remarkably playful. Although at any one data excerpt a number of identity discourses
occur, for the purpose of my analysis, I have thematically analysed and organised the
data in five different sections based on the most salient identity themes.

In the first section, I demonstrate how group 2 participants engage in ludic language
mixing that defies accuracy, linguistic proficiency and language rules in order to
create group entertainment and mutual support, and to discursively position ‘gayness’
as ‘other.’ Focusing on the same data transcript, I further analyse exchanges between
two female participants and myself and show how the use or repetition of single
English words by participants make student and teacher identities prominent. In the
second section, I analyse how participants’ humorous performances in English
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position them as fun in the group, while creating solidarity and othering effects. In
the third section I look at two excerpts in order to highlight how the comic and
reported (constructed) use of English results in interesting juxtapositions of positive
and negative discourses of ‘Greekness.’ In particular, I illustrate how multiple desires
and ambivalent ‘Greek’ and playful in-group identities are played against each other
through the use of English and Greek. In the fourth section, I revisit the notion of the
‘good student of English,’ which has also emerged in the data excerpts of the first
section, by focusing more on how this identity claim, constantly projected by a female
participant, is read and reacted to by the rest of the group, thus urging this peer to
refashion a more favourable role for herself as an in-group. In the fifth section, the
opposite identity claim is examined, namely, that of the defiant student. By analysing
three written texts, produced by different participants during class, I demonstrate how
English can be part of students’ ‘underlife’ classroom performance and how such
performance can give rise to acts of classroom resistance. Finally, in the sixth
section, I discuss issues of ownership of English, putting forward the argument that
although participants have shown themselves to be capable of inhabiting English with
their own playful and creative voices, outside the peer context English remains for
most a foreign land.

The excerpts from the transcribed texts discussed in this chapter are all playful and
creative language performances, in both English and Greek. They are examples of
language and identity performances in the local context of Ioannina, Greece. My
claim is that an examination of such linguistic practices with English illuminates
under-researched questions of the performativity of English language and identity in
the local context. Such a perspective leads us, in turn, to rethink how this compulsory
‘foreign’ language can be taught in Greece, a discussion that takes place in the final
implications chapter, which relates the present analysis back to classroom discourse,
language and language pedagogy.

5.1 LUDIC LANGUAGE MIXES
Ludic language mixing and the parody of the ‘other’ through it featured several times
in the course of my fieldwork with all three groups of participants whose interactions
I observed. Group 2, however, proved to be particularly humorous and creative with
their use of English with Vangelis, one of the male participants of the group and also
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the main joke-teller, bringing into the company a kind of customary joking
atmosphere. In this section, I analyse three consecutive extracts taken from the only
focus-group interview I conducted with this group of participants in order to
explicate, on the one hand, how their mixing of Greek and English constitutes a
particular kind of language play that creates humour among the group; and on the
other hand, how humour is used in this excerpt as ridicule and as encounter with the
incongruity that results from the lack of congruence across Greek and English.

As the planned focus group interview with the questions and short narratives has not
started yet, because participants are keen on talking about matters of their own
interest, Vangelis, having in mind that the research is on English and that I was based
in Sydney, Australia, starts talking (line 1) in English about Mitch, a young dancer
from Australia who was then participating in the popular Greek TV programme and
dance competition, ‘So you think you can dance.’ Vangelis starts talking in English
and what follows is a series of exchanges among participants in both English and
Greek (lines 2-15) about the young dancer from Australia, and in particular, about his
dancing style and sexual orientation as supposedly gay.

(1a) G2GI25Mar07n30
1
Vangelis
((while others are still teasing Marianna for using the phrase
drink my pubes all the time, Vangelis is trying to shift attention to
a new topic: Mitch, an Australian guy participating in the dance
competition of the new Greek TV programme “So you think you
can dance”))

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

/Mirto/
Marianna
Mirto
Vangelis
Loukas
Vangelis
Vangelis

N( %0 +($ +,/$ (+:µ(? Mitch, Mitch, the Australian boy that
came [fo:::r] “So you think you can dance”/ [can I say one
more thing? Mitch, Mitch, the Australian boy
that came fo:::r “So you think you can dance”/]
[(::: ] my God!! [Oh::: my God!!]
it is wonderful! ((excited))
&($! [yes!]
no!!! Of course! She is very/ she ishe’s gay!
((laughs))
/?/ 6" µ(!,+(! [/?/ hey you wanker!]
((inaudible parallel talking))
"::: the Australian people teach %::: teach him to::: move like/
[eh::: the Australian people teach eh::: teach him to::: move
like/]
((laughs))
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12
13
14

Christianna
Loukas
Vangelis

15

Mirto

all right!
to move like "::: [to move like eh:::]
to move like [":::
] a doll! [to move like eh::: a
doll!]
[>"& "'&($ /2!"$;7?] [isn’t he perfect?]

In lines 3 through 6, Mitch, initially introduced as the Australian boy (line 1) is
variously referred to as it, she and finally he. In particular, Marianna’s ambivalent it
in it is wonderful! (line 3) is followed by Vangelis’ refutation no!!! and his seemingly
slip of the tongue, she instead of ‘he,’ in line 5: no!!! Of course! She is very/ she is-.
Mitch’s sex is finally redeemed in the following line by Loukas, who makes the first
explicit comment on Mitch’s sexual orientation by asserting he’s gay. The line
provokes the group’s laughter and a few seconds later Vangelis builds on it to make a
further comment (line 10) about the supposed connectedness between Mitch’s gay
sexual orientation, Australian people and the way Mitch dances. Christianna seems to
find Vangelis’ attempt to connect all this irrelevant and urges him to stop. Her
comment all right! (line 12) appears to mean that she understood where Vangelis’
point is going, but that she also thinks that it would be better if the discussion moved
to something more relevant, for example the planned interview questions. Her
intervention is, however, ignored not only by Vangelis, but also by Loukas (lines 1314). Both of them try to find the words in English to describe Mitch’s way of moving
his body. At the same time, Mirto’s insistence (line 15) on Mitch’s superb looks
and/or dancing epitomised in her question $%& %*&+, /46%,08? [isn’t he perfect?] goes
likewise unnoticed as it overlaps with part of Vangelis’ more animated speech in line
14.

This unattended to line by Mirto (line 15) constitutes the last comment directly
concerning Mitch. From here onwards (line 16) the discussion, although triggered by
the reference to the young dancer from Australia, is generalised to gay men as a
whole. In other words, ‘gayness’ becomes from that point on the central topic of the
rest of the exchange, which takes the form of a linguistic word play based on the
direct translation of some Greek idioms into English. Although these idioms might be
recognised by some speakers of Greek as indexes of promiscuity in general, my
follow-up interviewing yielded participants’ unanimous view that they were
references specifically to homosexuality.
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(1b) G2GI25Mar07n30
16 Marianna
to put/ F! To put kanela to the rizogalo! ((rizogalo, although a
Greek word meaning ‘rice pudding,’ is highlighted in bold here
as it is pronounced with caricatured English-sounding voice and
phonology as /\riso\jalo/; kanela, Greek for ‘cinammon,’ is
likewise treated as an English word. Although it does not allow
for caricature with pronunciation, there is still a hint of foreign
accent in participant’s voice; see also notes 8-11, ‘Transcription
Conventions,’ p. xi))
17
((laughs))
18 Vangelis
to throw, to throw, to take "::: %47 "'&($ * “%628(?” [to throw,
to throw, to take eh::: what is the word for “pinch?”] (('.4=+
/preza/ in Greek has a double meaning; it means ‘pinch’ but also
‘a sniff of drugs’))
19 Maria
%;$( “%628(?” [what do you mean “pinch?”]
20 Christianna coke!
21 Vangelis
%628( (%’ (!,/$ %;? !2µ"! [a pinch of salt, as we say!]
22 Christianna ((inaudible murmuring))
23 Vangelis
“%628(” !2"$ * ,!!*! M*7 +,&0 “%628( (%’ (!,/$” +($ +,&"$
“coke!” [“coke” says she! I’ m telling her “pinch of salt” and she
says “coke!”]
24 Christianna ,+;?.( “%628;” [I thought I heard “prezo”]
25 Loukas
%47 "'&($ “+;?&4?” [what is the word (in English) for “shake?”]
26 Maria
5(.'7? [hashish?]
27 Vangelis
%628(, %628( (%: (!,/$! [pinch, pinch of salt!]
28 Marianna
move! Move!
29 Maria
[(:::
] [ah:::]
30 Christianna [pinch of salt]
31 Maria
2&( pinch! [a pinch!]
32 Loukas
to move, to move /?/
33 Vangelis
to put a pinch of +(&2!( to::: [to put a pinch of cinammon to:::]
34 /?/
to move like (5!(>$,! [to move like a pear tree!]
35 Christianna /$ “pinch” µ062! Pinch! [not “pinch” you say! Pinch!] ((pinch is
pronounced as /pInts/ in the first instance here and as /pIntP/ in the
second instance; Christianna is correcting Vangelis’ Greeksounding pronunciation of pinch))

Marianna’s line 16 here is a strange mixture of Greek and English. She uses words
she knows in English (to, put, the) and fills in the ones she does not know by
resorting to English-sounding Greek, that is, Greek pronounced with a playful hint of
English accent: to put/ !! To put kanela to the rizogalo! [to sprinkle cinnamon on to
the rice pudding]. Rather than responding to Mirto’s question in the previous line
(line15), Marianna’s utterance introduces the first idiomatic/slang reference to a gay
person and links back to Vangelis and Loukas’ preoccupation with the theme of
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gayness (lines 5, 6, 13, 14). More importantly, it initiates what is the focus of my
discussion here, namely, a word play around Greek and English forms and meanings.

Her spontaneous joking event is recognised as such by the rest of the participants who
immediately laugh (line 17) and join the game of co-constructing humour. By
‘playing along with a gag’ and thus producing a series of joking events, which follow
as a kind of reflex action, they show their appreciation for Marianna’s joke (Hay,
2001). Moreover, both Marianna’s ‘first joke’ (line16) and all other (lines 18, 33, 34,
39, 40, 42, 55, 60) ‘second jokes in round’ (Sacks, 1992) recycle the theme of
gayness.

(1c) G2GI25Mar07n30
36 Mirto
%47 "'&($ * “(5!(>$,?” [what is (the English) for “pear tree?”]
37 Maria
%;$( “(5!(>$,?” Pear tree? [what do you mean “pear tree?”
Pear tree?] ((spontaneous English-sounding accent for Pear tree;
see again notes 9 and 11, ‘Transcription Conventions,’ p. xi))
38 Marianna
pear tree! ((in low volume imitating and making fun of my
spontaneous English-sounding accent))
39 Vangelis
the/ he move the pear tree! ((imitating and making fun of my
spontaneous English-sounding accent again only when uttering
pear tree))
40 Loukas
he move the pear tree!
41
((laughs))
42 Christianna he shakes the pear tree!
43
((laughs))
44
((inaudible talking and laughs))
45 Maria
%;$;7 /; "'%" (?/:? [who said that?]
46 Mirto
* B(6$,&&(! [Marianna!]
47
((more laughing; making noises))
48 Vangelis
“µ(./$=4&0” %47 "'&($? [“to whip” how is it (in English)?]
49 Maria
%;$;? [which one?]
50 Vangelis
“µ(./$=4&0!” [“whip!”]
51
((laughs))
52 Christianna whip!
53 Maria
&( 60/@.0 +,/$? [can I ask something?]
54 Christianna whip!
55 Vangelis
to whip the dolphin!
Marianna
Loukas
56
((laughs))
57 Christianna µ(7 /: ’!"=" ; F?6?.-2&*7, /%07 ./"+:/(&/ /?/ [Evristhenis was
saying this to us /how was (he) standing/ /?/]
58 Maria
!;$%:& &( +(/(!,90 !'=;/ [well, so that I get it too/] ((researcher
is lost as to the connections/meanings here, but participants seem
to be enjoying the play immensely as their laughter indicates))
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59
60
61
62
63

Vangelis
Vangelis
Maria

((laughing and screaming))
to open the window!!
((loud laughing))
oh my God I’m f::: ((unintelligible talking; possibly meaningless
but sounding foreign))
((asking for clarifications; participants give a whole list of
sarcastic expressions used to refer to a homosexual male person
in Greek))

By means of directly translating a number of Greek idioms that constitute, according
to participants’ feedback, metaphors for gay men, these adolescents here take the
chance to create humour through talking gayness. Specifically, they take the meaning
of the Greek text from the literal to the figurative and then they playfully broaden it to
English. In this way, they carry the figurative another step further by directly
translating it into English: having an intuitive grasp of their own language, namely,
Greek, and knowing that word for word translation does not usually work, they still
literally translate the Greek into English meanwhile asking me for the words they are
missing in English. A great deal of this extract then consists of participants’
translating the originally Greek idioms of gayness into some sort of English, while
most of the lines in between contain participants’ endeavours to find the terms in
English and get their translations ‘right.’

The following list brings together the lines where participants introduce their
(unfinished) English versions of the Greek idiomatic phrases. First I provide the line
as uttered by the participant, then I give the idiom in Greek and transliterated, and last
I propose an English translation of it, which however does not convey the irony of the
Greek text as is explained below. At the end of the list, I also present a transliterated
version of one of the Greek idioms, particularly of the first one, and attempt to
deconstruct it grammatically and syntactically in order to make the argument that the
insinuation about gayness by all these expressions in Greek is owed to participants’
ironic and playful mode of speaking and the common grammatical and syntactical
nature of the phrases, rather than the words or their content itself:

Marianna, line 16:
to put/ !! To put kanella to the rizogalo!
/; +(&"!!4&"$ /; 6$8:=(!; /to kaneloni to rizogalo/
he sprinkles cinnamon on to the rice pudding
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line 34:
to move like +:6+$,(!
/*& +;?&,"$ /*& (5!(>$, /tin kounai tin achladia/
he shakes the pear tree
Vangelis, Marianna, Loukas, line 55:
to whip the dolphin!
/; µ(./$=4&"$ /; >"!C'&$ /to mastigoni to delphini/
he whips the dolphin
And Vangelis, line 60:
to open the window!!
/; (&;'="$ /; %(6,-?6; /to anigi to parathiro/
he opens the window
Marianna, line 16: grammatical and syntactical analysis:
to(pronoun neutral singular accusative) kanelloni(indicative 3rd person singular) to
rizogalo(noun, neutral, singular, accusative)
to(direct object, refers to the neutral noun ‘rizogalo’) + kanelloni(verb) +
rizogalo(direct object)
The above syntactical structure ‘pronoun (as direct object referring to the noun that
follows the verb) + verb + noun (as direct object) and more specifically the emphatic
repetition of the object in the form of a pronoun at the beginning of the sentence is
known as ‘double clitics’ (cf. Anagnostopoulou, 2004; Papangeli, 2000; PhilippakiWarburton, 2004) or more precisely as direct object clitic doubling, and characterises
all the above expressions. Moreover, it arguably lends the phrases an ironical tone
which is what ultimately creates the innuendo to male homosexuality.

Interestingly, participants’ half Greek half English versions of the idioms all appear in
infinitive form (e.g. to put, to move, to whip, to open). This may be interpreted as an
attempt on their part to create some sort of syntactical sameness across their examples
and imitate in some way the irony produced in the equivalent Greek text through the
repetition of the object in the form of pronoun at the beginning of the phrases.

All in all, excerpts 1a, b, c can be seen as a kind of “ludic language mixing” (Crystal,
1998, p. 131), a very particular language play intended to produce laughter through
playfully mixing English and Greek. Some of the phrases (lines 16, 18, 33, 34, 39,
40, 42, 55, 60), which I call in this thesis ‘Hellenised English,’ are in part in the form
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of English, but make sense, to my knowledge, only in Greek. In other words, the
form is English, but the meaning is potentially Greek only. And although they might
carry full import in Greek (for some speakers of both Greek and English), they have
only a reduced and superficial meaning in English. Nonetheless, I should also admit
that, as my bewilderment indicates (line 58), all of the playfully used language here
did not make sense to me, even though I could still recognise participants’ humour
from the specific common syntactical structure of their idioms and their particular
mode of speaking. For it was participants’ attitude, rather than anything intrinsic to
their behaviour that made what they did here play (Cook, 2000).

Thus, if directly translating the above Greek idioms into English is how participants
engage with English in this extract, and if literal bilingual translation is understood as
a particular kind of linguistic play with a focus both on the form and meaning of the
words, then the question to ask next is what effect this performance event is put to.
The rest of my analysis explores exactly what is enabled by this word play.

5.1.1 Gay talk and gayness
Setting aside Christianna’s corrective linguistic behaviour and possibly Mirto’s less
ostentatious contributions, the rest of participants’ talk and overall attitude in this long
interaction can be characterised as quite playful. Marianna, Vangelis and Loukas
seem, in other words, to care much less than Christianna about accuracy or
proficiency in English, and to be concerned instead with a play around meanings in
order to achieve, in my opinion, two main goals: first, project an entertaining self to
the rest of the group, and second, exclude others, in this case gay men, thus building
solidarity among themselves and affirming their own presumed heterosexuality,
morality and social code.

Although Christianna constantly attempts to offer accurate translations (lines 20, 30,
(35), (42), 52), correctness in English is not relevant for the rest of participants here,
while phenomena such as ‘performance anxiety’ and ‘foreign language anxiety’
(Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986) seem to be absent. Marianna, Vangelis and
Loukas’ language play around the discourse of gayness becomes, instead, quite early
on, much more important than showing proficiency in English. Interestingly, it also
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becomes contagious as, towards the end of the data excerpt, even Christianna (line 42)
and Mirto (line 36) more actively join the ‘gay’ talk: both the playful translation game
and the conversation about gayness.

More specifically, although they were both resisting the topic at the beginning (line 12
by Christianna and lines 2, 4 and 15 by Mirto) Christianna’s, he shakes the pear tree!
(line 42), as well as the laughs following it, and Mirto’s question about the equivalent
of +:6+$,( [pear tree] in English (line 36) are indications of their participating in the
joking event. Mirto creates (line 36) another string in the joking event by introducing
one more idiom, namely, ‘/*& +;?&,"$ /*& (5!(>$,’ [he shakes the pear tree], which
preoccupies the group for some time (lines 37-44). At the same time, Christianna’s
he shakes the pear tree! (line 42) is at once intended to give the best possible
translation of the Greek idiom, and to create an effect, namely, that of aligning herself
for the first time during the interaction with the rest of the group and their English
language play around gayness.

It could be said that everything gradually starts from Marianna’s line 16 onwards to
look less important, once play and being entertaining and fun among the group
become more meaningful. To put it differently, despite the male participants’
judgmental behaviour towards Mitch and his alleged sexual orientation at the
beginning, the more generalised Greek and English language play around gayness,
which is initiated by Marianna (line 16), seems later more attractive and fun to male
and female participants alike. Thus, mixing English with Greek here enables this
group of participants to talk about a topic which as well as being spicy, affords other
outcomes. It becomes the source of humour and gives the opportunity to participants
(including less fun members such as Christianna and Mirto) to present themselves as
entertaining in front of peers.

On one level, then, this playful language by participants can be recognised as
language for enjoyment. In similar vein, becoming entertaining and becoming
interesting should also be recognised as important effects of this text. Besides, ‘being
interesting’ and ‘being entertaining’ are common desires among peer groups.
Investigating young second language learners in a bilingual pre-school play setting,
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Cathcart-Strong (1986), for example, has identified ‘being interesting’ and ‘being
entertaining’ as two of what she calls the maxims of securing attention among friends.

On a different level, however, this language play is used to create solidarity among
the group, who use their playful mixes of Greek and English in order to ‘other’
homosexual people, reaffirm their own heterosexuality, and reassert their own broader
social mores and shared norms of heteronormativity.

In this sense, the conversation here is similar to interactions that have been studied
among fraternity brothers (Cameron, 1997; Cameron & Kulick, 2003; Kiesling,
1997). Although the group here cannot be characterised as a fraternity, namely, an all
male social club at an American university for example (Kiesling, 1997), their
behaviour can be seen as producing analogous effects with those discussed by
Cameron (1997) and Cameron and Kulick (2003) in relation to men’s talk. More
specifically, the authors have argued that what straight men who gossip about gay
men are doing in their conversations is not in any case about indexing feminine
gender identities. Instead of marking femininity, these men’s talk is arguably
primarily homosocial. In other words, it furthers homosocial relations with other
men, thus creating a kind of male bonding. It can likewise be seen as underlining the
‘in-group’ status of the network and as affirming their symbolic commitment to
shared norms of masculinity, gender and sexuality.

Interestingly both male and female participants here similarly engage in ‘cooperative’
talk (Coates, 1989) with a view to constructing differentiation. Their social group or
network (cf. Wei, Milroy, & Ching, 2000) can best be described by the Greek emic
term %(62( /parea/ [company], which might be taken here to more specifically refer to
a group of people who socialise together and share certain attitudes (for an
anthropological account of ‘parea’ see Papataxiarchis, 1991). Through the kind of
playful engagement they exhibit in the extract in question, this close-knit adolescent
group constructs in similar vein heterosexual identities, placing themselves within
heteronormativity.

All in all, the long excerpt here is an example of word play with meaning that
involves direct translation from Greek into English. On the one hand, it is a
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discursive play that parodies the homosexual ‘other,’ thus offering a social
commentary. At the same time, it serves the social function of entertainment and it
could be defined as “language for enjoyment, for the self, for its own sake” or else as
language that contains little information and is used neither to solve a practical
problem nor to offer practical outcomes (Cook, 1997, p. 230). In both cases, what is
remarkable is participants’ play with language, and in particular, their reiterations of
‘old’ meanings (i.e. metaphors of ‘gayness’ in Greek) in a new form/medium (i.e.
English). Such linguistic creativity does not only demonstrate that language is within
participants’ control, “but it is also a celebration of an infinite potential and
unexpected creative power which, though beyond [their and our] control, is also the
key to change and freedom from control” (Cook, 1996, p. 226).

From a theoretical point of view, then, this excerpt illustrates what I termed in
Chapter 3 stylised performance (cf. Sub-section 3.3.2). For the kind of unplanned
comic play with meaning and identity possibilities in which participants have been
shown to engage here cannot be regarded as a careful conscious performance (cf.
Rampton, 2009). Rather, it can more productively be seen as spontaneous performed
linguistic activity which is initiated through a word play around Greek and English
forms and meanings, and which participants use in order to construct, among other
things, heterosexual identities.

With regard to the thesis argument overall, what is important is that it is through
English, and not just through Greek, that such entertaining and othering effects are
produced within the peer group. This is a significant argument which sheds light on
the performative role of English among young people in Greece, a point that the rest
of the thesis strengthens by examining numerous other data texts. First, however, I
examine this excerpt further in order to show how the use of English by two female
participants also constructs school-related identities.

5.1.2 Reversing knowledge and status roles: Student and teacher identities at
play
Before moving away from the three consecutive excerpts of this section, it is
interesting to briefly look at how this performance in English enables the performance
of student and teacher identities. Two instances are analysed: first, exchanges
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between Christianna and other participants including myself, and second, Marianna’s
ironic repetition of my words.

To begin with, although the questions in which participants ask for the English
equivalent of the words '.4=+ [pinch] (line 18), '.4=+ +'’ +6(/, [pinch of salt] (line
21, 27), 301&# [shake] (line 25), +:6+$,( [pear tree] (line 36), µ+5/,"#&) [whip] (line
48) are addressed to me as supposedly the English expert, it is Christianna (lines 30,
42, 52, 54) who gives the ‘correct’ translations before I do, and with an impressive
readiness, except for one occasion in line 37.
More specifically, Christianna first unsuccessfully translates (line 20) '.4=+ [pinch] as
coke! (due to the double meaning of the Greek '.4=+ /preza/ meaning both ‘pinch’
and ‘a sniff of drugs’), but quickly makes up for it (line 30), while I am struggling
(line 29) to tune in to what is being talked about. She then corrects (lines 35, 42)
Vangelis’ (line 33) Greek-sounding pronunciation of pinch, Marianna’s bad rendering
of 301&# [shake] as move! (line 28), and Loukas (line 32) and Vangelis’ (line 39)
adoption of Marianna’s bad translation. In the meantime, I have still not managed to
give any of the translations asked of me before Christianna intervenes except for the
translation of +:6+$,( [pear tree] in line 37, where I still sound bewildered as to what
the use of all these phrases might be. At the end, I even seem to be giving up trying
both to translate and understand, thus letting Christianna offer the final translation
(line 52) of µ+5/,"#&) [whip].

In relation to this interaction and in particular with regard to Christianna’s
performances in good English here, two arguments can be put forward. On the one
hand, her linguistic behaviour can be seen as representing her attempts to position
herself both in front of her peers and importantly in my presence as a good student of
English. Her prompt responses in English may be seen as aiming partly at impressing
her mates and partly at building closer rapport with me, as in her eyes I might
represent a researcher interested in finding out how well young people in Greece
engage with English.

On the other hand, her performance may be understood as antagonistic on the grounds
that it also positions me as a less-than-competent teacher of English. My awkward
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effort in line 37 to be prompt enough and take the English ‘pear tree’ out of
Christianna’s mouth reveals both my perception of these exchanges as threatening for
my ‘face needs’ and my attempt to protect my ‘positive face want’ (Brown &
Levinson, 1978), that is, the need to be approved of by these young people and
students of English as a good teacher of English.

The relationship carved out through the linguistic behaviour by Christianna and
myself here is reminiscent of the ambivalent relationship between one of the female
participants in Bonny Norton’s study, namely, Katarina from Polland, and Norton as
the researcher. The latter (Norton, 2000) explains this ambivalent research
relationship in terms of the two women’s shared roles as teachers and mothers and
Katarina’s different status in Canada as no longer a teacher but an immigrant woman
in search of professional work. In the case of Christianna’s relationship to me,
ambivalence is generated by a struggle over knowledge arising out of our distinct
roles as learner and teacher of English respectively.

This kind of antagonism does not occur in the interaction between Marianna and
myself. In this case what is more prominent is parody and playfulness. In particular,
Marianna takes the chance (line 38) to softly repeat part of my words (line 37)
imitating my English-sounding accent: pear tree! The intertextual discursive play
that she creates is an instance of a parodic imitation of my non-Greek, therefore
foreign-like, pronunciation and also an instance of ‘carnival’ (Bakhtin, 1984b)
directed towards my role as an English teacher.

In other words, Marianna here creates entertainment through reversing the
hierarchical relation of teacher and student by aligning with the role of a ‘naughty
student capable of ridiculing a teacher.’ Her recycling of my words can be compared
to what is called ‘format tying’ (i.e. exact or partial repetition), that is, a social
resource used by adolescents and school-age children in order to engage in teasing
and disputing (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987). It can also be compared with examples
of students’ parodic play in classroom settings, where the aim usually is to play with
age and status hierarchy relations between student and teacher role (cf. Cekaite &
Aronsson, 2004). Here, playing with age and status hierarchy are clearly important
effects, but the imitation of my voice (cf. Bakhtin, 1981) and the parody of my (hence
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an English teacher’s) English pronunciation are probably equally significant for
enabling Marianna’s naughty but fun student role.

All in all, what is remarkable in these interactions is the enabling effects of simple
linguistic performances in English by the two female participants. Their engagement
with English involves the use or repetition of single English words, yet what results is
interesting discursive positionings around knowledge and the playful disruption of
student-teacher power relations. Such relations, with a specific focus on Christianna’s
performance of the good student of English are revisited in more detail in the fourth
section here. For now I turn to more playful English and interesting constructions of
difference.

5.2 MOCKING AND OTHERING
English, playfully and creatively used, served in many cases to create humour among
participants mainly from groups 2 and 3. In this section, I choose to examine only a
limited number of such instances, as they are illustrative of how playfully performing
in English affords participants a common outcome: apart from positioning them as
entertaining and fun in the group, it enables them to create bonding among themselves
through mocking others. Put differently, creatively using English among the group
functions in the examples that are analysed here as a means to bond participants
around a group identity and to ‘other’ others that are, or not, physically present.

The first extract, taken again from the focus group interview with group 2 at Mirto’s
flat, features Loukas, one of the male participants and his reported childhood story
about the way his sister and himself used to call out loudly to the delivery man when
they had pizzas delivered at their home. The story is prompted by the departure of the
delivery man that had just delivered pizzas, pastas and coca colas to us.

(2) G2GI25Mar07n18
1

Mirto

2

Loukas

((the delivery man has gone; Mirto comes back to the room; no one
has seen the delivery man except for Mirto and Christianna))
/;& "'>"7 %47 "'&($? [did you see what he looked like?] ((in low
volume while laughing to herself))
"µ"'7, :/(&, #260 ’=0, %(6@=="$!( %'/."7 %(!$,, +($::: µ:!$7
%@=($&" &( C<="$ (?/:7, C0&,8(µ" “PIZZARA:::!!!” [we, when,
say, I ordered pizzas in the past a:::nd when the guy was about to
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3
4

Loukas

5
6

Vangelis

7

Christianna

8

Vangelis

9

Vangelis

10 Christianna
11

leave, we yelled “PIZZARA:::!!!”]
((loud laughter carrying on for 6 seconds))
((while the rest are still laughing)) +($ µ" /*& (>"6C@ µ;?, “2&(,
><;, /6'(, PIZZARA:::!!!” [and with my sister (we said), “one,
two, three, PIZZARA:::!!!” ] ((joins laughing))
((11 turns pass during which lots of simultaneous voices are heard
intermingled with laughter))
>"& µ%;64::: [oof that’s it, I can’t (laugh) anymore] ((intermingled
with laughter))
((while Vangelis is still laughing)) +;'/( 6" =2!$;! M$ 9!,+(7 "'&($!
[look how he’s laughing! What an idiot!] ((addressed to Vangelis;
then joins the laughter))
((intermingled with laughter)) ,+;?."7 /$ "'%"? Q+;?."7 /$ "'%"?
[did you hear what he said? Did you hear?] ((addressed to
Christianna))
+,&"$/ “:%;$;7 "65:/(& +($ ’C"?=" /;? C0&,8(µ" "=4 +$ * (>"6C@
µ;? [PIZZARA!!]” [he said/ “whoever came and then left we
yelled, me and my sister PIZZARA!!”]
[pizzara! ]
((more laughs; Vangelis is making funny nonsense sounds as if
choked by laughter))

The extract can be described as a long laughing instance which starts with Loukas’
line 2. He begins his line vacillating between we and I: we, when, say, I ordered; goes
on by providing an unlikely scenario about him ordering pizzas for home delivery
when he was younger: I ordered pizzas in the past; and then gives the gist of the
story: a:::nd when the guy was about to leave, we yelled “PIZZARA:::!!!”

Linguistically, the word ‘pizzara’ is a linguistic hybrid made out of the word ‘pizza’
and the Greek suffix (for the vocative case) ‘-ra.’ The suffix can be seen as related to
two different grammatical suffixes in Greek with two distinct meanings: first, it can
be seen as linked to a derivational suffix (i.e. ‘-,7’ /-as/) that produces agentive nouns
denoting occupational roles as in ‘%"6$%/"6,7’ /peripteras/ [kiosk man]; and second, it
can be seen as connected to an augmentative suffix (i.e. ‘-(6,7’ /-aras/) as in
‘>;?!"?/(6,7’ /douleftaras/ [someone who works a lot]. Here participants recognise
‘pizzara’ as a pun that draws on the ambiguity created by these two grammatical
functions of the suffix, and as associated with the swear word in Greek, ‘poutsara.’
The latter literally means ‘a male with a big cock’ and is used in a derogatory way to
refer to a dishonest male person. Interestingly, no mention of this implied word is
made during the interaction at all, and yet the group bursts out laughing as soon as
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Loukas utters “PIZZARA:::!!!” in a loud voice. One thing is taken for granted then:
that there is implicit understanding of the connection between ‘pizzara’ and the
unspoken ‘poutsara.’

Although ‘pizzara’ cannot be claimed as an instance of word play in English, I have
still used this example here. The reason why I included it is that I see it as
representing an interesting ‘languaging’ play with a word, namely, ‘pizza’ that is
certainly integrated into Greek, but is nonetheless also strongly identified as Italian
and therefore as ‘foreign.’ It is, I believe, this ambivalent (i.e. ‘foreign’ – local)
nature of the word that makes a sexual insinuation possible through a creative,
sarcastic and witty play.

An instance of reported speech, “PIZZARA:::!!!” (line 2) is offered here at “the
‘hinge’ or climactic point of the action” as a form of ‘embedded evaluation,’ namely,
a means to support the point of the teller-as-participant (Toolan, 2001 [1988] p. 153).
It can further be seen in Tannen’s terms as ‘constructed’ (as opposed to ‘reported’ or
even ‘repeated’) speech that is essentially creative or artistic for it evaluatively
recreates or voices Loukas and his sister’s funny expression in order to provide an
evocative detail, to hold the listeners’ attention, and to create involvement with the
rest of the group and more particularly with the topic that Mirto introduced (i.e. the
looks of the delivery man, line 1) (Tannen, 1989). Most importantly, however,
“PIZZARA:::!!!” represents a ‘languaging’ play that enables an insinuation to be
made which further creates a comic atmosphere and allows Loukas, and possibly
secondarily Vangelis (line 9) and Christianna (line 10) who take the chance to repeat
the word, to position themselves as funny and creative peer members through the
sarcastic mockery of a person who is not present.

The next example is similarly a play instance with three English words, ‘yes,’ ‘no’
and ‘babe.’ The extract comes from the very last seconds of a recording that took
place during fieldwork with members of group 3. This was the third fieldwork
meeting between Alexis, Thanos and myself, and the first time Pandelis (who, as
Chapter 4, Sub-section 4.3.2 explained did not participate in the research formally),
and briefly Ilias (group 3’s friend but not a participant), had joined. Ilias had already
left earlier that evening, while the rest of us were still at ‘Kaïxis,’ a two-storey smoky
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‘tsipouradiko’ with low ceilings. The place was packed with senior high school as
well as university students, who were probably there for the cheap ‘tsipouro’ (i.e.
traditional Greek alcoholic drink) and snacks (i.e. ‘mezedes’) that the place offered.
The time is well past midnight and Thanos suggests abruptly that we leave.

(3) G3RI16Feb07n48
1
2

Thanos
Maria

3

Maria

4
5

Thanos

6

Maria

7

Alexis

8

Maria

9

Maria

10
11 Alexis

12
13 Maria

%,µ" &( C<=;?µ", 062! [hey, let’s get out of here!]
%"6$µ2&"/" !'=;, &( +!"'.0 (?/,! [wait a sec, I need to pack up!]
((taking some time while others are ready))
%;< %!*64&;?µ"? [where’s the till?] ((a bit embarrassed to have
others waiting for me))
+,/0. [downstairs.]
((11 seconds pass during which I save the recording and turn off the
iPod; loud background noise is heard))
"::: I(&/"!@? N( .;? >4.0 2&( C?!!,>$;? [hey Pandelis! Can I give
you one of my brochures?] ((meaning the research information sheet
and the research consent form))
>4." +($ ./;& I(&/"!@, >4." +($ /=$( /;& A!'(/. [give one to
Pandelis, and give one /for Ilias too/.]
((hastily because everybody is waiting and while handing the papers
to Pandelis)) %,6" &( /; >$(9,."$7 +($ .+2K;? /;, >" 56"$,8"/($ ;</"
&( %"$7 ye- "::: [here you are, you can read it and think about it, you
have to say neither ye- um:::]
“;</" &( %"$7 yes” [“neither say yes”] ((repeating in very low volume;
softly laughing to self)), ;</" &( %"$7 &($, [neither say yes,]
((soft laughs))
((while soft laughing carries over)) “;</" &( %"$7 yes,” [“neither say
yes,”] ((Greek-sounding accent)), ;</" &( %"$7 no, BABE! [nor no,
BABE!] ((American-sounding accent and vivid intonation for no,
BABE))
((soft laughs))
;</" ?%;56"0µ2&;7 "'.($! [no obligation!] ((intermingled with soft
laughs))

The group is ready to leave upon Thanos’ suggestion offered almost as a command
(line 1). While packing my things I take the opportunity (line 6) to ask Pandelis if he
would like to take a research information letter and consent form with him. Aware of
them waiting for me, in search of non-assertive words and while passing the copies to
him, I hastily utter the odd phrase of line 8: '(.% &+ /0 $,+-(5%,8 3+, 534?01 /0, $%
:.%,(=%/+, 0@/% &+ '%,8 ye- %::: [here you are, you can read it and think about it, you
have to say neither ye- um:::]. The phrase is spoken in Greek and is not finished there
as I cut-off myself when bizarrely I say ye- from ‘yes’ in English instead of saying
‘&($’ (i.e. yes) in Greek. The instance is recognised as funny both by myself in line 9,
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where I repeat the bizarre yes in full this time, and by others, who also laugh softly
(line 10). More importantly, however, my phrase in line 8 produces me as that person
for whom English is second ‘nature.’ In response to this, Alexis makes a similar
claim by being quick, natural but also more idiosyncratic in English through an
Americanised version of ‘baby’ (i.e. ‘babe’) and his American-sounding accent: “0@/%
&+ '%,8 yes,” 0@/% &+ '%,8 no, BABE! [“neither say yes,” nor no, BABE!].

Through repeating the unusual combination of Greek and English that I had just
uttered, and through finishing the phrase off, supposedly on my part, thus making a
witty joke in English, Alexis achieves a number of things. He produces himself in
relation to me as equally capable of utilising English in such an automated way that
the foreign words just slip out. In that sense, he possibly also aligns himself with me
as cosmopolitan. At the same time, however, his mocking linguistic behaviour
produces me temporarily as the ‘other,’ while it establishes a stronger sense of the
group’s ‘groupness.’ It simultaneously creates ‘carnival’ in Bakhtin’s (1984b) sense
as Alexis uses this mockery to make fun of my role as an English speaker or possibly
even as an English teacher. Finally, he expresses coolness through his Americansounding accent.

Although using English for the effect of asserting group identity had been a common
practice in the group, there were still occasions where resorting to fun through English
led to asserting a self rather than group identity. For example, Alexis’ next text, a
single sentence, is an instance of his playful and effortless, rather than overtly
conscious (cf. Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.3.2), stylised performance in English through
which he negotiates a more favourable identity for himself. My field notes from
earlier that same evening (before the group had allowed me to use the iPod to record
our interactions), read:

(4) Greek: G3FN16Feb07n120
G(-47 ; E!2#*7 %6;.%(-"' &( .?&"&&;*-"' µ" /; L,&;, "+"'&;7 (%(&/,
(>$,C;6( !2=;&/(7 +,/$ ,.5"/;. M:/" ; E!2#*7 /;? !2"$: “Q!!( .;? !20,
+$ ,!!( +(/(!(9('&"$7. B(!(µ(/'&( forever!”
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(4) English
Alexis is trying to talk to Thanos but the latter responds indifferently giving
an inappropriate reply. Then Alexis says to him: “I’m saying one thing, and
you hear another. Malamatina forever!”
Malamatina is the name of one of the most typical brands of ‘retsina,’ a type of
resinated Greek wine that all of us were having that evening. forever is a common
English word, but also a word quite typical among adolescents in Greece in phrases
like ‘love forever’ or ‘friends forever,’ as is seen in the final analysis chapter (i.e.
Chapter 7). Alexis’ combination of Aalamatina and forever, however, is not as
commonplace. It is instead more creative, more playful and quite unusual as it is
sarcastically used not so much to intensify the meaning of the word Malamatina, but
in order to make an ironic indirect statement about Thanos’ supposedly being so
drunk from drinking Malamatina that he cannot even understand what others are
saying to him.

All in all then, the use of Malamatina forever, prompted by Thanos’ lack of attention
to Alexis, is a self-asserting verbal practice on the part of Alexis, who re-negotiates
his identity against Thanos’ positioning of him as an uninteresting party in the group.
At the same time, the phrase in itself is artful and playful and contributes to Alexis’
repositioning in the group in a more powerful way.

Next I offer a similar example where Thanos negotiates a more positive identity for
himself in relation to me, while at the same time creating rapport between himself and
his peers. The incident occurred that same evening at ‘Kaïxis’ and is recorded in my
field notebook as follows:

(5) Greek: G3FN16Feb07n120
B$!,µ" =$( hip-hop +($ (&(C260 :/$ +($ ; +(-*=*/@7 µ;? (.5;!"'/($ µ" /*
hip-hop. M;?7 8*/,0 &( µ;? .?./@.;?&" +,%;$; cd µ" F!!*&$+@ hip-hop
=$( &( /;? /; %,0 +($ ; L,&;7 µ;? ?%:.5"/($ :/$ -( µ;? =6,K"$ (?/:7 2&(.
(…) H%"$/( /;?7 !20 :/$ (; +(-*=*/@7 µ;?) "'&($ =&0./:7 =$( /* >;?!"$,
/;? ./; 546; (?/: +($ /:/" ; L,&;7 µ" Eµ"6$+,&$+* %6;C;6, +($ µ"
.(6+(./$+: +($ %($5&$>$,6$+; <C;7 !2"$: “I;!< =&0./:7 from the
University of Boston!”
(5) English
While we are talking about hip-hop, I mention that my supervisor also has
an interest in hip-hop. I ask them to recommend a cd with Greek hip-hop so
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that I take it to him, and Thanos promises that he will write one for me. (…)
Then I mention that he (my supervisor) is well known for his work in this
area and Thanos immediately replies with an American-sounding accent and
in a sarcastic and playful way: “Yah very well-known from the University
of Boston!”
The mention of one of my supervisors from Sydney in this example serves mainly to
create a point of reference for myself among my young participants. Yet the identity
claim of the well-known academic projected through my second comment about my
supervisor is reacted to in a mocking way. Thanos in particular quickly diverts
attention away from this ‘other’ identity option by putting on an American-sounding
accent and by sarcastically responding: “Yah very well-known from the University of
Boston!”

The phrase University of Boston is not accidental. It is used here because it
represents an example of an Anglo, reputable higher education institution and is thus
offered by Thanos as an allusion to what he perceives (and is generally perceived in
Greece and elsewhere) as ‘good education’ in Anglophonic institutions mainly in the
UK and the US. Thus, the power that comes from saying from the University of
Boston! does not come from the denotational meaning of the phrase, but from the
symbolic aura that surrounds it and gives it a mythical, timeless meaning, that of,
prestigious education (cf. Kramsch, 2006, p. 103).

Thanos’ “Yah very well-known from the University of Boston!” is further an instance
of ‘carnival’ (Bakhtin, 1984b) created through the parody of an identity claim beyond
his and his peers’ reach at the particular moment. In particular, Thanos usurps
English to ridicule a role associated with English that my comments had earlier
positioned as respectful and important. The ‘other,’ that is, the non-local, which I
seem to represent, is in this way resisted through ridicule, while the boys’ group
identity as fun and important is once again reassured.

The final excerpt here is a clear case of ‘othering’ through being witty and funny in
English. The interaction took place while three members of group 3, Alexis, Blerta
and Katerina, and myself were having dinner at ‘Goody’s,’ the Greek version of
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MacDonald’s. Katerina is the first one to notice two girls who had just walked in the
shop. The group was not friends with the two girls, but they still knew of them.

(6) G3RI1Feb08n119
1

Katerina

2
3

Alexis
Blerta

4
5

Katerina
Alexis

6

Katerina

7
8

Blerta

9 Katerina
10 Blerta

emes! [emos!] ((emes is pronounced as /\Imes/ in an enthusiastic yet
sarcastic manner))
emes? [emos?] ((emes is pronounced as /\Imes/; surprised))
(?/27 "'&($ trendy, >"& "'&($ emes! [these ones are trendy, they’re
not emos!] ((emes is pronounced as /\Imes/))
µ'( (%!@ "64/*.*! [I’ve got a simple question!]
:5$, emes "'&($. [no, they must be emos.] ((emes is pronounced as
/\Imes/; in low voice))
/; C;?&/4&"$7 %;? /; C;?&/4&"$7 /; µ(!!', /; C$:=+; %;< /;& %(7? [I
can understand that they have to tease their hair like that, but this
bow, why this?]
((parallel indecipherable speech))
trendia "'&($ (?/@! [that’s their trendiness!] ((trendia is pronounced
as /trend\ja/; ironic tone))
(?/, ’&($ 5(µ2&(! [these ones are just stupid!]
(?/;' "'&($ trendy? E?/;' "'&($ trendy? R5$, (?/;' "'&($
pseftotrendy! [these are trendy? Mhese are trendy? No way, they’re
pseudotrendy!] ((pseftotrendy is pronounced as /\psefto\trendi/))

emes (lines 1, 2, 3, 5) highlighted in bold here, is a hybridised word consisting of the
stem ‘em-’ from the English word ‘emo’ from ‘emotional’ and ‘-es’ (from ‘-"7’ /-es/),
which is a plural ending form for female noun and adjectives in Greek. The word, a
linguistic hybrid, sounds funny in Greek as it combines part of a fashionable foreign
term with a less exciting aspect of the local Greek language. This kind of
hybridisation is not an unusual practice among young people in Greece and can be
termed as ‘Hellenised English;’ hence the bold print and the English characters (cf.
Chapter 1, Section 1.4).

Moreover, emes is a reference to the emo (similar to the goth and opposite to the
trendy) subculture which became very popular among adolescents in Greece during
2007 and 2008. The subculture is related to the emo movement worldwide and is
associated with punk rock music. Favouring black clothing and white and black
makeup, emo boys and girls usually identify themselves as emotional, shy, depressed
and introverted. Trendy boys and girls, however, are often considered to be more
extroverted and wear fashionable, typically branded, clothes.
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Generally speaking, participants of all groups were judgmental towards both subgroups considering them as inauthentic and using such phrases as biiiz or wannabes
(MirtoII19Jan08n399), fake emo or vlachoemo [unsophisticated emos] ((pronounced
as /vlaho\Imo/)) (ChristiannaII20Jan08n415) to refer to them. Yet a few (e.g.
Marianna) also admitted that most adolescents are to an extent wannabes, meaning
that they do like to be in whatever trend is fashionable (G2RI3Feb08n23). In the
analysis that follows, I show primarily judgmental feelings by examining how group 3
participants use hybridised English to explicitly express deprecation towards emos,
thus ‘othering’ this culture while reinforcing their group’s bonding.

Before demonstrating this, it is useful to note that some of the key items that are
examined next, namely, trendia and pseftotrendy (although certainly not emes) are
words that might be considered as integrated loans from English into Greek. Without
wishing to exoticise what might appear as regular formations, I have still treated these
words as forms of Hellenised English on the grounds that they still carry performative
potential, which in these cases I interpret as having to do with the ways these
adolescents position others in relation to themselves (cf. Chapter 1, Section 1.4).

In line 1 here Katerina puts on an enthusiastic yet sarcastic voice when she utters the
word emes! to refer to the two girls whom she had just seen walking in the shop.
Alexis, sounding doubtful and surprised repeats the word in the next line: emes?
Blerta confirms Alexis’ doubts by correcting Katerina in line 3: these ones are trendy,
they’re not emes! Alexis changes his mind (line 5) and softly affirms: no, they must be
emes. And that makes the fourth time that the group uses the word emes in their brief
exchange. In the rest of the lines (lines 6, 8, 9, 10), Katerina and Blerta more
explicitly position themselves in relation to the new adolescent roles of the ‘emo’ and
the ‘trendy’ by expressing themselves negatively and ironically: I can understand that
they have to tease their hair like that, but this bow, why this? (line 6); that’s their
trendia! (line 8); these ones are just stupid! (line 9); these are trendy? Bhese are
trendy? No way, they’re pseftotrendy! (line 10).

Blerta first (line 8) talks about the girls’ grooming as a kind of trendia, another
Hellenised English word, made up from the English stem ‘trend-’ and the Greek noun
ending ‘-$,,’ transliterated here as /-ia/, and meaning ‘trendiness.’ Although this is
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not necessarily a negative characterisation, Blerta’s later term (line 10), also a
linguistic creative hybrid, namely, pseftotrendy [pseudotrendy] is explicitly
positioning the girls in a disapproving way as inauthentic try-hards.

It could be argued that the use of funny and ironic Hellenised English here (i.e. emes,
trendia, pseftotrendy) enables the positioning of the two emo girls as pretentious, as
lacking in authenticity and as still carrying their own local non-cool role while trying
to project their virtually new, borrowed, outlandish identity as ‘emo.’ It is, in other
words, through creatively and playfully hybridising English with Greek that the group
belittles other adolescent identity claims in order to safeguard their group identity and
legitimise their roles as ‘normal’ and different from the ostentatious calls to an emo or
trendy profile. Moreover, it might be possible to interpret the participants’ tendency
here to legitimise their own youth culture as having to do with the ethnic background
of a group member and more precisely with Blerta’s Albanian background which, as
already implied, was often seen unfavourably among adolescent groups (cf. Chapter
4, Sub-section 4.4.2).

All in all, the data presented in this section are examples of creative discursive play in
English (and Greek) that aims to position others in less favourable ways so that group
solidarity is secured, while self and group reassurance is (re)gained. Put differently,
all examples show participants quickly taking the opportunity offered by the
interaction to play and create discursive and/or linguistic humour through the use of
some form of English in order to satirise and exclude others, and reassert their own
social roles and image. These kinds of playful performance events in English allow
participants to “present a self, test for common ground, and create rapport in an
entertaining fashion” (Norrick, 1993, p. 43). More importantly, they are examples of
how the negotiation, reaction to and reassertion of self and group identities among
young people in Greece can and does involve a language other than Greek, in this
case English. This construction of difference through an ‘other’ medium is what
ultimately makes such instances remarkable from a cultural and sociolinguistic
perspective.

The following section shows how this ‘other’ medium, namely, English, presents the
means through which ‘Greekness’ is expressed.
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5.3 USING ENGLISH AND BEING GREEK
The excerpts that I examine in this section (i.e. 7, 9) are instances in which
participants create entertainment once again through playfully and creatively
employing English. This time the theme that emerges in the interactions is related to
the notion of ‘Greekness.’ In the first example the humorous use of English,
prevalent during the interaction, unites participants around a positive Greek identity,
while the use of two phrases, a word in Greek (i.e. villagers) and a Greek phrase
directly translated into English (i.e. don’t be a gypsy!) betrays participants’ less
assured feelings of their Greekness. In the second example, the mention of a brief
political motto in English affords antithetical outcomes. It reinforces the discourse of
heroic Greek identity and it sparks off a series of sarcastic comments about young
Greeks’ struggles against the military junta in the 1970s. Overall, participants’
engagement with English in these two extracts serves to foreground not only how
these youths are ambivalent, being both proud to be Greek and less confident about
their Greekness (Excerpt 7), but also how the things that make them proud become
also the things that they occasionally parody at those times when being recognised in
the group counts more than being Greek (Excerpt 9).

5.3.1 Conflicted Greek subjectivities
The first excerpt here is one of the instances where participants display an orientation
to overhearers (cf. Chapter 4, Sub-section 4.3.4 for a discussion of the question of
researcher-researched interactional co-construction that such instances raise). In
particular, participants are still eating but we are also getting ready to start with the
planned focus group interview questions. I am checking the iPod for the new
recording and the following interaction unfolds:

(7) G2GI25Mar07n21
1

Mirto

2
3

Maria

4

Mirto

5

Vangelis

+!"'.’ /;&, +!"'.’ /;& /;& @5;! [turn it off, turn the sound off!]
((Mirto is referring to the music playing in the background from her
PC; most likely addressed to Loukas))
+!"'.’ /;& +(!</"6(/ [yah better turn it off/] ((female voice but not
clear whose; most likely addressed to Loukas))
:5$, (C@./" /;&! R%07 -2!"/"! [no, it’s okay, leave it! As you
wish]
+!"'.’ /;&! [turn it off!] ((in low voice; most likely addressed to
Loukas))
µ*& (+;<&" +($ .+?!,>$+( +($ µ(7 %;<&" +($ 506$,/"7! [so that
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they don’t listen to this dogmusic because they will take us for
villagers] ((dogmusic is a literal translation meaning very low
quality or cheap music; another translation for villagers could be
‘peasants’ meaning uncouth or uneducated people))
6
((laughs))
7 Mirto
((4 turns later)) ;?::: %($>$,, -( µ(7 (+;<.;?&" ./; D'>&"S! [ou:::
guys, they will listen to us in Sydney!]
8
((indecipherable parallel talking for a few seconds))
9 Christianna ((4 turns later)) B(6'(! [Maria!] ((whispering))
10 Maria
&($! [yes!]
11 Christianna &( µ(7 %"$7 /*& (65@ &( µ* ='&;?µ" 6"8'!$ ./;& ,&-60%;! [tell us
when you start (recording) so that we don’t make a fool of
ourselves to the man] ((meaning to my academic supervisor; in a
whisper but still in audible voice))
12 Marianna
CARBONARA::: ((shouting in loud voice))
13 Mirto
((laughs))
Marianna
14 Vangelis
((while Christianna is repeating her earlier phrase to me))
GREECE FOREVER! ((shouting in loud voice; Greek-sounding
accent))
15
((laughs))
16 Christianna ((parallel indecipherable talk)) Greek souvlaki, tzatziki! ((ironic
English-sounding accent))
17 Vangelis
mousaka! Greece! ((ironic English-sounding accent))
18 Mirto
((giggles))
19 Christianna don’t be a gypsy! ((addressed to Vangelis; ironic Greek-sounding
accent))
20 Loukas
((while laughing)) tzatziki! ((Greek-sounding accent; laughs))
21 Vangelis
when Greeks had an ancient civilisation,
[the:::
] ((ironic English-sounding accent; laughs from the
rest))
22 Christianna [were bang-]
23 Vangelis
Australians didn’t know how to cook! ((ironic English-sounding
accent))
24
((laughs))
25 Christianna ((intermingled with laughs)) were banging rocks! ((Englishsounding accent))
26 Christianna AAA!
27 Christianna ,-!$"! [you’re so pathetic!] ((addressed to Vangelis))

As we are getting everything set for the interview questions, Mirto and another female
participant seem to worry about the noise that the music heard through Mirto’s PC is
making. For this reason they keep asking (lines 1, 2, 4), most likely, Loukas to turn
off the sound. Vangelis, who also wants the sound off, has a different reason (line 5):
so that they don’t listen to this dogmusic because they will take us for villagers. they,
as Mirto’s line 7 also suggests, refers to individuals related to my research who in
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participants’ minds will listen to their interactions. villagers (or peasants) is a
characterisation that re-emerges in the data (cf. Chapter 6, Excerpt 29). Literally
referring to people who originate from villages in Greece, it is used by participants
mostly in order to construct their own Greekness as a different spatio-temporal and
socio-cultural (including linguistic) experience (cf. Georgakopoulou & Finnis, 2009,
p. 474; Tsiplakou, 2009, p. 382). As literature with regard to language use among
Greek Cypriots in London discusses (cf. Georgakopoulou & Finnis, 2009), similar
characterisations are also at times employed by Cypriot Greeks in order to
sarcastically re-appropriate a relationship with ‘peasantness,’ and reflect their disidentification with, for example, ‘a mainstream British life.’

In the data of this thesis, the image of a ‘villager’ is often related to ‘village’ talk (cf.
Chapter 6, Excerpts 21, 29, 31; Chapter 8, Section 8.3). Although in most cases this
‘village’ talk is interestingly contrasted by participants with foreign (mostly English)
native-like accents, it is also possible to see it as connected with participants’ location,
namely, Ioannina, and discourses about provincialism often circulating in public
domains in Greece. In other words, such references, despite producing English
native-like sounds as more attractive, an argument put forward in Chapter 6, might
also be regarded as reflecting to some extent participants’ perceptions of their town as
a provincial town with a regional dialect.

Here Vangelis’ line 5, the first of the many humorous turns of this extract, is an
attempt on his part to save the group’s face ‘in front of’ potential ‘foreigners’ who
will listen to the group’s interactions. The contribution is received with laughter (line
6) and prompts both Mirto’s line 7, mentioned above, as well as Christianna’s next
line (line 11), which she utters in a whisper yet in audible voice: tell us when you start
(recording) so that we don’t make a fool of ourselves to the man (meaning to the
academic supervisor). Christianna’s concern here is not the same as Vangelis’ earlier
fear of creating the impression of villagers. Instead it is a pre-emptive bid. Read as
such by Marianna, this line urges the latter to deliberately act foolishly against
Christianna’s suggestion.

In particular, Marianna (line 12) picks a word from the immediate environment (the
group is still eating their pizzas and carbonaras) and shouts CARBONARA
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intentionally so as to produce herself as fool in a self-mocking but funny way. Her
utterance is not interesting linguistically, but is quite important here for it gets the
atmosphere set for more humour.

As a result, Vangelis (line 14) still concerned with saving face not only for the group,
but this time for Greeks overall, imitates Marianna’s loud voice and shouts GREECE
FOREVER! The utterance bears the syntactical structure of a support slogan and is
clearly produced in defence of the group as Greeks, as well as in acclaim for Greece.
Uttered in a natural Greek-sounding accent, this line is followed by more turns in
English and a play with accents that involves the group’s switches between ironic
English-sounding accents (lines 16, 17, 21, 23), an ironic Greek-sounding accent (line
19) and a natural English-sounding accent (line 25).

More particularly, Christianna clearly produces the next line (line 16) with an ironic
English-sounding accent in order to add more humour through sounding ‘foreign’
while uttering the Greek words souvlaki and tzatziki. Vangelis quickly picks up the
irony expressed through Christianna’s simulated accent when he utters mousaka in a
similar fashion in the following line (line 17). Christianna then ingeniously switches
to a Greek-sounding accent to speak Greek through the means of ‘English’ in line 19:
don’t be a gypsy! Less apt with this play with accents, Loukas quite naturally utters
tzatziki in his Greek-sounding way in order to contribute to the humour as well. And
then Greek ‘superiority’ is affirmed through Vangelis’ stereotypical expression, an
expression often quoted by Greeks when resorting to Greece’s ancient past acts as a
face-saving means: when Greeks had an ancient civilisation (line 21). The phrase is,
however, deliberately uttered with an ironic English-sounding accent, thus also
resulting in the othering of the English language. Finally, Christianna’s next choice
(line 25) to naturally sound English in order to offer some ‘good’ textbook English
can be seen as a linguistic act of alignment with a good student of English role that is
examined in detail in the next section.

The overall comic effect of the interaction is reaffirmed in Christianna’s last line (27)
addressed to Vangelis: you’re so pathetic! My translation of (C6,%, literally
‘miserable,’ as ‘pathetic’ serves to also convey the irony with which Christianna
addresses Vangelis’ but also her own earlier verbal performance. You're so pathetic
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suggests that the earlier defensive attitude towards Greece and Greeks is not only
funny, but pathetic in the sense of ‘pitiful’ too. It simultaneously reveals ambivalence
with regard to Greek identity: Greek identity is at times projected as worth being
proud of and at times associated with uncouthness or backwardness. Such mixed
feelings were expressed several times during the research by a number of participants.
The following interview comment by Mirto is typical:

(8) Greek: MirtoII25Bar07n140
T;=$+: "'&($ &( &$4-0 ?%"6@C(&*, ; +(-2&(7 &$4-"$ =$( /*& %(/6'>( /;?.
G($ %;!2µ;?7 25;?µ" &$+@."$ +($ %;!!, 25;?µ" +,&"$ ./*& $./;6'( (…).
E!!, >" &$4-0 ?%"6@C(&* &( !20 :/$ "'µ($ F!!*&'>( 07 %6;7 /6:%;?7
.?µ%"6$C;6,7.
(8) English
It makes sense that I feel proud, everybody is proud of their countries. We
have won wars, we have achieved a lot throughout history (…). But I don’t
feel proud to say that I am Greek in terms of manners or behaviour.
In the interaction examined here, apart from the word villagers (line 5), which gives
up participants’ less assured feelings of Greekness, and the phrase don’t be a gypsy!
(line 19), which opens up, through its implicit racist nature, a negative image, a
potentiality that Greeks can be mistaken for gypsies, the rest of participants’ EnglishGreek phrases allow them to sarcastically produce positive stereotypical images of
Greece.

Beyond such images, however, participants’ language practices here, namely, their
use of English to speak Greek (souvlaki, tzatziki, mousaka, don’t be a gypsy) together
with their play with the various versions of English- and Greek-sounding accents
afford additional outcomes. They produce humour (note the laughs in lines 15, 18,
20, 24) through the use of “fractured English” (Crystal, 1998, p. 134), that is, through
parodying foreigner talk or else the way Greeks usually speak English. At the same
time, they other the English language itself through the ironic mimicking of Englishsounding accents. Moreover, they contribute to the discursive production of Greece
and Greeks as superior and they enable participants to be entertaining while defending
Greece and Greeks. Finally, such practices make participants laugh with their own
‘piteous’ attempts in support of their Greekness, as the last line of the text suggests.
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Overall, I would urge an understanding of the linguistic activity presented here in
terms of what I have discussed as spontaneous rather than conscious performed
activity (cf. Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.3.2). The linguistic items themselves as well as
the alternation between ironic and non-ironic, English and Greek voices illustrate a
kind of activity that cannot be seen as part of participants’ ritualised behaviour, nor as
active, reflexive activity, but rather more in relation to the ways these young people
create identity meanings in the doing.

In closing, what is remarkable in the interaction examined in this sub-section is that
the negotiation of the concept of Greekness is enabled through a medium that is
neither wholly Greek nor merely English. This is particularly important because it
further manifests how participants can claim authorship of their idiosyncratic ways of
‘doing’ Greekness. In other words, the example here lends credence to the argument
that people do not belong to distinct speech communities that follow identical
cultural, including linguistic, practices (cf. Cameron, 1990; Luke, 2002; Pennycook,
2003, 2004), but are instead individuals who may use language(s) in distinctive ways
in order to negotiate various aspects of identity, including national identity.
Greek national identity is discussed further in the next sub-section.

5.3.2 Greek pride and peer solidarity
Greekness emerges as a theme in the following example as well, where English
features in the expression “free Greece, free Greece!” The phrase is first uttered as
reported speech by Christianna and then it is repeated by Vangelis in a mocking way.
Two antithetical functions are performed. On the one hand, Christianna’s reported
phrase serves to negotiate a favourable identity for herself and to make a positive
statement about Greece’s more recent political struggles. On the other hand,
Vangelis’ repetition of the phrase coincidentally works to momentarily ridicule the
discourse of national resistance, and to initiate a mocking verbal performance through
which young Greeks’ struggle during the military junta is presented in a derisive way.
Thus, employing English becomes here the means through which participants glorify
and satirise history, thus projecting multiple identities within the group.
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(9) G2GI25Mar07n68
1

2

Christianna

3
4

Vangelis
Christianna

5
6
7

Christianna
Christianna

8

Christianna

9

Vangelis

10
11 Vangelis

12 Christianna
13 Marianna
14 Vangelis
15 Christianna
16 Marianna

((Vangelis has just finished reading narrative 2, an interview
excerpt by Melina Mercouri; a great Greek actress, singer and
politician who became a political activist during the Greek military
junta of 1967–1974))
((parallel talk from the background)) * B"!'&( B"6+;<6* "'5"
>4."$ µ$( .?&(?!'( ./; Berkley ./*& California, ./* >$+/(/;6'(,
+$ :!;$ (%: +,/0 C4&(8(& “free Greece, free Greece!” [Melina
Mercouri had given a concert in Berkley in California, during the
dictatorship and everybody from the audience was shouting “free
Greece, free Greece!”] ((dictatorship refers to the Greek military
junta of 1967–1974))
%;<, %;<, %;<? [where, where. where?]
./*& %"6';>; /*7 >$+/(/;6'(7, [during the period of the
dictatorship,]
((3 seconds of silence, as if something ‘sacred’ was just
mentioned))
(5 06('"7 "%;527! [oh what nice times!] ((soft nostalgic voice))
-?µ,µ($ ’=0! [as if I can remember!] ((half-ironic, half-serious
tone; laughs))
((2 turns later)) "'5(& µ(8"?/"' "'+;.$ 5$!$,>"7 C;$/*/27 (%: +,/0
+($ C0&,8(& “free Greece, free Greece!” U/(& /; ’67, /*&
%"6';>; /*7 >$+/(/;6'(7, [there were twenty thousand students in
the audience and were shouting “free Greece, free Greece!” It
was in 1967, during the period of the dictatorship,]
"=4 /:/" @µ;?&( C;$/@/6$( ./; I;!?/"5&"';! [at that time I was a
(female) student at the Polytechnion!] ((Polytechnion, also known
as the National Technical University of Athens, is known for the
Athens Polytechnic uprising which took place on the university
premises on November 17, 1973, and which was the first step to
overthrow Greece’s military dictatorship))
((laughs))
/:/" "=4 C4&(8(, #2./*-* @µ;?&( 2#0 (%: /; I;!?/"5&"';,
“FREE GREECE, FREE GREECE!” [at that time I was
shouting, I was barechested outside the Polytechnion, “FREE
GREECE, FREE GREECE!”]
( %;? &( !?.,#"$7! [oh shut up!]
"µ2&( /:/" µ" "'5" %(/@."$ /; /(&+7! [and I was run over by the
tank!] ((alludes to the killings that took place during the uprising))
( (!@-"$(? [oh really?] ((followed by indecipherable speech))
"=4 @µ;?& .+(6C(!0µ2&* ./*& %:6/(! [and I was perched on the
door!] ((meaning the ‘university gate’))
&( /; /; .*µ,>$ µ;?! [Here’s my mark, look]

The instance here is one of the cases where the narrative given to participants as part
of the planned narrative completion activity prompted an unexpected verbal
performance. Christianna’s first line (line 2) immediately moves the focus away from
the narrative and my purpose with it, and introduces a new topic, namely, Melina
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Mercouri’s concerts in the US during the period of the military junta in Greece:
Melina Mercouri had given a concert in Berkley in California, during the
dictatorship and everybody from the audience was shouting “free Greece, free
Greece!”

“free Greece, free Greece!” is undoubtedly the pivotal point of the line. The phrase
is in English and also constitutes an instance of reported speech. The English
interestingly locates the opposition outside Greece, while the reported nature of the
phrase makes it an evaluation in Toolan’s (2001 [1988] ) terms that is embedded as a
comment coming from an audience whose image is left to the listeners, here the
participants and myself, to reconstruct. As in a previous example (i.e. in Excerpt 2)
where the reported (or constructed) speech was discussed as an instance of creative
verbal performance, here Christianna’s reported slogan in English “free Greece, free
Greece!” should also be seen as carrying a ‘creative power’ (Tannen, 1989) that
invokes a spatiotemporally distant experience, namely, the concert by Melina
Mercouri, unhappy connotations of dictatorship and connotations of celebrated
struggles for freedom. In a way, the reported phrase in English draws participants
inside the reconstructed experience and at the same time leads them to construct the
invoked events anew. The silence (line 5) that follows the mention of the word
dictatorship in line 4 is evidence of these invoked contextual connotations.

Apart from the creative aspect of the reported slogan, there are possibly interactional
and socio-cultural effects produced through this brief text in English. In particular,
Christianna’s intention with this line might be seen not only as a linguistic attempt to
position herself as knowledgeable, but also potentially as an attempt to align herself
with the ‘Melina Mercouri’ identity through voicing this woman’s invoked intentions.
Such an interpretation can be supported by the point that Tannen (1989), drawing on
Bakhtin, has made in regard to reported speech: reported speech is always full of
other people’s voices and of other contextual connotations that are re-used in line with
the current speaker’s intentions. Thus, viewing Christianna’s “free Greece, free
Greece!” along these lines allows a reading of the text as a ‘double voiced’ discourse
(Bakhtin, 1984a), a discourse that reflects Melina Mercouri’s fighting spirit, the
enthusiasm among her audience and Christianna’s multiple desires: to be seen as wellinformed, as part of Melina Mercouri’s imaginary audience, as part of Greece’s
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invoked celebrated struggles for freedom, and finally, as sharing in Melina Mercouri’s
unique female identity.

Interestingly, the nostalgic tone full of admiration in the early part of the exchange
(lines 2-8) is shifted by Vangelis (line 9) into a satire stoked later by others, including
Christianna, who despite her initial disapproval (line 12, oh shut up!) soon joins (line
15) the sarcastic verbal performance. In particular, participants jokingly produce
themselves as the imaginary heroes of the students’ uprising against the military junta
that took place at the Polytechnion on 17 November 1973. Vangelis even adopts (line
9) a female gender identity, at that time I was a (female) student at the Polytechnion!
and creates (line 11) a sexual insinuation, I was barechested outside the Polytechnion
that can also be read as adding to the dramatic representation of the event. Marianna
(line 13) takes the role of a student that gets killed during the unrest, and I was run
over by the tank! while Christianna (line 15) takes the protagonist role of a student at
the front line, and I was perched on the door!

Vangelis’ “FREE GREECE, FREE GREECE!” in line 11 in particular becomes the
third instance of the slogan in this interaction. Although the phrase is transposed to
the setting of the Polytechnion of the 1970s, as an instance of ‘multiple voiced’
discourse, it still voices both Christianna’s intentions and the intentions of Melina
Mercouri’s audience from Berkley, California. At the same time, however, it
constitutes a sarcastic reframing through which Vangelis pokes fun at a peer’s verbal
performance and the identities negotiated through it.

All in all, the exchange of banter in this extract is noteworthy for the way in which a
brief phrase in English, namely, “free Greece, free Greece!” resonates with multiple
voices and desires, and initiates “a game of playful, collaborative one-upmanship”
(Sullivan, 2000, p. 85) through which an ambivalent relationship to Greekness
becomes attested: sharing in a kind of heroic Greek identity turns into a source of
pride, but such national pride is set aside when in-group relations, acceptance and
recognition within the group surface as more significant at particular interactional
moments.
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Without imposing a generalised concept of Greekness on the data examined in this
sub-section, it is possible to suggest that the excerpt here might be indicative of the
value often placed by Greeks on sociable contact, involvement, solidarity, positive
politeness strategies and in-group relations in general (Archakis & Tzanne, 2009;
Harissi, 2005; Makri-Tsilipakou, 2003; Sifianou, 2006; Triandis & Vassiliou, 1972).
It is, in other words, likely to see Christianna’s endorsement of the irony towards
Greek political struggles generated by Vangelis and Marianna, as connected to her
desire to be considered as in-group and be recognised and liked by her peers. This
desire is also discussed in the next section in relation to English and this female
participant’s attempt to re-work projected identities in order to strengthen her ingroup relations.

5.4 MOVING AMONG IDENTITIES: THE GOOD STUDENT AND THE IN-GROUP
By drawing on two extracts in this section, I examine how Christianna constructs for
herself conflicted identities through her use of English. More specifically, I show
how the status of the good student of English (cf. here, Sub-section 5.1.2) repeatedly
invoked by this female participant’s English texts, is negatively received by other
participants, thus urging Christianna to negotiate a more favourable “way of being”
(Kramsch, 1998, p. 61) among the group.

The first interaction, which took place a few minutes before the extract examined in
Section 5.1 here, starts in the same way as the latter: with participants’ laughter over
Marianna's use of the ‘dirty’ phrase drink my pubes, a phrase which her GreekCanadian cousins taught her the previous summer when they were visiting Greece.

(10) G2GI25Mar07n28
1
((laughing over Marianna’s previous use of drink my pubes))
2 Vangelis
do not say that again ((Greek-sounding accent; in high volume))
I’m gonna, ((indecipherable parallel speech))
3 Vangelis
throw you, peperi in your mouth! ((caricatured English-sounding
accent; peperi, pronounced as /\peperi/, is Vangelis’ made-up word
for the English ‘pepper;’ it combines the English root ‘pep-’ and
the Greek ending for neutral nouns ‘-$’ /-i/; I treat the word here as
Hellenised English, hence the bold print and the English
characters))
4 Maria
%47 /; "'%"7? [what was that again?] ((addressed to Marianna;
asking about the ‘dirty’ phrase))
5 Christianna :5$ /'%;/(, [no nothing,] drink orange juice, want some orange
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6
7

Vangelis

8
9
10
11
12

Maria
Vangelis
Christianna
Maria
Vangelis

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Maria
Vangelis
Christianna
Vangelis
Christianna
Vangelis
Vangelis

20
21
22
23
24

Christianna
Vangelis
Christianna
Marianna

juice, please? ((Greek-sounding accent))
((indistinct talk and uncontrollable laughing for 22 seconds))
Greece, Greeks, ((in high volume, while others talk and laugh)) /;
“#"C,&/0µ(” %07 "'&($ ./( E==!$+,? [how do you say “revels” in
English?] ((addressed to me))
%;$;? [which?]
/o “#"C,&/0µ(,” [“revels” in English,]
have fun ((in very low volume, almost inaudible))
%;$; “#"C,&/0µ(?” [what “revels?”]
“#"C(&/4&0,” %07 /; !2&"? M; “#"C(-” [“to revel,” how can I say
it? The word “rev-”
go out and have fun, ((spontaneous English-sounding accent))
+(!, (?/:! [yah right, that one!] ((soft laughs))
((mouth full)) let your hair down! ((Greek-sounding accent))
%"7 /; !'=; >?&(/,! [say louder!]
to let your hair down! ((English-sounding accent; serious tone))
“to let your hair,” ((sarcastically imitates Christianna’s accent))
./*& F!!(>( µ$!,7! [hello Greece here!] ((followed by short half
laugh to self))
to let yourr hairr DOWN! ((exaggerated Greek-sounding accent))
2/.$ µ%6,9; &( .’ (+;<0 &( µ$!,7! [that’s better!]
((laughs))
"?5(6$./4! [thanks!] ((laugh to self))
((laughing)) &’ (%;!(µ9,&0 /’ E==!$+, .;?! [what wonderful
English!]

In line 5 Christianna alters Marianna’s drink my pubes to no nothing, drink orange
juice, want some orange juice, please? thus attempting with a little humour to cover
up her friend’s transgressive behaviour in my presence. Through her utterance and by
implicitly scolding Marianna for her inappropriate choice of words, Christianna seems
to take upon herself a role of ‘sub-teaching’ (Tholander & Aronsson, 2003).
Although Vangelis’ earlier do not say that again I’m gonna, throw you, peperi in
your mouth! (lines 2-3) supposedly also serves as a ‘sub-teaching’ practice, his
intervention is much more humorous than Christianna’s. First he caricatures his
accent to sound native-like English and then he literally translates a Greek idiom
usually used to scold children into English. Yet as the English ‘pepper’ escapes him
at that moment, he spontaneously makes up a Hellenised English word for it, peperi.
Thus, his contribution is more of a burlesque, as Vangelis seems to not be concerned
with saving face for the group as is Christianna. By contrast, although still comic,
Christianna’s line 5 is more about presenting herself as the ‘well-behaved’ teenager.
Interestingly, she chooses to utter her face-saving text in Greek-sounding English.
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Christianna makes the same choice a little later, as well. In line 15, when in the
middle of eating Christianna responds to Vangelis’ repeated questions (line 7, 9, 12)
and offers the English phrasal verb let your hair down as a more elaborate translation
of the Greek ;%7+&/#&) [revel, have fun] (line 12) and as a more sophisticated
version of her earlier have fun (line 10) and my go out and have fun (line 13), she
likewise does not produce an English-sounding voice. However, when Vangelis
urges her (line 16) to repeat what sounded unfamiliar yet textbook English to him, she
reiterates the phrase (line 17) this time with distinct English-sounding pronunciation,
thus momentarily constructing her identity as a good student of English. Vangelis’
next line (18) where he mocks Christianna’s English-sounding accent underscores his
reading of Christianna’s performance as showing off her English. Christianna resists
this positioning by quickly repeating the same phrase using this time her Greek
articulatory frame (line 20). Vangelis rewards (line 21) her new performance of ‘bad’
English, as does Marianna in the final line (line 24), but Christianna’s ironic thanks!
followed by her soft self laughter (line 23) is a quite interesting example of the
tension between her multiple desires. It signifies that she is not all that pleased with
her dis-alignment from her previously invoked role of the good student of English and
at the same time it portrays her desire for group membership.

All in all, the excerpt is an example of various performance processes in English.
First, there is Christianna’s conscious display as the well-behaved teenager (line 5)
and the good student of English (line 17). Christianna seems to project both of these
roles not only as acceptable in my presence, but also as relatively ‘natural,’
unmediated and less ‘othered’ identities. Then there is Vangelis’ verbal playing first
in the form of literal translation (lines 2-3) and later in the form of ‘double voicing’
(Bakhtin, 1984a), when he mockingly imitates Christianna’s English-sounding accent
for the purpose of amusement as well as for the purpose of momentarily excluding
Christianna from his image of Greece, where the ‘normal’ linguistic behaviour is that
people speak English with a Greek-sounding accent (line 19).

Not surprisingly, Vangelis’ repeated questions (line 7, 9, 12) for the right word in
English, which echo the expression ‘cómo se dice …’ (i.e. ‘how do you say …’) in
Pomerantz’s study of a Spanish class, do not necessarily construct Vangelis as a less
than competent second language user. In Pomerantz’s project, where the research
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context is that of a classroom, ‘cómo se dice …’ positions Pomerantz’s participant
reflexively as “not fully competent with respect to the Spanish lexicon” (Pomerantz,
2008, p. 264). But in the context of the interaction here, namely, an out-of-school
peer gathering, the reception of Vangelis’ inability to come up with the right word in
English at the particular moment is not negative at all. Not only does it pass
unnoticed, but also what becomes more central is Vangelis’ mocking reaction (line
18) towards his peer.

Very similar performance events occurred several times during my fieldwork with
group 2. Next I provide a final example of an interaction that occurred one and a half
hours after the beginning of the interview. Christianna starts reading aloud the first of
the short narratives that I had prepared for that evening. The narrative was given in
English.

(11) G2GI25Mar07n62
1

Vangelis

2

Maria

3

Vangelis

4
5

Christianna
Christianna

6
7

Christianna
Marianna

8
9
10

Vangelis

11

Christianna

12

Vangelis

Christianna

>" >$(9,8"$ +(!,, .?!!(9'8"$ [she can’t read, she has difficulty
separating the syllables] ((laughs)) .?!!(9'8"$! [she has reading
difficulties!] ((laughs))
>$,9(.2 /; (%: [µ2.( .;? %64/( (& -"7] [read it on your own
first, if you want]
[>"& #26"$ A==!$+,
] >"& #26"$ A==!$+,, [she
doesn’t know any
English, she doesn’t
know any English,]
(((- ./’ F!!*&$+, &( /; >$(9,.0? [hah- shall I read in Greek?]
((four turns later; starts reading the English narrative)) “I don’t
think I’m failing to promote my country by singing in
English” ((English-sounding accent; soft giggles by others by the
time Christianna utters English))
“said Greek star-” ((giggles become louder)) “ANNA VISSI”
/$ +,&"$ ; V(&/:!(7, /$ +,&"$! [what a teacher this Vandolas is!
What a teacher!] ((laughs; D+&/<6+8 [Vandolas] is the surname of
Christianna’s private English teacher))
"'>(/", "'>(/"! [see, see!]
((laughs))
&( /; >$(9,."$ ,!!;7 [ok, someone else reads then] ((sounding
offended))
((four turns later)) “I don’t think I’m failing to prromote my
countrry, by singging in English, said Grreek starr Anna
Vissi” ((/r/ sound is overemphasised; exaggerated Greeksounding accent))
+,&’ /; +(&;&$+,, =$(/' >"& +(/(!(9('&;?µ"! [hey, read properly
’cos we don’t understand!] ((in serious tone))
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13

Christianna

14

Maria

15
16
17

Christianna
Christianna
Marianna

“English is a universal language. My song is influenced by
Greece, it was made in Greece and I’m still Greek” ((natural
English-sounding accent))
(?/: /; "'%" * Q&&( V'..* %26?.$ %6$& /;::: /*
[Eurovision
] [this was said by Anna Vissi last year befo:::re
Eurovision]
[/$ µ"=,!* ./(6!] [what a star!] ((quietly))
* (%:!?/*! [the absolute!] ((louder))
* (%:!?/* F!!*&'>( ./(6! [the absolute Greek star!]
((emphatically; sarcastic small talk about the Greek singer starts))

The excerpt starts with Vangelis’ joke (line 1) about Christianna supposedly not being
able to read English. The joking was sparked off by Christianna’s confusion as to
whether she should read the narrative in English or whether she should translate it in
Greek for her peers (cf. also line 4). In line 5 Christianna starts reading the English
narrative in her English-sounding accent. Her performance is met with derision from
her peers whose initial giggling and then laughter (lines 5-7) frame her way of
pronouncing the English text as funny. For Christianna her English-sounding
pronunciation partly signifies once more her subscribing to the position of the good
student of English. For her peers, however, her performance sounds pretentious, thus
not matching their sense of Christianna’s ‘real’ self.

Interestingly, when Christianna emphatically repeats half of the English text in a
Greek-sounding accent in line 11, Vangelis so fond of teasing her for her good
pronunciation skills in English, asks her (line 12) to read properly, meaning without
deliberately putting on an exaggerated Greek-sounding pronunciation. In line 13
Christianna goes on reading the other half of the English text in her ‘natural’ Englishsounding accent, a choice that affirms the ‘realness’ of role she performs through
English. Having done that, however, she soon (lines 15-16) offers a witty comment
about the Greek singer, thus seeking group solidarity through aligning with an
‘entertaining in-group’ role projected earlier not only by Vangelis (lines 1, 3, 8), but
by Marianna as well, when she sarcastically resorts to praise (line 7: what a teacher
this Vandolas is!) for Christianna’s English teacher, one of the most reputable owners
of private English institutes in Ioannina.

Two remarks need to be made at this point in relation to the notion of the ‘good
student’ that emerged in the above extract as well as in extract 10. First, it is
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important to note the emergence of this construct in the out-of-school context of my
research. Both in this section and in Sub-section 5.1.2, the concept was discussed as
part of participants’ peer interactions outside school. Although there exists research
that deals with acts of alignment with a ‘good student’ role in classroom environments
(Bailey, 1983; Cekaite & Evaldsson, 2008; Ellwood, 2008; Tsui, 1996), what is
notable here is that similar claims occur among peers outside class (cf. Madsen,
2008). Meanwhile, quite striking is the idiosyncratic way, namely, the play with
pronunciation that my participants have employed in this section to negotiate their
acts of student identity. Such linguistic behaviour has not been studied much in
relation to identity construction.

Second, it should be made clear that the use of the ‘good student’ notion is not
identical with the notion of the ‘good language learner’ that is often evoked within
second language research to describe a particular type of ‘successful’ language learner
with particular sets of learning strategies and cognitive/affective styles. This notion
of the ‘good language learner’ has been critiqued by Norton and Toohey (2001), who
make the argument that additional frameworks are needed to better understand ‘good
language learners’ beyond the perspective of their internal characteristics, learning
strategies and linguistic outputs. Following this line of argument, Pomerantz (2008)
similarly shows how the ‘good language learner’ identity itself gets constructed
through language ideologies that are dominant in the advanced Spanish conversation
course, which she examined.

Although my analysis in this section uses neither the first notion of the ‘good
language learner’ nor its reconceptualisation offered by Norton and Toohey and
expanded by Pomerantz, there is nevertheless some common ground between the
image of the ‘good student of English’ invoked by Christianna and the role of a ‘good
language learner’ that emerged in Pomerantz’s study: both were signalled through the
use of linguistic resources such as lexical choice and choice of language in interaction
with others.

In conclusion, my analysis in this section has shown that although for Christianna,
speaking English with an English-sounding accent is the ‘rule’ for her, and the ‘real’
her, the rest of the group receives her performance with sarcasm. The effect of her
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peers’ derisive reaction is that Christianna quickly reworks her identity to re-position
herself as a fun in-group person, so that she does not lose membership, respect and
popularity in the group. Performing in English in the way that Christianna does here
might be seen as gender-specific, namely, as related to her being a female student of
English and possibly also more engaged with her foreign language study. Yet her
linguistic behaviour in English challenges both her female (cf. Marianna’s lines in
both excerpts) and male (cf. Vangelis’ overall reaction) peers’ culture. Or more
precisely, it is the otherness produced through and in English in this way that is seen
as controversial within this mixed-gender group context. Judgment from peers seems
to play a decisive role in how viable an identity claim can be. In the case of
Christianna, her constant wavering between her role as a good student of English and
an entertaining group member during these interactions is evidence of the temporary,
contextual and changeable nature of her identity performances.

Thus, it could be argued that the analysis of the data excerpts here suggests an
interpretation of Christianna’s language performances in English as an example of a
site of identity struggle (Norton, 2000), a struggle between different roles and
multiple desires. What is more, the discussion affirms identity’s contingent nature,
namely, that although some identity claims may be regarded as representing a
relatively unmediated ‘real’ self, identity should still “be regarded as ‘provisional’,
contextual and mutable; and moreover [… as] jointly constructed ‘at the time’ and
within/by various discourses” (Forman, 2005, p. 271). If such arguments are old,
however, what is new here is that they can be extended to facilitate an understanding
of identity work in and through English among Greek-speaking peers.

5.5 UNDERLIFE CLASSROOM RESISTANCE
In this fifth section I take a further look at the interplay between the playful, creative
use of English and the enactment of student identities by examining how English
becomes part of participants’ ‘underlife’ classroom performance, thus opening up acts
of identity that relate to student resistance.

In Chapter 3 I discussed the argument that language play in general, that is, play not
confined to a foreign language, is ubiquitous. In other words, I discussed that apart
from playing with a language that is more alien, ‘foreign’ and thus ‘marked’
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communication for them, learners play with their first languages as well. An example
of this can be found in Kwan’s (2000) research which shows how learners of English
in Hong Kong engage in disruptive verbal behaviour in their first language during the
English classes in order to show resistance to the classroom discourse and to the
unequal power structure between teachers and students.

In this section I have chosen to analyse instances that exemplify classroom resistance
through the opposite means: namely, through the use of the foreign language, that is,
English during participants’ Greek classes at school. The instances are comparable
with the excerpts that occurred outside class and have been analysed so far, a
parameter that affirms that “the roguish verbal behaviours of the students in the
classrooms coincide in many ways with the adolescents’ discourse behaviours in the
streets” (Luk, 2005, p. 249). What is more, the examples here recall ‘safe house’
student talk, that is, talk or generally linguistic behaviour which expresses identities
not usually countenanced as acceptable by the normative requirements of classrooms
(cf. Canagarajah, 2004). Canagarajah (2004) has already emphasised the pedagogical
consequences that such acts can have, while van Dam (2003) and Rampton (1999a)
have considered the relevance of such off-record language performance for language
learning research in general. Moving along these lines, I make prominent here similar
underlife linguistic acts, putting more emphasis on the processes of identity
construction involved within them.

The first two texts are pages from a clandestine group notebook that some of the
female participants of group 2 were using during school classes in order to ‘speak’
with each other without being heard by teachers, gossip about friends, classmates or
school affairs, plan events and generally kill time during uninteresting subjects. Mirto
described this group notebook as follows:

(12) MirtoII5Feb08n452
(…) "'&($ ." +(-*µ"6$&@ 9,.* ./*& /.,&/( (%: µ'( (%: µ(7 +($ :!* /*&
46( "C/, 46"7 !"$/;?6=;<." µ"7 ./*& /,#*. (…) µ%;6"' +,%;$( 46( &( µ*
=6,C(µ" (…) "'µ(./" 2#$ ./* ."$6, (…) %5 (& +,/$ =$&:/(&" ./; >$,!"$µµ(,
2%($6&" * B"!'&( %;? @/(& %'.0 2=6(C" +,/$, µ"/, /; 2%($6&(& µ%6;./,.
(…) ." +,%;$( µ(-@µ(/( >" µ%;6;<.(µ" &( =6,C;?µ" (…), =6,C(µ"
+?6'07 ." L6*.+"?/$+,, ." :,/$ &(’ &($ +(-*=*/27 (…) ,µ( /; ’%($6&(&
.?µµ(-*/27 µ(7, 8@/0 %;? +(@+(µ" (…).
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(12) English
(…) it is in the school bag of one of us on a daily basis and it functions
during class, all time, seven hours. (…) sometimes we wouldn’t write
during a class (…) we are six of us in a row (…) for example if something
happened during recess Melina from the rear desk would take (the
notebook) to write something, then others at the front would take it after her.
(…) during some lessons we couldn’t write (…) we wrote mainly during
Religious Education or during classes with ‘easy’ teachers (…) if our
classmates happened to get hold of it, poor us (…).
Based on Mirto’s comments, it could be said that their notebook provided herself and
her peers with a kind of safe space for a secret escape during class. Not surprisingly,
this ‘space’ bore no particular name and was known instead among the girls as merely
‘the notebook.’ Yet, as the inner cover below reveals (Excerpt 13), its content was
explicitly named:

(13) G2PH5Feb08n472

Interestingly, English is the only language used in this cover page. It is used to name
what is to be found in the ensuing pages as BIG secrets and GREAT GOSSIPING,
and to warn potential readers of the *DANGEROUS* nature of ‘the notebook.’ The
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use of English by these girls here could be seen as a stylistic or rhetorical choice:
English is chosen to frame what is to come as an ‘underlife,’ ‘unofficial,’ ‘antiinstitutional,’ ‘private’ and ‘dangerous’ practice among the female peer group.
Moreover, it is arguably the use of English again that offers ground for identity work
here. In particular, it enables these female students to assume interrelated personas, to
align, in other words, themselves with an inattentive and resistive student role during
class, and to present themselves at the same time as the young, ‘in’ people, for whom
English is effortlessly available as an identity marker. It seems then that English in
these brief instances is ascribed with a certain freedom to act anti-institutionally and
engage in an underlife classroom practice.

This kind of liberating effect afforded through the use of English is evident in the
following example, as well. The text in question occurred during class between Mirto
and a fellow student sitting next to her. Although the latter did not participate in the
research in a formal way, numerous references were made to her, as she was a close
friend with most group 2 participants:

(14) MirtoPH5Feb08n468
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Mirto uses non-standard English here to ask her friend to say something: Tell
something. Through her short phrase in English, she signals that she is ready for an
unofficial time-out from the class. In response, her friend picks up the word
something and produces a playful turn through the use of very simple English
vocabulary accompanied by exclamation marks and choreographed plainly on the
page: something! nothing! anything! She does not only respond to the bid for a
break from the serious business of the class, but through her playful reply in English,
she also aligns herself with her classmate as the defiant student, and projects a
positive identity of herself as a witty humorous young person.

A quite different but equally intriguing instance of underlife classroom performance is
examined in the next example: again and again I think so a?... . This time it is
Panagiota, one of the female participants of group 1 who is shown to use English as a
linguistic resource for indexing her defiance during class. Her English text occurred
on page 42 of ‘Sophocles’ plays: Antigone and Philoctetes,’ that is, her Ancient Greek
textbook:

(15) PanagiotaPH10Feb08n45
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Panagiota makes a series of interesting choices in this instance. She first chooses
English, which when compared to the dominant discourse of Ancient Greek during
the particular class, is a marginal option. She then places her text at a marginal space,
which however constitutes a safe place (cf. Canagarajah, 2004) for her. And finally
she creates irony through the repetition of the word again and the juxtaposition of her
English phrase with the Ancient Greek text on the page. Her expression, written at
the very end of a page full of comments on the ancient text is arguably indicative of
Panagiota’s discursive alignment with the role of a defiant student. Her resistance is
addressed towards her Ancient Greek teacher’s positioning of herself and the rest of
the class as the worst class, the least good students. Panagiota’s interview comment
reads:

(16) Greek: PanagiotaII10Feb08n302
M; 2=6(K( =$(/' ; +(-*=*/@7 µ(7 2!"=" :/$ "'µ(./" /; 5"$6:/"6; /µ@µ( +($
:/$ >" >$(9,8;?µ" +($ µ(7 25"$ .%,."$ /( &"<6( =$(/' /; !2"$ .?&25"$( (?/:.
(16) English
I wrote this because our teacher kept telling us that we are the worst class,
we never study and he got on our nerves because he’s been saying that all
the time.

As Panagiota herself admits with this comment her English gloss becomes a resource
she draws on in signalling her annoyance caused by her teacher’s recurring comments
on the class’s low progress. From a discursive point of view, her text, as already
suggested, can also be read as an act of opposition to the teacher’s discursive
positioning of the class, including herself, as non-studious. In a way, such opposition
on Panagiota’s part in particular may be seen as warranted if one considers her notes
in Greek all over the page (see excerpt 15), proof against the image of the inattentive
student repetitively invoked by the teacher according to Panagiota’s comment above.

Interestingly enough, Panagiota’s again and again I think so a?... does not index
only resistance. She is trying here to convey even the subtle nuances of the English
language by attempting to imitate the ‘hahs’ and ‘ums’ of an English speaking
person’s spontaneous speech. To my follow up question about what the a?... in her
phrase means, she responded:
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(17) Greek: PanagiotaII10Feb08n301
E?/: /; “a?...” /; 2=6(K(, =$(/' "'&($ (?/: %;? +,&;?&" ;$ Q==!;$, (& 25"$7
%(6(/*6@."$, %5 -( %;<&" “again and again e::: a::: I think so and a:::,”
#26"$7 %;? ./(µ(/,&" ="&$+, +($ µ"/, .?&"5'8;?& &( µ$!,&".

(17) English
This “a?” I wrote because it is what the English people do, if you’ve ever
paid attention, for example they might say “again and again e::: a::: I think
so and a:::,” you know, when they pause in general and then they go on
talking.

From my understanding Panagiota’s a?... is closer to the English exclamation ‘um’ or
‘er’ that expresses hesitation or a pause in speech. Through imitating this English
voice feature, Panagiota’s transgressive linguistic behaviour becomes even more
idiosyncratic. She plays with English vocabulary as well as English interjections that
enable her to escape her teacher’s negative positioning and to make a strong statement
through a third voice. Put differently, through her attempt to produce subtle features
of spoken English, Panagiota can be seen as crossing linguistic and cultural borders
and as developing not only a safe house (Canagarajah, 2004), but also a third space
for her text. Her written a?... (Excerpt 15) as well as what I rendered as e::: and a:::
in my transcribed text of her interview comment (Excerpt 17) does not capture the
English ‘um’ or ‘er’ in any ‘authentic’ way. These instantiations display instead
something of both Greek and English languages, something of both Greek and
English cultures. Thus, through her semiotic creativity Panagiota can be seen as
somehow creating a third text, a text that conveys “transmuted meanings which cross
cultures and languages but in the process retain something of what was there before”
(Forman, 2005, p. 269). It is this special effect of conveying something new through
a third text that also produces in this instance both who Panagiota can be and what she
is capable of being.

Placed together, the three texts analysed here (13, 14, 15) are examples of how the use
of English during class can be part of students’ underlife classroom performance.
Mirto and her friend’s text (Excerpt 14) can more specifically be seen as symbolising
what Canagarajah terms counter-discourses, that is, discourses that students use to
detach themselves from the discourses of the textbook and curriculum and to
construct for themselves more favourable, less alien and more powerful subjectivities
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and identities (Canagarajah, 1999). While these girls’ resistance is a manifestation of
their experience of the class and textbook as boring, Panagiota’s gloss (Excerpt 15) is
an instance of resistance to an unfavourable identity imposed on her by her Ancient
Greek teacher. The brief text she produces through her clandestine activity can thus
be regarded in Canagarajah’s terms as a safe house that also serves as a site of identity
construction (Canagarajah, 2004).

All in all then, the analysis here has shown how these female students perform
resistant functions through using the foreign language they know best, briefly but
creatively and playfully during the official class. Importantly, it has additionally been
revealed that besides inscribing different forms of resistance, these brief English
interjections also expand the range of identities available to these female students by
opening up a resistive, transgressive, subversive (Canagarajah, 2004) student role, as
well as playful, creative youthful subjectivities.

5.6 ISSUES OF OWNERSHIP OF ENGLISH
The final note in this chapter concerns the relation between participants’ language
practices in English, as discussed in this chapter, and their motivation to learn the
foreign language, as well as their feelings about whether they see themselves as
owning this language.

The data so far have shown that students outside class, but also during class, play with
the foreign language for a range of reasons including performing subversive attitudes
towards formal learning (Excerpts 13, 14, 15). These playful performances, I claim,
have no necessary connection with participants’ motivation to learn the language.
Indeed, for a number of participants the learning of English had not been driven by
high motivation, but had instead been a quite unpleasant, even traumatic experience.

Vangelis, one of the most humorous participants, for example, used the expression
tragedy to refer to the six years he spent learning English before he could sit the
Cambridge First Certificate in English exam (G2GI1Apr07n313). Loukas
(G2GI1Apr07n319) similarly explained his decision not to continue his English
studies to the English Language Proficiency level because he couldn’t hear about
English any more: I can’t, I’m fed up with it! Mirto (MirtoII25Mar07n118) likewise
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confessed her dislike for English: I am not a big fan of English, I’m not crazy about it,
I don’t know why, I never liked it a lot. And finally, Panagiota
(PanagiotaII10Feb08n305) expressed her disappointment at not having been able to
do well in English: I don’t have any talent for English, I never managed to learn
English, although I really wanted it.

In other words, de-motivated to learn (more) English as they might be, these
adolescent students still find pleasure, as the extracts in this chapter have shown, in
engaging with English in creative and playful ways. Their use of English is not only
an example of the ways in which these youths hybridise and dialogise English with
their own language choices, styles and local creativity, but also evidence that they are
able to turn the authoritative, formal English they are taught in schools into “internally
persuasive English” (Lin & Luk, 2005, p. 95). This point is of great significance
because it opens up the idea that this group of adolescents in Greece can be owners of
a global language, the foreign language they have spent so much time and effort to
learn. For it is only when a language or discourse becomes what Bakhtin terms
“internally persuasive discourse” that one can accept it, acquire and own it (Bakhtin,
1981).

Yet for the participants of this study, owning English has not been a shared view. To
my question about whether he sees himself as owning English, Nikos responded:

(18) Greek: NikosII22Mar07n102
N($ 929($( (-"064 :/$ +(/250 /( E==!$+,) µ%;64:::, /* -"064 %;!< +;&/,
µ" /( F!!*&$+,, =$(/'::: "'&($ µ"=,!; %6,µ( &( +(/(!(9('&"$7, &( 25"$7 /*
>?&(/:/*/( &( µ$!@."$7 =$( +,-" -2µ( (…), >*!(>@ >"& ?%,65"$ +,/$ /;
;%;'; &( µ*& µ%;6"'7 &( .?8*/@."$7 (…). (T* -"064) +/@µ( µ;? &($, :/(&
+,&"$7 (µ(-@µ(/( ./( E==!$+, =$() ;5/4 56:&$(, .+"C/"'/" ;5/4 56:&$(,
>?; C;627 /* 9>;µ,>( "'&($::: %,6( %;!<!

(18) English
Yes of course (I consider English as a language I own) I ca:::n, I consider it
to be very close to Greek becau:::se it’s a big thing to understand (it), to
have the ability to speak in it about everything (…) meaning that there is
nothing that you wouldn’t be able to converse about (…). (I consider it) my
ownership yes, when you spend eight years (learning it), think about it, eight
years, twice a week that’s really a lot!
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Except for Nikos, who is clearly positive about his ownership over English, most
participants expressed the view that to own a language one needs to know it very
well, to understand it all including its idiomatic uses. Thanos and Alexis’
comments below exemplify this point of view:

(19) Greek: G3GI4Feb07n145
Thanos: -( /* -"06;<.( (>$+$, µ;? µ$( =!4..(), µ:&; (& /*& @#"6( %,6(
%;!< +(!, =$(/'::: %$./"<0 :/$ ." µ$( =!4..( ?%,65;?&" $>$0µ(/$.µ;',
>$,!"+/;$, +,%;$"7 !2#"$7 @ +,%;$"7 C6,."$7 %;? "µ"'7 >"& /$7 25;?µ"
>$>(5/"', (& /( @#"6( (?/,, &($ -( @/(& >$+$, µ;? =!4..(.
Alexis: +($ ’=0 /; '>$; %$./"<0, +($ =$( &( %0 :/$ µ$( =!4..( "'&($ >$+$,
µ;? +($ :/$ µ%;64 &( /* µ$!@.0, %62%"$ &( /*& (&(+(!<K0 .$=, .$=,. G($
>?./?547 (?/: >" ='&"/($ ./( C6;&/$./@6$(, >*!(>@ µ(7 µ(-('&;?& /(
9(.$+,, ’&/,#"$ +(!: "'&($ (?/: (…) =$( /( %/?5'( +$ (?/, %;? 56"$,8;&/($,
(!!,::: µ256$ "+"'.

(19) English
Thanos: I would consider (English as a language I own) only if I knew it
very well because I think in a language there are so many idioms, dialects,
and words and phrases that we don’t learn, if I knew all this, then yes it
could a language I own.
Alexis: me too, I believe the same, and I think to say that a language is mine
and that I can speak it, I need to discover it little by little. And unfortunately
this is not what is happening in the private language institutes, they teach us
the basics there, which is good (…) it is what we need for the exams, but
that’s it no more than that.

Thus, although theorising these adolescents’ engagement with English from the
perspective of Bakhtin’s ‘internally persuasive discourse’ offers a dynamic way of
understanding how language works, that is, how language is populated by our own
and others’ intentions (Bakhtin, 1981), it seems that for learners of English in Greece
to move from learning English to feeling that they own an ‘internally persuasive’
English is not a straightforward process. Their local language practices examined
here show that these young people are able to inhabit English with their own playful,
fun intentions and imitative or mocking accents. Yet when removed from the peer
context where their local engagement occurs, some of these learners seem to lose
confidence in claiming authorship and ownership of English. In other words, their
powerful texts in Greek and English have a ‘taste’ of the particular contexts and of the
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particular peer groups. Outside these safe spaces, English remains for them a ‘foreign
land,’ which, as Alexis said, remains to be discovered.

~~~

In this chapter I have drawn on poststructuralist discourse theory about language and
identity performativity and on my detailed analysis of the data texts in order to
develop an argument that the use of English in a playful and creative way among
adolescent peer groups is a form of cultural practice that gives rise to various identity
performances. Through a close reading of excerpts of the data transcripts, I traced the
ways in which participants’ engagement with English took the form of multi-faceted
language play that included ludic English and Greek language mixing, linguistic
hybridisation, non-congruent direct translation, repetition, reported speech,
intertextuality, pronunciation games, double voicing and carnival. The analysis of
these verbal performances showed how participants’ playful use of English gave rise
to the performance of youth, fun, heterosexual, Greek, student, teacher and resistive
identities. In setting out these English language practices and identities, I am not
suggesting that there are not also other positions which participants take up, nor that
the positions presented here are only taken up in and through English. There is
clearly a vast array of local playful and idiosyncratic texts in Greek or of hybrid
nature that perform the above and other identity functions. Yet I argue that the
opening up of the issue of English language use and identity among adolescents here
introduces a new way of understanding English language in the local context: as a
performative language among adolescents in Greece and as a language which is able
to afford the pleasure of playful, creative and humorous expression. If this alternative
theorisation of English is taken more seriously into account, then a more effective
way can be forged towards teaching English in Greece with the aim of raising
learners’ awareness of the linguistic and performative possibilities that their English
language play offers them. Such a pedagogical implication is discussed further in the
final chapter.
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Mimesis
the powerful compulsion […] to become and behave like something else
Benjamin, 1986, p. 333

Chapter 6 further explores adolescents’ engagement with English and questions of
identity by examining what is here called the mimetic use of English. By that I mean
instances where participants use English as “a deliberate performance of sameness”
(Fuchs, 2001, p. 5) not so much in order to threaten or modify the original (Fuchs,
2001) but in order to negotiate their wants and engage in identity work.

In the first sub-section of Section 6.1, I look at transcripts from the observational data
and at other ethnographic data, and analyse participants’ use of English hip-hop
related language, in order to show how two male participants are crafting moments
during which they signal their affiliation with the global hip-hop culture, thus
extending the range of both their local and global identities. In the second subsection, I approach the same data and strengthen my argument in favour of
performance as the primary site of identity work. By examining the mimetic
repetition of a proper English name by some female participants in Section 6.2, I
illustrate how sounding different creates ‘othered’ identities for these girls, thus
opening up the possibility for them to see themselves as members of an imagined
community of English speakers. By analysing mainly interview transcripts in
Sections 6.3 and 6.4 I demonstrate how participants’ discourses, namely, their
statements and mimetic behaviours, produce foreign sounds in general (cf. Section
6.3) and the English voice in particular (cf. Section 6.4) as exotic, different and
attractive. Taking the phonetic attractiveness of English as a starting point, I finally
show in Section 6.5 how these adolescents straddle their local and global voices
through their emotional attachment to Greek music and culture and their exposure to
and participation in global music culture.

Building on the poststructuralist understanding of identity as not pre-existing, as not
something you are or have, but as something produced in performance, this chapter
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opens up more identity discourses and shows how the latter are co-constructed
through participants’ interactions among other available discourses. It argues for the
power of mimetic English language use to produce desired selves among the peer
group. And it brings to the fore an understanding of English both as a mythical
language, a language that offers imagined subjectivities, and as language through
which these participants develop, along with their local mode of expression, a global
voice welcomed and accepted by peers.

The understanding of English as mythic is taken up in the final implications chapter,
which argues for an English language pedagogy in Greece that can aim precisely at
raising students’ awareness of the symbolic potential and emotional impact of their
use of English. By encouraging such a pedagogy of reflection, it is argued that
learners can ultimately develop the potential to better meet both local and global
needs.

6.1 MIMICRY AND IDENTITY WORK
In this section I examine participants’ engagement with hip-hop related language
mainly in English in order to discuss how the rap-like performances of these youths
index the locality of their identities, while also locating them symbolically as
participants in the global hip-hop culture. In the first sub-section, I start my
exploration by examining the recycling of hip-hop lyrics and then look at more hiphop related language use from diverse data sources in order to strengthen and extend
my arguments. Discussing the same data from a different angle in the second subsection, I argue that the importance given by participants to their imitative or stylised
language use can be used in support of the notion of performance (as opposed to
competence) as that which matters most in identity work.

6.1.1 Rap-like performances, local and global identities
The recycling of random hip-hop lyrics in English emerged as an unexpected cultural
practice in the field. It figured prominently in the talk of two of the male participants
of group 3, namely, Alexis and Thanos, but was not a practice shared by the rest of
the group. Besides, these two participants were the only fans of hip-hop music,
whereas other participants from the group, such as Katerina, liked mostly
Greek music.
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The exchanges that I have chosen to examine here are examples of this unanticipated
engagement with the particular cultural form of hip-hop. What distinguishes them
from other exchanges in which hip-hop lyrics also featured and which are not
presented here is that they occurred not so much as “spontaneous productions” of a
natural conversation, but as stagings of sorts, as “reflective replay[s]” for the benefit
of a guest of honour (Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008, p. 663), in this case myself (cf.
Chapter 4, Sub-section 4.3.4 for a discussion of the question of researcher-researched
interactional co-construction that such an exchange may raise).

In particular, these instances come from the very first three minutes of a 42-minute
recording session that took place at ‘Kaïxis’ about three hours after fieldwork had
started earlier that evening. Among participants were Alexis and Thanos, whereas
their friend Pandelis had also come along. All were 16 years old and students at the
same school and class. So far during my fieldwork that day, I had merely been
keeping fieldwork notes until almost three hours later, when I asked and got
participants’ consent to record our exchanges.

Thus, as the very first lines of the first extract demonstrate, the interactions can be
interpreted as performances prompted by the presence of a microphone and a female
researcher interested in the use of English. In other words, as soon as the recording
started, participants and in particular Alexis and Thanos started positioning
themselves in interesting ways vis-à-vis themselves, Pandelis and apparently me, an
English-speaker and the only female member of the group that evening. Yet the
recycling of English hip-hop lyrics with an American-sounding accent in these
interactions is, I argue, also ‘a deliberate performance of sameness’ that opens up
identity meanings that are related to being young and male and fluent in reciting
English hip-hop lyrics. The discussion that follows the two excerpts presented in this
sub-section illustrates this.

(1) G3RI16Feb07n1
1
((recording starts after participants’ permission; two silent seconds
pass while noise is heard from the background))
2 Thanos
okay:::!! ((in animated voice tone))
3 Maria
&($, >" -2!0 &( /; +,&"/" ./*µ2&; :µ07! [ok but I don’t want you to
make it sound like it’s staged!] ((you, 2nd person plural, addresses the
whole group))
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4
5

Thanos
Thanos

6

Alexis

7

Maria

8
9

Thanos
Alexis

10 Alexis
11 Thanos
12 Thanos

13
14 Thanos
15 Maria
16 Maria
17 Alexis

18

:5$ ./*µ2&;! [no, not like staged!]
C"6’ /; 2/.$ %$; ">4, &’ (+;<=;µ($ "=4 µ" /$7 µ(!(+'"7 %;? !20!
[bring it a little closer so that they can hear my bullshit!] ((pointing to
the iPod))
you say Guns, but I say Pistolas! ((with American-sounding accent,
in confident rapping tone and low volume))
/46( µ* >'&"$7 .*µ(.'(, &($? [don’t pay attention (to the iPod) now,
right?] ((in low volume; addressed to Thanos only))
:5$! [no!]
don’t pay attention to this shit, man! ((with American-sounding
accent particularly clear in man; in rapping tone))
it’s an/ /?/ ((garbled but with clear American-sounding accent and in
rapping tone))
from Cypress Hill! You say Guns, but I say Pistolas! ((with
American-sounding accent; in rapping tone))
M6,==(, µ(!,+(, =(µ$2.($ ,/.(!(! [Tranga, you wanker, you get so
fucked up!] ((B.(""+ is Pandelis’ family name; addressing people by
their family name is often a form of endearment; soft laughs))
((inaudible speech by Pandelis; noise is heard from the background; ))
hello Mariah! ((addressed to me))
:5$ Mariah, [why Mariah?] ((feeling awkward, not knowing how to
respond))
%;? %@=" /; %;/: µ;? 6" %($>$,? [have you seen my drink, guys?]
((still feeling awkward; trying to change the topic))
* Mariah #"- * Mariah Carey #26"$7 :/$ @/(&" C'!* /;? Ol’ Dirty
Bastard? [do you- do you know that Mariah Carey was Ol’ Dirty
Bastard’s friend?]
((during the next 17 turns Alexis, interrupted by Thanos, gives an
interesting account of the friendship between Ol’ Dirty Bastard and
Mariah Carey))

Thanos’ animated okay (line 2) is here offered as a kind of response to the
commencement of the recording and is interpreted by myself as an undesired staged
performance which I urge participants to avoid (line 3). Although my plea for
‘naturalness’ is addressed to the whole group, Thanos, sitting right next to me, is the
only one who engages in a negotiation with me (lines 4-5). Despite being reassuring
(line 4), he also paradoxically asks me to turn the iPod towards him so that they can
hear [his] bullshit (line 5). Alexis, who has had no say so far in this negotiation about
their spontaneity, offers his first line here in a self-assured yet not ostentatious way
(line 6): you say Guns, but I say Pistolas!

The line can be seen as Alexis’ first attempt to take the floor, but most importantly as
a line that introduces the kind of verbal, or more precisely rap, battle that is to follow
between Alexis and Thanos in the rest of this extract and in the following one. It
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initiates a game not merely about attention, but a game that takes performance in the
form of reciting English rap lyrics as central. The line is taken from ‘Boom Biddy
Bye Bye,’ a remix that, according to Alexis (AlexisII22Mar07n218) features the
singer of the hip-hop group Cypress Hill and another black rapper, B Real. By not
only reciting but also slightly recreating the actual two lines, ‘You say Gun I say
Pistola’ (Cypress Hill - Boom Biddy Bye Bye, n.d.), Alexis starts to signal here his
affiliation with the particular cultural form of rap music.

This is also served by his two next lines (line 9-10). Drawing on my preoccupation
with ‘naturalness’ and my phrase /#.+ µ> $*&%,8 5>µ+5*+, &+,? [don’t pay attention
(to the iPod) now, right?] (line 7), Alexis offers a clever translation of my Greek in
rapping style in English: don’t pay attention to this shit, man! (line 9). The word
man in particular, and Alexis’ American-sounding accent overall, indicate that the
line is not a redundant repetition in a different language nor “mere mimicry and iconic
placement” (Pennycook, 2003, p. 526), but a whole new phrase that enables Alexis to
rework his alignment with an ‘imagined community’ (Anderson, 1991) of global rap
artists. The effect is built upon in the following line too (line 10) which, despite being
garbled, sounds impressively like a rap line.

After Alexis’ three rap-like lines, Thanos catches on to what it is that his fellow is
doing and immediately (line 11) joins the rap performance by offering an informative
line in his own rapping style: from Cypress Hill! You say Guns, but I say Pistolas!
Specifically, he repeats and again recreates the main lines of the song that Alexis
introduced and gives the name of the hip-hop group as well, thus positioning himself
alongside Alexis as a global rap fan. Thanos invokes next (line 14) the persona of
Mariah and Alexis, who interprets this as an intertextual reference to Mariah Carey,
soon offers an account of the friendship between the pop singer and Ol’ Dirty
Bastard, a rap artist and one of the founding members of Alexis and Thanos’
favourite at the time, the New York City based hip-hop group, ‘Wu-Tang Clan.’ This
account, which I have not offered in length here, further strengthens, I argue, Alexis’
projected affiliation with the global world of rap, as it is an account through which
Alexis establishes himself as aware of what is going on behind the rap scene, as well.
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In the next excerpt, directly following excerpt 1 above, this affiliation with the
particular culture of hip-hop is signalled through the recitation of a number of rap
lyrics in English.
(2) G3RI16Feb07n2
1 Alexis
((26 seconds later)) 9(.$+, "=4 (+:µ(:::, #"7 >"& µ%;64 &( /;
%$./2K0 :/$ ’.($ /6$,&/( 56;&4, [well you know what:::, I just can’t
believe that you’re thirty years old,] ((addressed to me))
2
((Thanos and Alexis talk about my age for 5 turns))
3 Thanos
&($ µ062 %(9!;/.'/; µ;?, &($! [yah you mother-fucker, that’s right]
((addressed to Alexis))
4 Alexis
&($ 6" %(9!;/.'- [yes you mother-f- ] ((addressed to Thanos))
5 Alexis
/!20/ /?/ -( ’&($ >"+("&&$,, "'+;.$ 56;&4, %(6(%,&0 >"& %62%"$ &(
’&($, ’&/,#"$, [/I thought/ /?/ she will be nineteen, twenty no more]
6 Alexis
"$!$+6$&, /46( "! [that’s truly what I thought!]
7 Thanos
DJ speed that shit!
8 Alexis
I am the one [man omient sawing,]
9 Thanos
[/.;? +;? /.;? +;? ] /.;? +;? /.;?! [tsou kou tsou
kou tsou kou tsou!] ((nonsense sounds in singing tone))
10 Alexis
I’ve never been choken out,
11 /Thanos/ I keep mc’s looking out!
12 Maria
µ"/, -(::: [later will you:::]
13 Thanos
taking all types of medicine!
14 /Thanos/ your ass thought you were better than!
15
(2sec)
16 Thanos
/hey/ it’s a Brooklyn Zoo, Brooklyn Zoo!
17 Thanos
shame on a Nigga who played on a Nigga!
18
(pause)
19 Maria
250 %;!!@ >;?!"$,! [I’ve got a lot of work! ((implying that there is a
lot for me to listen to and understand; soft laughs followed by change
of topic))
Note: the English lyrics in this excerpt were transcribed by myself based on feedback
provided by Alexis and Thanos during our follow-up interviews.

The excerpt begins with Alexis’ comment (line 1) about my supposed youngish
appearance. Although Thanos also makes a similar comment in a line that has been
omitted here, he also seems annoyed (line 3) by Alexis’ dominating role at the
beginning of the interaction. In order to redirect attention towards himself, Thanos
smartly ‘comes back’ with a rap line (line 7) in English: DJ speed that shit!

According to follow up feedback by Alexis the ‘correct’ line, commonly used at the
beginning of freestyle rap battles, is DJ spin that shit! and means ‘DJ start playing the
tune or melody’ (AlexisII22Mar07n222). If this interpretation is accepted, then line 8
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by Alexis, namely, I am the one man omient sawing, an approximation of the line
‘I’m the one-man army, Ason’ from Wu-Tang Clan’s song ‘Brooklyn Zoo’ (Wu-Tang
Clan - Brooklyn Zoo, n.d.) should also be seen as a response to Thanos’ call for a rap
battle. With the exception of line 9, where Thanos improvises to some nonsense
sounds in singing but not necessarily in rapping style, all the following lines (10, 11,
13, 14, 16, 17) are English rap performances offered in collaborative manner by
Alexis and mainly Thanos. At the beginning, the two of them contribute the rap lines
consecutively (lines 7, 8, 10, 11) and then Thanos dominates the musical scene (lines
13, (14), 16, 17).

Looking at these recitations from the perspective of language and identity
performativity, I argue that the imitative, in the sense of rap-like performance in
English in American-sounding accent by Alexis and Thanos, functions partly to
attract attention, but most importantly to signal participants’ distinctive locality and
identification with the global rap culture. A few interview comments make this
clearer.

According to both Alexis and Thanos, Greek hip-hoppers do not need to use English
to express their views and disseminate their messages. English in Greek hip-hop,
Alexis said, is also sometimes seen as a means to make Greek hip-hop a more
accessible and profitable commodity:

(3) Greek: G3GI4Feb07n102
Thanos: "'&($ (%!: >" -2!"$ +,%;$( "#@=*.* (/; :/$ ./*& F!!*&$+@ hip-hop
>"& ?%,65"$ (&,=+* &( 56*.$µ;%;$*-"' * E==!$+@), (%!, 2/.$ 9=('&"$.
Alexis: /;& "+C6,8"$ (/;& H!!*&( hip-hopper) (?/@ * =!4..( (* F!!*&$+@)
+($ +;$/,"$ &( %"6,."$ /( µ*&<µ(/( ./( ,/;µ( ="&$+,::: %;? /;& (+;<&" +($
#26"$ :/$ >"& %6:+"$/( &( (+;?./;<& +($ %(6(2#0 ./; "#0/"6$+: +($ >"& /;
+,&"$ =$( "µ%;6$+;<7 .+;%;<7, /; +,&"$ µ:&; =$( &( %"6,."$ +,%;$(
µ*&<µ(/( +($ "%"$>@ /;& "+C6,8"$ +($ * F!!*&$+@ =!4..( +(!</"6( >"
56"$,8"/($ &( 56*.$µ;%;$@."$ /*& E==!$+@ +(-:!;? (...) ;6$.µ2&;$
(rappers) -( 2µ%($&(& +($ .’ (?/: /; %($5&'>$ "=4 %$./"<0 &( =6,K;?&
E==!$+;<7 ./'5;?7 =$( /; 56@µ( +($ µ:&;.
(3) English
Thanos: it is simple (that Greek hip-hop doesn’t need English), there is no
need for some explanation, it’s just a matter of how it happens.
Alexis: Greek is the language that expresses the Greek hip-hopper’s identity
more and since he is interested in getting his messages across to people who
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are listening to him and since he knows he won’t be heard outside Greece in
a foreign country and since he does not write for commercial purposes but
only to express his views and because Greek expresses who he is better, he
doesn’t need to use English at all (…) although I think there would be Greek
rappers who would fall into the trap of writing English lyrics for the money
only.
The point made by Alexis and Thanos here about Greek hip-hop not needing to rely
on the English language is in line with the argument already put forward several times
in academic writing about local hip-hop having typically been taken up in local
languages (Mitchell, 2003; Pennycook, 2007a; Pennycook & Mitchell, 2009). A
further notable observation has been made along this line of thinking: namely that
when we talk about global hip-hop not only language but also identity becomes
central:

Hip-hop and rap cannot be viewed simply as an expression of African
American culture; it has become a vehicle for global youth affiliations and a
tool for reworking local identity all over the world. (Mitchell, 2001, pp. 1-2)
Although no explicit mention of identity and hip-hop was made by the two
participants, they both shared an understanding first of global hip-hop as not tightly
bound to its US origins and similarly of local hip-hop as distinctive and diverse:

(4) Greek: G3GI4Feb07n88
Alexis: * Eµ"6$+@ @/(&" * (65@ +$ @/(&" * 9(.$+@ "%$66;@ =$( &(
"#(%!0-"' (?/: (%: !2µ" hip-hop +($ rap.
Thanos: standard (?/: (%: +,%;? @6-", (!!, (%: +"$ +($ %26( +,-" 546(
#"+'&*." &( (%;+/,"$ /; >$+: /*7 ./;$5"'; ./* hip-hop, >*!(>@ -(
(+;<."$7 +($ .?=+6;/@µ(/( +($ µ"7 ./*& F!!,>( %;? >$(C26;?&".
(4) English
Alexis: the US was the beginning and also the main influence so that what
we call hip-hop and rap is spread.
Thanos: that hip-hop came from somewhere we know, but once that
happened every country started developing its own identity in hip-hop, and
you will find groups even within Greece that differ from one another.
This view has again already been expressed by scholars working with hip-hop as a
cultural form. Apart from those mentioned above (i.e. Mitchell, 2001; Pennycook,
2007a), Androutsopoulos has also made the point succinctly:
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[…] local Hip Hop acquires features and invites interpretations that no
longer rely exclusively on its African American origins […]. (J.
Androutsopoulos, 2009, p. 43)
Yet this argument goes a step further by emphasising that local hip-hop has not lost its
global imprint, but is instead in a constant dialogue with what Androutsopoulos calls
the US ‘mother culture.’ More important for the discussion of the data texts here,
however, is this scholar’s point about English and hip-hop:

[…] English (including stylized African American English) is a main
resource for constructing ‘glocal’ Hip Hop identities, which gain their
meaning as local performances of a global cultural paradigm. (J.
Androutsopoulos, 2009, pp. 44-45)
By combining and interpreting participants’ comments here along with the above
scholarly positions, I argue that participants’ use of English rap lyrics or rather their
use of what Androutsopoulos calls ‘stylized African American English,’ a notion that
captures what I term imitative use of English, is the means through which the two hiphop fans index here the locality of their identities and their participation in a global
form of culture. Put differently, Alexis and Thanos’ use of English becomes here the
tool through which they extend their range of both global and local identities. This is
a particularly interesting point that suggests the close relation between global
affiliations and local identities, a point that the next few texts aim at strengthening.

The first of these texts, a note that Thanos wrote for me during fieldwork, offers a
written record of some lyrics from a song by Wu-Tang Clan, which Thanos had
earlier sung to himself during fieldwork:
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(5) ThanosPH16Feb07n66

Although the written rap text cannot capture the overall mimetic style with which
these lyrics were sung by Thanos, what is remarkable here is that hip-hop language in
English and special features such as ya and the “insider abbreviation” (Richardson &
Lewis, 2000, p. 259) (ODB) standing for Ol’ Dirty Bastard’s tag still allow Thanos to
position himself locally as an insider in global hip-hop culture.

Similarly, Alexis’ following text, consisting of Wu-Tang Clan’s lines and the crew’s
member list, demonstrates his own affiliation with the rap music. The ease with
which he uses English and the particular genre of rap English, with words such as
slam, shaolin (i.e. slang for Staten Island, New York City) and the artists’ tags (e.g.
RZA, GZA) are quite remarkable:
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(6) AlexisPH16Feb07n67

Two more linguistic cues in English by Thanos can be taken as signals for his desire
to participate in a more global hip-hop community. The first one (i.e. Excerpt 7) is a
text written by Thanos during fieldwork and addressed to one of my supervisors
whose work in hip-hop I had mentioned earlier to the group (cf. Chapter 5, Excerpt
5):

(7) ThanosPH16Feb07n69
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Thanos talked about this text as a dedication for another hip-hop fan in Australia.
Two phrases, find the point of hip hop and Keep it real are noteworthy here for their
capacity to index both the localisation of hip-hop culture and its global appeal
respectively. find the point of hip-hop sounds more Greek than English, yet it does
make the point about hip-hop being “a whole philosophy of life, an ethos”
(Shusterman, 2005, p. 61) that its fans gradually embrace as they immerse themselves
in it. Keep it real is, on the other hand, not only very much English but also very
“raplish” (Pennycook, 2003, p. 528). It does not merely signal familiarisation with
the contemporary parlance of hip-hop, but it illustrates Thanos’ appreciation of a
central issue of hip-hop, namely, “keepin’ it real vs. sellin’ out,” that is, keeping it
underground and non-mainstream versus making it mainstream and profitable
(Richardson & Lewis, 2000, p. 264). At the same time, it demonstrates Thanos’
alignment with the ‘keep it real’ view, which is more concerned with global hip-hop
culture as a culture of authenticity (Forman, 2002).

Interestingly, this blending by Thanos of a more local with a more global way of
expressing himself opens up a different discourse of authenticity. Earlier (i.e. in
Excerpt 3) Thanos as well as Alexis had commented on ‘authentic’ Greek hip-hop
being in Greek. Here, however, Thanos does not employ ‘authentic’ in the sense of
pure Greek or pure English means to convey his message. Instead, he uses a kind of
mixture of a more local and a more global voice, which, I suggest, is authentic in its
own way.

Overall, then, the text could be compared with Japanese hip-hop lyrics, as examined
by Pennycook (Pennycook, 2003), where features originating in African American
Vernacular English such as ‘Yo’ are juxtaposed with lyrics in mixed Japanese. While
the more global elements can be seen as constituting a form of “styling or performing
the Other” (Pennycook, 2003, p. 515), the use of Japanese in Pennycook’s example or
the use of a local expression in English (i.e. find the point of hip-hop) in the example
above constitute a form of non-mimicry. The crucial point here, then, is that the
mimetic gives rise to the non-mimetic, and what results is a mixture of mimicry and
non-mimicry, a form, in other words, of “semiotic reconstruction” (Pennycook, 2003,
p. 527) which in this case opens up unique rap identities influenced both from local
and global images.
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The last text here, a motto that Thanos wrote in white ink on his school bag, is also
similar in its effects:

(8) ThanosPH13Mar07n27

With his HIP-HOP DON’T STOP motto, Thanos clearly expresses his participation
in a hip-hop identified youth of the local, but also of the global context. The phrase
recalls the title Can’t Stop Won’t Stop of the award-winning book on “a history of the
hip-hop generation” by Jeff Chang (2005) and is interesting for the discussion here as
it could be called along the lines of Coupland (2007) and Rampton (1999b) as
‘stylised’ hip-hop English: that is English that indexes a particular social identity and
cultural image which are in this case related to the hip-hop ethos. Not surprisingly,
Thanos could not explain what exactly the phrase means or where it originated. Yet it
is clearly familiar jargon to him that possibly gains its meaning as a local imitative
performance of a global language.

All in all, the data texts examined here are significant exactly because they
demonstrate the ease with which the two hip-hop fans, Alexis and Thanos, move in
and out of both oral and written ‘raplish’ in order to construct their meanings, desires
and identities. Put differently, these texts are significant because they manifest how a
global language can be populated with local voices or ‘noises’ or else how English
can be used in moments of identity refashioning in the local context. Such identities
have been shown here to be related to both local and global images. Rap music has
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been shown to create networks of affiliation for these youths, to have in other words,
nourished imagined communities for them (cf. Connell & Gibson, 2003). At the same
time, these participants’ stylised or mimetic use of English has been shown to locate
these youths as unique creators in the local context.

Participating in the rap culture by using ‘raplish’ confidently, by knowing what is
going on in the rap scene and the lives of international rap celebrities are all aspects
that reveal Alexis and Thanos’ cultural identities as the youth that breathes locally but
participates globally; as the youth that is able to cross borders both linguistically and
stylistically. Such an understanding of these people’s engagement with English and
the culture of hip-hop evokes the notion of a global identity as also related to the
concept of a cosmopolitan identity (Hannerz, 1990). The latter, which has recently
been used within the context of international education to describe students’ personal
cultural identity (Gunesch, 2004), emphasises an idea of great importance for my
discussion: the idea that students nowadays straddle the global and the local
(Gunesch, 2004). What the two participants have been shown to be doing here is, I
argue, exactly an attempt to locate themselves both locally and globally as
cosmopolitans through their mimetic performances in English. The next sub-section
revisits some of the mimetic performances in English discussed above in order to
show that performing in stylised English is more important to participants than
performing in accurate English.

6.1.2 Language production and identities in context
If performance is taken as the key theoretical tool for the analysis of the data texts
generated in this study, then it is worth noting the following in relation to the mimetic
performance events described above: participants’ recitation of hip-hop language here
is clearly an example of repeated speech. Yet what is important is that their stylised
repetitions are not identical to the ‘original’ texts, nor were they always accurate in
terms of form.

For example, as the following lines from the transcribed texts demonstrate,
participants’ renderings of hip-hop lyrics and jargon deviate from the original song
lines or the actual jargon:
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Alexis: you say Guns, but I say Pistolas! (Excerpt 1, line 6)
Thanos: you say Guns, but I say Pistolas! (Excerpt 1, line 11)
You say Gun I say Pistola (Cypress Hill - Boom Biddy Bye Bye, n.d.)
Thanos: DJ speed that shit! (Excerpt 2, line 7)
Alexis’ feedback: DJ spin that shit! (AlexisII22Mar07n222)
Alexis: I am the one man omient sawing, (Excerpt 2, line 8)
Alexis: I’ve never been choken out, (Excerpt 2, line 10)
I'm the one-man army, Ason
I've never been tooken out, I keep MC's lookin out (Wu-Tang Clan - Brooklyn Zoo,
n.d.)
Thanos: shame on a Nigga who played on a Nigga! (Excerpt 2, line 17)
Shame on a nigga who try to run game on a nigga (Wu-Tang Clan – Shame on a
Nigga, n.d.)
Clearly, participants’ lines above, all transcribed according to their own spelling
suggestions, differ in the way they deviate from the original texts. For example, the
line first sung by Alexis and then by Thanos, you say Guns, but I say Pistolas!
deviates from the original ‘You say Gun I say Pistola’ only minimally. Thanos’ DJ
speed that shit! seems on the contrary to be erroneous, yet phonologically quite close
to the original DJ spin that shit! which Alexis’ feedback revealed. Alexis’ I am the
one man omient sawing, I’ve never been choken out are again mis-imitations but
illustrate that although Alexis did not get the words right, the sound of his lines is
quite close to the original sound. Finally, Thanos’ shame on a Nigga who played on
a Nigga! differs slightly from the original on a lexical level, yet it conveys a similar
meaning. If it is indeed of Thanos’ own making and not another version of the lyrics,
then it would be more appropriate to see it as Thanos’ own version or creative
rendering of the actual lyrics, rather than to dismiss it as an ‘unfortunate’ deviation
from the original song.

Thus, the question arises here as to how much of what Alexis and Thanos were so
expressively and effortlessly singing was coming from their knowledge of the lyrics
as language or from their imitation of the foreign sounds. Clearly the two hip-hop
fans exhibit a certain degree of familiarity both with rap lyrics and with related
themes and events as well as a great deal of fluency and ease with English. Yet their
inaccuracies, mis-imitations of non-standard forms, deviations from the actual lyrics
or at other times their own creative versions of the lyrics suggest that sounding
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different, in the sense of sounding foreign and rap-like, is more important for them
than saying or singing it entirely right. In other words, it is their imitative realisations
of rap language that seem to matter the most to them as opposed to any concern with
proficiency or accuracy in terms of form.

Interestingly, the preoccupation with sounding foreign as opposed to speaking
proficiently or accurately emerged as a theme several times during fieldwork. When
talking about foreign music, for example, Panagiota noted:

(9) Greek: PanagiotaII27Jan08n267
T( !20 :%07 -2!0, >"& 250 /2/;$; %6:9!*µ( &( /( %0 (+6$947, µ%;6"' &(
!20 +($ >$+, µ;?, "#,!!;? :!;$ /; +,&;?& (?/:, >"& "'µ($ * µ;&(>$+@ %;?
(!!,8"$ /;?7 ./'5;?7, %;$;7 !2"$ /; ./'5; (+6$947? (…) (!!, ." ="&$+27
=6(µµ27 /;?7 ./'5;?7 /;?7 (!!,8;?µ", "%"$>@ >"& #26;?µ" /$7 !2#"$7, "+2$&;
@ /; ,!!;.
(9) English
(the foreign songs) I sing in whatever way I want, I never think I should say
the lyrics accurately, I sometimes make them up, besides everybody does
that, I’m not the only one who changes the lyrics, who says it accurately?
(…) but generally we change the lyrics because we don’t know the (foreign)
words or this or that.
Panagiota not only admits that she changes the lyrics of foreign songs, but she also
speaks on behalf of others when she states as a reason for this the lack of knowledge
of the actual foreign words. Similarly, Alkistis, who also mentioned that at the time
she was trying to set up with friends their own rock band, she commented on her
improvisations of foreign songs as follows:

(10) Greek: AlkistisII28Mar07n200
R/(& (+;<0 2&( /6(=;<>$, µ%('&0 +(/"?-"'(& ./; 6?-µ: +$ (65'80 +($
/6(=;?>,0 +$ (?/: %;? /6(=;?>,0 >" -( "'&($ (%(6('/*/( * .0./@ !2#*,
(%!, -( /6(=;?>,0 &( ’50 /* .0./@ %6;C;6, /; accent ((spoken with
French pronunciation)) %;? !2µ" ((soft laughs)) +($ µ"/, -( µ%0 ./*
>$(>$+(.'( &( /; (+;<.0 #(&,, &( +(/(!,90 /$ !2"$ +($ &( /; /6(=;?>@.0
.0./,.
(10) English
When I listen to a new song I tune to the rhythm immediately and I start
singing and what I sing is not necessarily the right words, I just sing so that I
have the right pronunciation, the accent ((spoken with French
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pronunciation)) as we say ((soft laughs)) and then I might think to listen to it
again in order to understand what it says and in order to sing it right.
Following from these comments and the data examined in the previous sub-section, I
argue that the importance given by participants to imitative or stylised language use
can be used to support a counterargument to the long-established significance of
competence as opposed to performance. The notion of competence has been
emphasised over performance in language studies ever since Saussure’s distinction
between langue (i.e. system) and parole (i.e. use) (Saussure, [1916] 1974). Chomsky
deepened this distinction through his conceptualisation of competence as the speakerhearer’s knowledge of her/his language, and of performance as merely the actual
realisation or use of language in daily life (Chomsky, 1965). Later theories of
competence in Applied Linguistics attempted to resolve the competence/performance
problem, but in so doing they still overstressed competence through theorising it in
terms of communicative competence as the speaker’s underlying ability to use
language in ways that are appropriate to the situation (cf. Canale & Swain, 1980;
Halliday, 1978; Hymes, 1972).

This concern, both within older theoretical linguistic work and within more recent
applied linguistic research, with underlying competence is to my view not particularly
productive. For it does not adequately deal with a whole range of issues to do with
context and identity, which nonetheless impinge on language production. Identity in
particular not only affects language production, but also is in a mutual relation with
language: identity influences and is influenced by language in unpredictable ways
within different contexts.

To be able to more productively discuss language, the actual use of language in
concrete situations, namely the performance, has to be seen, I argue, as fundamental.
Not only is a shift of focus towards performance necessary, not only is an interest in
the performance itself essential, but also a concern with performance as primary
should become central (Pennycook, 2007a). For once performance is central, the
notion of identity as performance can become more evident, as well. Similarly, once
the notion of performance as creative and contingent, as an ongoing process of
resignification (Butler, 1990) is made central, then such performative moments as the
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ones discussed in the previous sub-section as staged replays for the sake of a guest of
honour can also be seen as contextual rather than unnatural. For who one can be is
determined relationally and performatively and is open to resignification depending
on the moment (cf. Butler, 1990):

[…] intentionality is always ‘in process’. The symbols and meanings that
anchor one’s nativeness are always open to resignification, producing new
liminalities […]. The subject doesn’t choose to ‘stay’ or ‘go’ so much as he
or she is compelled to continually ‘perform’ what is required of difference,
both within and between categories of identity. (Morgan, 2004, p. 183)
It is within this performative perspective that the data above has been approached as
the imitative, creative and contingent means by which individuals engage in identity
work to differentiate themselves from others. And it is in line with such an approach
that the ‘here and now’ context is also seen as a dialectic of the local and the global,
where traditional oppositions (e.g. between the particular and the universal) no longer
exist, and where the new global dispensation has produced a different kind of
transnational flow of music as well as imagery and information (Jameson, 2003).

My discussion so far in this chapter (as well as in the previous analysis chapter) has
shown precisely that performance really matters when it comes to doing identity
work. Performance in ‘raplish’ in particular has here been highlighted with particular
American-sounding accents, voice tones, rap rhythms, unrecorded gestures and
clothing that all contribute to establishing these young boys’ locality as well as their
identification both with global rap music and, one could argue, with ‘a global
imagined community of English users’ (cf. Pennycook, 2003, p. 529). Aligning with
such an imagined community of English speakers becomes the central theme of the
following section which examines some female participants’ imitative performances
in English.

6.2 SOUNDING DIFFERENT
Imitating an English-sounding (see note 9, ‘Transcription Conventions,’ p. xi) as
opposed to Alexis and Thanos’ American-sounding pronunciation above, becomes the
means through which the three female participants, whose very brief texts are
examined here, are shown to rework their identities in the local context as members of
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an imagined community of English users. Thalia, Alkistis and Christianna are in the
following texts revealed as imitatively using exactly the same English proper noun for
the effect of sounding different and thus momentarily inhabiting an imagined
‘foreign-like’ self.

The first two interactional texts presented below (i.e. Excerpts 11, 14) were generated
after I had quickly mentioned the name ‘Alastair Pennycook’ in the presence of my
participants, while handing to them the research information sheets and consent forms
and explaining the protocols regarding the people who are to have access to the data.

In particular, the first instance in which participants repeated after me the proper name
in question occurred the second time I met two of the group 1 girls, Olibia and Thalia,
inside the Internet café ‘Speed.net’ on a Saturday afternoon. During most of the time
that morning, the girls had not being paying much attention to me and were instead
talking animatedly with other girl friends about shopping and boys. At the same time,
Thalia was listening to Greek music online, while I was helping Olibia to find some
information on the Internet for a school project on AIDS. After some of their friends
had left, Thalia and Olibia started paying more attention to me and it was during those
moments that I gave them more details about my research and that I mentioned my
principal supervisor’s name written on the research forms. The text below followed
immediately after my mention of his name:

(11) G1FN30Jan07n9
Thalia: Alastair, Alastair! ((English-sounding pronunciation and
enthusiastic rather than mocking tone))
Olibia: (5 /$ 06('; :&;µ(! H/.$ -( 9(%/'.0 /; %($>' µ;?! [wow that’s such
a nice name! I will name my child after that!] ((enthusiastically))
Thalia quickly picks up not only the name I had just mentioned but also my Englishsounding accent. She uses her pronunciation skills to impress possibly me, others in
the café and most likely Savvas, the boy that she fancied at the time: a young man in
his early 20s who had completed an undergraduate course in English-Greek
translation in the UK and was at the time of fieldwork living in Ioannina where he
spent most of his days and nights playing electronic games at ‘Speed.net’ café. Thus,
rather than creating parody, Thalia’s imitative repetition can be seen, I suggest, as a
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complete new performative speech act that serves as Thalia’s means to reposition
herself in the context of ‘Speed.net’ café as someone who can be part of the Englishspeaking language community represented in the local context by me and most
importantly by Savvas.

Meanwhile, Olibia is shown to be less concerned with positioning herself as a
member of such a community. Rather, she aligns herself with what seems to be her
own desired role as a mother: a position that is opened up by her comment that she
will name her imaginary child ‘Alastair,’ and also a position that emerged a number
of times during fieldwork when Olibia overtly admitted that she was looking forward
to finishing school and to moving on in life. Yet what is important for the present
discussion is that Olibia’s enthusiasm in the above utterance demonstrates that she
also shares Thalia’s fascination with the foreign name and sound. When I asked
during one of the group interviews why they use English when they speak
predominantly in Greek, Olibia, for example, said:

(12) Greek: OlibiaGI10Feb07n108
E+;<="/($ +$ 06('(, 2/.$ %;!<, "µ2&( µ’ (62."$ (…) (7 %;<µ" µ;?
(+;<="/($ >$(C;6"/$+, ,µ( %0 “how are you, baby?” "&4 “/$ +,&"$7 µ06:
µ;??” W"& #260 (+;<="/($ >$(C;6"/$+,.
(12) English
It sounds nice, like, I like it (…) for example it sounds different if I say
“how are you, baby” instead of the equivalent in Greek “/$ +,&"$7 µ06:
µ;??” I don’t know it just sounds different.
Similarly, during the same interview Thalia said:

(13) Greek: ThaliaGI10Feb07n72
W"& "'&($ * F!!*&+@ +(-’ (?/@ =!4..( +($ =$’ (?/: "'&($ +,/$ >$(C;6"/$+:
+$ (?/: /; >$(C;6"/$+: "'&($ +($ in.
(13) English
It’s not the Greek language itself and for this reason it is something different
and this different is also in-style.
Sounding different in and through using English can be seen as a key concept for
these participants. In the following text from my very first meeting with group 2
participants inside the ‘Playhouse’ café, Alkistis is shown to perform English in a
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similar imitative way. The meeting took place on the same day as the previous
exchange between Thalia and Olibia, and the brief dialogue below again followed the
introduction of my research:
(14) G2FN30Jan07n11
1 Vangelis %47 /;& !2&"? [what’s his name?] ((addressed to me; asking me to
repeat the name that I had just mentioned))
2 Maria
[Alastair] ((English-sounding accent; low voice))
3 Alkistis [Alastair] Pennycook! ((emphatic English-sounding pronunciation;
loud voice))
4 Vangelis Oh Alastair, ok understand! ((emphatically; English-sounding
pronunciation; addressed to Alkistis with a slight tone of annoyance))
Although this English-sounding performance can be seen as initiated by myself, what
is interesting is that as in the previous example, my linguistic behaviour in English
does not become the object of mockery here. Instead, Alkistis quickly and
enthusiastically repeats (line 3) as a response to Vangelis’ question (line 1) the name
Alastair Pennycook! in her own English-sounding way. Her imitative performance
positions her not only in alignment with an imagined English-speaking community,
but most importantly it allows her to refashion her image in an impressive way among
her peers. Vangelis’ repetition of Alastair (line 4) in a similar English-sounding
pronunciation demonstrates on the one hand that he receives Alkistis’ English
performance as indeed attractive and on the other hand his desire to join the
performances game. In addition, his ok understand! (line 4) again in Englishsounding pronunciation does not only reclaim a role in this performances game in
English, but also shows that the idea that he might be perceived as not able to
understand the English language in question causes him to feel annoyed.
In the next two texts, additional ‘Alastair Pennycook’ instances, happened further
along in the research during the only focus group interview with group 2 participants
(cf. majority of excerpts in Chapter 5). The first one occurred half-way through the
interview and unlike the two examples examined above (i.e. Excerpts 11, 14), here
Christianna mentions the English proper name unexpectedly and without having heard
it from me on that occasion.

(15) G2GI25Mar07n21
1 Vangelis
-( /; /6(9@#"$7 video? [will you video record it?]
2 Mirto
(one turn later) :5$ 6", -( /; (+;<µ" µ:&;. [no, we will just listen to
it] ((not clear what they are talking about))
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3
4
5
6

7
8

video @ /?/ [video or /?/]
((6 turns pass during which participants negotiate whether they
should turn off the music heard from the background))
Maria
06('(! [ok nice!] ((a decision seems to have been reached))
Christianna "&/0µ"/(#< (+:µ( -?µ,µ($ /; :&;µ( /;? +(-*=*/@ /*7 B(6'(7,
Alastair/ Pennycook! [and I still remember the name of Maria’s
supervisor, Alastair/ Pennycook!] ((emphatic English-sounding
accent in the phrase Alastair Pennycook; the rest of the group does
not seem to be paying much attention))
Vangelis
/$ +,&"$7 6" µ(!,+(? [what are you doing, you wanker?] ((laughs
and inaudible talk between Vangelis and Loukas))
Christianna /?/ /;& 56$./$(&:, %6;/"./,&/*, >"& #260 /$ "'&($ ; 56$./$(&:7! [/?/
the christian, the protestant, whatever he is, the man!] ((man refers
to Alastair Pennycook; christian as a noun is here used generically
to mean ‘man’))
Vangelis

What differentiates this example from the ones above is that Christianna’s Englishsounding Alastair Pennycook (line 6) seems to not be received with enthusiasm by
the rest of the group. Rather, except for me, no one else seems to be paying attention.
Yet this is not enough to render her performance as unimportant. For her at least,
although her role as the good student of English may be also projected here through
her line (cf. Chapter 5, Sub-section 5.1.2 and Section 5.4), what seems to matter the
most is her symbolic identification with an imagined English-speaking self performed
through an English-sounding accent.

Approximately an hour later the name ‘Alastair Pennycook’ was mentioned again:

(16) G2GI25Mar07n78
1
((participants are laughing at Marianna’s singing improvisations))
2 Christianna B(6$,&&( µ*& /6(=;?>,7 -( ='&;?µ" 6"8'!$ ./*&::: [hey
Marianna, stop singing, we’ll make fool of ourselves to:::]
3 Loukas
./;& Pennycook! [to Pennycook!] ((Greek-sounding accent))
4 Christianna ./* ="'/;&( @%"$6; X+"(&'(! [to our neighboring continent,
Oceania] ((ironic tone))
5 Christianna ((while Marianna is still singing among other’s talking and
laughs)) /;& (&2C"6( +$ ’=0 /;& Alastair ./*& (65@ =$’ (?/:
.9@./; (?/: /; +;µµ,/$! [I mentioned Alastair too, in the
beginning, so please delete that part! ((clear English-sounding
accent for the word Alastair; addressed to me; soft laughs; no
much attention by the rest))
6 Maria
%:/"? [when?] ((addressed to Christianna)
7 Christianna /;& "'%( ./*& (65@ (65@ =$’ (?/: =2!(=" * B(6$,&&(! [I
mentioned him at the beginning that’s why Marianna was
laughing]
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8
9

Loukas
Maria

10 Christianna

=$(/', (C;< 2/.$ /;& !2&"! [but that’s his name!]
((while others are talking and singing)) /$ "'%"7? [what did you
say?] ((addressed to Christianna))
“µ* ='&;?µ" 6"8'!$,” !20, “./;& Alastair Pennycook, /;
56$./$(&:,” >"& #260 /$ "'&($ 56$./$(&:7, +(-;!$+:7,
%6;/"./,&/*7, %,&/07 .9@./; (?/:! [I said something like “so
that we don’t make a fool of ourselves to Alastair Pennycook, the
christian man,” I don’t know if he’s christian or catholic or
protestant but anyway delete that part!] ((English-sounding
pronunciation in the phrase Alastair Pennycook; addressed to me;
no one else seems to be paying attention; laughs and singing))

The instance here is familiar, as participants’ preoccupation with making a fool of
themselves in front of an imaginary audience in Sydney has featured several times
during fieldwork (cf. Chapter 5, Excerpts 7 and 10). Here Christianna commands
(line 2) Marianna to stop singing and Loukas jumps in (line 3) contributing to her line
by mentioning Pennycook in his own Greek way of pronouncing English.
Christianna finishes off (line 4) her previous line by making a joke and then (line 5)
quickly takes the opportunity opened up by Loukas’ Pennycook to rehearse uttering
Alastair in an English-sounding accent. Although the rest seem not to be listening
again (line 9), it looks like Christianna is mostly interested in having her foreign-like
performance noticed by myself. When I follow up (line 9) her comment, she again
does not miss the chance to repeat (line 10) once more the phrase Alastair Pennycook
in her English-sounding accent, when she refers to the last time she had mentioned the
name (i.e. in Excerpt 15).

Contrary to Loukas’ Greek-sounding accent in the only instance that he uses the
English name, Christianna’s persistence with sounding foreign through consistently
pronouncing these two words in English-sounding pronunciation, reveal her desire to
momentarily occupy the position of an imagined English-speaking person. It could be
said that for her as well as for Thalia and Alkistis, the two words rather than indexing
a real person, gain instead a mythic or symbolic dimension. ‘Alastair Pennycook’ is a
real person in the world, but Alastair Pennycook has, in the context of my research
and for these female adolescents, become a myth.

Clearly their engagement with the English language in all of these instances is not
particularly creative. Yet the pronunciation shifts from Greek to English-sounding
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accents in the phrase Alastair Pennycook are illustrative of participants’ “semiotic
mobility” (Blommaert, 2005a, p. 69) or “symbolic competence,” namely, their “acute
ability to play with various linguistic codes and with the various spatial and temporal
resonances of theses codes” (Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008, p. 644). Here the codes
with which the three female participants seem to be playing are Greek and English
and the symbolic significance of their pronunciation shifts can be seen as related to
the phonetic attractiveness of the foreign, in this case, the English sound. By
imitating an English-sounding accent, Thalia, Alkistis and Christianna are shown to
take up similar speaking positions which signal to their peers but also to me, as the
English-speaking researcher, a particular symbolic world: an imagined ‘foreign’ land
where people do not speak Greek, but rather an ‘other’ ‘foreign’ tongue, English.

In other words, the three female participants project imagined English-speaking
identities which allow them to position themselves in impressive ways among their
peers and myself. One could say that their mimetic engagement with English here
demonstrates their desire in English, or else their positive identification with “an
imagined other, an idealized representation” (Kramsch, 2006, p. 102), which is
triggered not only by readily available popular culture images of English native
speakers, but also possibly by my role as an English-speaking person living in
Sydney, Australia. Thus, English can here be seen as the foreign symbolic system
that functions as a resource through which these participants bring into being their
own desired subjectivities.

Interestingly their repetitions in English-sounding accents appear quite ‘authentic’ and
enthusiastic. Although imitating a foreign accent has been discussed in the literature
(e.g. Tsui, 1996) as a practice that learners often avoid in classroom contexts for fear
of being derided by their classmates, it is remarkable to note that out-of-classroom
contexts, such as the café settings here, seem to serve as safe spaces where phonetic
crossings of this kind can be seen as legitimate.

What is more, it could be argued that the brief moments of imitative Englishes that
have been examined here recall instances of ‘stylised Deutsch’ in Rampton’s study
where the impromptu use of the foreign tongue by his participants (especially by
Hanif) was characterised as music, namely, as use of the foreign tongue that is driven
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by “the intrinsic pleasures of vocalisation and sound” (Rampton, 1999a, p. 497). It is
because the participants have been shown to put language on display in improvised
although still deliberate ways that I wish to also approach the instances here from the
perspective of what I have called stylised performance (cf. Chapter 3, Sub-section
3.3.2) and not from a perspective which sees performance as implying conscious
reflexive activity (cf. Rampton, 2009).

All in all, I would urge a reading of these rather unsophisticated repetitions of an
English proper name in English-sounding accents not as mere repetitions of sameness,
but rather as ‘mimetic enactments of language’ that recontextualise “what
superficially may appear to be the same” (Pennycook, 2007b, p. 592). In other words,
I argue in favour of seeing this imitative engagement with English as “full of multiple
meanings of identification, localization, imitation, and reinterpretation” (Pennycook,
2007b, p. 592). For such mimetic enactment creates the possibilities for these
participants to symbolically and momentarily align themselves with a larger
community of English users and to inhabit their bodies in particularly attractive ways
in front of their peers and/or myself.

The following excerpt by Claire Kramsch captures in a compelling way what these
participants’ performances in English as well as the mimetic use of hip-hop English
by Alexis and Thanos presented in the first section might be about:

Seduced by the foreign sounds, rhythms and meanings, and by the
‘coolness’ of native speakers, many adolescent learners strive to enter new,
exotic worlds where they can be, or at least pretend to be, someone else,
where they too can become ‘cool’ and inhabit their bodies in more powerful
ways. (Kramsch, 2006, p. 102)
Both Alexis and Thanos’ imitations of American-sounding accents in their recital of
hip-hop lyrics and Thalia, Alkistis and Christianna’s English-sounding accents in the
phrase Alastair Pennycook can be seen as examples of their desire to affiliate
themselves with an imagined community of English users. Viewed from the
perspective opened up by Kramsch’s quote above, these youths’ imitative Englishes
can be further conceptualised as their means to momentarily enter imagined foreign-
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like subjectivities and experience the “linguistic pleasure” (Kramsch, 2000, p. 152)
that is opened up by their semiotic crossings.

Put differently, this stylised English can also be seen as these young people’s means
to briefly identify with a foreign self performed through a foreign-sounding accent. A
foreign-sounding accent should not, however, necessarily be seen as always being
about foreign subjectivity. Clearly it might be about a range of desires. Yet I have
found Kramsch’s (2006) conceptualisation of the desire to identify through the
foreign sounds with an idealised representation of an imagined native-speaking other,
as the most compelling way of dealing with the data presented here.

With this in mind, I also note that what I see participants as achieving here is not
becoming something other than ‘Greek’ but participating instead in more identity
possibilities and affirming that part of what they do locally is cross linguistic and
identity boundaries. Such a reading of the data is in line with the position that to be
Greek can also mean to use English (cf. Chapter 5, Sub-sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2), a
position informed by the overarching argument (for an elaboration of this see Chapter
1, Section 1.4) that ethnic identity and language use are not in a linear relation
(Cameron, 1990; Luke, 2002; Pennycook, 2003, 2004).

In conclusion, this section has put forward an understanding of language use as a
‘myth’ (Kramsch, 2006), that is, not as fiction, but as language use that enables multilingual learners to construct new realities and subjectivities for themselves (Kramsch,
2006). The following two sections further support this perspective on the
performative power of language through discussing in more detail what has been
called here ‘desire in language’ (Kramsch, 2006; Kristeva, 1980). In particular, they
show how the foreign sound in general and the English sound in particular are
discursively produced as attractive through participants’ interview comments and
their reported mimetic behaviours.

6.3 FOREIGN-LIKE SOUNDS AND SELVES
The English or American sound has been shown in this chapter to constitute a semiotic
symbol that repositions participants in particularly attractive ways among their peers and
myself. Due to its unquestionably powerful status in the contemporary global economy
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and popular culture, English can be seen as a kind of resource of prestige and recognition
or ‘symbolic capital’ in Bourdieu’s (1984) terms. In other words, the symbolic power of
English in the contemporary world is not an attribute inherent to the language itself.
Sophia, one of the sporadic participants for whom German is a first language, commented
on this when she talked about her preference for singing in English as a member of her
music school choir:

(17) Greek: SophiaII31Mar07n242
N;µ'80 :/$ >"& ?%,65"$ %6(=µ(/$+, µ(="'( ./*& E==!$+@ =!4..(, &;µ'80
:/$ (%!, µ(7 /( 25;?&" "µC?/"<."$, "%"$>@ (+6$947 /* 56*.$µ;%;$;<&"
:!;$, +($ ;$ >$,.*µ;$ +($ /( %6:/?%( (…). B’ (62.;?& /’ E==!$+,, &(
/6(=;?>,0, &( /( µ$!,0, (!!, >"& #260 +,/( %:.; (?/: "'&($ :&/07 "%"$>@
"'&($ 2/.$ /’ E==!$+, @ "%"$>@ 2/.$ 250 µ"=(!4."$ +($ "%"$>@ 2/.$ µ’ 25;?&"
+,&"$ &( %$./"<0, >"& #260.
(17) English
I don’t think there is some real magic inherent to English, I think it has been
implanted in our minds exactly because everybody uses English, including
famous people and idols (…). I like English, I like singing in English,
speaking in English, but I don’t know the extent to which this is really so
because of the way English is or because of the way I have been brought up
and the way they have made me believe, I don’t know.
Interestingly, a number of other interview comments by participants demonstrate that the
kind of symbolic power that has become the object of interest here comes from the
foreignness of a different articulatory system, rather than necessarily always from the
English accent as such.

The next two excerpts reveal that such simple words as the surname of the French scientist,
Antoine Laurent Lavoisier (1743–94), which participants knew from their chemistry
classes, as well as the name of the French dish ‘quiche lorraine,’ which participants again
knew from TV cooking programmes, had a certain appeal for some participants. When I
asked the male participants of group 2 why they repeatedly used the phrase ‘Lavoisier’s
law’ in French-sounding accents during fieldwork, Vangelis admitted that he somehow just
liked the word:

(18) Greek: G1GI1Apr07n341
Vangelis: ( /; &:µ; /;? T(9;?(8$2, /;? Lavoisier ((French-sounding
accent)) (...) %;? !2"$ :/$ ; .?&;!$+:7 (6$-µ:7 /0& (/:µ0& /0&
(&/$>64&/0& "'&($ '.;7 µ" /;& (6$-µ: /0& (/:µ0& /0& %6;Y:&/0& (...), &($
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µ;? (62."$ +,%07 (?/: /; :&;µ(.
(18) English
Vangelis: ok yes, Lavoisier’s law, Lavoisier ((French-sounding accent))
(…) which says that the total number of atoms of the reactants is equal to
the total number of the atoms of the products (…) yes I like this name
somehow.
The phrase ‘quiche lorraine,’ which these participants again often rehearsed in Frenchsounding accents, seemed to also carry for them a certain symbolic expressiveness:

(19) Greek: G1GI1Apr07n342
Maria: -( µ;? %"'/" =$(/' .(7 (62."$ /; quiche lorraine?
Loukas: "=4 >"& 250 C,"$ %;/2,
Nikos: ;</" +($ ’=0, >"& /; #26;?µ", (%!47 /; !2µ"!
(19) English
Maria: will you explain to me why you like quiche lorraine?
Loukas: I’ve never tried it myself,
Nikos: never have I, we don’t know it, we just say it!
Although all three participants admitted that they had never tasted the French style baked
tart, they often used the word for the sake of using it, as their response above seems to
suggest or, as I would argue, for the symbolic foreign sound of it. This means that even
though the phrase quiche lorraine may be for French speakers a mundane term, for
Vangelis, Loukas and Nikos it is a playful imitation, which evokes a world of imagined
French speakers and at the same time is “not devoid of irony and double entendre”
(Kramsch, 2006, p. 108).

The next comment by Thalia is also evidence of the linguistic pleasure that she experiences
when she speaks German, her second foreign language, in a German style and accent:

(20) Greek: ThaliaII27Feb07n138
B’ (62."$ &( µ$!,0 3"6µ(&$+,, >"& #260 %('6&0 +($ /;::: ./?! +$ (?/: /;
3"6µ(&$+: (…) +($ +(!, 2/.$ :%07 µ$!,&", /*& %6;C;6, (…).
(20) English
I like speaking German, I don’t know I also adopt the appropriate style, the
German style (…) the way they speak, their accent (…).
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In a similar vein, Melina’s account of the rest of the group’s mimetic linguistic
behaviours every time they hear her speaking on the phone with her German mother,
reveal that trying to sound foreign through a German accent had been a consistent
theme among the members of the group. Note of course that like Sophia, Melina also
speaks German as a first language:

(21) Greek: MelinaGI1Apr07n274/295
R/(& µ$!,0, %,&/( (µ2.07 &( %;?& /* !2#*, &( %6;.%(-@.;?& &( /*& %;?&
'>$( (…) @ ="&$+47 µ" 60/,&" “(?/: %07 !2="/($ ./( 3"6µ(&$+,?” +($ µ"/,
%6;.%(-;;<& &( +,&;?& /*& '>$( %6;C;6, (!!, ." ,-!$( 2+>;.* (…). E&
>"& /;?7 %"$7 ." %6@8;?&" (…) (& +($ >"& ?%,65"$ ;?.$(./$+:7 !:=;7 (%!,
-2!;?& &( (+;<.;?& /*& %6;C;6, (%: /* =!4..( =$’ (?/: (…). F'&($
#"506$./@ (* %6;C;6,) :/(& (+;<7 &( µ$!,&" +,%;$;?7 3"6µ(&$+, µ" ‘6’
((strong r sound)) +($ /; 506$,/$+; /; ‘!’ +$ :!( (?/,, +($ µ$!,7 ".< µ"/,
+,%07 F?60%(Y+, @ µ" ,!!* %6;C;6, /;?7 C('&"/($ %(6,#"&; @ +(!:.
(21) English
Every time I talk (to my mum on the phone) they immediately repeat the
word, they try to say the word in the same way (…) or in general they ask
me “how you say this in German” and then they try to imitate the same
pronunciation which comes out quite poorly. If you don’t say the word in
German to them, they become a real pain (…). And there is no substantial
reason for this, they just want to hear the pronunciation in German, that’s all
(…). Because this pronunciation is special to them, if they hear some
people speaking German with the ‘r’ ((strong r sound)) and an ‘l’ in a
villager’s version and all this, and then they hear you talking in a way that
sounds more European or just different, then they find this strange or nice.
The juxtaposition between a European versus a villager’s accent that Melina draws
here can be better understood as a comparison between a more ‘authentic’ native-like
accent and the accent that non-native speakers of German usually produce (but see
also Chapter 5, Sub-section 5.3.1 where I discuss such references to ‘village’ talk as
reflections of participants’ perceptions of their language as a regional dialect). Thus,
what Melina thinks impresses her friends is her ‘real foreigner’s’ accent, an accent
that to the ears of her peers opens up possibilities of identification with an imagined
community of native speakers.

The following excerpt from a group interview with group 1 participants is an example
in direct speech of what was reported in the previous excerpt by Melina:
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(22) Greek: G1GI10Feb07n122
1 Thalia
* =6(µµ(/$+@ /0& 3"6µ(&$+4& µ;$,8;?& (%'./"?/( µ" /0&
F!!*&$+4&, (7 %;<µ" /( "%'-"/(, /( ;?.$(./$+,, /( 6@µ(/(
+!'&;&/($, "&4 ./’ E==!$+, >"& +!'&;&/($ [German grammar is
extremely similar to Greek grammar, for example adjectives, nouns,
verbs conjugate, whereas in English they don’t]
2 Olibia
&($ [yes]
3 Thalia
!"7 “I play, you play” "? [in English you say “I play, you play”
right?] ((English-sounding accent in I play, you play))
4
((inaudible response
5 Mhalia
"&4 ./( 3"6µ(&$+, -( %"$7 “ich spiele, du spielst” [whereas in
German you say “ich spiele, du spielst”] ((very clear Germansounding accent in ich spiele, du spielst))
6
((Thalia keeps the floor for the next three turns talking about German
grammar and syntax))
7 Panagiota =$( %"7 +(µ$, 2+C6(.* ./( 3"6µ(&$+,! [come on say something in
German!] ((enthusiastically))
8 Thalia
/$ -"7 &( .;? %0? [what can I say for you?] ((slightly
condescending))
9 Panagiota 2&( “="$( .;? /$ +,&"$7?” [just “hi, how are you?”]
10 Thalia
hallo, wie geht’s? [hello, how are you?]
11 Panagiota 06('( "'&($! [it sounds nice, really!] ((enthousiastically))
12 Olibia
:/(& ='&"$7 ".< +(-*=@/6$( 3"6µ(&$+4&, /; %($>' µ;? ." .2&( -( /;
C26&0, >"& ?%,65"$ %"6'%/0.*! [when you become a German
teacher, I will definitely send my child to you to learn German!]
((addressed to Thalia; soft laughs))

This interaction is interesting because, as mentioned above, it constitutes an example
of what Melina reports (cf. here, Excerpt 21) as other people’s urge to listen to and/or
rehearse the sound of a ‘foreign tongue.’ In this exchange Thalia keeps the floor for a
number of turns (cf. line 6) during which she explains to Panagiota and Olibia
features of the German grammar and syntax with an impressive metalinguistic
awareness. After having established her knowledgability and most importantly after
taking the chance to rehearse ich spiele, du spielst in German-sounding accent (line
5), Panagiota possibly quite impressed by Thalia’s knowledge and phonological skills,
asks (line 7) her to say something in German, just as Melina’s friends were reported to
do when they heard her speak the language. Thalia responds (line 8) from the
position of power she established for herself in the previous lines, and following
Panagiota’s plea (line 9), Thalia once again puts on her German-sounding accent and
utters (line 10) the simplest German phrase: hallo, wie geht’s? Her performance
comes across as impressive, thus demonstrating Thalia’s resort to her ‘symbolic
competence’ at the moment. Panagiota immediately rejoices in Thalia’s German
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accent in the next line (11), while Olibia’s final line (12), very similar to her response
following Thalia’s Alastair performance (cf. here Excerpt 11), comes as evidence of
her own delight, as well.

In most of the examples above it was shown (or reported) that trivial performances in
French or German constituted for participants a means through which they could enter
into different roles. Yet I would like to argue that although French, German and
English do constitute the three most widely-learnt foreign languages taught in public
and private education in Greece, the foreign sound of other tongues could also
potentially open up new ways of identification. For to borrow Poynton’s argument
about gendered identities,

[t]he sound of the voice […], the accent it speaks in, the amount of aural
space it occupies and its general appeal are as much part of what creates
[…] identities as the content of what is said […]. (Poynton, 1996, p. 109)
The excerpts here demonstrate that it is indeed the different sounds, in which these
participants’ voices speak when crossing into a foreign tongue, that create new
identities for them, rather than the content of their trivial foreign words (e.g.
Lavoisier, quiche lorraine; ich spiele, du spielst). Rampton’s point about his
participants’ crossings into German is again relevant here. As he states, Hanif, one of
his participants, was able to manage the longer stretches of German precisely because
German was to him in those instances like music, and as a result he was not too
worried that his Deutsch performances would be semantically meaningless (Rampton,
1999a).

Following Kristeva (1980), Kramsch uses the term ‘desire in language’ to refer to
what I discussed above as the need for identification with others, with their language
and way of speaking. She explains that this kind of need to express oneself in a
foreign language is for many adolescents a form of escape from the confines of their
own grammar and culture. More generally, desire, she argues, is “the need for a
language that is not only an instrumental means of communication but also a way of
[…] finding personal significance through explicit attention to articulation and
meaning.” Desire, she finally says, is also close to affect since it “is triggered by
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learners’ perception and use of new verbal sounds and shapes, and the subjective
meanings they attach to them” (Kramsch, 2006, p. 102).

Although both French and German were shown above to also occupy a mythical
position in participants’ minds, English still remains the language for which most
participants have desire. For apart from being the foreign language they spend more
time and effort to understand and learn, English is also a language they come in
contact with through popular culture. Thus, English functions for the majority of
participants as a symbolic system, which, by dint of its foreignness, enables them to
inhabit their bodies in powerful ways. The interview excerpts I examine in the next
section constitute statements that reveal participants’ desire in English and produce
this global language as an exotic and attractive foreign tongue.

6.4 THE PHONETIC ATTRACTIVENESS OF ENGLISH
The first text to be examined here comes from Panagiota, who in one of our group
interviews recalled her practices with English when she was in primary school and
had neither been disappointed by her English learning experiences, nor had she faced
any of her later failures in English exams:

(23) Greek: PanagiotaGI10Feb07n108
B$+6@ +(-:µ;?& ./;& +(-62C/* +($ /; 2%($8( E==!'>( +($ +(!, %07 -(
’µ;?&( (…). F'5( 9$9!'( 6" %($>' µ;? /0& E==!$+4&, µ,-($&( +,%;$"7
C6,."$7 (%’ 2#0 +($ +(-:µ;?& +($ +;?&$:µ;?& µ%6;./, ./;& +(-62C/* +($
/; ’%($8( E==!'>(, #26"$7, (...) µ" /*& ;>;&/:9;?6/.( ./; 526$ .( /.$=,6;
+($ +(-:µ;?& +$ 2!"=( “yes, I’m here now to tell you” ((English-sounding
accent)) #26"$7 2&( /2/;$;. (...) &($ µ;? ,6".(& /( E==!$+, =$( µ'( 56;&$+@
%"6';>; +$ @-"!( &( >"'5&0 ./;?7 ,!!;?7 :/$ #260 &( µ$!,0 (...).
(23) English
When I was young I was posing in front of the mirror and I was pretending
to be an English girl and I was trying to (imagine) what I would look like
(…). I had English books and I was memorising certain phrases and I was
also moving in front of the mirror and I was pretending to be English, you
know (…). And I was holding my toothbrush in one hand as a cigarette and
I was saying things like “yes, I’m here now to tell you” ((English-sounding
accent)) you know something like that. (…) but yes I liked English for
some time then and I wanted to show that I knew how to speak it (…).
Rehearsing English in front of the mirror with the toothbrush as a cigarette creates a
scene that I argue captures Panagiota’s desire in the first foreign language she was
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learning at the time. Her attempt to pretend to be a cool English girl who of course
speaks English, but also smokes cigarettes must be seen as an expression of her
longing to identify with an imaginary other and to come to terms with herself in a
different way. Apart from demonstrating her desire in English, Panagiota’s reported
imitative performances also discursively produce English as a cool language, a
language that goes well with cool and transgressive youth.

Christianna and Melina also reported their own mimetic performances in English.
Unlike Panagiota who talked about her past experiences, Christianna and Melina
spoke about verbal activities they often engaged in at the time of the research. In their
case it was American TV series such as ‘OC California,’ ‘Friends’ and ‘One Tree
Hill’ that served as their inspiration. The girls they pretended to be were not English,
as in Panagiota’s case, but young American girls. Interestingly, the two participants
commented about their American-like verbal performances in slightly different ways
during two different interviews. Melina, for example, stressed that they use American
English phrases from TV programmes because such phrases constitute for them new
vocabulary that is not taught at school and for that reason sounds impressive to them:

(24) Greek: MelinaGI1Apr07n298
F'&($ +,%;$"7 Eµ"6$+,&$+"7 C6,."$7 %;? >"& /$7 +,&;?µ" ./( µ(-@µ(/( +$
:µ07 /$7 !2µ" #260 ’=0 µ$( C6,.* %;? !2µ" “he rocks” >*!(>@ "'&($ +$ ;
%64/;7 @ /2!"$; “cool” @ +,/$ /2/;$(. E?/, >"& /( +,&;?µ" ./( µ(-@µ(/(,
(!!, "&/?%0.$(8:µ(./" (%’ (?/, (...) !2µ" /$7 5(8;(µ"6$+,&$+"7 C6,."$7
(%: Eµ"6$+(&'>"7 +($ /2/;$( %;? !2&" “he’s looking at me” “"µ2&( +;$/,"$
+($ >"& +;$/,"$ ".2&(” +($ +,&;?µ" %07 /.(+0&:µ(./", 2/.$ =$( %!,+(. M(
%('6&;?µ" (%: Eµ"6$+,&$+"7 ."$627, OC California (...) Friends, One
Tree Hill, +($ (%: ,!!"7 Eµ"6$+,&$+"7 /($&'"7, 6;µ(&/$+27 +0µ0>'"7, 2&(
/2/;$; %6,=µ(.
(24) English
There are some American English phrases that we don’t learn at school and
yet we use them, for example one such phrase is “he rocks” meaning he’s
really good or the phrase it’s great, “cool” and others like these. We don’t
learn these at school but they are the ones that impress us (…) we use these
silly American phrases that American girls use like “he’s looking at me”
“no, he’s looking at me not you” and we pretend we fight, just for fun. We
get them from American TV series like OC California (...) Friends, One
Tree Hill, and from other American films, romantic comedies, something
like that.
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Christianna on the contrary emphasised that their performances aim to ridicule the
female protagonists of such programmes and to create fun for themselves:

(25) Greek: ChristiannaII18Mar07n42
J6*.$µ;%;$;<µ" %;!< E==!$+27 !2#"$7. F=4 +$ * B"!'&( +;6;Y>"<;?µ"
(?/27 (%’ /$7 /($&'"7 /$7 +($ +(!, Los Angeles, California. I5 µ%;6"' &(
+(-:µ(./" µ"7 ./; µ,-*µ( “oh my god, did you see him?” +($ /*7 +,&0
+,/$ /2/;$( +($ 6'5&;?µ" %;!< =2!$;, >*!(>@ /$7 +;6;Y>"<;?µ" /"!"'07, µ(
"'&($ =$( >;<!"µ( >"& "'&($ =$( /'%;/" ,!!; (...). 126"$7 (?/27 /$7 LA
bimbos /$7 +;6;Y>"<;?µ" %,6( %;!< µ" /* B"!'&(, +,&;?µ" +,/$ /2/;$(
“my god, you see him?” “no, bitch!” (...) +($ /.(+0&:µ(./" (!!, =$(
%!,+( +($ µ(7 (62."$ %;!< &( µ$µ;<µ(./" (?/27 /$7 +(/*=;6'"7 (...).
G;6;Y>"<;?µ", =$(/' /$7 %"6$..:/"6"7 Eµ"6$+(&'>"7 (?/: %;? /$7 &;$,8"$
"'&($ /( 6;<5( /;?7, /;?!,5$./;& ./* >?/$+@, west coast, (& -( '5;?&"
06('; C'!; (...). B%('&"$ 2&(7 .?µµ(-*/*@7 µ(7 ; ;%;';7 "'&($ %;!<
,.5*µ;7 ; +(+;µ;'6*7 +($ =?6&,"$ * B"!'&( +($ µ;? +,&"$ “oh my god,
did you see him? He was totally hot!” +($ "=4 /*7 +,&0 “oh my god, he
was checking on me, you stupid!” +($ /.(+0&:µ(./" (...) +($ &( µ(7
+;$/,&" ;$ ,!!;$ “no, he’s mine” “no, he’s mine” “no, he was totally-” /;
“totally” /; +!(..$+: (...) “oh my god, oh bitch, he was checking on me!”
“no, on me!” (...) @ µ%;6"' &( %"$ +,/$ * B"!'&( +($ &( /*7 +,&0 “oh my
god, you are so pathetic!” +($ &( /.(+0&:µ(./" +($ 6'5&;?µ" %;!< =2!$;,
=$(/' ’&/,#"$ /;?7 +;6;Y>"<;?µ" ((all reported English phrases are uttered in
American-sounding accent)).
(25) English
We use English words a lot. Melina and I make fun of these phrases from
films, you know these Los Angeles, California (films). For example, we
might be in class and (I may) say “oh my god, did you see him?” and I say
things like these and we laugh a lot. We make fun of them, that’s what they
are for anyway, to laugh at them not for anything else (…). You know these
LA bimbos we laugh at them a lot with Melina, we say things like “my
god, you see him?” “no, bitch!” (...) and we fight but for fun and we really
like imitating these kind of people (…). We make fun of them because what
these American girls are mostly interested in is clothes, at least in the west,
in the west coast, and whether they will find a handsome boyfriend (…).
Once a classmate of ours was entering the classroom and poor him he is
really ugly, and Melina turns to me and says “oh my god, did you see him?
He was totally hot!” and I turn back and say “oh my god, he was checking
on me, you stupid!” and we start fighting (…) and everybody around looks
at us, “no, he’s mine” “no, he’s mine” “no, he was totally-” the word
“totally” has become a classic (…) “oh my god, oh bitch, he was checking
on me!” “no, on me!” (…) or Melina might say something and I might turn
and say “oh my god, you are so pathetic!” and we start fighting again and
we laugh ’cos yah we make fun of them ((all reported English phrases are
uttered in American-sounding accent)).
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Although creating entertainment should be seen as part of what these performances
are about (cf. playful uses of English in Chapter 5), my interpretation is that such
stylisations of silly American phrases (cf. here, Excerpt 24) and accents by
Christianna and Melina cannot be seen as irrelevant to identity work. According to
Melina, such phrases are not part of the school curriculum and it is precisely their
newness that impresses them and their peers, as Christianna reveals when she
comments that everybody around looks at us.

Interestingly, earlier during the same individual interview when Christianna talked
about her private English teacher’s obsession with British English, she also made
clear that she hates modern American English phrases from films:

(26) Greek: ChristiannaII18Mar07n8
M46( * .<=56;&* Eµ"6$+@, (& µ" 60/@."$7, >"& "'µ($ +($ %;!< fan (…).
W" µ;? (62.;?& ;$ .<=56;&"7 Eµ"6$+,&$+"7 "+C6,."$7, (?/27 ;$ ,-!$"7 (%:
/$7 /($&'"7 (...) /$7 96'.+0 %;!< 6*527 (...) (?/27 %;? 56*.$µ;%;$;<& ;$ &2;$
;$ Eµ"6$+,&;$.
(26) English
Now if you ask me about the United States of today, I would say I’m not a
big fan (…). I don’t like modern American English phrases, these lousy
film phrases (…) I find them very shallow (…) these phrases that young
Americans use.
Yet her later lengthy comment presented above (i.e. in Excerpt 25) reveals that
Christianna often used with Melina young American girls’ English not only in order
to make fun of them, but also for fun. It is my contention that the fun or pleasure of
such an activity is related to the coolness of these American phrases and the
attractiveness or difference in the way they sound. Although at one level, Christianna
and Melina’s imitations of a linguistic style that is variously associated with youth
and coolness might aim to make an indirect statement about young American’s
superficial language and lives, most importantly they constitute the means through
which these girls escape their own local roles momentarily, and enter others’ lives,
languages and significantly voices. For it is not only the content of such cool phrases
as he rocks (Excerpt 24), he was checking on me, or you are so pathetic! (Excerpt
25) that makes them attractive, but obviously also the particular American-sounding
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accents which, according to Christianna’s account above, the two girls deliberately
put on during their imitative performances of American film English.

Apart from Panagiota, Christianna and Melina’s reported mimetic verbal behaviours
in English, there were a number of statements by participants that also positioned
native-like accents of English as desirable. The following exchange, which occurred
immediately after a group 2 participant introduced Susan to me for the first time,
illustrates this. And I should note here again that Susan speaks English as a first
language:
(27) G2FN24Feb07n162
1 Christianna * Susan µ$!,"$ E==!$+,! [Susan speaks English!]
2 Susan
:!;$ µ$!,&"! [everybody speaks!]
3 Irini
* Susan µ$!,"$ +($ µ" accent [but Susan speaks with accent too!]
((French-sounding accent for accent; meaning that Susan speaks
native-like English))
4 Christianna &($! “2!( mum I am at the C(&,6$” [yes! “hi mum I am at the
(traffic) light”] ((imitates a dialogue she has heard between Susan
and her British mother; English-sounding accent for the English
words))
Christianna’s comment (line 1) makes sense here as a kind of additional introductory
information about Susan offered for my sake. Susan’s response (line 2) reveals,
however, her own resistance to the way she is being positioned as unique. And Irini’s
line 3 explicates Christianna’s initial observation by attributing Susan’s uniqueness
with regard to English to her native-like English accent: but Susan speaks with accent
too! The line is not merely an explanation however. It is also illustrative of Irini’s
admiration for Susan’s native-like accent in English. Christianna’s imitation of this
different accent in the next line (4) can also be read as an instance of admiration.
Although the example from Susan’s brief exchange with her British mother is in both
Greek and English, it is the accent that the English words are spoken in by Christianna
that makes it an act of identity, too. In other words, what this brief dialogue here
demonstrates is both the two girls’ admiration for their half British friend’s accent in
English and their possible desire for a similar different voice.
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Similarly, the following dialogue between Vangelis and Loukas manifests their own
desire in English, a language which, as they say, they would love to speak like native
speakers do, and which they find perfect for pop and rock music:

(28) G1GI1Apr07n322
1 Loukas
"µ2&( µ’ (62.;?& /’ E==!$+,! [I really like English!]
2 Vangelis .( =!4..( "'&($ /2!"$( =!4..(, ="&$+, ./( /6(=;<>$( +/! "'&($
%;!< 06('( .( =!4..(, (!!, >" µ’ (62."$ &( +,/.0 &( /( µ,-0. [as
a language it is perfect, in songs especially it is really nice, but I
don’t like spending time learning it.]
3 Loukas
&($ +$ ’=0 (?/: (+6$947! [ya me too, exactly!]
4 Vangelis µ;? /* .%,"$ /; :/$ "'µ($ (&(=+(.µ2&;7 &( /( µ,-0. [It pisses me off
that I’m obliged to learn it.]
5 Loukas
µ’ (62."$ &( /( @#"6(! [I would love it, if I just knew English!]
6 Vangelis &($ &( /( @#"6( -( @/(& %;!< 06('(! [ya, if I knew it, it would be
great!]
7 Vangelis ((one turn later)) "'&($ (!!$47 &( (+;<7 2&(& Q==!;, .’ (62."$ +($
="&$+, &( µ$!,7 &( .?&"&&;"'.($. [it’s different to hear an English
person speak it, you like it then, and in general (it’s good) if you can
speak it and communicate in it.]
8 Loukas
((several turns later)) * E==!$+@ =!4..( µ;? C('&"/($ "'&($
C/$(=µ2&* µ:&; =$( /( /6(=;<>$(! [I think English is really made
only for songs!]
9 Vangelis µ:&; =$( /( /6(=;<>$(? ((sounding doubtful)); 9(.$+, 2/.$ µ%;6;<&"
&( .;? /*& %6;9,!;?&". [for songs only, no ((sounding doubtful));
that’s how they present it.]
10 Loukas
((several turns later)) ="&$+, * (E==!$+@) =!4..( +;!!,"$ %,&0 ./(
/6(=;<>$(, =$(/' %;!!, /6(=;<>$( ./( F!!*&$+, "'&($ +,%07
#"&260/(, >"& +;!!,&". [I think in general English goes well in
songs, because many songs in Greek are somehow bland, it just
doesn’t go well.]
11 Vangelis (+;<7 +,/$ !2#"$7 (./( F!!*&$+,), 2!";7! [you hear some words (in
songs in Greek), gosh, give us a break!]
12 Loukas
"&4 µ" /’ E==!$+, :!; +,/$ -( 96"$7, %(6:!; %;? "µ"'7 25;?µ"
%"6$..:/"6; !"#$!:=$;, >"& #260 /’ E==!$+, +;!!,&" +(!</"6(.
[whereas with English there will always be something that will go
well, although we have much richer vocabulary (in Greek), I don’t
know English just goes better with songs.]
13 Vangelis ((a couple of turns later)) “if you want to be rich, you have to be a
bitch” for example ((soft laughs))
14 Vangelis (...) =6,C"$, +"&/,"$ ; %;$*/@7 ">4! [see the poet here is indeed
creating something!] ((poet here is a playful reference to song
writer))
15
((laughs))
16 Loukas
(?/: "'&($ beataki >"& "'&($ %;$;/$+: /6(=;<>$. [this is a beat song
it’s not really quality song.]
17 Vangelis %!,+( +,&0, >"& "'&($ %;$;/$+, /( %$; %;!!,, (%!, ./( F!!*&$+,
>"& +;!!,&"- /( F!!*&$+, &( "'&($ pop. D" +,/$ %$; "!(C6< /(
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F!!*&$+, +;!!,&" (...) %5 L";>06,+*7 (...) (!!, ." +,/$ ,!!( %5
pop @ +,/$ 6;+$27 >"& +;!!,"$ +(-:!;? /; F!!*&$+:, "'&($ =6(µµ2&;
µ:&; =$( E==!$+,. [I’m just joking, most aren’t really quality songs,
but Greek doesn’t fit- Greek doesn’t go well with pop songs. In
lighter songs, Greek is good (…) for example in Theodorakis’ songs
(…) but in pop or rock songs, Greek feels out of place, these are
made for English.]
Even though earlier in the interview both Loukas and Vangelis had predominantly
focused on their troubles with English, here they also reveal their desire to know not
the English they obviously already know, but some kind of native-like English (lines
5, 6). Vangelis even admits (line 7) that it is different to hear an English person
speaking the language, a comparison most likely drawn between people like him,
namely, non-native speakers of English and native-like English-speaking people in
general as opposed to people of English descent. Although Vangelis seems (line 9)
initially doubtful of Loukas’ observation that English is really made only for songs!
(line 8), in the rest of the exchange the two participants seem to reach a consensus
about the status of English as the pop and rock language par excellence.

Vangelis’ rehearsal of the lyrics “if you want to be rich, you have to be a bitch” (line
13) as an example that demonstrates the suitability of English for pop music is not
utterly convincing as he admits later (i.e. I’m just joking, line 17) for it is merely an
example of rhyme in English. Yet his point that, when compared to Greek, English
sits best with pop and rock music (line 17) seems to make Loukas’ earlier point (line
8) clearer. Greek may after all be a richer (line 12) language in terms of vocabulary,
a position that most participants expressed at various times during fieldwork, yet
English is more cool, more pop and rock, and importantly also particularly attractive
when spoken by native speakers.

Even more intriguing, however, is the way English is produced as attractive through
comments that provide reasons why under certain circumstances participants
deliberately avoid putting on an English-sounding accent or are simply not able to. In
this respect, Mirto’s account is the most compelling as she talks about her reluctance
to pronounce in an English-sounding accent the English names of certain terms in
Physics and Chemistry during her classes at home with her young male private tutor:
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(29) Greek: MirtoII25Bar07n123
Mirto: /.(+4&;µ($ .?&25"$( µ’ 2&(& +(-*=*/@ µ;?, =$(/' ./* Z?.$+@ 25"$
+,%;$"7 !2#"$7 ./’ E==!$+, +($ >" µ’ (62."$ &( µ$!,0 ./’ E==!$+,, &( !20
µ%6;./, ." +,%;$;& µ"=(!</"6; +($ >$(C0&;<µ" +($ µ;? +,&"$ “-"7 &’
(+;<."$7 /’ E==!$+, /6(=;<>$(, (!!, >" -"7 &( /( µ$!,7!” (…). F'&($ µ$(
2+C6(.* STP, ./,&/(6 -"6µ;+6(.'( %'".* (...) >" µ%;64, >" µ;? 9=('&"$
&( /; %0 +($ "$>$+, µ%6;./, /;? (...) >" µ%;64 &( /; %0 #"506$./, /$7
!2#"$7 (...) S standard -"6µ;+6(.'(,
Maria: temperature?
Mirto: +($ /*& %'".*, pressure ((soft voice)) (...) &($ >"& µ%;64 &( /; %0
µ%6;./, /;?, >"& #260 =$(/', +($ /; !20 ./’ F!!*&$+,, /; µ"/(C6,80 (...)
+($ /;& %"$6,8"$ %;? >"& µ%;64 &( /( %0 +($ µ’ (62."$ &( /’ (+;<0, =$(/'
#26"$ :/$ (+;<0 #2&* µ;?.$+@ (...).
Maria: +($ =$(/' -2!"$ (?/:7 &( /( !"7 ./’ E==!$+,?
Birto: 2/.$ =$( &( µ;? .%,"$ /( &"<6( %07 &( /; %0, (?/:! 3$( &( µ;?
.%,"$ /( &"<6(. O +(-*=*/@7 µ;? "'&($ &2;7 ./*& *!$+'( +($ ="&$+,
?%,65"$ µ'( +:&/6( µ"/(#< µ(7 (...) (%!47 -2!"$ &(, ; +(-2&(7 &( %"$6,8"$
2&(& µ$+6:/"6;, &( /; %('8"$ !'=; %$; 2#?%&;7 +$ (?/,. F >"& µ%;64 &(
µ$!@.0 µ%6;./, /;? E==!$+,, >"& µ%;64 +($ µ;? +,&"$ “506$(/,+$ (%’ /(
3$,&&"&( %;? >" µ$!,7 E==!$+,” (...) “506$(/,+$” (.*µ('&"$) (…) "'&($ .(
&’ (+;<7 2&(& H!!*&( &( µ$!,"$ E==!$+,.
(29) English
Mirto: I always fight with my tutor because there are some words in Physics
in English and I don’t like speaking in English, talking (in English) in front
of someone who is older and we disagree and he says to me “you like
English songs but you don’t want to speak it!” (…). There is a phrase STP,
standard temperature pressure (…) I can’t, it doesn’t come naturally to me
to say that (in English) especially in front of him (…) I can’t say the words
separately (in English) (…) S standard temperature,
Maria: temperature?
Mirto: and the pressure, pressure ((soft voice)) (…) well I can’t say this in
front of him, I don’t know why, and I say it in Greek, I translate it and he
doesn’t like that I can’t speak it (English) whereas I like listening to it
(English), because he knows that I listen to foreign music (…).
Maria: and why does he want you to say these words in English?
Mirto: because he wants to get on my nerves, how can I explain it, just this!
So that he gets on my nerves. My tutor is young in age and in general
there’s some tension between us (…) he just wants, you know everybody
(wants) to tease someone who is younger, to show off that he is more smart
and the like. Yah I can’t talk in front of him in English, I can’t and he says
to me “you little village girl from Giannena ((different term for ‘Ioannina’))
you don’t even speak English” (…) well “village girl” (means) (…) it’s like
hearing a Greek person speaking English.
Mirto reports here that she just can’t say the phrase ‘Standard Temperature Pressure’
in English in front of her tutor and that she instead prefers to translate the term in
Greek. As she explains, her tutor somehow urges her to say it in English and makes
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fun of her because she does not do so. I would argue that Mirto’s reluctance to
perform in English in front of her tutor has to do with her perception of the English
accent as exotic and attractive. And whereas her tutor seems to invite a language
performance from her that could potentially produce her in a different more attractive
way, Mirto finds this inappropriate precisely because of the attractiveness that she
perceives the identification with an English voice to be connected with. In other
words, it is because Mirto experiences the English-sounding accent as foreign,
different and exotic that she chooses, consciously or less consciously, to not perform
in it in the presence of her young male tutor.

A year later, when I followed up the above interview comment in one of our
individual interviews, Mirto gave the following response:

(30) Greek: MirtoII19Jan08n395
I5 “Boyle” "=4 µ%;6"' &( /; ’!"=( /"!"'07 Boyle ((Boyle refers to ‘Boyle’s
law’ in Physics; Greek-sounding accent for both instances of Boyle)), (?/:7
&( µ;? ’!"=" “Boyle” ((more English-sounding accent)) &( µ;? /; ’+(&" %$;
E==!$+,.
(30) English
For example, “Boyle” I most likely would say just Boyle ((Boyle refers to
‘Boyle’s law’ in Physics; Greek-sounding accent for both instances of
Boyle)), whereas he would correct me and say “Boyle” ((more Englishsounding accent)) in other words he would make it sound more English.
It seems that one of the issues causing tension between Mirto and her tutor was indeed
her Greek-sounding as opposed to English-sounding accent in English, which her
tutor seemed keen on hearing from her. Although this is not the point I wish to make
here, this information is important for understanding the role of English among these
adolescents as a language that can make one momentarily become something else.
Christianna reports an experience similar to that of Mirto. In her case, talking English
in an English-sounding accent was somehow a performance that was disabled when
she found herself outside her girlfriends’ group and outside her private English class,
where her private teacher encouraged more native-like performances:

(31) Greek: ChristiannaII18Mar07n31
F'&($ (!!$47 µ"7 ./; V(&/:!( ((Vandolas is the private English teacher’s
surname)) >"& #260, >"& #260 "+"' (&;'=;µ($ /"!"'07, µ$!,0 +($ µ"
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%6;C;6, ((meaning with English-sounding accent)). B"7 ./; µ,-*µ( /0&
E==!$+4&, ./; .5;!"';, >"& µ%;64 &( µ$!@.0 µ" %6;C;6,, >"& #260 >" µ;?
9=('&"$, ;</" 2#0, ><.+;!(. B" /$7 C'!"7 µ;? -( /;?7 +,&0 +($ V6"/(&$+@
%6;C;6,, 2/.$ =$( %!,+(, (!!, +($ %,!$ :/(& "'&($ %$; ,=&0./;$ µ%6;./,
>"& µ%;64 +($ %,!$, >"& #260 =$(/', µ;? 9=('&"$ (?/: /; 506$(/;(==!$+:!
(31) English
It’s different at Vandolas’ classes ((Vandolas is the private English teacher’s
surname)), I don’t know why, I don’t know, there I feel more free, I speak
with accent too ((meaning with English-sounding accent)). During the
English classes at (public) school I can’t speak with accent, I don’t know, it
doesn’t come naturally, neither can I in public, I could barely do that (in
public). With my girlfriends I will put on even a British accent, just for fun,
but again when there are strangers around, again I can’t, I don’t know why, I
speak this villager’s English then!
The word ‘villager’ used above is familiar from its earlier occurrence (cf. here,
Excerpt 21) and its occurrences in Chapter 5 (cf. there, Excerpt 7), where it was
interestingly used as a reference to imaginary peasant or uncouth images of Greeks.
The point was also made in relation to the image of a ‘villager’ and ‘village talk’ that
they might be related to participants’ perceptions of themselves as adolescents living
in a provincial town and speaking a regional dialect. Yet, here, talking in villager’s
English (Excerpt 31), a notion that Mirto’s phrase “village girl” (means) (…) it’s like
hearing a Greek person speaking English (Excerpt 29) also evokes, points, I would
argue, to a way of speaking English with a non-native like accent or more precisely
with a Greek-sounding accent. Not being able to escape a village-like performance in
English in front of strangers or the public school class, an environment where such a
shift was possibly not common, was as Christianna says, barely possible for her.
Based on this, I suggest that it is Christianna’s perception of the native-like English
accent as a feature that could position her as different and therefore more susceptible
to criticism that often prevented her from performing in a native-like way, as she
often did in front of her girlfriends and private English tutor. Here I would add
myself also as a person who possibly made Christianna feel like sounding more
English, as was illustrated by her numerous English-sounding performances examined
in Chapter 5.

A final comment comes from Susan, who also felt disinclined to speak any English at
all in front of her friends. Because her ‘natural’ accent in English sounds native-like,
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unlike the voices of most of her friends, Susan often felt awkward and deliberately
avoided being heard talking in English among the group:

(32) Greek: SusanGI1Apr07n292
3$’ (?/: >" µ;? (62."$ &( µ$!,0 E==!$+,, >*!(>@ :/(& µ;? !2&", #260 ’=0
“%"7 (?/: ./’ E==!$+,,” >"& µ%;64, >*!(>@ "+"'&* /* ./$=µ@ &$4-"$7 (...)
,9;!(, (!!, +($ >" µ’ (62."$ +$:!(7 &( /; >"'5&0, "&4 >"& %$./"<0 :/$
"'&($ +,/$ /; #"506$./:.
(32) English
That’s why I don’t like speaking in English, even when they ask me “say
this in English” I can’t, somehow you feel uncomfortable, and I don’t like to
show it either, because I don’t believe it’s something special.
Susan’s last point, I don’t believe that it’s something special, clearly contradicts my
argument that the English voice constitutes a special attractive linguistic feature
among adolescents in Greece. Seen differently, however, this statement may also
constitute evidence in favour of the claim that contrary to native speakers of a
language:

non-native speakers who have not been socialized in the target culture make
quite different associations, construct different realities from those of
socialized native speakers. Newcomers to the language apprehend the
linguistic system in all its fantastic dimensions: the sounds, the shapes, the
unfamiliar combinations, the odd grammatical structures. And they give
meaning to all […]. (Kramsch, 2006, p. 107)
In other words, in could be said that although for Susan sounding native-like in
English is not something special as this is her ‘natural’ way of speaking English, for
her peers, who are newcomers to the language, a native-like English accent gains a
different, exotic feel.

On the whole, the examples examined in this section are all examples that allow us to
see exactly this mythical dimension that these young people project onto their first
foreign language, English. With the exception of Excerpt 27, the rest of the data
presented above are the interview comments of participants. It may be said that the
mythical dimension of foreign languages in general (cf. previous Section 6.3) and of
English in particular (cf. this section) emerges as a key theme from the analysis of
participants’ linguistic behaviours (e.g. Excerpt 22 and Thalia’s performances in
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German), their reported verbal behaviours (e.g. Excerpt 23 and Panagiota’s Englishsounding performances in front of the mirror; and Excerpts 24 and 25 about
Christianna and Melina’s American English performances) and their interview
statements overall.

Based on my discussion in this and the previous section, it seems that the foreignsounding accent as a whole and the English-sounding accent more specifically carry
for participants a certain symbolic significance that opens up for them possibilities of
identification with imagined communities of foreign speakers. Vangelis’ pleasure in
pronouncing in a French-sounding accent the name Lavoisier (Excerpt 18), Loukas
and Nikos’ obsession with using the phrase quiche lorraine (Excerpt 19), group 2’s
perseverance with repeating random German words that they hear Melina using with
her German mum on the phone (Excerpt 21), Thalia’s crossing into her Germansounding voice when explaining conjugation in German through her example of ich
spiele, du spielst (Excerpt 22), Panagiota’s imitative English performances as a
primary schoolgirl (Excerpt 23), Christianna and Melina’s American-sounding girls’
talk (Excerpts 24, 25) as well as the rest of the supporting interview comments, all
reveal how other-than-Greek voices are seen as attractive, and similarly how speakers
of other languages, and especially English, are exoticised and essentialised.

Kramsch uses the word ‘myths’ to refer to the meanings that non-native learners of
languages give to the sounds, shapes and structures of foreign languages. She argues
that although these myths are stereotypes that exoticise and essentialise the speakers
of these foreign languages, they also “fulfill an important emotional function” for they
enable multi-lingual learners to imagine other realities and subjectivities for
themselves (Kramsch, 2006, p. 107).

Kramsch is pointing to the “performative possibilities” open to non-native speakers
who use foreign words not for their dictionary meanings and informational content,
but for their emotional impact; namely as ciphers, emblems or rituals that evoke
factual or imagined realities (Kramsch, 2006, p. 107). As non-native learners of
English, my participants could also be said to use English as a myth, as a
performance, as a means through which they can construct alternative, ahistorical
realities and imagined subjectivities (Kramsch, 2006). The ways in which such
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imagined realities were played against these adolescents’ local realities are discussed
next through an examination of participants’ practices with local and global music.

6.5 LIVING LOCALLY, PARTICIPATING GLOBALLY
A number of times during fieldwork several participants used the term ‘foreign’ to
mean English. Mirto’s phrase from Excerpt 29 above illustrates this as well. As she
explains why her physics-chemistry tutor did not like her translating the English
physics terms into Greek she says: he doesn’t like that I can’t speak it (English)
whereas I like listening to it (English), because he knows that I listen to foreign music
(…) (cf. here, Excerpt 29).

When I asked Mirto about the foreign music she likes, she offered a number of
examples that included Shakira, Beyonce, Reamonn, James Blunt, Gwen Stefani
and Pink (MirtoII25Mar07n124). Based on these examples, I would argue that
foreign music means for Mirto, as for many other participants, English-language
music or else music with English lyrics.

Taking Mirto’s phrase above as a starting point, my discussion in this section turns to
music in order to examine where these adolescents stand in terms of a global and a
local voice. In particular, I show how despite finding English and English-language
music attractive, a theme established in the previous section, and regardless of
disparaging comments about Greek music, these adolescents still seem to have a kind
of “sentimental attachment” (Canagarajah, 2005, p. 439) to some Greek music, that is,
music that symbolises for them a “local voice” representing local culture (Kramsch,
1999, p. 131). I argue that in spite of the importance of engaging in practices such as
listening to global popular music that help these young people identify with global
culture, developing a local voice through dancing, for example to Greek music, is also
necessary for these people’s acceptance and recognition in the peer group.

Music may then be regarded as one way through which these adolescents straddled
their local and global voices. And it may also be said that music played an important
role in offering them ways of identification and in forming the basis upon which peer
groups were formed. As shown in the first section here, for example, hip-hop played
an important role in Alexis and Thanos’ everyday interactions. Similarly, Greek pop
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music was for Olibia and Thalia a shared taste, while English pop rock and punk rock
were for most group 2 participants common music experiences.

Despite these easy groupings, however, a kind of ambivalence emerged from
participants’ interview comments regarding the music they like and listen to. This
ambivalence is epitomised in Alkistis’ following comments:
(33) Greek: AlkistisII28Mar07n201
E.5;!;<µ($ /6"!, µ" /* µ;?.$+@. R/(& 250 "!"<-"6; 56:&;, µ;?.$+@. G$
:/(& "'µ($ ./; >6:µ; µ" /; mp3 "'µ($ %,&/(, #2&* µ;?.$+@ (...). E+;<0 +$
F!!*&$+, :5$ :µ07 /:.; %;!<. M; "'>;7 %;? (+;<0 "'&($ I?# T(# ((the
name of a Greek rock band)) (...) F!!*&$+@ rock µ;?.$+@, "&4 #2&* (+;<0
:!( /( "'>* pop, rock, metal. B’ (62."$ %,6( %;!<, %,6( %;!< :µ07!
(33) English
Music is one of the things I’m crazy about. Whenever I have some free
time, music, that’s what I do. Whenever I’m walking in the street, I always
listen to foreign music in my mp3 (...). I listen to Greek music, too, but not
much. I listen to Pix Lax ((the name of a Greek rock band)) (…) rock
Greek music, whereas with foreign music I listen to everything, pop, rock,
metal. I really like it, but really really!
Alkistis makes clear here how much she likes foreign or rather English-language
music by emphasising that listening to Greek rock music is for her a kind of marginal
option. Yet a few seconds later she adds:
(34) Greek: AlkistisII28Mar07n202
D/*& /6$@µ"6* %@=(µ" M.(!'+* ((meaning they went to listen to the Greek
pop singer Tsaliki performing live in a bar-club)). N/,#"$ /( .%,.(µ" ./*&
+?6$;!"#'(, >*!(>@ ’&/,#"$! 1".*+4&".($, "'&($, "'&($ ; /6:%;7 ">4 %26(
>$(.+2>(.*7, >"& µ%;6"'7, :/(& -( 9="$7 +($ -( /; +,K"$7, -( >$(.+">,."$7,
-( %(7 ." µ%;?8;<+$( &( /6(=;?>@."$7 F!!*&$+, +($ &( 5;62K"$7
((‘bouzouki’ is a Greek instrument similar to the mandolin; bouzoukia in
plural refers to a type of music)). R/(& %,µ" ." club ’&/,#"$ %('8"$ #2&*
µ;?.$+@, dance %"6$..:/"6;. (...) >*!(>@ (& -"7 &( =!"&/@."$7 µ" /*&
K?5@ .;?, >*!(>@ &( /( .%,."$7 ./*& +?6$;!"#'(, F!!*&$+@ µ;?.$+@
%,&/(! (...) +,&"$7 +2C$ %,6( %;!< µ" /*& F!!*&$+@ µ;?.$+@ (...). F!!*&'>(
"'.($, #26"$7!
(34) English
During the three-day school trip we went to see Tsaliki ((meaning they went
to listen to the Greek pop singer Tsaliki performing live in a bar-club)).
Well, we let loose literally! Your spirits are lifted, it’s, it’s the way of
having fun here, you can’t, when you want to go out and have a spree, party,
you want to go to bouzoukia to sing Greek songs and dance ((‘bouzouki’ is
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a Greek instrument similar to the mandolin; bouzoukia in plural refers to a
type of music)). When we go to a club, then yes there will be foreign
music, mainly dance music. (...) but yes, if you want to enjoy with your
soul, to paint the town red, then always Greek music! (...) you just come to
high spirits with Greek music (...). Besides, you’re Greek, you understand
what I mean!
Alkistis seems to make here a quite strong point. She uses entertainment-related
idioms in Greek, which I admittedly found difficult to render in English, in order to
express the excitement a generic Greek we and you feels when partying with live
Greek music like bouzoukia. The kind of thrill she describes with words such as /+
5'(5+µ% [we broke everything] here rendered as we let loose, C+ /0 3(?%,8 [you will
burn it] translated as you have a spree, &+ "6%&/95%,8 µ% />& ?1:9 501 [to enjoy with
your soul], &+ /+ 5'(5%,8 [to break everything] changed as to paint the town red,
3(&%,8 347, [create a cheerful mood] converted as come to high spirits, sounds like a
typical Greek experience. And the occasion she brings as an example, namely, the
three-day school trip is also a distinctive Greek school occurrence, which senior high
school children associate with partying until morning away from parental
surveillance.

In other words, despite her comments about her love for foreign music, Alkistis
unfolds here a different story according to which if you want to enjoy with your soul,
to paint the town red, then always Greek music and only Greek music will do.
Several participants made similar points, as well. For example, Melina said:

(35) Greek: MelinaGI1Apr07n249
F=4 (+;<0 (%’ :!(. W*!(>@ :/(& -"!0 &( 5(!(64.0 @ &( +!,K0 @ &(
="!,.0 +?6'07 punk pop, E==!$+@, #2&*. R/(& "'µ($ 2#0 =$( +2C$, :!;$
µ(8' #260 ’=0 * %(62(, F!!*&$+,. (…) ./*& "+>6;µ@ "=4, * B?6/4, *
B(6$,&&( +$ @/(& +$ ,!!"7 +;%2!"7 (…) +!"'.(µ" >"+,06; 5;6: (…).
W*!(>@ ,µ( -( 56"$(./4 =$( µ2&( µ:&* µ;? (-( (+;<.0) µ;?.$+@ µ" ./'5;
#260 ’=0 (%($.$:>;#; µ"6$+27 C;627, .( &( µ" +(/(!(9('&"$ (?/: /;
/6(=;<>$, "&4 :/(& "'.($ µ" %(62(, -2!"$7 +($ &( #26"$7 /;?7 ./'5;?7 &(
/;?7 /6(=;?>@."$7, #"7 :%07 /;?7 F!!*&$+;<7 (…) +($ /( F!!*&$+, /(
#26;?& :!;$ 9(.$+,, +($ µ’ (?/, µ%;6"'7 +($ &( /6(=;?>@."$7 +($ &(
5;62K"$7, "&4 µ" +,%;$( E==!$+, >" 5;6"<"$7, µ" punk +$ 2/.$ >" 5;6"<"$7,
#260 ’=0 /.$C/"/2!$, ="&$+47. (…) >*!(>@ (& %,0 2#0 >" -( µ%;6;<.( &’
(+;<.0 punk.
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(35) English
I listen to everything. That is, if I want to relax, to cry or laugh (I listen)
mainly to foreign music, English punk pop. When I’m out and want to
come to high spirits with my friends, then Greek. (…) in the school trip,
myself, Mirto, Marianna and other girls (…) were dancing ten hours nonstop (…). If I need to listen to something on my own, I will listen to music
with pessimistic lyrics sometimes, it’s as if the song can understand me,
whereas when you’re with your friends, you want to know the lyrics too, so
that you sing along, you know, like Greek lyrics (…) and everybody knows
the Greek songs, and you can sing along and you can dance, whereas wtih
some English songs you can’t dance, with punk music for example you
can’t dance, say like you do the bellydance, you know. (...) which means if
I go out, I can’t listen to punk music.
Melina here makes the same comment as Alkistis above, but she draws even more
clearly the distinction between listening to music privately, like listening to music on
an mp3 as Alkistis said, and going out to listen to music, sing and dance with friends.
Mirto talked about listening to English-language music privately too:

(36) Greek: MirtoII25Mar07n124
E+;<0 µ:&; E==!$+, /6(=;<>$(. W*!(>@ %!2;& >" 96'.+0 :/$ +,%;$;
F!!*&$+: /6(=;<>$ (#'8"$ +,%;$;7 &( /’ (+;<"$, >"& ?%,65"$ %;$:/*/(. (...)
µ’ (62."$ ; James Blunt (...) 25"$ /6(=;<>$( 2/.$ !'=; %$; &( +!($7 :/(& /’
(+;<7. (...) "'&($ (&(!:=07, µ%;6"' &( µ’ (62."$ 2&( /6(=;<>$ &( /;
5;6"<0, :%07 "'&($ /*7 Gwen Stefani %;!!, /6(=;<>$( @ /*7 Pink (...).
B%;6"' &( µ" %$,."$ &’ (+;<.0 +$ F!!*&$+,, (&(!:=07. I5 /46( %;?
%@=(µ" /6$@µ"6* +;!!@.(µ" !'=; ./( F!!*&$+,, =$(/' >"& µ%;6"'7 &(
>$(.+">,."$7 µ" E==!$+, /6(=;<>$( (...) ,µ( >" 5;62K"$7 !'=; /.$C/"/2!$!
(36) English
I listen to English songs only. I really don’t find that any Greek song is
worth of listening to, there’s no quality. (…) I like James Blunt (...) he has
songs that make you cry. (…) it depends, I may like a song, like some of
Gwen Stefani’s songs or songs by Pink, and dance (...). But I might even
want to listen to Greek songs sometimes, it depends. For example, now that
we went to a three-day trip with the school we got stuck to Greek music,
because you can’t enjoy yourself with English songs (…) you would want to
dance some bellydance!
Like Nikos, who said that there is no Greek song that can make an impact both in
Greece, but also outside Greece like in the neighbouring Italy, for example
(NikosII22Mar07n96), Mirto did not think highly of Greek music, either. Yet as
Melina reported above (i.e. in Excerpt 35), and as Mirto also admits here, she danced
in Greek rhythms for long hours during the school trip. Christianna, who prior to the
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excursion thought she would resist participating in such kind of dancing that takes
place at bouzoukia clubs, so that she does not encroach on her high artistic standards,
also confessed that she surrendered to bellydancing for some hours during the trip. At
the same time, however, she characterised this fun practice as a parenthesis in her
regular life, a parenthesis necessitated by the school trip (ChristiannaII18Mar07n26).

Two themes emerge from these comments. First, the sub-type of Greek bouzoukia
music that is generally performed live in bouzoukia clubs in Greece, is positioned
here as not particularly high quality music. Although Nikos and Mirto’s comments
appear to unfairly group all Greek music as unworthy, Christianna’s comment
specifically refers to the bouzoukia music played at bouzoukia clubs in Greece.
Indeed this sub-type of modern bouzoukia music, a type of music that evolved from
the highly regarded classical bouzouki music of the 1960s, is now regarded by many,
as Christianna’s comment implies, as a kind of kitsch music. Yet with the exception
of Orestis, one of the sporadic participants, who condemned anything pop and most
youth practices and listened to Greek 4&/%:&> /entechni/ music with Händel’s
‘Messiah’ the only music with English lyrics that he listened to
(OrestisII24Jan07n107), all other participants mentioned they had fun, especially
during school trips, with Greek bouzoukia music.

In other words, although English is regarded as attractive (cf. here, Section 6.4) and
although English-language music is regarded more highly, Greek music seems to be
for these adolescents the music which they can enjoy with their souls with their
friends. It may be said that on the one hand, these young people feel the urge to
develop a more global voice representing global culture (Kramsch, 1999) through
practices such as listening to English-language pop music. But it may also be said
that they seem keen on maintaining a local voice, a voice that represents the local
culture (Kramsch, 1999), through engaging in peer practices like partying until
morning with Greek kitsch music. However exotic English may be, these people then
still exhibit a kind of emotional attachment to Greek language and culture, and a need
for a legitimate local voice, even as a parenthesis in their lives, as Christianna says.
Without this kind of local engagement, acceptance and recognition in the local
context among peers must be hard, as it was for Orestis who seemed to have barely
any friends, except through his mother’s acquaintances.
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The second theme revealed by participants’ comments earlier is related to what I call
private and public voice. Although the two terms are sometimes taken as
synonymous with local and global voice respectively (cf. Kramsch, 1999, p. 131),
here I use them in a more literal sense to refer to private versus public modes of
expression.

Thus, listening to English-language music in particular was for these adolescents and
most of group 2 participants a practice they engaged in alone, when for example
walking in the street with an mp3 or at home. ‘Playhouse’ café, where these
participants used to hang out, played exclusively English-language music and in this
sense it is plausible to say that English was definitely also a public practice for them.
Yet the distinction I wish to draw is between the kind of emotional private
engagement with English through music that Melina (cf. Excerpt 35) and Mirto (cf.
Excerpt 36) talked about, and the dancing in Greek music in public. In particular,
English-language music was said to be the music that made them relax, cry or laugh
privately, whereas Greek music was reported as the music with which they were able
to come to high spirits publicly.

This is an interesting dynamic that becomes more meaningful in perspective with
other participants’ practices. Blerta for example said that although she listens to
Greek bouzoukia music as Katerina, her best friend does, she finds personal meaning
in English-language rock music such as Scorpions, Whitesnake, 3 Doors Down and
Anastasia:

(37) Greek: BlertaGI26Mar07n5
N($ +$ "=4 /’ (+;<0 %;!< (/( µ%;?8;<+$(), (!!, 250 µ$( >$,-".* %6;7 /*
rock µ;?.$+*. E?/, "'&($ /’ (=(%*µ2&( µ;? (...). F+"' %26( µ%;64 &( 960
;/$>@%;/" "'>;7 /6(=;?>$;<, (&,!;=( µ" /; (& "'µ($ ./"&;506*µ2&* @
5(6;<µ"&*. H50 96"$ "+"' %26( /; &:*µ, µ;?, (?/: µ’ (62."$.
(37) English
Well yes, I listen a lot to this music (bouzoukia) too, but I have a preference
for rock music. Mhis is my favourite (…). I can find there whatever song I
want for when I feel sad or happy. I’ve found personal meaning there, I like
it.
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Similarly, Panagiota reported that she mostly likes Greek rock music, but she also
mentioned she prefers to listen to English-language pop music at home, because

(38) Greek: PanagiotaGI10Feb07n78
µ" /*& F!!*&$+@, -2!"$7 >" -2!"$7, -( ./"&;506*-"'7 =$( +,/$, -(
+(K;?6"?/"'7, "&4 ./*& #2&* µ;?.$+@ >"& /( +(/(!(9('&"$7 +$ :!( +($
#"5&$2.($.
(38) English
with Greek music, whether you want it or not, you will become sad,
emotional, whereas with foreign music you don’t always understand the
lyrics, so you tend to forget about things.
On the contrary, Olibia, Thalia and Katerina all mentioned they listened almost
predominantly to Greek music: Olibia liked Greek pop, like Anna Vissi, Sakis Rouvas
and Michalis Chadzigiannis (OlibiaII11Mar07n188); the latter was Thalia’s preferred
one, too, as I could notice myself when I visited her bedroom, where posters of him as
well as of Anna Vissi were hanging all over her side of the wall
(ThaliaFN27Feb07n173). Greek ‘laïka’ was also a type she liked a lot, as did
Katerina too, who used the phrase kitsch Greek music to describe it
(KaterinaGI26Mar07n4).

Despite these favourites, however, which were mostly the music they listened to
alone, they all said of course they listened to some English-language music especially
in public. Olibia and Thalia’s account is interesting in this regard. Thalia’s comment
in particular is intriguing as it reveals what I mentioned earlier, namely, an emotional
attachment to Greek music and therefore culture. Despite admitting that in the past
she listened a lot to Evanescence, Red Hot Chili Peppers and Him, she also made
clear that she did not like foreign music anymore, as it did not have for her the
uplifting capacity that Greek music had:

(39) Greek: G1GI10Feb07n79
Olibia: "&/,#"$ %"6$..:/"6; µ’ (62.;?& /( F!!*&$+,, (7 %;<µ" :/(& -(
9=0 2#0 (...) %$; 06('( /( F!!*&$+,. E!!, ,µ( µ’ (62."$ +$ 2&( #2&;
+;µµ,/$, -( /’ (+;<.0 +($ µ:&* µ;? (…) +($ 2#0 (…). E7 %;<µ" :5$
"%"$>@ /46( 29(!" #2&(, "=4 -( +,/.0 +,/0,
Thalia: "=4 %,!$ 2/.$ +,&0. W"& #260 K?5;%!(+4&;µ($ µ’ (?/,, >"& #260
>" µ’ (62.;?& +(-:!;?. F&4 :/(& 9,8;?& F!!*&$+,, 6" %($>$,, >"& #260,
+,/$ µ" %$,&"$ ">4 %26( +($ µ’ (&;'="$ * >$,-".*! ((touching her chest;
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enthusiastically))
(39) English
Olibia: well yes I like Greek more, for example, when we go out (…) Greek
is more fun to listen to. But if I like a foreign song, I will listen to it alone
(…) or somewhere else in public (…). For example, I won’t say because
now they started playing foreign music, I will therefore sit down ((meaning
stop dancing)),
Thalia: whereas myself that’s what I do. I don’t know I get depressed with
these songs (foreign songs), I don’t know I don’t like them at all. But when
they play Greek music, I don’t know, you guys, but I feel something in here
and I cheer up! ((touching her chest; enthusiastically))

All in all, I would say that even though for Panagiota and Blerta listening to Englishlanguage music was a private practice, as it was for the sporadic participants except
for Orestis, most group 2 participants and Alexis and Thanos, for other participants,
such as Olibia, Thalia and Katerina, English-language music was something they
experienced mostly in public, sometimes, even as an inevitability. In relation to this,
it may be said that all participants juggled the local and the global through either their
private or a public practices. To put it differently, although for some participants
attachment was surely local, whereas participation could be global, all participants
exhibited the need to participate both locally and globally through engaging in
practices and expressing themselves in ways that would make them accepted among
the peer group.

There were, however, participants who straddled their local and global voices in more
powerful ways which, I argue, reveal that these young people have to an extent
managed “to develop the critical distance necessary for them to develop both an
enhanced private mode of expression and a public, questioning voice in a global
world” (Kramsch, 1999, p. 131). Christianna and most group 2 participants, Alexis,
Thanos and Blerta for whom local also included her Albanian voice and culture,
seemed to be better equipped with both voices and roles than for example Olibia,
Thalia or Katerina whose practices and ways of expression remained for the most part
local.

Christianna’s exposure to knowledges and practices, for instance, sounded so vast that
it is hard to imagine her not able to meet both local needs and global challenges in the
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future. Her readings in both English and Greek covered Mikhail Bakunin, Alexander
Pushkin, Edgar Allan Poe, Bernard Shaw, Umberto Eco, Shakespeare, John Donne as
well as Harry Potter, The Adventures of Asterix and Donald Duck. Her favourite
films included Duck Soup, Rodriguez and Tarantino’s double feature Grindhouse,
Monty Python’s Life of Brian, La vita è bella, Porcile and The Decameron by Pier
Pasolini, most of Alfred Hitchcock’s films and Henry Selick’s The Nightmare before
Christmas. Her musical tastes embraced jazz, classical, punk and some of her
favourite groups were The Who, Pink Floyd (before Syd Barett’s departure), Sex
Pistols, The Clash, Reamonn and New York Dolls.

Thus, Christianna’s opening up to the world and knowledge outside her home city,
but also her participation, even parenthetically, as she might say, in the local culture
and practices, seem to have endowed her with a certain ‘cultural capital’ (Bourdieu,
1984) which may help her further develop her potential locally and in a world
dominated by the global spread of English. Her ability to speak fluently and promptly
in English was demonstrated in the previous chapter, whereas here she was shown to
use American English playfully and with irony (cf. Excerpt 25) and to participate in
fun practices that are taken to be synonymous with being Greek in modern Greece. In
other words, like Alexis and Thanos, she has been shown as able to cross into the
global culture without losing the local voice that makes her accepted in her peer
group.

Canagarajah says that it is not the case “that language affiliations don’t matter
anymore as identities are hybrid, socially constructed and changing.” He warns that
we must not forget that ethnic identity and mother tongue affiliation are attachments
that “have value for local people despite the changes and complexification of their
identity through history.” Hybridity, he concludes, “doesn’t nullify the
languages/identities involved in the mix. Some components of this hybrid complex
apparently have greater relevance and social importance for the communities
concerned” (Canagarajah, 2005, p. 439).

To paraphrase him, I may say here that it is not the case that affiliations with Greek
language and culture do not matter because the English language feels more attractive
among these participants. The data of the previous section has shown that English is
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indeed desired by these adolescents. Yet from the data in this section we also see that
Greek language and Greek culture still hold a great level of importance for these
young people. The attractiveness of the foreign in general and of English in
particular, in other words, does not nullify the emotional attachment to Greek
language and culture, including Greek music and entertainment practices. Besides, in
order to be acknowledged within the peer group, and also in order to be ready for both
local and global needs, what is needed is an effective way of bestriding both local and
global demands, imperatives and voices.

~~~

With reference to participants’ interview comments and imitative performances in
English, I have argued two main points in this chapter. The first is that the mimetic
use of English by both male and female participants creates the potential for these
adolescents to momentarily become and behave like something else through sounding
different. Their imitative linguistic practices in French, German, but mainly English
can be seen as opening up for them possibilities of identification with new desired
subjectivities and imagined communities of foreign, predominantly English, users. In
relation to this, I have also argued that however attractive a foreign-like and most
importantly an English-like voice and self may be, these adolescents still need to
speak a local voice representing local culture in order to be acknowledged and
respected among their peer group. With this realisation in mind, the chapter has on
the whole put forward an understanding of English as a myth, as having the
performative power to bring into being alternative realities and subjectivities. This
perspective is revisited in the last implications chapter which argues for an English
language pedagogy in Greece that should aim at capitalising on learners’ potential to
imagine the linguistic system of English in all its fantastic dimensions.
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[i]n other words, they are vernacularizing - or Tamilizing - English!
Canagarajah, 2005, p. 440

This last analysis chapter continues to address the thesis question, namely, what
participants’ engagement with English is and what identity meanings emerge in the
ways these youths recycle their first foreign language among themselves. In order to
describe the practices with English analysed here, I borrow Rampton’s concept about
how a “fairly thin linguistic diet” in the foreign tongue can be reconstituted through
performance (Rampton, 1999a, p. 499) and I similarly draw on Seargeant’s use of the
term “ornamental use” of English (Seargeant, 2005, p. 315).

In the first section I define these two notions and introduce the argument that
participants’ thin, ornamental, unspectacular yet pragmatically appropriate switches to
English are reconstituted through performance, thus enabling them to position
themselves in favourable ways among their peers. In the second section, I examine a
male participant’s use of English in a notebook, on his schoolbag and on a wall, and
show how his emblematic use of certain English words with a global appeal positions
him in particular youth and rebelliousness-related ways. In the third section, divided
into six sub-sections, I offer some background information about participants’ relation
to the Internet and define the notion of ‘Greeklish’ as Hellenised English and as an
osmotic process involved in identity work. I focus on instances from some female
participants’ online chat language and show how their hybridised English language
use functions as a resource through which these adolescents can negotiate
membership in different online chat groups, thus also variably claiming for
themselves identity meanings that are associated with youth, coolness,
contemporariness and sexuality. The fourth section takes some of these identity
discourses further. The first sub-section focuses on only ‘girls’ English,’ by looking
inside some of the female participants’ diaries and schoolbooks and at photographs of
their schoolbags and hands, thus discerning these girls’ somewhat more genderspecific ways of constructing young and hip identities. The second sub-section
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analyses brief but profoundly performative instances where simple English items slip
into participants’ speech, creating once again an accumulative effect of youth and hiprelated identity meanings. The final section draws on previous sections to warn
against an overemphasis on such ‘orate’ (i.e. simple forms of written and oral
language) (cf. Kramsch, 1993, p. 114; Widdowson, 1991) forms of English as the
ones examined in the whole chapter. It addresses the dilemma that although it is
important not to underestimate the performative power of teenagers’ ‘ornamental’
(Seargeant, 2005) performances in English in Greece, it is equally significant to stress
that future socioeconomic success for these young people cannot rely on informal
forms of communication alone. Based on this, a more complex picture of English
language pedagogy in Greece is envisaged; one that can incorporate through critical
literacy more literate forms of English language use, while still capitalising on the
learners’ social and identity potential that is opened up through their use of more
idiosyncratic forms of English within the peer group locally. Such a pedagogical
perspective is discussed in more detail in the final implications chapter.

7.1 ORNAMENTAL LANGUAGE MIXING
In his account of the impromptu use of German among adolescents in a multi-lingual
school in inner London, Rampton comments that the pupils in different ways and to
different degrees “took a fairly thin linguistic diet and reconstituted it through
performance in Bauman’s sense” (Rampton, 1999a, p. 499, bold in original). He
further explains this as a language practice during which these youngsters defected to
the ludic and aesthetic modalities of the school’s foreign language in order to more
freely “play with the outer surface of the code” (Rampton, 1999a, p. 499) and re-key
their talk “for the enhancement of experience” (Bauman, 1986, p. 3), for
supplementing for instance “the ordinary functioning of speech with a hint of
playfulness” (Rampton, 1999a, p. 497).

Seargeant (Seargeant, 2005) on the other hand, discusses the way English operates in
Japan through the lens of ‘glocalisation’ (Robertson, 1995) and notes that there are
two main ways in which English is absorbed into Japanese society, namely, through
loanwords and through its emblematic or ornamental use in advertising, the media,
and popular culture. He characterises English loanwords in Japan as “an exemplar of
the way local cultures can refashion foreign influence to produce something unique”
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(Seargeant, 2005, p. 315). Similarly, he says of the use of English words and phrases
on advertisements, clothes and pop culture artefacts that it utilises “merely the visual
shell of the words” and that it is primarily for “ornamental effect,” for “its general
cultural connotations rather than its specific denotation” (Seargeant, 2005, p. 316).
With regard to such uses of ornamental English in Japan, he adds that their meaning is
usually not decipherable by the general public and often even causes “a defamiliarised
bewilderment in English-speaking spectators” (Seargeant, 2005, p. 316).

He also makes clear, however, that this kind of English in Japan functions as an
“expressive tool” (Seargeant, 2005, p. 316), while the loanword in general is often
subject to a process of nativisation which results in what can be characterised as no
longer English, but established artefacts of Japanese culture. He concludes that such
processes of the absorption of English in Japan can be seen as stylistic resources for
poetic expression as well as resources through which Japanese people can express
their attitude and relation to the global, while at the same time “reinventing the
uniqueness of their own culture” (Seargeant, 2005, p. 318).

Although the majority of my excerpts in this chapter do make sense even to a wider
audience, as opposed to Seargeant’s ornamental English in Japan, and even though the
spontaneous use of German among adolescents in the London city school that
Rampton examined seems closer to what my participants are shown to be doing with
English here, I find the notion of ornamentalism useful. First, because it is a useful
term to distinguish the practices that are presented in the following pages from the
playful-creative and imitative practices of the previous two chapters. Second, because
it points to an alternative understanding of English as a language which enters “a local
social-semiotic economy” and offers “opportunities for localizing transnational
indexicalities” (Blommaert, 2005b, p. 410), thus acquiring a quite autonomous
existence serving local people’s needs.

In other words, I see the concept of ornamentalism as an additional prism through
which to approach processes of “relocation” and “semiotic opportunity” (Blommaert,
2005b, p. 408), of local appropriation, the pluralisation of English, the complication
of its power and ownership and the agency of people in negotiating languages and
power in their favour (Canagarajah, 2005, p. 440).
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Approached from this perspective, the use of English in the data that is presented here
can be seen as English that has gone through a process of nativisation, not so much in
the sense that these uses make no sense to other English speakers, but in the sense that
participants make this English fit their own needs and “ethos” (Canagarajah, 2005, p.
440), thus mobilising this global language as a resource for identity construction
among their peers. In that sense, it could also be said that despite their ‘thinness’ or
‘ornamental’ function, these English instances in Greek are still performative, as
participants reconstitute themselves anew through the performance of such hybridised
English; of an English that is only semi-integrated into Greek and has for this reason a
different feel and power among groups of young people.

All in all, in this final analysis chapter I draw on Rampton’s work and extend
Seargeant’s ornamentalism by adding to the visual effects of the ornamental use of
English, the identity effects involved in such emblematic uses. Although I am aware
that in a sense all the use of English by my participants in this thesis is somehow
ornamental, I have tried to divide participants’ practices into the three categories,
creative and playful, imitative, and osmostic and ornamental, primarily for analysis
organisation purposes. For this reason, I intend to focus here mainly on instances
where English can be said to have crept into participants’ Greek, or where participants
dip into English effortlessly and almost inevitably but in an integrated and hybridised
way that reveals their “syncretic appropriation” (Pennycook, 2001, p. 9, note 1) of this
global language; their deployment, in other words, of a linguistic resource “whose
values have been relocated from a transnational to a national set of indexicalities”
(Blommaert, 2005b, p. 405).

I foreground how participants construct identities through engaging in ornamental
language use and ornamental language mixing, namely, the mixing (hence the title
‘osmosis’) of Greek and ornamental English. In particular, I intend to show how
participants’ “unspectacular” but “pragmatically appropriate” (Rampton, 1999a, pp.
487, 490) switches to English get reconstituted through performance, thus
contributing to the positioning or performing of the self in certain ways. In other
words, I wish to show how participants are still producing something more and
something new, even when they use English more for its “outer surface” in order to
“adorn” (Rampton, 1999a, p. 499) their predominantly Greek speech.
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The result of this addition of English to Greek can be seen as a whole that is greater
than the sum of its parts, that is, not as ‘English plus Greek,’ but rather as a hybridised
form of language, a kind of polylingual languaging (Jørgensen, 2008) or an
heteroglossia (Bakhtin, 1981; Rampton, 1999a), which opens up alternative ways of
being young, rebellious, cool and hip. With the exception of the rebellious identity
meanings that feature in the section that follows, constructing young, cool and hip
identities are themes that run throughout the whole chapter.

7.2 THE YOUNG AND THE REBELLIOUS
A couple of times during fieldwork, participants engaged in fervent conversations
about politics, and in particular about the government in Greece at the time of the
research and the burning educational issues concerning students’ prolonged sit-ins in
schools. In the course of those conversations most participants exhibited what can be
characterised as a dissident character through their criticisms of the political status
quo including people’s allegiance to one or other of the two most influential political
parties in Greece. It was striking how the majority of participants aligned themselves
with leftist political convictions, often despite their family’s different political
orientation.

Nikos explained this as having to do with being young. He did not only see the
tendency to question the status quo as confined to young people, but he also attributed
even the inclination towards leftist politics to youths (NikosII22Mar07n95). At the
same time, however he said:

(1) Greek: NikosII22Mar07n107
V29($( "'µ($ +(/, /;? C(.$.µ;< (...). E!!, /"'&0 07 &2;7 %6;7 /*&
(6$./"6,. R!;$. H5;?µ" %6;.>;+'"7 &’ (!!,#;?µ" +$ (?/, (...). I(6:!;
:/$ %$./"<;?µ" :/$ -, ’%6"%" &( %,µ" ." µ'( %;6"'( =$( /*& %($>"'(, >"&
%*=('&;?µ", =$(/' C;9:µ(./", (7 %;<µ", &( µ* µ(7 5(6(+/*6'.;?&" 07
(6$./"6;<7, (7 %;<µ".
(1) English
It goes without saying that I’m against fascism (...). But as a young person I
have a tendency towards the left. Ell of us. We have the expectation to
change things, you know what I mean (...). Although we do believe we
should participate in the demonstrations (for a better education in Greece),
we don’t actually go, out of fear that we might get stigmatised as leftists, for
example.
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In this excerpt, Nikos acknowledges that as a young person he, as all of his friends, is
predisposed towards left-wing politics. Yet he also reports that he feels
uncomfortable acting like a leftist in public. This was in strong contrast to Thanos’
practices. The latter had no reservations about advocating anarchism and proclaimed
himself a devoted leftist with a similar family history. He likewise never hesitated to
participate in all kinds of demonstrations such as protests against racism towards
minority Greek groups in Albania or walkouts for educational matters. To my
knowledge, he was also the only participant who was taking part actively in the sit-ins
at school. As he said, he was spending his nights there playing cards, playstation and
smoking narghile (also known as shisha) and grass with other students
(ThanosFN13Mar07n189). Despite his general tendency to exaggerate his stories
about his involvement in such rebellious public behaviour, Thanos offered on the
whole quite honest accounts. And I myself had plenty of opportunity to somehow
‘triangulate’ his information during fieldwork.

Once for example I walked side by side with him during a local march (see Figure 7.1
of a local yet different march) to protest against proposed legislation for education
and heard him shouting political slogans (ThanosFN15Mar07n75). Thus, without
wishing to undermine the more covert revolutionary youth spirit of others, such as
Nikos for instance, in this chapter I focus on Thanos’ overt rebelliousness expressed
through the means of English during the first phase of the research in 2007. Although
my follow-up research phase in 2008 found that Thanos was, a year later, no longer
loyal to revolutionary beliefs (cf. Chapter 4, Sub-section 4.5.3), my analysis below
looks at his 2007 rebellious texts and shows not only that youth and rebelliousness
can be connected, as Nikos’ comments above asserted, but also that English, too, can
be a part of this interconnectivity.
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Figure 7.1: Protest march through one of the city’s main roads in February 2007

The first written text by Thanos to be examined here is a note he wrote in my
presence during a Friday evening out in the bar ‘Lemon’ (see Figure 7.2) after the
group’s classes at ‘frondistirio.’

Figure 7.2: Café-bar ‘Lemon’

The meeting had been arranged between Thanos and myself but all three boys, Alexis,
Pandelis and Thanos, had set the conditions. I could go out with them with the
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proviso that I would not bring the iPod with me. Blerta and Katerina were brought
along as well for the first time. It was due to their presence that the group atmosphere
became that night more lively and in a way flirtatious. In the absence of the
technological convenience of the iPod, my use of my field notebook for jotting down
participants’ phrases attracted their attention. As a result, Thanos first and then Blerta
and Katerina borrowed my notebook to write or draw things for me. Thanos first
drew what he called tribal, namely a kind of tribal tattoo design. Then Blerta offered
another rival design and Thanos then produced the following text with the English
phrase REVOLUTION NOW aligned in the centre of the bottom of page:

(2) ThanosPH23Feb07n31

On a surface level, REVOLUTION NOW and the anarchy symbol in the middle may
be thought of as formulaic language, ready-made symbols that ‘naturally’ fit into the
rest of the slogans in Greek, that is, DEATH TO FASCISTS (on the left) and
ANARCHY (on the right). Despite their superficial naturalness, they still serve as
discursive resources, as distinctive signs of Thanos’ social identity and cultural image.
In other words, they still function in a different way to the Greek, equally political and
forceful mottos, by virtue of their ability to invoke a set of more global images. By
choosing to situate the anarchy sign in the middle of the page and REVOLUTION
NOW right at the end as a kind of signing off act for his brief political manifesto,
Thanos consciously or unconsciously, naturally or less naturally styles himself as a
local rebellious youth with a more global voice. REVOLUTION NOW is as
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rebellious as anything else on this page, yet because of its English script, it may be
said to constitute a more global non-compliant act, a call that needs to be extended to
an imaginary audience beyond.

Excerpt 3 below is a very similar anti-conformist act and identity resource:

(3) ThanosPH13Mar07n30

The text comes from Thanos’ notebook, the one he carries at ‘frondistirio’ classes.
The anarchy symbol is again at the centre of the page surrounded by Greek and
English radical mottos, while it also reappears in smaller size right at the end.
Together with ANTI-NAZI (on the left of the anarchy symbol) antifa and CHE, it
invokes here global revolutionary images. The words are all written with Latin (or
English) characters and in shortened forms. Although they all entered English from
other languages, it may be said that they all have in a sense become not only English,
but also universal symbols among certain non-conventional youth groups. ANTINAZI for ‘anti-nazism,’ antifa, abridged for ‘anti-fascism’ and CHE for ‘Che
Guevara’ are no doubt not merely naturalised linguistic hybrids employed among
Greek, but more significantly worldwide revolutionary linguistic acts.
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A different kind of act, namely in the form of a sign and in particular of Wu-Tang
Clan’s sign (top left corner) also attracts attention here. The image is a reminder of
Thanos’ affiliation with the gangsta rap culture (cf. Chapter 6, Sub-section 6.1.1) and
in a way serves to complete the picture of his rebellious profile presented on the page.

The next text comes from a quite different data source but it still indexes defiance and
rebelliousness. Excerpt 4 is a photograph of one of the walls of the Philharmonic
School in Ioannina, situated at the edge of a tiny park in the centre of the city. Thanos
took me there to show me what, by his account, had been written by him on that wall.

(4) ThanosPH13Mar07n25

At first glance, what is striking about this graffiti is possibly its disorderly but multilingual character. Indecipherable tags, homophones such as 2 (to) and 4 (for) and
spray-painted slogans in Greek, English and Italian (i.e. BATTAGLIA [battle]) are
blended together to cover the façade of the public building. Although this writing is
not an example of the more flamboyant type of modern graffiti that includes tags (i.e.
graffiti writers’ adopted calligraphic names) and pieces (i.e. larger and more elaborate
forms of tags), it can still be characterised as a kind of traditional graffiti. Like the
more stylistic tags and pieces of the young graffiti writers examined by Nancy
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Macdonald (2001) in her ethnography in London and New York, these unruly
writings contribute, I suggest, to the construction of rebellious identity. To explicate
this, I focus on some of the foreign language messages that Thanos said he wrote
himself on this city wall. In particular, I look at the phrases 2.DIE.4, choose life; and
the words BATTAGLIA, written more stylistically or cryptographically, and ARMY.

Interestingly enough, the two messages choose life and 2.DIE.4 are in a kind of
dialogic relationship. On the one hand, they invoke the conflicting but
complementary notions of life and death, respectively. On the other hand, it seems as
if the same author, supposedly Thanos, has created a public dialogue between himself
and passers-by about life, death and, I argue, revolution, through juxtaposing the two
messages on the same wall. If judged according to graffiti rules, choose life should
be the final say, as it is placed above rather than below 2.DIE.4. No matter which
was the first and which the second turn, however, both messages invoke images of
male toughness and similarly serve to produce in public what it might mean to be
young, male and rebellious. In particular, 2.DIE.4 brings to mind images of men
fighting for a worthy cause, which may even be their favourite football team, such as
EFGH, written on the wall several times. choose life recalls pictures of young people
determined to raise their voices against any form of oppressive social regime under
which life could be death.

At the same time, however, the English script of the two messages as well as the use
of 2 and 4 instead of the English words ‘to’ and ‘for’ respectively, add to these
slogans a taste of the modern, the global and the cool. As the messages in themselves
are quite revolutionary, the role of English may be seen as ornamental, but still
performative. For language choice is here not arbitrary or neutral. Rather, English
becomes in this case a form of slang in linguistic terms; that is, a form of colloquial
language often associated with youth groups including socially marginalised
subcultures (Bucholtz, 2007). As such, English can be said to operate as an additional
semiotic tool for identity work since it becomes one more way through which Thanos
is able to present his revolutionary ideals in a more forceful way; through which he
can gain respect and recognition among graffiti peers and outsiders; and finally
through which he can build a cool young image.
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Similar identity claims are opened up by Thanos’ two other texts, namely
BATTAGLIA and ARMY. Here, however, an additional dimension comes to the fore.
I argue that the unclear spray-painted BATTAGLIA as well as the quite calligraphic
ARMY, with what seems like a murky variation of the communist ‘hammer and
sickle’ placed right next to the capital A of ARMY, also reposition Thanos as a hiphop local rebel by means of the connections of these words to hip-hop culture.
ARMY, for example, constitutes a term that is often used in the title of hip-hop
groups, sometimes even accompanied by thematically related images (e.g. a picture of
a tank). According to Thanos, this instance of the word here refers to ‘hip-hop army,’
an alternative notion to ‘military army.’ BATTAGLIA, Italian for ‘battle,’ was the
name of an underground local hip-hop group. Both ARMY and BATTAGLIA aimed,
as Thanos argued, to raise awareness among people and initiate a real revolution
against the established status quo. Brotherhood was also an alternative name Thanos
used for BATTAGLIA (G3RI16Feb07n35), about which he gave me some more
information, but he asked me not to disclose, as that could be dangerous
(G3RI16Feb07n37).

Thanos’ account of his writings on the wall the day the photo was taken yielded no
more information. I may say that Thanos was more interested that evening in talking
to me about politics, his devotion to the left, the sub-groups within it and the
challenges his family was facing at the time, as a result of their leftist political
leanings under the then right wing government. Nonetheless, I believe that the above
information is still sufficient grounds on which to base an argument in support of the
rebellious connotations that all four messages can be seen to carry; and in support of
their potential effects, namely, the opening up for Thanos of alternative ways of
anonymously presenting himself to himself, to graffiti peers and the public.

Beyond working as supportive evidence for such arguments, however, Thanos’ partial
explanation of his slogans should also be seen as indicative of the private and illegal
nature of the act of writing on urban walls. Macdonald emphasises this when she says
that graffiti writing “sits quietly in the background of our everyday lives – recognised,
but rarely understood” (Macdonald, 2006, p. 293). For, as she further explains,
although street graffiti is often highly visible, its meaning, significance and overall
symbolic language tend to remain private to the sub-group and often threatening to
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outsiders. Yet, as she concludes, this can make graffiti writing even more exciting,
just as its illegality and the risks ensuing from it for a young graffiti writer add to
what is seen as the ‘buzz’ of the street art.

All in all, the linguistic resources Thanos has been shown to mobilise here, although
similarly integrated within the Greek language, as are most of the English loans
examined in the following sections, are still quite distinctive ways of constructing
young, rebellious and cool identities in the local context. Simply put, there is a
rebelliousness here that is also expressed through English and this needs to be
accounted for.

With regard to the act of writing on a wall in particular, I would argue that as a
practice it is more politicised linguistic behaviour than the act of using language that
is hip, as is presented next. As has been pointed out (cf. Blume, 1985; Nwoye, 1993)
writing on a wall is of an intrinsically socio-politically oppositional nature and this
needs to be taken into account in this chapter where such diverse linguistic practices
are examined together under the rubric of ornamental English in Greece.

In relation to this, two more points need to be made. First, as Macdonald
(Macdonald, 2001) points out, although the practice of graffiti enables mainly young
men to sculpt and bring to life a whole new identity, there is still a noticeable
prevalence of masculine narratives of strength, power and control. In Thanos’ case,
the writing of revolutionary messages in English in his notebook and on the city walls
reveals in a sense how he is somehow himself ensnared within the masculine
discourses of hip-hop and graffiti culture. Second, although this rebelliousness is
related to youth coolness expressed through the global means of English, it still needs
to be understood as not universally accepted by peers. Blerta and Katerina, for
instance as well as Thalia from group 1, all expressed at different times their
disapproval of Thanos’ politicised behaviour in general. Blerta and Katerina even
asked me at some point to meet them separately for the research, as they did not want
to be seen to hang out with Thanos a lot.

Such revelations point to an important understanding with regard to local practices;
namely, that even within the same local context and sometimes even within the same
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peer group, there are different ways of indexing youth and coolness through the same
medium of English. Social groups are unpredictably versatile organisms and although
membership in the group is important, stylistic choices and identity claims are still
subject to questioning, disapproval or ratification. Whereas for some participants, for
example, what is presented next (i.e. in Sub-section 7.3.6) was an unworthy act, for
others it was a particular way of acting young through engaging in the use of an
online jargon that includes global linguistic trends from English.

7.3 HYBRIDITY IN ONLINE CONVERSATIONS
E!!, (?/: %;? +,&"$ * L,!"$( ‘+;?!/;<6(’ !2="/($? E?/: >"& "'&($
+;?!/;<6(. H5"$7 >$(9,."$, 25"$7 >"$ /$ =6,C;?&", #26"$7 =$(/' µ$!,7?
[And do you call this thing that Thalia does ‘culture?’ That’s not culture.
Have you read, have you seen what they write? Do you know what
you’re talking about?] (ZoiFN3Feb07n23).
This was Zoi’s reaction to my characterisation of Thalia’s engagement in online
chatting with strangers as a youth cultural practice. Her comment indirectly reaffirms
my observation above about youth practices not being universal. Online chatting with
strangers was a common leisure activity for Thalia during the first phase of the
research, but for her friend Zoi (a girl who did not participate in the research in a
formal way but with whom I spent some time during my fieldwork with group 1), it
was a kind of shameful practice during which ‘unsayable’ things were often
expressed.

Some of these ‘unsayables’ are discussed in the sixth sub-section here, whereas two of
group 2’s online interactions as well as some of their msn ‘personalised comments’
constitute the focus of analysis in the fourth and fifth sub-sections respectively.
Before presenting such data, however, it is important to discuss two more things: first,
participants’ relation with the Internet as a whole (cf. here, Sub-section 7.3.1), and
second, ‘Greeklish,’ a notion which I wish to redefine here (cf. here, Sub-section
7.3.2).

7.3.1 Participants and web-based practices
Despite an increasing pervasiveness of the Internet in adolescents’ lives in Greece, a
number of participants reported having limited digital literacy skills. None of my
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participants were, for example, familiar with one particular digitised form of youth
sociality, namely, weblogging. Few had an email account, and those group 2
participants who did have one used it rarely. Some, Alexis for example, mentioned
that he once created his own personal home page on the Internet which he did not,
however, maintain for long. A few participants did not even have a computer at
home, and many also expressed the view that computer-mediated communication
means, such as email and online chatting, were not ‘their thing’ as face-to-face
contact in the small city of Ioannina was easier and more meaningful to them.

Such lack of extensive experience with online culture among my participants can,
however, be explained on several grounds: first, the geographic specifics of Ioannina
and larger phenomena such as Greece’s transition towards ‘an information society’
that is under progress (Mitsikopoulou & Tzanne, 2006); second and in relation, on the
grounds that it has probably been just a little over a decade since initiatives were
taken by the Greek Government and the European Union to upgrade the country’s
technological structure in education, government and business (Mitsikopoulou, 2007);
and third, because of a more general tendency among Greeks to prefer to go through
human channels first to obtain information or for help, and to value the cultural web
of their family and friends more than the Internet (cf. Dragona & Handa, 2000).

The lack of extensive familiarity with the technological world of computers
notwithstanding, engaging in online chatting was still a common practice for some
participants. Research (cf. Boneva, Quinn, Kraut, Kiesler, & Shklovski, 2006)
elsewhere (i.e. in America) has indeed shown that using the Internet for socialcommunication purposes such as communicating with friends and speaking with new
people is more favoured by adolescents than are instrumental uses of the Internet
associated with school work. Instant messages (IM), in particular, have similarly
been shown to be the most popular communication modality among adolescent
groups.

With regard to the adolescents in my study, group 2 participants, most of whom also
had an account with the social networking website of Hi5, spent a lot of time late in
the evening instant messaging each other through msn (messenger), an instant
messaging client created by Microsoft (also now known as Windows Live
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Messenger). At the same time some of group 1 participants, such as Thalia and to a
lesser extent Olibia, as well as other of their friends who did not actively participate in
the research but whom I often met at ‘Speed.net’ Internet café, were particularly keen
on chatting online with unknown, often older, men.

Such online chatting practices can be characterised as a form of social interaction that
occurs in the electronic domain through the Internet. As such they cannot be
understood outside the phenomenon of globalisation that has been taking place since
the end of the 20th century and is mainly occurring through transnational corporations,
the media and technology. In terms of their function, however, such online chatting
practices can also be seen as local activities; as activities that are involved in identity
work and the expression of group affiliation locally.

Linguistic features from oral discourse such as shorter, incomplete, grammatically
simple and often reduced sentences have been registered as common chat codes
among online interlocutors who converse in English (cf. Greenfield &
Subrahmanyam, 2003). They have on the whole spread so much that it is now
possible to talk about online chatting as a particular genre of youth expression with its
own conventions (cf. Goutsos, 2005). The phrase ‘IM language’ (i.e. instant
messaging language) is also often used to refer to this particular type of Internet slang
where users use shorthand and emoticons to express emotions or abbreviate words to
quicken their conversations and reduce keystrokes.

The examples presented in the sub-sections that follow illustrate some of these
conventionalised uses of IM language. At the same time, however, my analysis
shows how participants not only appropriate established discursive practices mainly in
English, but also create their own linguistic trends in order to meet their local youth
identity goals. My argument, thus, becomes that these participants are at once
consumers and creators of this online register in which the use of some form of
English online jargon is ubiquitous. In order to set the basis for this argument, I turn
next to a discussion of the concept of ‘Greeklish’ which was briefly mentioned in the
first chapter (i.e. in Sub-section 1.2.2) as an element of discord in Greece since its
prevalence in computer-mediated communication in the 1990s.
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7.3.2 Greeklish as Hellenised English and as more than Greek + English
Unlike the Greek script of most Greek texts presented so far in the analysis chapters,
the excerpts that are analysed in this section use the Latin/Roman script naturally in
English, but interestingly in Greek texts, as well. This might appear as a striking
feature on the paper, yet the use of Latin/Roman script is common when it comes to
computer-mediated communication (CMC) in Greek and has urged scholars to
examine it extensively.

Technically-speaking, this script, which I prefer to call Romanised Greek, has been
described as Latin-alphabeted Greek by scholars such as Androutsopoulos (J. K.
Androutsopoulos, 2009), who shows a preference for the terms Latin/Latinisation
commonly encountered in Greek linguistics and Greek public discourse (Moschonas,
2004); or as Roman-alphabeted Greek (cf. Tseliga, 2007); or as ASCII-ised Greek
(from the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) coding
system of the first personal computers). Less technically, however, it has been widely
known as ‘Greeklish’ and, as mentioned above, it was referred to by this name in
Chapter 1.

‘Greeklish’ (in the sense of Romanised Greek) has attracted attention as a relatively
new orthographic variety from a linguistic and sociolinguistic perspective (cf.
insightful analyses by Androutsopoulos, 2000; J. K. Androutsopoulos, 2009;
Koutsogiannis, 2004; Tseliga, 2007). It has also been more extensively discussed
particularly by Koutsogiannins (2004), Koutsogiannis and Mitsikopoulou (2003,
2007) as well as by Androutsopoulos (Androutsopoulos, 2000; J. K. Androutsopoulos,
2009) as a complex, multi-dimensional and wider socio-cultural and ideological
phenomenon that has caused heated public and academic debates in Greece (cf.
Chapter 1, Sub-section 1.2.2). References, direct or indirect, to Greeklish and identity
and to Greeklish and creativity, playfulness, inventiveness and ingenuity have
similarly been made by most of these recent studies. Likewise, Greeklish as such has
been characterised as a ‘glocal social practice’ (Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou,
2003) or a script register among young people (Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou,
2007).

Two points can however be made with regard to this literature. First, it also follows
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the common use of ‘Greeklish’ and thus takes ‘Greeklish’ to refer to a transliteration
process that involves the use of the Latin or Roman script for Greek. This usage, I
argue, may be limiting as it renders the “(Greek + English)” (Koutsogiannis &
Mitsikopoulou, 2007, p. 144) of ‘Greeklish’ to an orthographic variety. Instead of
being used to refer to what I prefer to call Romanised Greek or what is also called
Latin/Roman-alphabeted Greek, I suggest that the term ‘Greeklish’ be reserved for
what may be termed as ‘Hellenised English.’ Put differently, I argue for an
alternative understanding of ‘Greeklish’ neither as an orthographic variety nor as
English borrowed into Greek, but as a type of Greek-influenced English (hence
‘Greeklish’ or ‘Hellenised English’): as English with Greek characteristics in
pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, syntax or semantics and as a type of language
which one can make sense of (or even play with) only when one has knowledge of
both Greek and English.

The suggestion I am putting forward here can further be seen as drawing on the use of
other similar terms such as, for instance, Japlish (i.e. Japanese English) or Chinglish
(i.e. Chinese or China English). Although these terms are largely derogatory
(Xiaoqiong, 2005), and it is not always clear whether they refer to Japanese or
Chinese-influenced English, respectively, or to English borrowings into these
languages, they do suggest that the use of ‘Greeklish’ to refer to Greek written in
Roman script might be incongruous. In other words, it might be plausible to believe
that for the ‘-lish’ of ‘Greeklish’ to make sense, there should be some form of
influence from Greek on English. It seems to me that Greek written in Roman script
is not influenced by English and for this reason the ‘-lish’ of Greeklish in this case can
even be considered a misnaming. That said, however, Greek written in Roman script
can be thought of as having an English overlay, and for this reason, I argue below, its
use in CMC in Greek cannot be regarded as unconnected from identity construction
processes online.

Interestingly, this alternative understanding of ‘Greeklish’ not as an orthographic
variety but as a kind of translingual English that makes sense to bilingual in Greek
and English speakers has been acknowledged by participants, as well. Christianna
(ChristiannaII20Jan08n434), for example, mentioned that what she sees as
‘Greeklish’ includes linguistic hybrids (e.g. eataro from the English ‘eat’ and the
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Greek suffix for loan verbs ‘-(60’ /-aro/) and direct or half translations (e.g. we did
black eyes to see you [long time no see]). Although certain instances (e.g. trendides
(cf. Chapter 4, Sub-section 4.4.2), trendia and pseftotrendy (cf. Chapter 5, Section 5.2)
and internetikos (cf. later here in Sub-section 7.3.4) of what I call Hellenised English
may have become integrated into Greek in more regular ways, my term aims at
capturing specifically this quality that makes such linguistically hybridised forms, or
else such translingual instances, practices of identity. This is an important reconceptualisation that makes possible to further understand the ‘Greek + English’ of
Greeklish as an osmotic process whereby a whole is created that is greater than the
sum of its parts; and whereby the expression of new meanings (e.g. internetikos
mpampas, omg kai 3 lol to mention but a few of the examples that I analyse below)
and new identities is enabled.

The second point that I wish to make here relates precisely to this matter, namely, the
extent to which both Greeklish, in the sense of Hellenised English, and what I from
now on call Romanised Greek instead of Greeklish, are connected to phenomena such
as identity and local creativity in CMC.

In his most recent study of Romanised Greek, Androutsopoulos (J. K.
Androutsopoulos, 2009) does bring identity as well as notions such as style,
aesthetics, symbolic value and group norms to the fore and adopts Sebba’s (1998)
view on orthography as a site of potentially intense struggles over identity and power.
His examination is however also quite focused on attitudes towards Romanised Greek
as are similar analyses by Koutsogiannis and Mitsikopoulou (2003, 2007) and by
others (cf. Tseliga’s (2007) examinations of perceptions and value judgments of
Romanised Greek). Thus, what is missing is a more comprehensive account of what
people (actually) do with Romanised Greek when they use it. As I suggest here and
as my analysis shows later, Romanised Greek may at times be preferred because of its
association with online communities and the online world as a whole.

From a different perspective, namely, not through the lens of Romanised Greek,
Androutsopoulos’ earlier study (i.e. 2006) examines among other examples two
excerpts of a German-based Greek forum and overtly talks about the negotiation of
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diasporic identities. It focuses on language mixing and code choice (i.e. German,
Greek and English) as a means to negotiate a multiplicity of identities that are
contiguous to diaspora and the spaces of online interaction. In another analysis of
German-based diasporic web forums, Androutsopoulos (2007) similarly talks about
the importance of examining multi-lingual practices in diasporic websites to
understand how the Internet is appropriated for the construction of diasporic
identities.

I see the following analysis of my participants’ online chats as partly closer to these
two studies by Androutsopoulos (i.e. 2006; 2007) of codes and identities on Germanbased diaspora websites and as closely related to the three studies also discussed in
Chapter 3 (i.e. in Sub-section 3.1.2): Georgakopoulou’s (1997) study of codeswitching (i.e. Greek -English) and style-switching (i.e. from Standard Modern Greek
into dialects or sociolects) in email data; Tsiplakou’s (2009) research of codeswitches between Greek and English again in email data; and Spilioti’s (2009) project
of the use of Romanised Greek in text-messages. These analyses focus on the various
strategies of code alteration and mixing that participants use in order to communicate
social meanings, rework identities and accomplish various interactional goals. Based
on insights from such work, it could be said that the overall style of CMC can be seen
as multi-voiced, pastiche, hybrid and playful, and that code choices in CMC may be
taken as a means to enhance intimacy and solidarity, and as a way to reaffirm
participants’ in-group membership.

In line with such observations, my discussions in this section contribute to contextual
approaches to the study of CMC and shed light on what young people do with
English, with Romanised Greek and Hellenised English, and on what these uses do
for and to them and their sociolinguistic and cultural identities.

7.3.3 On the study’s online data
Before turning to the analysis of such uses, it is important to make two clarifications.

First, although there have been proposals to move beyond place-based ethnography
towards Internet-related ethnography, and to develop ethnographic methodologies for
researching the moving, travelling practices of adolescents online and offline
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(Leander & McKim, 2003), the way I accessed some of group 2 and Thalia’s online
chats does not fit this developing body of ethnographic work known as ‘virtual
ethnography’ (Hine, 2000).

With group 2’s chats (cf. Sub-section 7.3.4), in particular, I simply asked for
permission to store on my USB some of the interactions Mirto had saved on her PC.
As already explained above (cf. Sub-section 7.3.1), group 2 often spent time in the
evening chatting through msn. Although I was once able to be a participant observer
during this process, Mirto was the only participant from group 2 who took the time to
save for me, with her interlocutors’ consent, some of her online chats with other group
2 participants or friends.

In Thalia’s case (cf. Sub-section 7.3.6) I was a participant observer in the Internet café
while Thalia was online chatting. Thus, rather than acting as a ‘lurker,’ namely, as
someone who goes online to read but does not post or contribute to the online
interaction (Cavanagh, 1999), I was interacting with the girls and observing the
setting of ‘Speed.net’ café while Thalia, Olibia and some friends, were signed-in and
conversing with other users separately (i.e. not in a chat room). Although I observed
both Thalia and Olibia interacting online, I was able to gather only the written text of
Thalia’s chats. When she finished chatting on two occasions, I asked her permission
and copied the log of her separate conversations with different users and pasted it into
a word document. Then I changed the online identities of Thalia’s interlocutors, but,
with Thalia’s consent, I kept her own user name, which constitutes the main topic of
my analysis in Sub-section ‘Thalia’s online chats’ here.

Second, in the setting of my research all the online chatting exchanges that I observed
taking place at ‘Speed.net’ café as well as the ones that Mirto saved for me to see later
occurred in Romanised Greek. As implied earlier, although this graphemic preference
can be interpreted in different ways, I argue for an interpretation that is related to
technological ease on the one hand, and to the IM genre of language, on the other
hand. To explain this, I contrast IM writing with SMS writing in the next two
paragraphs.
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Text messages or Short Messaging Service (SMS) exchanged among participants and
between participants and myself via mobile phones were written by participants
almost exclusively in Greek script (cf. Spilioti’s (2009) study discussed in Chapter 3,
Sub-section 3.1.2). As participants said, this was more convenient in two ways. First,
because Greek characters appear on the screen before the English ones in their new
technology mobile phones that support Greek as the default language. And second
because in their phones, the default fast-access dictionary of words with T9, a
predictive text technology, is also in Greek. In the first case, pressing more keys until
the English characters appear, or in the second case changing from the default Greek
fast-access dictionary to the English one were, as participants said, time-consuming
and boring processes. For this reason, participants, on the whole, text-messaged their
friends in abbreviated Greek characters, which they also used even for English words.
‘Sorry’ was one such word, which I often saw written in Greek capital characters as
!"##$. As Spilioti notes, this graphemic encoding of ‘sorry’ is similar to the ways
in which loan words are written, a point that implies that ‘sorry’ is in the process of
becoming a standard loan word in Greek (Spilioti, 2009).

Graphemically encoding Greek (or English) in Greek script, however, never happened
with IMs (i.e. instant messages) exchanged through the Internet. These were sent in
Romanised Greek only. Although using Greek would have required shifting from
English to Greek with one keyboard stroke only (by pressing Command+Space for
Mac users or Alt+Shift for PC users), none of my participants chose to use the script
of their first language when chatting online. I argue that this has of course to do with
the convenience of not changing the English default option. Nonetheless, I am also
tempted to see this graphemic choice as related to IM language in general, which
includes a number of English words or abbreviated writing conventions in English.

As is shown from the extracts examined next, such brief phrases as hi, age, ok, sorry,
cu to name but a few, have become sedimented in online chatting among young
people in Greece. Embracing this e-linguistic practice by producing multi-lingual
albeit ‘monoscriptual’ texts was possibly seen by participants as one more way to
negotiate their participation in the local community of online chat users. Such an
argument is established through my analysis in the following three sub-sections.
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7.3.4 Group 2’s online chats
The first text analysed here comes from an online interaction between Mirto and her
older sister’s male friend. Mirto’s user name is her first name, but her friend’s chat
nickname, different from his first name, has been changed so that the individual’s
online identity is protected.

(5) MirtoCH18Jan08n41i
1
User Mirto says
2
User Mirto says
3
User Mirto says
4
User AERA says
5
User AERA says
6
User AERA says
7
User AERA says
8
User AERA says
9
10
11

User Mirto says
User Mirto says
User AERA says

12
13

User AERA says
User AERA says

14

User Mirto says

15

User AERA says

16

User Mirto says

17
18
19
20
21

User AERA says
User AERA says
User Mirto says
User AERA says
User Mirto says

hi edw mirto [hi it’s mirto]
re xereis tin menia? [hey do you know menia?]
e? [hey!]
ela [yeah]
sorry milaga sto thl [sorry i was on the ph]
thn korh mou les? [are you talking about my daughter?]
((5 turns later)) eimai o mpampas ths [i’m her father]
o internetikos mpampas dld [her internet father sts]
((internetikos is pronounced as /interneti\kos/))
kala ok [ok then]
((one turn later)) tin sybatheis? [do you like her?]
milame kanadyo xronia apo net [we talk on the net for a
couple of years now]
nai th sympa8w [yeah i like her]
gia na thn exw uio8etisei ... [that’s why i’ve adopted her
anyway …]
omg kai 3 lol [omg and 3 lol] ((the phrase omg kai 3 lol,
pronounced as /\o mi dʒi ke tria lol/, is a creative
appropriation of the web-based phrases in English ‘omg’ or
‘oh my god’ and ‘lol’ or ‘laugh out loud.’ The phrase can
be taken to mean ‘oh my god, what was it that you just
said!!!’))
giati ??? sou exei kaneitpt ? [why? has she doneathg to
you?] ((kaneitpt is mistakenly typed with no space between
the two words, kanei and tpt))
de xerw an prepei na s pw giati eisai babas tis kai tha tis ta
peis [i’m not sure if i should tell u besides you re her dad
and you might tell her]
((a turn later)) oxi den ths lew tpt [no i won’t say athg]
i promisse
ok wait miso lepto [ok wait a second]
ok
re sxoliazei ta panta.....k tous pantes.... [hey she’s gossiping
about everything ….. + everybody ….]

Note: in order to represent some of the Greek shortened terms of the extract, I have used the
following abbreviations in English:
line 5
‘ph’ for thl from ‘/*!2C0&;’ /tilephono/ [phone]
line 8
‘sts’ (so to speak) for dld from ‘>*!(>@’ /diladi/ [namely]
line 15
‘doneathg’ (done anything) for kaneitpt from ‘+,&"$ /'%;/"’ /kani tipote/ [done
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line 16
line 17
line 21

anything]
‘u’ (you) for s from ‘.;?’ /sou/ [to you, functions as the indirect object]
‘athg’ (anything) for tpt /tipote/ [anything]
‘+’ for k from ‘+($’ /ke/ [and]

Although writing Greek in English characters makes the English words among the
English scripted Greek of the rest of the transcript less visible, such unspectacular
uses of some form of English (all highlighted in bold) as hi, sorry, internetikos (from
‘Internet’ and the Greek male adjectival ending ‘-$+:7’ /-ikos/), ok, net, omg, lol, i
promisse (spelled incorrectly), ok wait, are to my view involved in the joint
construction, among Mirto and her older male friend, of youth identities performed
online.

The text is also interesting in terms of how peer social relations are negotiated, but
such a discussion is avoided as it falls beyond the scope of my analysis. Here I focus
only on the ornamental use of hybridised English for the performance of youth
identities, without examining in detail how group affiliations such as between Mirto
and her friend or Mirto’s friend and Menia, a virtual adoptee, are negotiated and
contested.

The conversation commences with the monosyllabic English hi (line 1) which is here
used more as an exclamation to attract attention through cyberspace and less as a
greeting. The response is delayed and when it comes it is again partly in English:
sorry i was on the phone (line 5). The main interactional business, namely the
apology is put in English (i.e. sorry) and the excuse is then offered in Greek. This is
not surprising. As Susan puts it: I don’t think there’s anybody who says “51""&#µ>”
[sorry] anymore (SusanGI1Apr07n287). Following the excuse, user AERA answers
the question asked by Mirto in line 2 by characterising menia as his daughter (line 6).
This is explained later when he refers to himself as menia’s internetikos father (line
8).

As already discussed earlier in this section, internetikos can be regarded as a form of
Hellenised English because of its potential performative significance: Mirto’s ok then
(line 9) reveals her somewhat unpleasant surprise at discovering the virtual
relationship between her friend and menia, an acquaintance of whom she is not
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particularly fond. It possibly also reveals, however, her appreciation for the kind of
cool Hellenised English her friend offers. Her simple ok (line 9) could thus be said to
attempt to reciprocate her friend’s more sophisticated phrase, namely, internetikos
father.

The next instance in English occurs in line 11 and is one of these English words that
have entered Greek almost inevitably. Net is short for ‘Internet’ and is often used in
exchanges in Greek instead of its equivalent ‘>'+/?;’ or ‘>$(>'+/?;’ [Internet].
Despite its seeming unmarkedness in this phrase, I would argue that it functions as
one more moment which adds to positioning the user AERA in ways that connect to a
web-related youth identity.

It is claims to such an identity that possibly motivate Mirto’s next phrase in
Hellenised English. When her friend admits that he likes menia (line 12) and that that
is why he has adopted her anyway … (line 13), Mirto responds with the phrase omg
kai 3 lol. According to her follow up interview comment the phrase means oh my
God and three laugh out laughings and is used as a response for when your
interlocutor says something stupid (MirtoII19Jan08n394). According to Christianna,
however, ‘lol’ means ‘laugh out loud’ and is used in computer jargon when something
funny or unbelievable is said (ChristiannaII20Jan08n420).

Christianna’s feedback with regard to what the phrase ‘lol’ means is clearly more
precise. Despite this, she admitted that she did not like this kind of jargon and that
she believed that :+ :+ :+ [ha ha ha] expressed the response to a joke in a nicer way.
She even confessed that her friends got mad at her because she does not use shorthand
in chatting and because she even capitalises the first letter in her sentences
(ChristiannaII20Jan08n422). Interestingly, however, Mirto does use this jargon, as is
shown here, in pragmatically appropriate contexts, even though she is not completely
certain about the referential meaning of some items, such as lol from omg and 3 lol,
which she explained as ‘laugh out laughing.’

Omg kai 3 lol [omg and 3 lol] is a hybridised phrase that includes the English IM
slang omg (oh my god) and lol (laugh out loud), the Greek conjunction kai [and] and
the cardinal number 3. The latter is used as a numeral quantifying and therefore
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exaggerating the phrase lol, which in turn is treated here as a noun rather than as a
verb (laugh) and adverb (out loud). Omg kai 3 lol [omg and 3 lol] is thus an
exclamation that in Greek reads as ‘oh my god and three lols.’

As a whole, the phrase can surely, at least partly, be understood by a non-Greek
speaker. Yet what makes it an intriguing example of hybridised language, possibly
more meaningful to Greek speakers of a particular age, is not only the addition of
Greek to English, or vice versa, of English to Greek; nor merely the grammatical
transformation of ‘lol’ to a noun; but also the overall ‘proudly created in Greece’ way
of combining the two abbreviated English phrases ‘omg’ and ‘lol’ in one phrase. To
my knowledge, ‘omg’ and ‘lol’ are extensively used in texting language or chatspeak
separately. Using them together in one phrase and quantifying ‘lol’ however seems
not to be a common linguistic practice in English. Nonetheless, a series of other chat
exchanges I studied from group 2 participants show that the two commonly occur
together in the idiosyncratic Hellenised English IM phrase ‘omg and 3 lol.’

The rest of the English words in this text belong to what I see as more automatised
English loans in Greek. For example, user AERA’s i promisse instead of ‘./;
?%:.5;µ($’ /sto iposxome/ in line 18 comes as almost an inevitable response to
Mirto’s worry about her friend’s trustworthiness. Similarly, Mirto’s half-English
half-Greek ok wait miso lepto (line 19) is a quite usual way of putting someone on
hold in Greek. Finally, the abbreviated word ok in line 20 is certainly another way,
not only among adolescents, of saying ‘&($’ /ne/ [yes] in Greek.

Taken together these more automated responses in English as well as the more
distinctive omg and 3 lol all accumulate to indicate Mirto and her friend’s alignment
with a particular way of being young, cool and up-to-date in the local context through
the use of the online chatting genre that includes English loans as well as Greek
conventions.

The next excerpt is similar and comes from an exchange that occurred between Mirto
and Marianna:
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(6) G2CH9Feb08n42iv
1
2
3
4

User Mirto says
User Mirto says
User Mirto says
User Marianna says

5

User Mirto says

6

User Marianna says

7

User Mirto says

8

User Marianna says

9

User Mirto says

10 User Marianna says

11 User Mirto says

12 User Mirto says
13 User Marianna says
14 User Mirto says

hi
ti kanies? [how aer you?]
kanies?* [how aer you?*]
kala mari u? perimenw n m erthei 1 song apo tn laki k th
paw n dw lost! [good girly u? i m just waiting for 1 song t
arrive from lakis + then i m gon see lost!] ((lost is an
American serial drama television series))
aaa egw molis eida 2 epeisodia prison [aaa i just saw 2
episodes of prison] ((prison refers to ‘Prison Break,’ an
American drama television series))
good! eliwses? [good! did you melt?] ((‘melt’ is a literal
translation of eliwses and is a metaphorical expression
meaning ‘melt from indulgence’))
eeee ligo thelw kai allo alla ti na kanoume [eeee yeah a
little although i want a bit more but that’s life]
k gw th liwsw twra! o mpampas s einai good? [i m gon
melt now t! is ur dad good?]
((three turns later)) tha kanoume telika tpt aurio i
baaaa?????? [are we gonna do athg tomorrow or not?]
dn xerw mln oxi gt einai k oi rainning pleasure st off the
record k mln th pame ekei! [dnt know mb not cos raining
pleasure are als performing in off the record + we ll pbl
go there!] ((raining pleasure is the name of an indie rock
Greek band; off the record is the name of a local bar))
kala re ok ta leme aurio bgainw twra na paw na kathisw
lgo mesa bas kai dw kai kana allo epeisodio prison [ok
then we ll talk tomorrow i m signing out now so that i go
in the living room faw in case i see any more episodes of
prison]
ante ta leme aurio [ok we ll talk tomorrow]
((four turns about school end of term progress reports)) ok
bb gn kalo prison [ok bb gn enjoy prison] ((bb stands
for ‘bye bye’ and gn for ‘goodnight’))
thanks kai esy kalo lost..... [thanks enjoy lost too…..]

Note: in order to represent some of the Greek shortened terms of the extract, I have used the
following abbreviations in English:
line 2
‘aer’ for the wrongly spelled kanies from ‘+,&"$7’ /kanis/ [do/are]
line 4
‘t’ for n from ‘&(’ /na/ [to]
‘+’ for k from ‘+($’ /ke/ [and]
‘gon’ for th paw n from ‘-( %,0 &(’ /tha pao na/ [I m going to]
line 8
‘t’ for k gw from ‘+($ "=4’ /ke ego/ [me too]
‘gon’ for th from ‘-(’ /tha/ [I m going to]
‘ur’ for s from ‘.;?’ /sou/ [your]
line 9
‘athg’ for tpt from ‘/'%;/"’ /tipote/ [anything]
line 10
‘dnt’ for dn from ‘>"&’ /den/ [don’t]
‘mb’ for mln from ‘µ,!!;&’ /mallon/ [maybe]
‘cos’ for gt from ‘=$(/'’ /giati/ [because]
‘als’ for k from ‘+($’ /ke/ [and]
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line 11

‘+’ for k from ‘+($’ /ke/ [and]
‘pbl’ for mln from ‘µ,!!;&’ /mallon/ [probably]
‘ll’ for th from ‘-(’ /tha/ [will]
‘faw’ for lgo from ‘!'=;’ /ligo/ [for a while]

Mirto starts her online conversation in this excerpt again with the English hi (line 1).
In line 3 she indicates her previous spelling mistake in Greek (line 2) through the use
of a universal IM sign, *. Marianna replies (line 4) with a line that illustrates three
slightly different uses of English. The letter u is immediately recognised as one of the
universal Internet slang terms standing for the personal pronoun ‘you’ (second person
singular); song can be described as an inevitable English loan in Greek due to its
widespread occurrence in popular culture and Internet sites, which legally or illegally
trade music; finally, lost refers to an American drama series and should be seen less as
a generic loanword and possibly more as an English popular culture term which gains
its specificity in the context of Mirto and Marianna’s peer group who obviously make
sense straightaway of the not so straightforward phrase i m gon see lost (line 4). The
same can be said of Mirto’s prison in the following line (line 5), although prison
becomes even more idiosyncratic here, as it almost functions as a peer code for the
title of the American TV drama ‘Prison Break.’

The next interesting use of English is Marianna’s good! (line 6); a reward she offers
to Mirto for having just watched 2 episodes of prison. This is a different good! from
the one Marianna uses two turns later (line 8) when she asks about the wellbeing of
Mirto’s recently hospitalised father. In contrast to the first instance of the English
word, which can be seen as an example of a deliberate switch to English for a more
appealing turn, the phrase o mpampas s einai good? [is yr dad good?] seems to work
from Greek grammatical rules, thus being a slightly more distinctive switch to
English.

Line 10 is another example of the widespread use of English not in global popular
culture, but rather within the realm of Greek cultural practices. A Greek band and a
local bar in Ioannina are both shown here to bear English names, namely, raining
pleasure and off the record respectively. This is a common linguistic practice that
despite its apparent ornamental effect, also serves as a creative means of expression, a
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kind of preferred stylistic resource aimed at sensitising different age groups, but
perhaps mostly young people, to the contemporariness of the English language.

It is again the contemporariness of this global language that seems to be in play in the
last two lines of Mirto and Marianna’s online chat. Marianna offers (line 13) a series
of abbreviated terms in what can be described as a form of English understood at least
by group 2 members. bb comes from the English ‘bye bye,’ just as gn comes from
‘goodnight.’ Yet neither of the two abbreviations constitutes part of what was
referred to above as Internet slang or IM language. They both seem to be created and
extensively used only locally. According to Mirto, other similar items include exm
for ‘excuse me’ and kk instead of ‘ok ok ok’ which when pronounced sounds like the
Greek word ‘+('"$’ /kei/ [it is hot] (MirtoFN30May08n226).

The last line of the extract in line 14, an example again of the combination of a more
integrated English word in Greek, namely, thanks, and the less transparent in
meaning lost. Although my translation, thanks enjoy lost too ….. , fails to convey the
grammatically Greek structure of this wish (i.e. the verbatim translation would be,
‘(have) a good lost’), the phrase still captures how more ‘hellenised’ uses of English
blend with English loans (i.e. thanks) in Greek online slang.

The final remark about this extract concerns the abbreviated terms, this time, in
Greek. Apart from using their own shorthand conventions in English, participants are
seen here, as in Excerpt 5 to invent their own ways of abbreviating Greek words (see
note below each excerpt). Except for ‘ph’ [phone] (line 5, Excerpt 5), ‘u’ [to you]
(line 16, Excerpt 5), ‘cos’ [because] (line 10, Excerpt 6) and ‘ll’ [will] (line 10,
Excerpt 6), the rest do not exist as truncated forms in English, but are instead my own
interim renderings. My attempt to translate and transcribe abbreviated Greek to
abbreviated English should be seen as an endeavour not only to approximate the form
and meaning of these highly conventionalised texts, but also as a way to show how
this form of Romanised Greek differs from the more widespread Internet slang that
circulates mostly in English and, as shown, was also used by my participants in the
extracts examined here. The next sub-section expands this last category, namely,
Internet language in English, by briefly looking at group 2 participants’ msn
‘personalised comments.’
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7.3.5 Group 2’s msn personalised comments
The phrase msn ‘personalised comment’ refers to a line or a kind of motto which most
msn users provide next to their chat nickname. Technically speaking, it could be
characterised as a computer field where the chat administrator allows you to add more
information about yourself, usually in the form of a phrase. Msn personalised
comments are visible only in the address book window, not while chatting; and can be
changed as often as desired. Discursively speaking, the comment can be thought of as
an additional name, a brief description of how users want to be seen by their chat
peers during the period of time any particular comment accompanies their screen
name. Although it is optional to fill the field, most group 2 participants, whose
personalised comments I accessed through Mirto and Marianna’s msn address books,
chose to make their supplementary statements through the use of such brief phrases.

According to Mirto (MirtoFN30May08n229), most of these sayings were taken from
songs, films, magazines, stickers or cards, on the whole from popular culture.
Interestingly, many were in English or in some form of hybridised English. The
following list summarises a few mottos which were discussed during a group 2 group
interview (i.e. G2GI3Feb08):

(7) G2PH30May08n51i
Marianna Loukas Nikos Christianna -

Vangelis Melina Mirto -

my time flows slowly gliding upon the veil of my naked skin, if I
overstepped the borderline u gave me maybe I would not be here!
feel it like Bob Marley don’t care
blank gti etsi [blank cos that’s why]
Enjoy The Silence …
hakuna matata ((hakuna matata is a Swahili phrase meaning ‘no
worries;’ Vangelis picked it up from the ‘Hakuna Matata’ song from
Disney’s animated feature ‘The Lion King’))
wish you were here
akou ekei pou tha mou vgalei glwssa kai o astinomikos … ti ilithios…
[can’t believe that the policeman dared talk back to me … what an
idiot …]

The list represents the comments participants were using at a particular time only and
before they changed them to something else. Marianna (G2RI3Feb08n66), for
example, had recently changed her motto to the one above from the phrase I like
imagination bec real life is a bitch, and mentioned that she wanted to change it again
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to the nicely rhymed phrase in Greek, 4":.)µ> tv, +5'.<µ+1.> =)9 /enchromi /\ti:
\vi:/ aspromavri zoi/ [colour tv, black and white life]. Nikos in the past used the
phrase calvin klein which, although referring to the American fashion brand, in
Nikos’ msn klein was also a pun on the Greek verb ‘klano’ [fart]. Similarly,
Vangelis’ screen name previously displayed the phrase ftaiei panw apo ola to krasi
[it’s the wine’s fault above all], while some of group 2’s friends used the following
phrases:

(8) G2PH30May08n51ii
Maroulita nanny -

im ready for love ... ooo babe im ready for love
when i close my eyes ...

Lakis -

nobody wants anything I ve got which is fine because you
are made with everything I am not
how you dare speak to me like that
eiste oloi GTP [you are all FTD] ((‘FTD,’ ‘for the dick’ is
literal translation of a common swear phrase in Greek ‘gia
ton poutso,’ GTP))
every time I fall you catch me? No no way

a_nimoni -

lalakis -

****P@M** -

Two points are worth mentioning with regard to this data. First, it is evident that
some people use their real first names as their msn screen names (cf. Excerpt 7),
whereas others opt for a fake screen name (cf. most of the screen names in Excerpt 8).
Second, although at the time I accessed group 2’s personalised comments, these
seemed to have been mostly in English or English and Greek (cf. Nikos’ motto,
Excerpt 7), with Mirto’s fully Greek comment being an exception, this practice did
not represent the msn personalised comment culture as a whole. As I explained,
participants changed their comments quite frequently choosing either Greek or
English catch phrases and creating their own translingual, hybridised lines: lines that
were half in Greek or English like Nikos’ blank gti etsi (Excerpt 7); lines that punned
on other phrases, like Nikos’ again calvin klein; or phrases, like lalakis’ GTP, which
according to interview comments is Greek, but is pronounced in English as /dʒi ti pi/.

Thus, although illustrating the strong influence on adolescents in Greece of global
popular culture and the important role of English in it, the examples presented above
also demonstrate that when English enters the local culture, local creativity also
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comes into play, contributing to the linguistic repertoire which these young people
resort to, in order to be young in alternative ways locally.

My analysis of Mirto and Marianna’s web-enabled interactions, as well as group 2
and group 2 friends’ msn personalised comments, contributes to arguments already
made about the playful and artful nature of ‘computer-mediated English’ and the
ways in which online discourse is becoming linguistically more and more diverse
through processes of mixing and code-switching (cf. Danet, 2010). In particular, it
has revealed that participants rework their youth identities online by both
appropriating English Internet slang and English popular culture phrases, and by
creating their own, more peer-specific jargon, in Greek and English alike. This is
partly in line with Dragona and Handa’s (2000) argument about a process of
‘Hellenisation’ of the Internet, a process through which Greeks are shown, among
other things, to manipulate the Internet in a way that preserves Greek privacy.
To borrow Warschauer’s argument, this analysis shows that although the Internet has
made more urgent the need for English to act as an international lingua franca, there
can be found in young people’s digital linguistic uses “other online dynamics that
contribute to new forms of language pluralism” (Warschauer, 2002) and allow youths
to signal their membership in a new culture.

7.3.6 Thalia’s online chats
The next set of excerpts, all between Thalia and unknown young adults, exemplify a
different channel for the expression of group affiliation and youth identity. In this
case it seems that online chatting provides Thalia with a safe environment for the
negotiation of a virtual self and the exploration of her emerging sexuality (cf.
Subrahmanyam, Greenfield, & Tynes, 2004, p. 651). To support this claim my
analysis focuses less on isolated items from Thalia’s online jargon in Greek and
English, and more on the presentation of her self through her choice of a linguistically
hybrid screen or user name (also called nickname or nick) and the fictitious details she
offers about herself to her anonymous and disembodied interlocutors.

Thalia’s online nick in each sign-in and with all her interlocutors was the hybrid word
sexykouklara. The word combines the English and widely recognised attributive
adjective ‘sexy’ and the Romanised Greek exaggerated expression ‘kouklara’ (i.e.
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‘+;?+!,6(’) from the female noun ‘koukla’ (literally ‘doll’) and the female
augmentative suffix in Greek ‘-ara’ (i.e. ‘-,6(’ /-ara/).

Apart from the use of sexykouklara, five more themes kept emerging in most of the
17 online interactions in which Thalia engaged in my presence during my participant
observations in 2007. First, when interlocutors asked about Thalia’s name, she
consistently replied that her name was jessica. Second, she always added a few years
to her age and without fail she virtually became 22:

(9) ThaliaCH3Feb07n32xiii
1 <HeadAche>
geia sou kai esu apo giannena? [hi are you from giannena
too?]
2 <sexykouklara> nai [yes]
3 <HeadAche>
nice
4 <HeadAche>
parios egw [parios is my name]
5 <HeadAche>
esy name? [your name?]
6 <sexykouklara> jessica
7 <sexykouklara> xarika [nice to meet you]
8 <HeadAche>
kai egw [you too]
9 <HeadAche>
age jessy?
10 <sexykouklara> 22
11 <sexykouklara> u?
12 <HeadAche>
26
13 <HeadAche>
me ti asxoleisai jessy? [what’s your occupation jessy?]
14 <sexykouklara> spoudazo psyhologia [i m a psychology student]
15 <HeadAche>
nice
Third, although Thalia at the time was not 1.72cm tall, did not have green eyes but did
have brown hair, she always described her physical appearance with the following,
somewhat misleading, almost automatic, entry: 1.72 62kg kastana mallia k prasina
matia [1.72cm tall, 62kg, brown hair and green eyes]:

(10) ThaliaCH3Feb07n32xii
1 <xeonzTc>

hi goustareis agrio orgio apo giannena? [hi are you in for wild
orgy from giannena?]
2 <sexykouklara> nai manari mou [yes my stud] ((manari, here rendered as ‘stud’
literally means ‘fatling’ and is used in Greek both as an
affectionate and a more suggestive form of address))
3 <xeonzTc>
stats? ((from ‘statistics’))
4 <sexykouklara> ?
5 <xeonzTc>
pws eisai emfanisiaka [what do you look like]
6 <sexykouklara> 1.72 62kg kastana mallia k prasina matia [1.72cm tall, 62kg,
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brown hair and green eyes]
Fourth, when she was asked about her occupation, she also generally created a
fictitious career for herself as a psychology university student (cf. Excerpt 9, line 14)
or/and as a barwoman at ‘Babydolls’ (variably spelled by Thalia as baby dools
(Excerpt 11) or baby doll (Excerpt 12)), an existing strip parlour in Ioannina:

(11) ThaliaCH30Jan07n32i
1 <mauricio-kun>
hi
2 <sexykouklara>
hi
3 <mauricio-kun>
kala eisai? [are you well?]
4 <sexykouklara>
kala esi? [fine you?]
5 <mauricio-kun>
kala [fine]
6 <mauricio-kun>
ti douleia kaneis? [what’s your job?]
7 <sexykouklara>
doulebo se bar [i work at a bar]
8 <mauricio-kun>
se poio bar? [which bar?]
9 <sexykouklara>
sto baby dools [at baby dools] ((wrong spelling for
‘babydolls’))
10 <mauricio-kun>
barwoman eisai? [are you a barwoman?]
11 <sexykouklara>
nai [yes]
12 <mauricio-kun>
ok
(12) ThaliaCH30Jan07n32v
1 <TrendO>
geia s mwraki? [hi babe]
2 <sexykouklara> geia [hi]
3 <TrendO>
tonoma sou>?? [your name?]
4 <sexykouklara> jessica
5 <sexykouklara> u?
6 <TrendO>
Stamatis
7 <sexykouklara> nice
8 <TrendO>
xarika [nice to meet you]
9 <sexykouklara> age?
10 <TrendO>
24
11 <TrendO>
me asxolisai? [what your occupation?] ((translation is
deliberately wrong to capture the original omission of ‘what’
(‘/$’)))
12 <sexykouklara> spoudazo psyhologia k parallila doulebo se ena bar [i m a
psychology student + at the same time i work at a bar]
13 <TrendO>
malista [ok]
14 <TrendO>
ilikia? [age?]
15 <sexykouklara> 22
16 <TrendO>
wraia [nice]
17 <TrendO>
pou spoudazeis?edw giannena? [where do you study?here in
giannena?]
18 <sexykouklara> nai [yes]
19 <TrendO>
wraia [nice]
20 <TrendO>
k pou douleueis? [+ where do you work?]
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21 <sexykouklara> sto baby doll,eimai sto bar [at baby doll, i m at the bar]
22 <TrendO>
malista [ok]
23 <TrendO>
polu wraia [very nice]
Fifth, she introduced ‘sex’ as a topic in most of her chats. This usually happened
at the beginning of the interaction, after the fundamental identity-related
information of age:

(13) ThaliaCH30Jan07n32vii
1 <innena_25>
hi
2 <sexykouklara> hi
3 <innena_25>
age
4 <innena_25>
?
5 <sexykouklara> 22
6 <sexykouklara> u?
7 <innena_25>
25
8 <innena_25>
ti psaxnis [what are you looking for]
9 <sexykouklara> sex
10 <innena_25>
orea [beautiful]
11 <innena_25>
onoma [name]
12 <innena_25>
?
13 <sexykouklara> jessica
At other times, sex was introduced as a theme later on when the conversation
progressed:

(14) ThaliaCH3Feb07n32xii
59 <xeonzTc>
telws pantwn ti anazhtas edw mesa? [anyway what are you
after in here?]
60 <sexykouklara> sex
61 <xeonzTc>
eisai mesa gia shmera? [are you in for today?]
62 <sexykouklara> nai [yes]
63 <xeonzTc>
ok
64 <xeonzTc>
loipon pws 8a ginei? [so how is that gonna happen?]
To begin with, the excerpts demonstrate a ‘thin’ IM linguistic diet in English that
includes such items as nice, name, age, u, hi, stats, ok, sex. Drawing on my detailed
analysis of group 2’s chat exchanges in Sub-section ‘Group 2’s online chats,’ I could
claim that the overall effect of the use of such English online slang by Thalia and her
interlocutors serves in this case as well the negotiation of youth identities and the
organisation of group-identity boundaries. In other words, Thalia’s linguistic
performance in English is seen here as one way through which she claims
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membership to the local online chat community as a young woman. By exhibiting
knowledge of chat’s linguistic conventions, Thalia shows she can be part of the online
game. Meanwhile, her interlocutors’ recognition indicates their affirmation of her
membership. Thalia herself explained along similar lines her reasons for adopting
this way of ‘speaking’ online with short English words:

(15) Greek: ThaliaII27Feb07n144
[.07 "'&($ +4>$+(7 "%$+;$&0&'(7 /;? chat (…). E& µ;? 2+(&(& “hi,” “hi”
-( ’!"=( +$ ’=0. B;? ’!"=" µ$( C;6, 2&(7 “age?” D/;& ,!!; /$ -( 2./"!&(
"=4? “Age!” I$; %6;506*µ2&; +($ +(!,.
(15) English
It may be like a communicative code for chat (…). If people said “hi” to
me, I would also reply with “hi.” Once someone told me “age?” What was
I supposed to send to the other person myself? “Age!” It’s more advanced,
so to speak.
Thalia had used the phrase ‘code of communication’ in Greek in an earlier occasion
when I brought up the topic of chatting in the whole group. At that time, Olibia
offered an additional justification for their preference of brief English words over
their equivalent in Greek:

(16) Greek: G1GI10Feb07n87
Thalia: V(.$+, ./; chat "'&($ ; +4>$+(7 "%$+;$&0&'(7 2/.$. E?/27 "'&($ ;$
!2#"$7 %;? !2µ".
Olibia: N( .;? %0, "'&($ +($ %$; .<&/;µ; &( %"$7 2&( “hi” %(6, &( %"$7
“="$( .;?.” T"7 2&( “hi,” %(/,7 enter, #(&(C"<="$7, %(7 ./;& ,!!;, %(7
!"7 “hi” (7 %;<µ", +($ /"!"$4&"$7 ((Olibia refers to chatting in parallel with
separate users)).
(16) English
Thalia: Actually in chat it’s the code of communication like this (with
English words). These are the words we use.
Olibia: Yeah, but also it’s briefer to say “hi” instead of saying “gia sou.”
You say “hi,” you hit enter, you go to the next one, you say “hi” again and
it’s done ((Olibia refers to chatting in parallel with separate users)).
Olibia’s explanation is of great importance. The brevity involved in this kind of
interaction, the low charge incurred and the instant delivery of messages are
significant reasons to make chatting a popular means of communication among
adolescents and young adults. Yet, despite giving rise to more brief forms of
interaction, online chatting has also been transformed to a global phenomenon in
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which English has become a symbolic commodity. This is to say that the English
used in online social spaces is involved both in processes of stylistic language
performance and in identity work. On the one hand, it endows participants, such as
Thalia and her interlocutors above, with a distinctive linguistic style that they use for
a favourable self-representation. On the other hand, it both works as a means through
which these people identify with the rest of the online group; and it becomes an act of
youth identity and a claim to social status among the online chat peers.

Beyond youth identity, however, ‘virtual identity’ also emerges as a theme in these
texts. Deleuze (2002) talks about the ‘virtual’ as having two aspects. He explains it
as that which does not exist in actuality and yet is real; and as a kind of potentiality
fulfilled in the actual. Put differently, he conceives the virtual as the opposite of the
actual or material, but as part of the real and as almost indistinguishable from the
potential. The notion of the virtual - potential in particular is the conception I am
turning to here in order to understand Thalia’s online self-representation through the
use of cues such as sexykouklara, jessica, the fictitious occupation of a barwoman
or/and a psychology university student and the semi-fabricated physical appearance of
a tall, slim brunette with green eyes.

With regard to her use of the nickname sexykouklara, Thalia’s retrospective
commentary is illuminating:

(17) Greek: ThaliaII27Feb07n147
H/.$ "'&($ %$; %$+,&/$+; /; nickname %;? 9,80 +($ (&,!;=( -( /;
.+"C/;<&" +$ (?/;'.
(17) English
The nickname I use is kind of more spicy and they will analogously
interpret it, as well.
As the comment suggests, sexykouklara is chosen by Thalia for the metaphorical
piquancy of its flavour and is used in order to make young male interlocutors inclined
to an analogously ‘spicy’ verbal attitude. Although ‘kouklara’ alone could still work
as an attractive screen name, ‘sexy’ is used here in combination not only for an
accumulative effect, but also for the global images that the word evokes. To be sexy
is for Thalia a positive image of attractiveness and sexiness, but more than that, it is
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an invocation of a particular discourse, namely, the western liberal sexual freedom.
Thus, sexykouklara becomes the means through which Thalia attains a global virtual
self, a self that, although it is not actual, still exists as a kind of potentiality for Thalia.

Interestingly, both Thalia and Olibia confessed that most of what they wrote in
chatting was untrue:

(18) Greek: ThaliaFN30Jan07n8
H/.$ =6,C;?µ", :!( K2µµ(/( "'&($.
(18) English
We just write like that, everything is a lie.
Olibia even talked about chatting as boring precisely because of the lack of sincerity
in her interactions with young men:
(19) Greek: OlibiaII11Mar07n210
F, .?&@-07 %$; %;!< >;<!"µ( ='&"/($, ;%:/" /; -"064 !'=; 9(6"/:.
(19) English
Well usually, it is just a series of intentional lies, so I find it boring.
In spite of acknowledging the fabricated nature of these exchanges, however, Thalia,
in particular, seems to signal through the use of sexykouklara her choice to invoke for
herself the image of an attractive liberal contemporary young woman. This global
image must be particularly alluring locally to adolescent people who frequently
encounter in western cinematography and popular culture, similar representations of
female attractiveness. As Thalia’s comment above may suggest (i.e. Excerpt 18),
sexykouklara is a fictitious self-representation. Yet I would argue that it is still an
image that can be part of a dynamic extension of Thalia’s self, a potential or virtual
self, which becomes the only self that Thalia’s online interlocutors have access to at
the moment of interaction. In other words, Thalia may not be a sexykouklara in
actuality, yet for her anonymous disembodied young male interlocutors, Thalia’s
being sexy and kouklara becomes a kind of potentiality fulfilled in the actual.

This point takes me to the next theme. It is because of the potential nature of Thalia’s
representation as a sexy and liberal young woman that the online exchanges with her
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interlocutors can be considered as a way in which she can explore her emerging
sexuality. Studying the content of an online teen chat room, which, in contrast to the
private chat exchanges presented here, is of public nature, Subrahmanyam et al (2004)
point out that the virtual world of teen chat possibly constitutes a safer environment
than the real world for airing adolescent concerns about sexuality. Chat codes, the
authors say, enable chat participants on the one hand to deal with such issues and on
the other hand to exchange identity information which then helps them ‘pair off’ with
partners of their choice.

The nickname sexykouklara can be described in Subrahmanyam et al’s terms as a
feminine in connotation screen name with a “sexualised and seductive quality”
(Subrahmanyam, et al., 2004, p. 656). Apart from the unambiguous expression of
gender identity, sexykouklara is also a cue through which sexuality is constructed. In
other words, sexykouklara works as an indirect invitation to potential male
interlocutors for physical sex or ‘cyber sex’ (Subrahmanyam, et al., 2004, p. 654).
Leaving aside ‘cyber sex’ as a sexual activity, at the linguistic level I can report that
one of Thalia’s interlocutors did ask her questions about what she might wear if they
dated (ThaliaCH30Jan07n32i), whereas Thalia as well as other interlocutors did try
out sexually arousing comments like the following one:

(20) ThaliaCH30Jan07n32iii
63 <XXX-134>

koroidevis e kala tha se ftiakso kala ego [you re laughing at
me huh? i ll show you then]
64 <sexykouklara> ti 8a mou kaneis? [what will you do to me?]
65 <XXX-134>
tha se filiso pantou [i ll kiss you all over]
66 <sexykouklara> nice
Such exchanges notwithstanding, to my knowledge, Thalia never met any of the guys
she talked to online. Giorgos was the only young man whom Thalia met through
chatting and whom Olibia later dated a few times (once while I was a participant
observer) until he started texting Stella, one of group 1’s female friends. Thus, I
would argue that chatting in general and sexykouklara in particular served mainly for
the virtual exploration of issues of sexuality rather than for actual, namely non-virtual,
‘pairing off.’ It is also quite important that in the case of group 1 female participants
and for the period of my research, online chatting with strangers did not lead to
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unfortunate risky physical behaviours like unprotected sex or unwanted sexual
solicitation. Despite research which indicates that young people who engage in
anonymous chatting are at greater risk of physical sexual dangers (cf. Mitchell,
Finkelhor, & Wolak, 2001), my own study suggests that Thalia’s cultural practice of
chatting and her use of English popular terms like ‘sexy’ served predominantly as
tools for her verbal play with identities and sexualities.

A number of suggestions put forward in Subrahmanyam et al’s paper
(Subrahmanyam, et al., 2004) can partly summarise my discussion so far. They
propose that screen names compensate for the absence of physical identity online,
thus operating as a kind of substitute for the face and body. Names, like
‘Hotgrl56Hot’ in their study (and like Thalia’s sexykouklara here) function, they
argue, as “a sexual come-on” (Subrahmanyam, et al., 2004, p. 659) and in my view
can also facilitate, by virtue of their anonymity, forthright discussions of sexuality and
related potentially embarrassing topics. The adjective ‘sexy’ used by a female chat
participant in their study operates, they say, as an identity marker through which the
girl conveys, very much like Thalia I would think, that she is looking for “sexual
intimacy in a conversational partner” (Subrahmanyam, et al., 2004, p. 661).

So far, I have shown how a single word, Thalia’s nickname, which combines both
Greek and the English adjective ‘sexy,’ allows this adolescent to exchange
information about her gender and sexual identities. In the remaining part of this subsection I turn to two more cues in English which Thalia used online, in order to show
that, like sexykouklara, they also invoke contemporary global images and contribute
to Thalia’s virtual self-representation.

The first of these cues is the name jessica (cf. Excerpts 9, 12, 13) which Thalia
employed as a fake given name for herself in all her online interactions. jessica is
interesting for it has similar discursive effects as sexykouklara. The female name is
not Greek and although it can be found in Greek-speaking families, it can also come
across as ‘foreign.’ Here I would argue it becomes Thalia’s chosen name for two
main reasons: for the foreignness or Englishness of it and for its contemporariness,
features that make it particularly attractive in Greek. In the absence of embodied cues
during Thalia’s online interactions, jessica becomes, in other words, one more tool
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through which this young female expresses identity. The proper name is not merely a
popular girls’ first name possibly taken from media culture. Rather, it operates in a
similar way to sexykouklara, namely, conferring identity.

If sexykouklara opens up positive images of female youth and contemporariness, as
well as making a statement about sexuality, jessica gets similarly involved in the
constitution of an enigmatic identity, thus nurturing not only what it means to be
young and modern, but also what it means to be potentially exotic. To put it
differently, together with sexykouklara, jessica maintains at one level Thalia’s
anonymity online and probably lessens, as has been suggested (cf. Clark, 1998), the
emotional pain that face-to-face dating may involve. At another level, however, both
names also work as identity expressions through which Thalia indexes female youth,
attractiveness and modernity; identity characteristics that make in Thalia’s mind a
young woman, the young woman au courant; or not quite so yet. For possibly the
fictitious occupation of a barwoman (Excerpt 11) working at baby doll (Excerpt 11,
12) is one more cue that Thalia seems to use in order to complete the virtual picture of
herself.

The English word barwoman was used by two of Thalia’s interlocutors (cf. line 10,
Excerpt 11), but Thalia herself never used the word. Instead she always wrote a
phrase like doulebo se bar [i work at a bar] (line 7, Excerpt 11) in order to talk about
her fictitious occupation. At the discursive level, Thalia’s bar and similarly her
interlocutors’ barwoman work, I would argue, alike. They can both be described as
unspectacular English words that are semi-integrated in Greek, and still carry a
different feel, a different kind of performative power. For Thalia to say that she
works at a bar and thus imply that she is a barwoman is to position herself in
alternative ways online and to reference such identity qualities as youth, modernity,
but also importantly coolness and toughness. For to work at a bar or to work at a bar
in order to make a living while studying to become a psychologist, as Thalia
mentioned in one of her chats (cf. Excerpt 12) is a virtual scenario that invokes
positive images of a young woman with various possibilities: the possibility of being
attractive, cool and modern, and the simultaneous possibility of being honest and hard
working.
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On the whole, the three cues in English or Greek and English discussed so far, namely
sexykouklara, jessica and working at a bar, together with Thalia’s semi-fictitious
physical appearance described online with the phrase 1.72cm tall, 62kg, brown hair
and green eyes all contribute to reversion of Thalia’s self-representation in cyberspace
towards the virtual. Through chatting and through the contemporariness of the
images that her English or half English words index, Thalia overwrites herself by
presenting to her anonymous interlocutors virtual or else potential identity aspects.
Thus, Thalia’s online interactions through her synchronous, yet deceptively sequential
(Werry, 1996) chats with unknown individuals, illustrate how this adolescent girl
manipulates a thin linguistic diet in English (or half English) in order to achieve her
local goals: first, in order to open up more ways of being a young woman growing up
in Ioannina; and second, in order to explore issues of sexuality resorting to her private
‘back stage style’ (as opposed to her ‘front stage’ public persona) (Goffman, 1959)
where she can prepare her public ‘front’ in a more relaxed manner without some of
the pressures of face-to-face interaction.

7.3.7 Online chatting, space and identity
If Mirto and Marianna’s online chatting in Sub-section ‘Group 2’s online chats’ has
demonstrated how youth identities and group membership are negotiated in
cyberspace and how adolescents living in Greece both consume and create online
linguistic norms in English and Greek or Hellenised English, my analysis of Thalia’s
chat communicative code which includes a range of items such as the thin hi, age, ok,
bar or the more ornamental sexykouklara and jessica has made more evident the
workings of the postmodernist notion of the fluidity of self. It has shown how a
teenager utilises globally recognisable cues in order to play with youth, gender and
sexual identities in her attempt to refashion a virtual or potential self.

More specifically, Thalia’s web-enabled chatting can be seen as a postmodern popular
cultural practice that opens up the possibility of playing with identities not in a way
that reflects online pretending, but rather in a fully meaningful and ‘real’ way. In this
sense, my claim is in accordance with Hine’s (2000) suggestion that authenticity of
identity online should be approached as negotiated and sustained by the situation,
rather than as a fixed entity firmly attached to a fixed body.
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Seen from a different perspective, my analysis has also pointed to a reassessment of
the notion of cyberspace not as a ‘world apart,’ not as a bounded physical site, but as
“a field of relations” (Olwig & Hastrup, 1997, p. 8) or connections between multiple
locations where the actors engage in activity. In other words, chatting has been
shown to be an online activity that creates social spaces; spaces that are conceived not
through the Newtonian static sense of grid-like space (Dodge & Kitchin, 2001); but
through relational conceptions of space (Soja, 1996), which see it as part of social
processes, as a product of social, cultural, political and economic relations (Dodge &
Kitchin, 2001), and as constituting and being constituted by time (Thrift, 1996). Such
relational theories of space-time are important when considering synchronous online
communication between spatially separated persons such as my participants’ chats
here.

At the level of identity meanings, my discussion in this section has illustrated that
very much like SMS (cf. Kasesniemi, 2003; Skög, 2002), online chatting with the use
of English can be a primary means through which youth identity is exercised. In
particular, my analysis has shown how the ornamental use of hybridised idiosyncratic
English in online chatting serves participants as a means through which they can
signal membership in the online culture and claim for themselves identities that are
connected to youth, coolness, contemporariness and sexuality.

7.4 RECONSTITUTING ENGLISH
This Section 7.4 takes my analysis further in two ways. First, it extends my
discussion of participants’ written language by looking at female participants’ English
scribblings in their schoolbooks, personal diaries and on their bodies. Second, it
moves away from the focus on written language that has dominated the chapter so far,
by taking a closer look at short moments where participants scatter a bit of English in
their Greek speech. My argument is that in instances where the use of English is
more planned and considered as well as in moments where English seems to just slip
in, identity performances are still opened up, while English as a ‘foreign’ language
still gets constituted and reconstituted in the local context. With respect to the written
and oral moments of this section, such identity performances reveal once again ways
of identifying with the young and the hip. More specifically, the girls’ English
language performances in the first sub-section point to youth identity meanings that
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are more gender specific, while the oral performances of the second sub-section show
how English takes up meanings and functions that are generally associated with being
a modern teenager locally; a teenager who aspires to belong to the locally cool crowd.

7.4.1 ‘Girls’ English’
Both female and male participants have so far been shown to engage with English
imitatively and in playful ways. What has been described as ornamental and
reconfigured English has similarly been revealed as an equally female and male
practice. Yet one type of such practice seemed to be, from the data available, more
gender specific. It refers to instances of written English where the content or the
language itself relates to romance and friendship. Although as topics, both romantic
and friendly relationships were discussed in Greek, interestingly some female
participants used English quotes, song lines, catchphrases and nicknames to address
the same subjects in writing. By choosing English as the medium for the expression
of such adolescent concerns, these girls seem to exploit the cultural connotations of
English as a global language and as the language of popular culture in order to claim
membership in the local youth, while maintaining their own singularity among peers.

Possibly the most representative candidate for this engagement with English is
Melina’s personal quotations album. As she said, in there she hand wrote favourite
phrases, quotations, sayings or song lines which she found on the Internet herself or
which other friends sent her via chat. With respect to her predominantly English
phrases she notably said:

(21) Greek: MelinaGI1Apr07n252
H50 96"$ +($ +,%;$( ./$5,+$( ./( F!!*&$+, +($ ./( 3"6µ(&$+,. E!!, /’
E==!$+, µ’ (62.;?&" +?6'07 (…). W"& #260, /( F!!*&$+, >" µ’ "µ%&2;?&".
W*!(>@ &$4-0 :/$ /( µ"/(C6,8;?&" (%’ /’ E==!$+, +($ >" 9=,8"$ (+6$947
&:*µ(, =$(/' /( original %$./"<0 /( ’5;?& =6,K"$ ./*& E==!$+@ =!4..(.
G($ 3"6µ(&$+, "'&($ +,%;$( 06('( (…). E%!, ./( F!!*&$+, "'&($ %;!<
!'=( %;? 250 96"$ %;? µ’ (62.;?&".
(21) English
I’ve found some quotations in Greek and German, too. But I like the
English most (…). I don’t know, but I’m not inspired by the Greek ones. I
just feel that they are translated from English and don’t make good sense,
because I think the original ones must have been written in English. In
German there are some that are nice (…). But in Greek I haven’t found
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much that I like.
Apart from the English language, one more characteristic was common to the sayings
in Melina’s album. The themes of romance and friendship recurred a number of times
in the midst of other topics such as life, struggles, dreams, parents, disappointments,
fights, passions, and self-identity. The photos that follow feature some of her
collected quotations:

(22) MelinaPH5Feb08n40ii

(23) MelinaPH5Feb08n40iv

(24) MelinaPH5Feb08n40vii
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(25) MelinaPH5Feb08n40viii

(26) MelinaPH5Feb08n40xi

(27) MelinaPH5Feb08n40xii

Evidently, Excerpts 22, 23, 26, 37 and the left page of Excerpt 25 are all love-related.
Although the latter, namely, Life is a journey and love is what makes this journey
worthwhile … (Excerpt 25), can be characterised as a text about love in general and
not romantic love in particular, the rest are more clearly linked to romance.
Interestingly, I’m here without u baby … you’re still in my dreams … and tonight
it’s only You and Me … (Excerpt 22), lyrics from the song ‘Here Without You’ by
the American hard rock band ‘3 Doors Down,’ and Because her heart still belongs to
HIM …! (Excerpt 23) are also openly about You and Me and her and HIM
respectively, thus sounding more like personal statements when compared for
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example to generic assertions voiced through a you (i.e. Excerpt 26). Overall,
however, the texts articulate love-associated discourses about losing (Excerpts 26,
27), longing (Excerpt 22) and belonging (Excerpt 23).

Five brief texts from the above excerpts are also about friendship (Excerpts 24, 25
right page). The texts generally talk about the importance of friendship, with some
more philosophical in tone (i.e. Friends have a way of speaking without words,
Excerpt 25). These aspects as well as their anonymous authorship distinguish them
from Olibia’s texts below:

(28) OlibiaPH2Feb08n39

Written by Olibia during class inside group 1’s ‘school diary,’ the text here is both
about love and friendship. The Greek text at the top of the page explains Olibia’s
emotional frustration with a boyfriend she still loves too much but whom she feels
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she needs to forget by possibly going out to flirt at places like the local cafés, central
and my house. At the same time, the predominantly English text on the other half of
the page consists of a personal call to her friends, Stella, Thalia and Panagiota for
HELP!; of a loving expression in English, and of Olibia’s signature in Greek.

I LOVE YOU in particular is more interesting than the rest of the English on this
page, not only because of its bigger size and more distinct script, but because it seems
to constitute a way of signing off that is so seamlessly integrated in Greek that its
place next to a Greek name spelled in Greek (i.e. GIJAEKF [Olibia] causes no
surprise, while still creating a strong effect.

When compared to Melina’s anonymous and more elaborate English texts above (cf.
Excerpts 22-27), the following phrases also seem less spectacular. F + I = B. F. F.
E. and similarly L + I = B. F. F. E. constitute thin occurrences authored by Olibia
herself on her school bag and in a sense are simplistic statements about friendship:

(29) OlibiaPH11Mar07n5

The texts are hybrid with the first two variables of the addition, representing first
name initials, in Greek (i.e. F, I, L, I), and the equation result in English: B. F. F. E.
for ‘Best Friends For Ever.’ In the main, such mathematical formulae, albeit with
different variables, were quite popular expressions of friendship among some female
participants. Panagiota used the B. F. F. E. slogan in her textbook during class:
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(30) PanagiotaPH15Mar07n6

And Elpida, from group 1, scribbled a similar expression, namely, R. F. E. A. F. E.
(i.e. ‘Real Friends Ever And For Ever’) on her right hand:

(31) ElpidaPH27Feb07n3
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On her left hand, however, a new borrowed expression of friendship appears. Friends
or foe?, apart from a well-known phrase in English, is here an intertextual reference
to a line and the title of a song by the Russian duo ‘t.A.T.u.’ Its use by Elpida through
an act of body writing reveals a kind of engagement with English popular culture that
is similar to Melina’s practice with her quotations album. Here, however, the act of
writing is public and could therefore be thought of as a more flamboyant identity act,
too.

One more text by Elpida fits the discussion here. Like other participants she had her
school bag covered with her and others’ scribblings, symbols and drawings. One of
these was a phrase saying Don’t never let him hurt you … Just hurt him First!!!:
(32) ElpidaPH27Feb07n4

Like one of Melina’s favourite quotations, Because her heart still belongs to HIM
…! (Excerpt 23), Elpida’s romance-related phrase sounds also personal, almost like an
inner voice advising her. Unlike Melina’s borrowed phrase, however, the use of the
double negation (i.e. Don’t never) makes the phrase even more idiosyncratic.

Panagiota’s following text constitutes one more example of adolescent preoccupation
with popular English-language music. Although writing lyrics predominantly in
English on school books and notebooks must have been a quite common non-genderspecific practice, Panagiota’s front cover from her Essay Writing (Ekfrasi Ekthesi)
book reveals that at least some of the songs she has chosen to adorn her book with are
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romance or relationship related songs. Such a categorisation, however, as well as my
interpretation that love-associated themes were favoured by some of my female
participants are analysis cues that I do not wish to stretch very far. With regard to
Panagiota’s data here more specifically, I would think, for example, that what is more
striking is this female adolescent’s engagement with late 1950s and early 1960s pop
and rock classics with English lyrics:

(33) PanagiotaPH15Mar07n8

Indeed, with the exception of ‘Conga’ (spelled by Panagiota as gonga), a 1985 dancepop song by the American band ‘Miami Sound Machine’ about dancing to the
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rhythms of the Cuban drum ‘conga,’ the rest of the songs whose lyrics are here
scribbled by Panagiota (not always correctly, e.g. techila instead of ‘tequila’) are old
pop and rock songs with English lyrics. Their song titles from the top left corner
clockwise are: ‘Stand by Me’ (1961), ‘Unchain my Heart’ (1963), ‘Tequila’ (1958),
‘These Boots Are Made for Walkin’’ (1966) and ‘Hit the Road Jack’ (1961). As
Panagiota said, some of the lyrics she had copied herself from other sources (e.g.
magazines, the Internet), whereas some she had just transcribed herself. Even though
the majority of these songs, except for the rock instrumental ‘Tequila,’ deal with love
themes (i.e. caring love, trapped love, broken love), what is possibly more notable
than female fascination with love topics, is Panagiota’s expression of youth identity
through a selection of handwritten old English song lyrics on her book.

A final piece of data from group 2 girls’ ‘notebook’ (cf. Excerpts 13, 14, Chapter 5)
provides a noteworthy use of English. English in this case occurred in nicknames
collusively decided and given by these girls to schoolboys they fancied at the time:

(34) G2PH5Feb08n472
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your butterfly! and My BEAUTIFUL ASH both written next to representative
drawings (i.e. a butterfly in blue and a smiley worm in the shape of an ASH (i.e. arse)
respectively) are two examples of nicknames in English that some of group 2 girls had
given to schoolboys. My BEAUTIFUL ASH in particular illustrates once more an
interesting misspelling (i.e. ASH instead of ‘arse’), which however does not impede
communication in this multi-modal text. Indeed, the author’s (or artist’s) imaginative
drawing with its pictorial double entendre conveyed through the shape of a smiley
worm which is simultaneously a caricature of an ASH (i.e. arse), make the meaning of
the nickname easily retrievable.

During my fieldwork a number of other nicknames, not necessarily for boys, were
also mentioned. Interestingly a lot were in English or just ‘foreign’ like Sudoku, kiss
my ass, U.F.O. and writer’s cramp (G2FN7Feb07n34). Leaving aside the creative
hidden associations between such nicknames and their signified individuals, stories of
which I occasionally heard, such instances of English language use can be
characterised as ornamental in that they clearly illustrate that English is here preferred
for its cultural connotations and overall connections with popular and adolescent
culture as a whole.

Apart from showing discourses that these girls find, broadly speaking, in popular
culture and which they favour, the texts examined here are examples of the use of
English for the expression of more gender-specific youth-related identity claims. Two
points should be stressed. First, such claims are undoubtedly articulated not only in
English, but in Greek as well. The choice of English for such romance and
friendship-related discourses as the ones examined here, however, illustrates that the
language of global pop culture does have a role in the performance of youth identities
among adolescents in the local context. Second, my categorisation of the data
presented in this sub-section under the rubric ‘gender-specific uses of English’ should
not be seen as a claim to generalisability. Had I had access to my male participants'
more personal authorial niches, I might have equally found similar thematic patterns
happening there. What is more remarkable then is that whether sobering (i.e.
Melina’s quotations), or commonplace (i.e. B. F. F. E. examples or Olibia’s I LOVE
YOU), or more playful in tone (i.e. schoolboys’ nicknames), these instances in
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English are notable ways of expressing coolness among a portion of female youth
locally.

7.4.2 English just slips in
This sub-section presents a series of interactional data that include some sort of
English words which can again be described as reconfigured or ornamental verbal
occurrences in this language. The differences between this set of data and other ones
presented in the two previous chapters are not differences of substance, but of degree.
In other words, there is less English here and the English words used come across as
less spectacular. Yet their performative power is equally important in positioning
these young individuals in favourable ways among their peers.
Possibly one of the commonest English words is ‘yes.’ In predominantly Greek
speech like my participants’ talk, ‘yes’ proved to be one of the ‘thinnest’ occurrences
in English. Different participants used it at different times in examples with different
‘illocutionary force’ (Austin, 1962). The three instances that follow, however, can be
chatacterised as being similar illocutionary acts in which the affirmative particle ‘yes’
functions as an exclamation of delight.

The first example comes from my fieldwork with Alexis, Blerta and Katerina. After
having finished our meal at ‘Goody’s,’ we are getting ready to go and Katerina picks
up the iPod which is still recording. Holding it in her hands she says:

(35) G3RI1Feb08n128
1 Katerina &’ (65'.0 &( /6(=;?>,0, &( 6'#0 2&( /6(=;?>,+$? [shall I start
singing, shall I go for one little song?]
2 Maria
&($ 6'#"! [yeah go for it!]
3 Gaterina (5;?::: ye:::s! G,%;$;7 µ;? !2"$ &( /6(=;?>@.0! H!( %($>$, /$ &(
/6(=;?>@.0? [oh ye:::s! Someone is asking me to sing! Hey guys what
should I sing?] ((soft and nostalgic tone))
Katerina’s quite soft and nostalgic ye:::s! expresses here delight at receiving my
approval and also my enthusiasm to hear her sing, but is different in tone from both of
the two instances below. The first of these examples occurred outside ‘Speed.net’
café during my fieldwork with group 1 on a Saturday morning:
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(36) G1FN3Feb07n19
1 Thalia %,&/07 O!?µ%'(, :.* 46( @µ(./(& µ2.(, +;$/;<." .?&25"$(! [however,
all that time we were inside he was constantly checking on you!]
2 Olibia YES! YES! YES!
This brief interaction is the final scene in an act that had started a bit earlier. While in
‘Speed.net’ café playing ‘Deal’ (an electronic game that had first been a huge success
as a TV show and had then been transferred to the small computer screen), Thalia
received a phone call from Stella saying that she was bringing to the café a male
friend of hers (a member of her training group), so that Olibia can present him at the
café as her new boyfriend. The aim of the staged event was to make an impression on
Sotiris, the young owner of ‘Speed.net’ and also Olibia’s sweetheart and someone
else’s fiancée at the time.

While Thalia and myself were still inside the café in front of a computer, a few
minutes of theatrical intimate hugs and kisses between Olibia and the ‘new
boyfriend,’ Lambros, unfolded just outside the café. The scene finished shortly,
however, as Sotiris’ fiancée unexpectedly arrived to pick up Sotiris. After the couple
left, the act came to an end and gossip about Sotiris’ fiancée fired up. It was during
these moments that Thalia decided to cheer up Olibia with her implication that Sotiris
must have possibly felt jealous to see her kissing with Lambros, as all that time we
were inside he was constantly checking on [her]. Olibia’s response with a loud and
emphatic triple YES! conveys on the one hand her enthusiasm for the success of her
act and on the other hand her delight in possibly meaning something to Sotiris.

Christianna’s following Yes! is also similarly emphatic. It occurred inside
‘Playhouse’ café, where some of group 2 participants and myself had arrived around
5pm on a weekday afternoon. During our time there Christianna started doing her
homework for her private English class later the same evening. After having
completed a few exercises with my help in her workbook, she checked her textbook.
Finding out that she had no homework in there, she exclaimed:

(37) G2FN7Feb07n33
1 Christianna Yes! F>4 /'%;/(! [Yes! Nothing in this one!]
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As in the previous examples, in this case too, Yes! expresses satisfaction. Although as
a monosyllabic switch to English, it seems quite a simplistic expression, an equivalent
exclamation in Greek (i.e. ‘&($’ /ne/ [yes]) would in these contexts sound not only
odd, but possibly more foreign than the ‘foreign’ ‘yes’ itself. In other words,
exclaiming ‘yes’ within otherwise Greek speech, seems an unselfconscious way of
expressing enchantment within the Greek language.

The same cannot be said of the following examples. That is, the next three instances
in English involve an equally uncomplicated word, namely, ‘boy,’ but are arguably
less spontaneous. The first example took place in Mirto’s place during my focusgroup interview with group 2. Vangelis, Loukas and myself were chatting inside
Mirto’s bedroom when Christianna and Marianna’s voices were heard at the door. As
the two girls were entering the room Marianna saluted everybody in Greek (she said,
2%,+ 5+8 '+,$,(! [Hi guys!]), whereas Christianna addressed the boys first in English:

(38) G2GI25Mar07n8
1 Christianna Hello boys!
Greeting the group in Greek, as Marianna did before her would be for Christianna a
quite natural way of saying ‘hi.’ Yet her Hello boys!, albeit a quite unspectacular
English utterance, is here not as unselfconscious as the previous ‘yes’ examples.

Thanos’ next example is possibly more unusual. While group 3 boys and myself were
drinking and chatting at ‘Kaïxis,’ a guy sitting at a table across called Thanos:

(39) G3FN16Feb07n85
1
2
3
4
5
6

young male
Thanos
young male
Thanos
young male
Thanos

L,&;! [Thanos!]
""" boy! [hey boy!]
2!( ’>0! [come here!]
/$ -"7? [what is it?]
2!( ’>0 .;? !20! [come here, I’m telling you!]
/$ -"7? I"7! 3$(/' 250 +;?92&/( /46(! [what is it? Tell me! Cos
I’m busy talking now!]

Although both Christianna’s boys and Thanos’ boy can be seen as address forms, the
latter sounds more idiosyncratic in Greek, a feature that is possibly lost in my
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translation. To put it differently, hey does not convey the local meaning of %%%, which
is a slightly unrefined response to a call. The combination of this local trait with the
English boy affords the whole phrase quite distinct nuances; nuances that are however
easily perceived as different within the social situation of listeners.

The final ‘boy’ occurrence is somewhere midway between the less unselfconscious
Hello boys! by Christianna and Thanos’ more eccentric %%% boy! It comes from Blerta
as a response to Thanos who was holding her by her waist whispering something in
her ear, while the rest of us were simply sitting in our chairs at ‘Lemon’ café watching
them. As soon as Thanos finished delivering his secret message, Blerta said:

(40) G3FN23Feb07n146
1 Blerta &($ 6" boy! [yeah that’s right boy, hey!] ((moving slightly away; in
emphatic tone))
To some extent the phrase possibly functions for Blerta as a verbal move away from
Thanos’ arms, and boy itself seems to be a substitute for the name ‘Thanos.’ Because
of the spontaneity of the phrase, boy sounds as a quick ready-made choice and in this
sense Blerta’s utterance comes across as an unornamented expression. Once again,
however, it is the intriguing mixture of simple Greek particles like &+, [yeah] and .%
/re/ (rendered in translation as ‘hey’) with an equally simple English word that endow
the phrase with a certain performative power. Similar power was diffused through
instances where the English word ‘girls’ was used mostly as an address form (i.e. well
I’ m gonna go now, girls! (ElpidaFN27Feb07n168); hey, girls, mercy on us!
(G1PH2Feb08n38); girls, in three weeks, schools (let God make them) are closing!
(G1PH2Feb08n39)). Despite both ‘boy(s)’ and ‘girl(s)’ being thin linguistic items in
English, their use within Greek, whether more or less conscious, produces I would
argue alternative ways of positioning and addressing peers locally.

The next set of data is quite different from the two previous ones. It involves the use
of the word ‘jet,’ a word that I would classify lexically as an English word with Greek
peer-created meanings. To my knowledge, the item was used by group 3 participants
only, and according to them it is a phrase they only say but not write. Interestingly, it
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can mean different things depending on the context. The first two examples below
illustrate one meaning only:

(41) G3RI16Feb07n5
1 Thanos
2 Alexis
3 Thanos

"=4 "'µ($ "C/, 56:&$( .’ (?/@ /* C,.* [personally I’m in this
culture for seven years now] ((meaning the hip-hop culture))
"=4 "'µ($ "&,µ$.? [I’m one and a half years myself]
(!!, 25"$ µ,-"$ %;!!,. H5"$ µ%"$ %;!< =6@=;6( ./*& $>";!;='( +$
25"$ ='&"$, "'&($ %;!< jet! [but he’s learned a lot. He has become part
of the (hip-hop) philosophy really quickly and he’s become, he’s
really jet!] ((referring to Alexis; addressed to me))

In line 3 Thanos talks to me about Alexis. He extols the latter’s quick take-up of the
hip-hop culture by affirming that Alexis became infused in the philosophy of hip-hop
really quickly and that now he is really jet! In a follow-up interview, he explained the
meaning of jet in Greek as 30µ'64 /koble/ [complete, fully-fledged, perfect]
(ThanosII12Mar07n172). A year later I came across jet as meaning ‘perfect’ again:

(42) G3RI25Jan08n66
1

Maria

2
3
4
5
6
7

Katerina
Blerta
Katerina
Blerta
Maria
Katerina

8
9

Maria
Katerina

:/(& "65:/(& * .;+;!,/( "'%"7 “I love you.” D/* .;+;!,/( /;
2!"="7? [when your hot chocolate was coming you said “I love you.”
Were you saying it to the chocolate? ((addressed to Katerina))
&($, &($, &($, [yeah, yeah, yeah,]
µ(7 "'5" !"'K"$, =$’ (?/:! [we had missed it, that’s why!]
,.", ,."! [oh yeah!]
?%;+(/,./(/; /;? 260/( %;? !2&"! [substitute for love, as they say!]
(1 turn later) =$(/' /; "'%"7? [and why did you say that?]
=$(/' @-"!( +,/$ 8"./: &( %$0 +($ >"& µ%;6;<.( ,!!;! [because I
wanted something hot to drink, I couldn’t wait any longer!]
/$ .*µ('&"$ >*!(>@ (…)? [so what does it mean (…)?
:/$ µ$( .;+;!,/( @/(& "+"'&* /*& 46( jet! [that a chocolate was at
that point jet!]

In this example, my following-up of the utterance “I love you” by Katerina to the hot
cup of chocolate led all the way to line 9 and another occurrence of jet! According to
Katerina jet! is a fabricated word and it’s nothing serious:

(43) Greek: KaterinaII29Mar08n66
Fµ"'7 /* 9=,!(µ" /* !2#*. W"& "'&($ /'%;/". D/* C6,.* (?/@ .*µ('&"$ :/$
* .;+;!,/( @/(& %;!< ‘"&/,#"$,’ :/$ @6-" "+"'&* /*& 46( %;? /*&
%"6$µ2&(µ".
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(43) English
It is us who created this word. It’s nothing. In this phrase it simply means
that the chocolate was really ‘good,’ that it came right when we expected it.
According to my interpretation, however, jet in both Thanos’ and Katerina’s case is
an interesting, albeit simplistic in form, move into a new language that sounds like
English. In these two examples, it means ‘perfect’ or ‘really good,’ but generally has
other meanings, too. Compare, for instance, the following by Katerina:

(44) G3FN23Feb07n150
1 Maria
2
3
4
5

Blerta
Alexis
/?/
Gaterina

=$(/' µ"!(=5:!*."7? [why did you get depressed?] ((addressed to
Blerta))
,." "'&($ µ"=,!* $./;6'(, [oh well, it’s a long story,]
it’s a big big story! ((ironically))
/yu joking! Ya joking!/ ((in singing tone))
/46( /*& 2+(&" (?/:7 jet! [now good, he made her jet!]

The excerpt followed a quite long private conversation between Blerta and Thanos
about her ex-boyfriend. The rest of us were not part of it, so when their confidential
chit-chat ended, I noticed Blerta’s mood had changed in that she looked a bit sad.
Katerina made a similar comment, too (line 5), when she observed that now good, he
made her jet! Following my question on the spot about this meaning of jet, Katerina
explained that it means />& 4.,;%, that is, ‘he made her feel down.’ This is thus a
different nuance for the same seemingly English word in Greek.

Despite other interesting crossings in this last example (e.g. lines 3-4), crossings that
could be characterised as more lengthy and creative, my focus on Katerina’s
monosyllabic spontaneous jet is justified on the grounds that it is a tiny English-like
odd word that nevertheless manages to position Katerina as a cool group member in
whose ordinary everyday speech in Greek, hip English words (etymologically at least)
just slip in all the time.

Moreover, as with examples from Japan presented by Seargeant (cf. Seargeant, 2005,
p. 317), jet is naturalised to such an extent that as English it would be, in the above
contexts, semantically incorrect. To put it differently, in none of the examples here
can jet mean any of its English senses as a noun (i.e. ‘rapid stream’ or ‘aircraft’) or as
a verb (i.e. ‘travel by jet aircraft’ or ‘spurt out in jets’). Nor can it be an intertextual
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reference to ‘the Jets and the Sharks,’ the two teenage street gangs of the American
musical ‘West Side Story.’ Yet as the item belongs to conversational Greek only, its
occurrence, I believe, can still come across as emblematic by dint of its English
sound.

All in all, the word can be said to “have become mutated in meaning” (Seargeant,
2005, p. 317) as it is introduced and absorbed into Greek by a small number of young
people. Thus, drawing on Seargeant (2005, p. 317) who explains this phenomenon of
oft-used phrases of seemingly English origin in Japanese, I could similarly argue that
such ornamental switches to English within predominantly Greek speech, are
indicative of the Greek language’s consumption of Western (or more precisely of
Anglo) culture in its own terms; and of a process by which entirely new artefacts of
Greek culture are produced.

If analogous examples involving brief moments where ornamental instances of
English occurred were to be included in this sub-section, the latter would have to be
far longer. Due to space limitations, I have chosen to illustrate here what
reconfigured and ornamental English might mean in Greek, through examining the
use of three words only; namely, ‘yes,’ ‘boy(s)’ and ‘jet.’ A number of other data
comparable in function were encountered in my fieldwork with all groups of
participants whose interactions I observed. The following reduced list includes some
of their brief spontaneous and idiosyncratic expressions in English:

(45i) G2R\3Feb08n19
1
2

Christianna %62%"$ &( C<=0 "=4, [I need to go now,]
Marianna /46(? Are you mad? [now? Are you mad?] ((Greek-sounding
pronunciation for Are you mad?))

(45ii) G1FN3Feb07n17
1 Thalia .$=, µ*& (%(&/@."$ ; ];?9,7 ." .2&(! [no way that Rouvas sends you an
email back!] ((Rouvas is a Greek pop singer idol))
2 Olibia ." µ2&( >" -( (%(&/@."$ 6"? Are you serious? [he won’t reply to me,
hey you? Are you serious?] ((English-sounding pronunciation for Are
you serious?))
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(45iii) G3R\1Feb08n104
1 Gaterina %,6" µ$( %(/(/;<!(, "'&($ %;!< gorgeous! [have a chip, it’s really
gorgeous!] ((gorgeous is pronounced in English-sounding accent))
(45iv) G3FN23Feb07n142
1 Katerina >"'#" !'=; /;& Bob 6"! [hey show (Maria) Bob! ((meaning to show me
in her mobile a picture of ‘SpongeBob SquarePants,’ the American
animated television series hero))
2 Blerta
Wait !'=; 6"! [wait a moment, hey!] ((Wait is pronounced as /weit/ in
emphatic tone))
(45v) G2FN24Feb07n173
1 Maria
µ( +(!, %47? EC;< (%(=;6"<"/($! [but how is this? Since it is
illegal!] ((showing surprise at hearing that both teachers and students
use their mobiles at school even after their use was banned))
2 Vangelis F!!,>( "'µ(./", HELLO! [we are in Greece, HELLO!]
((exaggerated English-sounding accent for HELLO!))
(45vi) G2FN7Feb07n35
1 Marianna ((playing ‘Jungle Speed’ at ‘Playhouse’ café))
fuck you! ((has just lost a point over Mirto))
2 Mirto
no, you! ((emphatic tone))
(45vii) G2FN30Jan07n12
1 Nikos ((playing ‘Tichu’ at ‘Playhouse’ café; Nikos has just taken a peek at
Christianna’s play cards and urges Vangelis, who is team with
Christianna, to play next))
,&/" %('#", µ*& (&;'#0 /; my bigmouth strikes again! [come on, it’s
your turn, before I open my bigmouth strikes again ((the phrase
bigmouth strikes again is from the song ‘Bigmouth strikes again’ by the
alternative rock band ‘The Smiths’))
(45viii) G3FN16Feb07n103
1 Alexis
2!( 6" µ(!,+(, ,&(K" 2&( /.$=,6;! [come on you wanker, light a
cigarette!]
2 Pandelis
>"& µ%;64 &( +(%&'.0 µ%6;./, .;?! [I can’t smoke in front of
you!] ((ironically))
3 Alexis
=$(/' "'.($ /:.; gay 6"! [why are you so gay, hey!] ((gay here
means ‘stupid’ or ‘coward’ and is pronounced as /gei/))
(45ix) G2FN24Feb07n183
1 Loukas
((while mocking around in the street)) what did you say? ((Englishsounding accent))
2 Vangelis fuck the USA! ((emphatically; English-sounding accent))
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(45x) G2FN24Feb07n164
1 Nikos ((overhears Irini saying to me that she started dancing classes the
previous year at the age of 15))
=$( /$ %6,=µ( µ$!,7? [what are you talking about?] ((addressed to Irini))
2 Irini
%,0 dancing [I’m doing dancing]
3 Nikos
/$? X;6"<"$7? [really? Do you dance?]
4 Irini
so you think! ((English-sounding accent; play with the title of the dance
reality show and competition ‘So You Think You Can Dance’))
Apart from resonating with a number of distinct voices by different group 1, 2 and 3
participants, this listing of examples demonstrates that sometimes what can be thin
can also be intertextually creative (e.g. Excerpt 45x, with its playful intertextual
reference); and that what can seemingly be playful, can also be a way of resisting both
the Anglo-centric domination (e.g. Excerpt 45ix, with its open verbal assault to the
US) and the local discursive practices (e.g. Exceprt 45v, with its irony towards
Greece’s general inefficiency) (Canagarajah, 1999).

Overall, from a linguistic point of view the verbal instances examined in this subsection have been so thin that they seem to just slip into these adolescents’
predominantly Greek speech. Although the contextual information given is not
detailed, I would argue, that from a language performance point of view, these
instances constitute moments of stylised rather than overtly conscious performance
(cf. Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.3.2). For they display a certain spontaneity that has to
do with how these young people choose to create identity meanings related to youth
and coolness in the moment.

And from a broader sociolinguistic perspective, these linguistic moments, I suggest,
constitute “reconfigured English” (Seargeant, 2005) in Greece; or reconstituted thin
instances in English which, setting aside their significance because of the cultural
references of English as such, resemble to an extent some of the impromptu Deutsch
in Rampton’s (1999a) work, where ‘danke,’ ‘es ist nicht goot,’ ‘entschuligung’ or
‘entschoodigung,’ ‘aufmachen,’ ‘zoomachen’ and ‘moment’ were mainly exploited by
language learners for their ludic and aesthetic modalities.
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7.5 LOCAL NATURALISED ENGLISH AND GLOBAL SEMIOTICS
The interview comment with which I chose to start this fifth section was made by
Sophia following my reading of the third scenario (cf. Appendix 8) where my
fictitious teenager personae, Periklis, Dina and Giorgos, were shown to briefly cross
into English and Hellenised English in their short interaction. My scenario was
inspired by the way I had observed other participants use language at earlier stages of
fieldwork. During the interview I asked ‘do you and your friends speak like that?’
Sophia replied:

(46) Greek: SophiaII31Mar07n237
N($. L"06"'/($ 929($( %;!< µ,=+$+* (?/@ * =!4..(. E7 %;<µ" :.;$
-2!;?& &( /; %('#;?& +($ +(!,, µ$!,&" 2/.$. F=4 ="&$+, /; (%;C"<=0 (…).
L?µ,µ($ %26?.$, :/(& @µ;?& +$ "=4 ." µ$( /2/;$( C,.*, %6;.%(-;<.( +$
"=4 &( µ$!,0 2/.$, (!!, %!2;& µ$!,0 :%07 µ;? 9=('&"$ (…). W" µ$!,µ"
2/.$ µ" :!;?7 (…) (!!$47 µ$!,0 µ" /*& I(&(=$4/(, (!!$47 µ" ,!!"7 C'!"7
µ;? (…). G(/(65@& /; -"064 +,%07 ?%;+6$.'(. E!!, &;µ'80 :/$ :!;$ /;
+,&;?µ" (?/:, &( -2!;?µ", &( /; %('#;?&", #260 ’=0, µ,=+"7 +($ &(
56*.$µ;%;$;<& (?/@ /* =!4..(. E!!, &;µ'80 :/$ ./*& %6(=µ(/$+@ /;?7
C<.* (7 %;<µ", >" -( µ$!;<.(& 2/.$. N;µ'80 :/$ "'&($ (%!, .(
>$(+;.µ*/$+: ./;$5"';, :%07 +($ ;$ 96$.$27 %;? !2&" (…). F'µ($ .'=;?6*
:µ07 :/$ +$ ’=0 /$7 56*.$µ;%;$4 (…) 506'7 &( /; +(/(!(9('&0, (!!,
.?&"$>*/, /;?!,5$./;& >"& /$7 !20, :5$, /$7 (%;C"<=0 (…). “D/*&
%6(=µ(/$+@ /;?7 C<.*” (pause) "&&;4 :/(& (7 %;<µ" "'&($ µ" /*&
;$+;=2&"$, /;?7, µ" (&-64%;?7 %;? µ$!,&" C?.$+, +($ %;? >"& %6;.%(-;<&
&( "'&($ +,/$, (7 %;<µ", µ,=+"7 (…). I$./"<0 .?5&, /; 9,8;?µ" +($ .(&
(.%'>( :/$ ‘%;$;7 "'µ($ "=4 +($ µ$!,0 2/.$!’
(46) English
Yes. But of course this kind of language is considered really cool. For
instance, those who want to show off, they would speak like that.
Personally I avoid it (…). I remember myself last year when I was in a
similar frame of mind, I was making attempts to speak like that, but now I
speak the way I feel like (…). But we don’t speak like that with everybody
(…) I speak differently with Panagiota, differently with other girlfriends of
mine (…). First of all, I find it a bit hypocritical. But then I think that we
all do it, we all want to, they want to show off, to be cool ((male adjective
ending in Greek)) and to use this kind of language. But I also think in their
((male possessive adjective ending in Greek)) real nature, for example, they
wouldn’t speak like that. I think it is just like an ornamental feature, like the
swear words they say ((male verb ending in Greek)) (…). But I’m certain
that I use such (English) words myself, too, (…) without realising, although
consciously I don’t use them, no, I avoid them (…). “In their real nature”
(pause) well, I mean when for example they are with their families, with
people with whom they speak naturally, and with whom they don’t try to
show off, to be cool ((male adjective ending in Greek)) for example (…). I
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think we often use it as a shield for example like, ‘who am I and can speak
like that!’
A number of interesting points are made here by Sophia. First, she acknowledges that
she and her friends use English loans and Hellenised English in their everyday speech.
Then, she characterises this kind of linguistic repertoire as really cool. Interestingly,
at certain points her general we (e.g. we all want to) changes to a they referring to
males only, as if this ‘cool’ way of speaking with English words in Greek is a
characteristic of mainly male speech (e.g. they want to show off, to be cool ((male
adjective ending in Greek)); like the swear words they say ((male verb ending in
Greek)). Surprisingly, although she states that generally we speak differently with
different people, later she talks about people’s real nature of speaking; a nature that,
as she says, people express with individuals like their families whom they do not
necessarily want to impress. And quite importantly for my discussion in this chapter,
she introduces the phrase ornamental feature to characterise the use of English in
Greek, thus drawing a direct parallel to the key analytical term I borrowed from
Seargeant (i.e. ‘ornamentalism’ (Seargeant, 2005)) in order to approach the data here.

Unlike Seargent, however, and unlike the chapter argument here, Sophia’s version of
‘ornamentalism’ seems to lack a productive dimension. In other words, it seems to
fail to see how these ‘ornamental’ and usually ‘unspectacular’ borrowed items can
perform social and identity functions. Contrarily, my argument throughout the
chapter has been that despite the ‘ornamental’ and ‘thin’ nature of such linguistic
repertoires, there are still identity meanings, mainly youth-related, that are negotiated
in and emerge from these kinds of peer interactions.

In other words, the broader implication I have put forward supports Seargeant’s view
that the foreign language, in this case English, “acts as a resource through which local
cultures are able to express their attitude and relations to the global while at the same
time reinventing the uniqueness of their own culture” (Seargeant, 2005, p. 318).
Thus, building on Seargeant (2005, p. 317), I argue that such a perspective to English
opens up an understanding of the use of ornamental English in Greece as also
interrogating the ways in which English has become a part of Greek life and language,
a part of modern Greek culture.
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One more issue needs to be raised at this point, however. In the previous chapter it
was pointed out (i.e. in Section 6.5) that some participants were shown to be
developing a great deal of cultural capital through their entry into English and global
cultures. In this chapter, too, I can similarly claim that in order for the local
naturalised English to still count as English when translocal norms are imposed on it,
it should be transformed into a cultural capital with transferrable effects and
functions.

Studying playful verbal practices in Cantonese (or in stereotypical foreigner’s
Cantonese) in an English language lesson in Hong Kong, Lin (2000) shows that,
while in themselves artful and playful, these Cantonese working-class adolescents’
self-asserting practices in Cantonese fail to interrupt the reproduction and
perpetuation of these children’s disadvantaged socio-cultural world. For their
resistance to an alienating English curriculum, albeit creative and playful, perpetuates
their own insularity and subordination in a context where English is a
socioeconomically dominant symbolic resource. Canagarajah had previously reported
similar findings in relation to his tertiary-level Tamil students of English. He had
argued that mere resistance or opposition does not necessarily lead somewhere
positive and that domination should be looked at in more complex ways
(Canagarajah, 1993).

Drawing a parallel with both studies, my analysis here emphasises that local English
in Greece should be part of a broader range of multi-lingual and multi-cultural
resources in order to help young people in Greece access the kind of “multiple
identities that are needed for both socioeconomic success and cultural vitality in an
increasingly diversified and pluralistic world” (Lin, 2000, p. 81).

Blommaert (2005b) summarises a similar line of argument with respect to the local
uses of English in urban Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. He says that although the picture
of local English in Tanzania is one of relocation and appropriation, or else, of
semiotic opportunity rather than of English imperialism, the local languages, both
Swahili and English, lose function at a rapid pace once moved out of the local
environment. In other words, his point is that if a particular form of local English
fails to function as a semiotic resource that allows local people, including the local
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youth, to ‘get out’ of Dar es Salaam culturally, and to culturally relocate their local
environments in a global semiotics, then the potential or the symbolic and cultural
capital of these ‘low-mobility’ forms of English should be reconsidered.

My final words in this chapter should embrace, it seems, Blommaert’s argument
above. For if the use of such ornamental English as in the examples presented here
succeeds in helping these adolescents develop a strong “local semiotics of identity”
(Blommaert, 2005b, p. 409) probably only fully understandable to peers in Ioannina,
and at the same time fails to turn them into linguistically and culturally mobile
citizens of a global world, then the potential of this kind of English as an empowering
semiotic resource should be reconsidered. For, as Luke notes, “[t]here are no
guarantees of power, no genres of power. Power is utterly sociologically contingent”
(Luke, 1996, p. 333).

Based on such understandings of English language use, it is plausible to argue for an
English language pedagogy in Greece that neither underestimates nor overestimates
the performative powers and the local identity semiotic potential of such ‘orate’ (cf.
Kramsch, 1993, p. 114; Widdowson, 1991) or simple forms of spoken and written
English as the ones examined in this chapter. For the future socioeconomic wellbeing
of teenage learners primarily depends on ‘high-mobility’ forms of English; forms of
English that can be fostered through critical literacy and the learning of more literate,
and more linguistically and culturally mobile forms of English language use.

~~~

In this chapter I examined more of the discursive resources through which the
adolescents of this study negotiate youth-related identity meanings among their peers.
My focus has been on language that includes either emblematic English alone or some
sort of Greek and English intertwined together. As in the previous two chapters, in
this final analysis chapter, I again subscribed to a performance-oriented approach to
language and took a poetic or aesthetic perspective on language as a form of action, or
as a form of purposeful and meaningful symbolic behaviour. More specifically, I
have utilised as my key analytical term the notion of ‘reconstituted/reconfigured
ornamental English’ in order to show how brief moments of ‘unspectacular’ and
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‘ornamental’ uses of English within predominantly Greek speech, operate as tools for
the negotiation by these adolescents of social and youth-associated identity goals
within the peer group locally. A significant realisation arising from my analysis is
that it is rarely the case that one language only, for instance, Greek or English, affords
identity effects among teenagers in the local context. Rather, it is in the often
seamless interweaving of these two (or more) languages, namely, in the intersection
of languages that meanings are opened up and identities are conferred among local
peer groups. The chapter closes with the suggestion that English language pedagogy
in Greece can include literate forms of English language use, while still making the
most of the identity potential opened up through learners’ employment of more
locally meaningful and idiosyncratic forms of English. The next and final thesis
chapter takes such a pedagogical consideration further.
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Praxis
[a] language isn’t a thing
Joseph, 2006, p. 7

My aim in this final thesis chapter is threefold: first, to draw a link between the main
points of the analysis (i.e. Chapters 5, 6, 7) and the issues raised at the beginning of
the thesis with regard to the role of English in Greece (i.e. Chapter 1); second, to offer
some pedagogical implications as to English language teaching in Greece based on
the analysis; third, to lay out some more general concerns in relation to language as a
whole and English language in particular, and identity.

More specifically, I first (cf. Section 8.1) return to the starting point of the thesis,
namely, the two oppositional discourses regarding the role of English in Greece as an
instrumental and/or detrimental language. Making the case for moving away from
such discursive positions, I also revisit the thesis aim and focus, and reiterate each
chapter’s contribution. The thesis argument and research questions are then
summarised in Section 8.2, which further elaborates on an important finding of the
thesis, namely, the triadic classification of participants’ practices with English as
creative and playful (cf. Chapter 5), imitative (cf. Chapter 6) and osmotic and
ornamental (cf. Chapter 7). In Sections 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 I discuss my research
questions as explored in the three analytical chapters respectively. The aim is to bring
together English language use, identity meanings, alternative understandings of the
role of English and pedagogical implications for English language teaching in Greece.
In Section 8.6 I raise a number of more general pedagogical concerns with respect to
language teaching as a whole, including English language teaching in Greece. And in
Section 8.7 I touch upon the issue of transferability of the thesis findings with greater
emphasis on what broad view of language can be put forward based on the analysis of
the language use examined in the thesis.
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8.1 ENGLISH AS INSTRUMENTAL AND/OR THREAT: SETTING ASIDE UNHELPFUL
BINARIES

During my fieldwork the repetition by some participants of certain words in Greek,
which described their feelings about English, was particularly striking to me. This
was so because such phrases had made me start to think more seriously about what
‘English’ is believed to be in Greece. The words included the items 5301',$,(.+
[rubbish collector (female)], +660/.*)5> [alienation], +70µ0*)5> [assimilation],
+660*)5> [deterioration], :+6(8 [you damage], '/#5> [decline], 1'0-,-+5µ<8
[degradation], +'%,60@& [it threatens], 3+/+5/.47%, [it destroys], and the item /%6%*)5+
[finished].
With the exception of the words 5301',$,(.+ [rubbish collector (female)] and
/%6%*)5+ [finished], the remaining items clearly refer to what was discussed at the
beginning of the thesis (cf. Chapter 1) as a widespread understanding of English in
Greece as a language that causes ‘Greek’ some kind of ‘damage’ or ‘deterioration’
through its prevalence in the speech of mostly young people and adolescents in
particular.

Although I found these eight instances to be the key phrases with which participants
directly referred to the detrimental effects on ‘Greek’ language of the extensive use of
English (cf. second discourse of English as discussed in Chapter 1, Sub-section 1.2.2),
there were many more instances where participants talked about English as a must in
their lives, thus pointing to the first pervasive perception of English: as an
instrumental language. The most notable expression of this occurred in Thalia’s
phrase even if you want to become a rubbish collector, they ask you for a certificate in
English!:

(1) Greek: G1FN30Jan07n6
Thalia: µ%;6"' &( µ* µ’(62.;?& /’ E==!$+,, (!!, "'&($ 56@.$µ(, /;
9!2%"$7 %(&/;<. G($ .+;?%$>$,6( &( -2!"$7 &( ='&"$7, .;? 8*/,&" 5(6/'
(%’ E==!$+,!
Olibia: "=4 %6;.0%$+, -2!0 &( ='&0 ($.-*/$+:7 +($ 2/.$ >"& /(
56"$,8;µ($ /’ E==!$+,, +($ >" µ’ (62.;?&.
Thalia: %07 >"& /( 56"$,8".($, %(&/;< 56"$,8;&/($!
Olibia: =$(/' 96" µ(!,+(, %;? -( µ;? 56"$(./;<&?
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(1) English
Thalia: I may not like English, but English is necessary anyway, you can
see this everywhere. Even if you want to become a rubbish collector
((female noun ending in Greek)), they ask you for a certificate in
English!
Olibia: personally I want to become a beautician, so I don’t need English
and I don’t like it anyway.
Thalia: what do you mean you don’t need English? English is necessary
for everything!
Olibia: why, you wanker, where am I gonna need it?
In this instance from a mini-dialogue between Thalia and Olibia inside ‘Speed.net’
café the word 5301',$,(.+ [rubbish (female) collector] was used for the first time.
Three more instances also occurred in Thalia and Olibia’s speech, while Sophia used
the word 3+C+.*5/.,%8 [cleaning ladies] with an equivalent connotation in a different
context. Although Thalia’s position here reinforces the instrumentality argument with
regard to the role of English in Greek society, Olibia’s strong response why, you
wanker, where am I gonna need it? expresses a kind of resistance which I would
imagine a number of teachers and parents are confronted with (maybe without the
profane, yet friendly, address form used here by Olibia) at some stage in their
students’ or children’s English schooling.

This example, along with the words mentioned above, which some of the participants
used to express their thoughts about English (i.e. alienation, assimilation,
deterioration, damage, decline, degradation, threatens, destroys), touch on the core of
the problematic of this thesis. In particular, we hear through participants’ voices two
sides of the prevalent rhetoric with regard to English in Greece. English is, on the one
hand, an asset absolutely necessary for young people’s later socioeconomic wellbeing
and employment opportunities, even for those as humble as becoming a ‘rubbish
collector.’ On the other hand, English poses a threat for ‘Greek’ as its use within
Greek speech damages a national language with an ancient written tradition and
history through a cataclysmic process of osmosis.

One more way of thinking about English was also expressed through participants’
words. This was expressed through the word /%6%*)5+ [finished] in such examples as:
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(2) Greek: OdisseasII21Jan07n2
F, &($, /46( 250 /"!"$4."$ µ" /’ E==!$+, (…), %@6( /; Proficiency (…)
./*& /6'/* 3?µ&(.';?.
(2) English
Well, yeah, I’ve finished already with English (…), I obtained the
Proficiency ((certificate of proficiency in English)) (…) when I was in
year three of junior high.
(3) Greek: DoraII18Mar07n1
B*& #"5&,7 :/$ "µ2&( /"!"'0.(& /’ E==!$+, /;?7 ./*& /6'/* =?µ&(.';?
+($ /( >?;, %;? .*µ('&"$ :/$ ./; T<+"$; >"& "'5(µ" E==!$+,. F,&
"'5(µ" +($ /’ E==!$+,, -( @/(& %;!< %$; %,&0 (/( 2#;>( =$( /(
C6;&/$./@6$().
(3) English
But don’t forget that my kids finished with their English when they were
in year three of junior high, both of them; which means that when they
went to senior high we didn’t have English classes. If we had English
then as well, (the expenses for the kids’ frondistiria) would have been
much higher now.
(4) Greek: ThemisII21Jan07n34
Maria: 25"$7 /"!"$4."$ µ" /’ E==!$+,?
(4) English
Maria: have you finished with English?
These were 3 of the 10 instances where the word ‘finish’ was explicitly used in
association with the English language. Unsurprisingly the concept is used by quite
different parties: an adolescent, Odisseas, one of my sporadic participants, Dora, his
mother and the only parent I interviewed, and the researcher myself. What makes it
worth of discussion, however, is that it points to a process with a definite beginning
(i.e. start of English classes) and endpoint (i.e. a certificate of proficiency), and that it
treats English as an object with an expiry date.

Although the names ‘Greek’ and ‘English’ have been used in this thesis as language
names, often also used in the analysis without scare quotes, such a view of the English
language or of language in general as a process you finish or a thing-like entity with
an expiry date has not been endorsed in this thesis. Instead of thinking about
language as if it were an end in itself, this thesis has argued for a view of language as
“a means towards enriched social capacities and human creativities” (Morgan, 2004,
p. 176, italics in original); or else as a means that opens up different possibilities of
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being in the world.

Accordingly, rather than seeking to verify or falsify whether English plays an
instrumental and/or detrimental role in Greece; and equally, rather than aiming at
detailing the effects of the pro-English official language policy in the EU (cf. Chapter
2) on the research participants, the intention of this study has been to focus on how
participants use their main foreign tongue among their peers in everyday life in
Greece. Thus, although the discussion of the paradoxes arising from both public
rhetoric (cf. Chapter 1) and the local and EU official language and testing policies (cf.
Chapter 2) was a necessary part of the rationale of this study, the testing of such
contradictions was judged unproductive. For this reason, the rest of the thesis (i.e.
analysis chapters) concentrated instead on exploring what people, and in particular
what adolescents, do with English in Greece.

With such a focus the study can be said to contribute to similar ethnographic research
that sets out to understand what people actually do with language in practice and is
therefore interested not in language names, but in the “emergent constructs reflecting
ideologically regimented language use ” (Blommaert, 2005b, p. 391). This is not to
say that discourse or language ideologies are irrelevant, but that the study of the
practice of language often reveals a good deal more fluidity than what discourse or
ideologies represent. As Bucholtz (2007, p. 245) suggests, ideology regiments
practice, but practice exceeds ideology “for the social meaning of language, while
ideologically rigid, is often more flexible in practice.” With this in mind, my study
has deliberately moved away from the two dominant English language discourses in
Greece and has taken an ethnographic approach to the study of language practices in
order to show that English serves in the peer group as a rich resource which teenagers
use to lay claim to a variety of social and interactional identities.

In line with this broad research interest, participant comments such as those presented
at the beginning of this section about English’s instrumental and/or detrimental roles,
as well as comments referring to participants’ learning and exam experiences were
deliberately not discussed in detail in the analysis. Acknowledging the conditioning
effects of the prevalent ways of thinking about English in Greece on my participants, I
have intentionally aimed in my analysis to shed light on these people’s practices with
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English instead.

Yet, as mentioned above, my discussion in Chapter 2 of the role of English in Greece
and the EU did form a necessary part of the research rationale on several grounds.
First, it situated my analysis of adolescents’ practices with English in Greece within
the complex political climate of the spread of English in the contemporary world.
This is an important point worth taking into account when we examine English
language use in Greece and its links to identity. For it is then that we need to be
reminded of the pervasive role of English as a global language in the current world
system.

Second, the rationale served to set the study apart from a work widely drawn on here,
namely, Ben Rampton’s extensive research on language crossing. While there are a
number of theoretical and practical (i.e. data driven) commonalities between my
research and Rampton’s pioneering study on crossings into impromptu Deutsch and
German (Rampton, 1999a, 2002, 2006), a key difference is that the language instances
studied here involved crossings into English; a language which, like Rampton’s
German, was participants’ second language taught at school, but which, unlike
Rampton’s German, has been a global language with vast political ramifications and a
key dominating role in global popular culture.

Overall, then, through the problematisation of the two prevalent discourses around
English in Greece, the thesis challenged in the first chapter the common-sensist notion
of language as a fixed entity that serves as an instrumental and/or detrimental tool. It
then presented in Chapter 2 some recent changes in the demographic and sociocultural profile of Greece and Ioannina more specifically, in order to justify the study
of English in this context as timely. In that same chapter the deterministic view of an
assumed linearity of Greek language and identity was dealt with modestly, thus
contributing to similar positions already taken particularly within the field of Greek
studies, and to the argument that a one-on-one relationship between language, culture
and nation is problematic, for it considers languages to be discrete unchanging entities
(Cameron, 1990; Luke, 2002; Pennycook, 2003, 2004). The picture of the role of
English, its teaching and testing in Greece and the EU was also offered in this second
chapter as an account of the paradoxical, complex and political roles of the English
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language in these contexts.

Chapter 3 offered an overview of the three literature areas that significantly informed
the direction of the research: first, literature that deals with the use of language as
constitutive of identity; second, literature that focuses on different understandings of
the global spread of English; and third, literature around language performance and
language play. The first discussion identified a gap in research on English language
and youth identity in the Greek context, while the second discussion concluded that
the performativity paradigm was the most productive way to understand the role of
English among adolescents in Greece. The chapter also introduced language play and
language performance as two key analytical lenses in the data. Language
performance in particular was redefined in accordance with my discussion of the data
as deliberate performed activity or stylised performance produced in the doing.

Additional conceptual as well as more ‘practical’ analytical tools were then discussed
in detail in Chapter 4 (i.e. methodology) which also provided information on
participants, the generation, type, amount and context of the data. Issues around
translation, reflexivity and power in the research process were also part of this
methodological discussion. The latter was particularly concerned with accounting for
the interpretive and poststructuralist aspects of the research. It thus discussed the dual
analytic goal of the ethnographic study, namely, to gain participants’ readings and
offer the researcher’s interpretation; and to deconstruct the very object of research, the
‘English language,’ through examining what its use enables and disables in the peer
context. Beyond the theoretical analytic tools of performativity, performance and
linguistic creativity that were discussed in detail in the literature chapter (i.e. Chapter
3), my methodological account argued for an ethnographically based analytic
approach that should also be informed by poststructuralist discourse theory and
combine detailed textual analysis with attention to contextual, pretextual and
posttextual interpretations.

Finally, moving away from essentialist positions about English (cf. Chapter 1) as well
as from what was shown to be a highly political English language teaching and testing
reality in Greece and the EU (cf. Chapter 2), the thesis further showed in the three
analysis chapters (i.e. Chapters 5, 6, 7) how English can be more than an object, a
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name or thing in the Greek context, by exploring its performative use and role in
identity construction among adolescent girls and boys in Ioannina, Greece.

8.2 LANGUAGING AND TRANSLINGUAL IDENTITIES AMONG ADOLESCENTS IN
GREECE

The intention of this thesis to not test prevalent discourses and key official policies,
but explore instead everyday language practices, is reflected in the research questions
set out in Chapter 1, namely,

1. What are adolescents’ practices with English in Greece?
2. What kinds of identity meanings emerge from this group’s engagement with a
global language?
3. What alternative understandings of English in Greece are opened up through an
examination of adolescents’ use of English?
4. How can a discussion of English language use and identity among adolescents
in Greece inform English language pedagogy in this country?

The first two questions should be seen as closely related on the grounds that language
and identity are taken in this thesis as co-constitutive pairs. To want to examine what
adolescents’ practices with English in Greece are is also to pose the question of what
identity performances are enabled through these language performances. At the same
time, asking what kind of different understandings of English are opened up through
an examination of adolescents’ use of English in a particular Greek context constitutes
a third plausible question that links language and identity performances to alternative
language theorisations.

For these reasons, all three key research questions were addressed in each of the three
analysis chapters (i.e. 5, 6, 7). These examined primarily participants’ practices with
English and the various identities that emerged from these youths’ engagement, and
pointed, secondarily, to an understanding of English as enabling the performance of
identities locally. Implications for English language pedagogy in the Greek context
were briefly touched upon at the end of each analysis chapter, leaving the current
implications chapter to more extensively deal with the fourth research question.
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The perspective in the three analytical chapters was predominantly sociolinguistic.
English language use was approached and reconstructed primarily from the viewpoint
of linguistic practice, namely, what participants do with it and what these practices
might reveal about their aspirations, orientations and self-identifications. The exact
types of participants’ English language practices as well as the identity meanings to
which such practices gave rise are summarised chapter by chapter later here (cf.
Sections 8.3, 8.4, 8.5). Through the examination of participants’ engagement with
English in each analysis chapter a triadic classification emerged: Chapter 5 discussed
English language use as creative (hence the title ‘Poiesis’) and playful; Chapter 6
argued that the instances presented there were indicative of imitative (hence the title
‘Mimesis’) behaviour in English; and Chapter 7 approached participants’ engagement
with this global language from the perspective of what was in that chapter termed
ornamental language mixing (hence the title ‘Osmosis’).

The point was made several times in the thesis that most of participants’ stylised
performances (cf. Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.3.2) in English were creative and playful
(cf. focus of Chapter 5). At the beginning of Chapter 7 I also commented that
possibly all of the data texts examined in the thesis could be seen as examples of
ornamental or emblematic English language use, too. Here I should mention that
what I called osmotic practices in Chapter 7 in order to cover processes like
hybridisation, integration or nativisation, polylingual languaging and translingualism
(cf. Chapter 1, Section 1.4) were pervasive in the data of all analytical chapters.
Despite pragmatic reasons that led me to categorise in three chapters participants’
engagement with English as creative and playful, imitative, and osmotic and
ornamental, it would be preferable to see this division as a reflection of each chapter’s
focus and emphasis.

That said, this triadic classification is an important finding of this study and
potentially applicable to other sociolinguistic settings. For this reason, in the
following three paragraphs I elaborate on it by providing summary definitions and by
making explicit the distribution of the three dimensions across the different types of
discourse considered in the thesis:
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To begin with, creative and playful instances were characterised those examples in
which participants’ patterning of linguistic form, namely, their phonological, lexical,
syntactical play, their puns and repetitions of prior texts occurred with the aim of
creating alternative realities, and of socially positioning themselves and others. Such
linguistically and discursively playful moments emerged mainly in conversational
data, prominently in data generated among group 2 and group 3 participants (note that
the sporadic participants were only interviewed once or twice (cf. Chapter 4, Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.4.1)). The participants within these two groups were friends with
each other for longer periods of time and proved to be particularly witty. In addition,
my fieldwork with them (as opposed to my fieldwork with group 1 participants) took
place in times and spaces where the recording of their conversations was less
complicated. Had I had the chance to record more of the observational data of group
1, who was constantly on the move in the streets and the noisy cafés and bars we
frequented, more moments of ‘poiesis’ in English might have been documented. For,
as the analysis has shown, this group’s engagement with English turned out to be
playful too, albeit not as creative. Thus, although the distribution of the creative and
playful instances largely among group 2 and 3 participants raises an issue with regard
to how representative or generalisable this data may be, it is possible to argue that the
friendly and informal atmosphere of other adolescent peer groups in other contexts
may also give rise to similar moments of humorous spoken English language use.

Further, imitative behaviour in English was characterised linguistic behaviour during
which participants deliberately imitated American or English-sounding voices, thus
attempting to approximate an explicitly American-like accent or a non-Greek, nonBritish or American, yet English-like accent, respectively. Such attempts were further
described as deliberate performances of sameness that revealed participants’ desire in
the foreign and for this reason more exotic verbal sounds and shapes of the English
language. Most of these imitative performances in English occurred in conversational
data from participants of the three groups (i.e. group 1, 2, 3), but also in interview
data where these participants reported on their use of imitative English and in so
doing reconstructed it.
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Finally, participants’ language practices in which the use of ornamental English alone
or its mixing with Greek was involved were defined as ornamental and osmotic
practices with English. Ornamental or else emblematic English referred to English
that was employed as an expressive tool for its outer surface, symbolic connotations
and ornamental effect. It included linguistic items or phrases in symbolic English
(e.g. REVOLUTION NOW, 2.DIE.4, I’m here without u baby …) or items or
phrases which were characterised as hybridised (e.g. omg kai 3 lol, sexykouklara) or
(semi-)integrated English (e.g. hi, sorry, yes, I love you). The term mixing which also
gave Chapter 7 its title ‘Osmosis’ was there seen in relation to processes of
hybridisation and to processes of language integration or nativisation. Put differently,
mixing or osmosis was there seen as involving processes which resulted in a kind of
polylingual languaging or translingualism that served participants’ needs and ethos
and gained its significance locally. Not surprisingly, such osmotic and ornamental
practices with English emerged among group 1, 2 and 3 participants again and
featured in conversational data, but also more so in landscapes (e.g. writing on walls),
in online interaction and in artefacts such as participants’ books and notebooks,
schoolbags and diaries or personal quotations albums.

Despite finding the triadic classification outlined above a useful analytical framework
for the practices that emerged in my research, it is possible to see an additional way
through which participants’ language practices with English can be considered. In
particular, the notion of ‘enregisterment’ as developed recently by Agha (2007) could
offer a productive prism. In Agha’s (2007) work, the notion refers to the process
whereby a speech practice becomes consolidated as a repertoire of a socially
recognised register of forms. Taking up this understanding, it becomes possible to
observe throughout the different data sets of the thesis the emergence and enactment
of a register. In other words, it becomes possible to identify strong processes of
enregisterment in which English is used emblematically not as an instrument of
identity but as practices of identity.

It is precisely because I see participants’ use of English in this thesis as practices of
identity that I have avoided the neat categorisations of individual items or phrases
purely from the perspective of a detailed linguistic analysis. In the thesis I have used
various terms in order to describe the English examined: hybridised English,
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integrated/nativised/localised English, English borrowed into Greek,
thin/unspectacular English scattered within predominantly Greek speech,
ornamental/emblematic English, Hellenised English/Greeklish. Yet I have been
mindful to treat English and its mixture with Greek through osmotic processes like
hybridisation, integration or nativisation, polylingual languaging and translingualism,
as a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts and as practices that have given rise
to various orientations and identifications.

Thus, bearing the above comments in mind and based on the discussion chapters, it
could be said that the study has contributed towards an understanding of English as a
performative language among adolescents. As discussed in more detail later (i.e. in
Section 8.7), the study cannot claim generalisability in terms of English and
adolescence in Greece overall, but it clearly resonates with other parts of Greece. In
the study I drew on a close reading of the interactions, interview comments, chat
exchanges, personal notes, public slogans on walls and schoolbags, body writing,
diary entries, glosses on books and notebooks of 22 adolescents in order to develop
the argument that English (like any other language) opens up conditions of possibility
of identity performances among the peer group. Such a claim, I have argued, does not
deny the important role of Greek in identity construction among young people living
in Greece. Instead, it puts forward the proposition that identity meanings can also be
performed in and through some form of English in the Greek context and among
peers.

In this sense, the research also supports the position that while identity formation is
ongoing, iterative and in a mutual (i.e. co-constitutive) relationship with language, it
does not involve one discrete ‘language’ only, but possibly what can be called
‘languaging’ in general (Jørgensen, 2008, p. 169). Put differently, the understanding
of English as enabling identity performances in the local context should be seen
always in relation to the use of Greek in that same context. For it is at times through
bringing the two languages together in rather seamless ways, and at times through
ostentatiously scattering some English within predominantly Greek speech that
translingual and transcultural identity performances such as the ones explored in the
analysis chapters are enabled.
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Another way that the thesis argument can be explained is through asserting that Greek
and English identity are not each other’s opposites, but rather parts of one complex
and layered set of engagements of subjectivity among a particular age-group locally.
Put differently, there can be alternative ways of being ‘Greek’ in Greece; ways which
consist in participating in other possibilities that in turn include using English in a
Greek and/or English way. In the study, the adolescents’ verbal and written multimodal texts have shown that part of these young people’s ‘Greekness’ is to use this
global language (and also their main foreign tongue) in manifold creative and playful,
imitative, and osmotic and ornamental ways that give rise to a wide range of identity
meanings in the local context.

In the next three sections I revisit the three analysis chapters and briefly summarise
participants’ engagement with English, the identity meanings that emerged in each of
the chapters, and some key arguments. In addition, I discuss some practical and
theoretical implications about English language teaching in Greece.

8.3 POIESIS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
Once I found myself in the research field with the then tentative research question in
mind, namely, “what do adolescents do with English in Greece?” language play
emerged as a theme right away: adolescents in Greece played with English a lot
among their peers. Not surprisingly, I soon started seeing English language play in
many domains. The most striking example was in a local unisex underwear shop in
Ioannina, called jes & halon and pronounced as /dʒes end \halon/:
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(5) NikiphorosPH28Mar07n2

Nikiphoros, the young owner of the shop explained in our interview
(NikiphorosII28Mar07n165) that he was looking for quite some time for his shop
name trying out different ‘strange’ words from English, French and Spanish. In the
end he opted for jes & halon, a phrase he characterised as Greek argot with English
or rather Latin characters. Nikiphoros explained the phrase as meaning +1/<8 3,
+1/9 [he and she], although he also mentioned ‘guy’ as the English version of jes and
earlier meanings of the word 5(!:&$ /haloni/ (e.g. female genitalia).

Unlike the inventiveness in the rest of the shop signs (i.e. The Lord of the String:
Episode 2007 with its playful intertextual reference to Tolkien’s epic high fantasy
novel The Lord of the Rings and its adapted film trilogy; and bitchwear instead of
‘beachwear’), Nikiphoros’ creativity with jes & halon lies mostly on the outer surface
of the phrase. He combined two common words from the local dialect and chose
English (or Latin, as Nikiphoros self-corrects) characters to embellish the phrase.
Unlike his other deliberate play instances with English, jes & halon is a more locally
nuanced language play, as it uses ‘foreign’ characters with words which according to
Thanos (ThanosGI4Feb07n147) are choriatika, purely Gianniotika [villager language
of Ioannina].
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Nonetheless, it could be said that transcribing ‘/8"7 +($ 5(!:&$’ in characters that may
have originated in Latin, yet are recognised as English these days, has rendered the
purely Gianniotiki (of Ioannina or Giannena) dialect quite exotic in the local context.
As Nikiphoros further said (and I experienced myself too), a number of his friends
and clients tuned more quickly into the Englishised outer surface of the shop sign and
only gradually, after some more conscious thinking, did they recognise the Greek in
it.

My point with this single example of my ethnographic observations in the research
context is that linguistic creativity with English or merely with its outer surface, and
Greek, is a ubiquitous practice in Greece. What Nikiphoros more consciously decided
to do with this kind of language was evidenced among participants’ less planned peer
interactions, as well. One such example was offered right at the beginning of Chapter
5 with the phrase to put kanela to the rizogalo! (Excerpt 1b), which might have
derived partly from Marianna’s momentary lack of readiness to provide the equivalent
English words and partly from her lack of knowledge of the respective items in
English. The employment, however, by Marianna of the Greek language and of a
caricatured English-sounding voice gave the spark for a series of playful instances in
Greek and English in the particular interaction.

As pointed out in previous chapters and earlier here, most of participants’ crossings
into English have been creative and playful. Yet I chose to group together in Chapter
5 a number of examples, starting with the one mentioned above, where I found that
the emerging humorous and playful identity meanings were more salient than in
instances presented in the other two chapters (i.e. 6 and 7).

The response in Chapter 5 then to the first research question is that adolescents in
Ioannina, Greece, engage with English in creative and playful ways. These involved
ludic English and Greek language mixing (i.e. Excerpts 1a, b, c), hybridised words
(e.g. emes, trendia, pseftotrendy, Excerpt 6), non-congruent literal bilingual (from
Greek to English) translations (e.g. to whip the dolphin, Excerpt 1c), subversive
repetitions (e.g. Excerpt 3 with Alexis’ repetition of my brief yes and his mocking in
“neither say yes,” nor no, BABE!), evaluative comments embedded in constructed
(reported) speech (e.g. Excerpt 2 and the “PIZZARA” example; Excerpt 9 and the
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“free Greece, free Greece!” example), playful intertextual discursive play and
carnival (e.g. through Marianna’s parodic imitation of my pear tree and my
spontaneous English-sounding pronunciation, Excerpt 1c), numerous pronunciation
games, double voicing (e.g. Excerpt 10 and Vangelis’ parody of Christianna’s
English-sounding pronunciation in line 17: to let your hair down!).

Although this listing of playful practices with English is a useful indication of the
varied forms that participants’ linguistic creativity took in the field, it should be
pointed out that in a number of examples, different forms of linguistic play were
combined together to achieve identity and interactional goals. One very simple
instance is the one mentioned above, namely, Alexis’ line, “neither say yes,” nor no,
BABE! (line 11, Excerpt 4), where repetition creates an intertextual link with my
phrase in the previous lines (i.e. lines 8-9) and is combined with a pronunciation and
voice game (i.e. Alexis’ deliberate American-sounding accent and vivid intonation for
nor no, BABE!) as well as with carnival created through Alexis’ subversive attitude
towards my role as an English speaker and teacher. At the level of identity
performance, his linguistic behaviour enabled him to align himself with me as a
speaker of a global language, and become in that moment fun and cool within the peer
group.

Such identity positions were recurrent themes. Overall, it could be said that with
regard to the second research question, Chapter 5 explored six main identity themes
by means of a close textual analysis and poststructuralist discourse theory of language
and identity performance. Apart from fun, youth and cool identities, claims to
heterosexual identities, Greek identities, good and resisting student identities as well
as teacher identities were shown to be discursively performed through these
adolescents’ play with English.

The chapter stressed the performative power of English among adolescent peer
groups, and made clear, however, that it is not only through English that such
positions can be taken up, nor that these are the only identities that these young people
lay claim to. Instead, the argument points to the performative aspect of English
language use in the Greek context; an aspect which, as the discussions in the earlier
chapters had shown (cf. Chapter 1) is absent from dominant understandings of the role
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of English in Greece. No mention was there made of English as a pleasurable
language, a linguistic tool that is fun to use among peers for playful, creative and
humorous expression.

The point that English has been shown to be a performative language in the Greek
context is my overarching argument and the response to the third research question of
all analysis chapters (i.e. chapters 5, 6, 7). Consequently, the comments made in the
preceding paragraph about the identity themes of Chapter 5 not pointing to the only
identity positions available to these young people, nor to identities made possible only
because of or through English, should be seen as extending to the identity discourses
explored in chapters 6 and 7, too.

With regard to Chapter 5 in particular, two main arguments were also made. First, it
was shown that despite participants’ dislike of English as the default compulsory
foreign language, their general lack of motivation to study it for school and exams,
and their at times traumatic experiences with the latter, a widespread and pleasurable
practice for them consisted of creatively employing this language and in the process
consciously or less consciously re-writing or re-making (hence the title ‘poiesis’) their
selves in favourable ways. Second and in contrast, it was also argued that although
these adolescents were clearly able to hybridise, dialogise and inhabit English in their
interactions, with their own voices, accents, styles, identities and interactional goals,
most, at the same time, as their interview comments revealed, seemed to have lost
confidence in claiming authorship and ownership of English outside their informal
peer contexts.

As a response to the fourth research question, then, the implication with regard to
English language teaching in Greece was put forward, that since English can be a
performative language among adolescents and since the latter can employ it in such
creative and playful ways outside class, the challenge for English teachers inside the
class should be: not exactly to incorporate language play in class, as this is often in
reaction to schooled English; but rather to raise learners’ awareness of the linguistic
and performative possibilities of their interim knowledge of the foreign tongue.
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English language teaching might not exactly manage in this way to automatically
transform a global language into what Bakhtin (1981) calls ‘internally persuasive
discourse,’ but it can contribute to making second language learning a process that
attends to local language use and creative expression. These constitute foci that are
often misunderstood within formal language teaching and are to a large extent missing
from a predominantly exam-oriented English language pedagogy in Greece. At the
same time, however, they are points that are not necessarily antithetical to teaching
English in such a way that our learners acquire specific types of knowledges and
competencies so as to become well equipped to enhance their educational and later
life opportunities both in Greece and in the globalised economy of our world.

8.4 MIMESIS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
After changing the way we look, changing the way we sound represents the
most radical shift in the identity we present to the world, and to ourselves
(Forman, 2005, p. 287).
This brief comment captures in a most succinct way what was going on in Chapter 6
both in terms of linguistic practice and in terms of identities.

At the level of practice (cf. first research question), the chapter illustrated how
participants engage with English in imitative ways that involve mainly repetitions or
relocalisations of ‘prior’ texts (e.g. recyclings of rap lyrics, Excerpts 1, 2; Excerpts 11,
14, 15, 16 and the Alastair Pennycook instances variously repeated after my first
mention) and pronunciation performances predominantly in American-like accents
(e.g. Excerpts 1, 2; Excerpt 25 with the imitation of phrases like “oh my god, he was
checking on me” from the American TV series) and in English-like voices (e.g.
Excerpts 11, 14, 15, 16 and the Alastair Pennycook instances); and marginally in
French-sounding accents (e.g. Excerpt 18 and the Lavoisier example) and Germansounding ones (e.g. Excerpt 22 with ich spiele, du spielst).

At the level of identities (cf. second research question), the chapter has shown how
participants’ imitative performances open up for them ways of identifying with
desired selves. Among the most prominent identity positions explored were those of
the local hip-hop fan that also participates in the global rap culture, and that of a
foreign-like persona. With regard to foreign subjectivity, it has been clarified that
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through momentarily inhabiting desired foreign-like identities, participants, rather
than becoming something else in the sense of changing to something ‘foreign’ as
opposed to ‘Greek,’ were instead shown to temporarily become something else in the
sense of crossing identity boundaries and participating in more possibilities.

If such identity potential is what the imitative use of English offers to adolescents,
then an alternative understanding of English language (cf. third research question) to
which Chapter 6 should point, must again (cf. Chapter 5) be that English can be a
performative language among young people in Greece. Because the identity
meanings opened up in Chapter 6 were related to imagined desired identities, the role
of English as a performative language was additionally conceptualised there as having
a mythical dimension, as well; as enabling in other words the performance of
imagined subjectivities, and the construction of alternative new realities (cf. Kramsch,
2006).

Working with a notion of repetition that argues that every process of signification
produces (or repeats) something different and unique, the chapter dealt with
participants’ repeated texts as recontextualisations full of multiple meanings of
identification and localisation (Pennycook, 2007b). The first section of the chapter in
particular argued that Alexis and Thanos’ imitative, that is, rap-like performances in
American-sounding English served not only to attract attention in the moment, but to
more generally signal these adolescents’ locality and identification with global rap
culture.

Interesting here were two points: first, the mixture of mimicry and non-mimicry, or
the resulting non-mimicry from mimicry; in other words, the resulting non-mimetic
created local expressions from mimetic yet creatively more global expressions (i.e.
Excerpt 7 and the more local created expression find the point of hip-hop on the one
hand, and the more global raplish expression Keep it real on the other hand); second,
the juggling of the local and the global, evident in the relationship between
participants’ attachment to Greek music and local practices, and their participation in
the broader global scene of popular music and culture.
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Overall, both the more or less (i.e. repetitions of Alastair Pennycook) idiosyncratic
imitative performances in English explored in the chapter contributed to furthering an
understanding of Blommaert’s (2005a) ‘semiotic mobility’ and Kramsch and
Whiteside’s (2008) similar notion of ‘symbolic competence,’ as well as Kristeva’s
(1980) and later Kramsch’s (2006) conceptualisation of ‘desire in language.’ On the
one hand, the discussion illustrated participants’ ability to playfully manipulate
linguistic codes and their spatial and temporal resonances for a range of identity and
interactional goals. On the other hand, it demonstrated their desire to momentarily
enter through their imitative semiotic crossings foreign-like subjectivities and worlds.
Although subjectivities can by ‘nature’ only be temporary, the linguistic pleasure
offered by such imitative, predominantly English language, games could potentially
have had longer lasting effects.

Building on the discussion of the performative possibilities opened up by participants’
use of English as a myth, and through an analysis of a number of interview comments,
the chapter also revealed how English is constructed by these young people as an
exotic, attractive language, and how speakers of it are similarly exoticised and
essentialised. The argument was put forward that, while fascinated by the English
sound and music, most participants retain a great deal of emotional attachment to
Greek music and culture. From this it was further suggested that attachment for a
number of participants was local, while participation was both local and global. This
was further interpreted as suggesting that it is not the case that the attractiveness of
almost anything in English reduces participants’ affiliations with Greek language and
culture or their attachment to local practices. Indeed, my final observation in the
chapter was that all participants seemed to be juggling the global, the local and the
idiosyncratic through both private and public voices, although some managed this
straddling in more powerful ways than others.

With regard to implications we can draw from the analysis in this Chapter 6 for
English language teaching in Greece (cf. fourth research question), five key points can
be made.

First, if our learners, being newcomers to the English language, give special meaning
to its sounds, shapes, combinations and grammatical structures (cf. Kramsch, 2006),
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then we, as English language educators, should aim at capitalising on our students’
potential to imagine the linguistic system of the foreign language in all its fantastic
dimensions. Second, if English can be a myth, then we do not need to teach the
English text as a dead thing on the page, but as a way of encouraging various
identities and identifications and as a way of exposing how a different language,
namely, a global language called English, and different authors categorise the world.
We need to teach the myths in the texts, too, and not only the vocabulary. We need to
contextualise the conditions of their production and reception and address their
tensions and paradoxes.

Third, I propose that for English language learners and educators in Greece, ‘symbolic
competence’ or “voice” (Blommaert, 2005a, p. 69) should become not another skill to
master, nor a component of communicative competence; but a mindset which learners
should be encouraged to capitalise on in order to “create affordances in ways that are
favorable to them” (Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008, p. 667).

Fourth, and in relation to the broader theme of the chapter, namely, imitation and
repetition, I draw on Pennycook (2007b) to suggest that English language learning in
Greece would benefit from a renewed understanding of repetition and imitation as
acts of recontextualisation, as creative acts that change the original. Mimesis, as
Pennycook argues, was thrown out of language learning when behaviourist
approaches were abandoned. But, as he further explains, it is still an important
feature of the creative use of language play, as well as and together with rote
memorisation, a valuable tool for learning certain aspects of a language. Most
importantly, however, mimicry and repetition, as he purports, can be significant in
language learning as the ‘weapons’ of the weak (cf. Canagarajah, 2000); the means
through which those obliged to learn the global language of English, such as the
participants of my study and children attending school in Greece, can unsettle
relations of power.

Finally, as a large section of this chapter was about the rap-like performances of two
male participants, and as it was through such performance events that language was
brought to the fore, it may be useful to draw again on Pennycook (2007a) and reiterate
an argument made earlier with regard to language awareness and language play (cf.
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here Section 8.3). Just as a focus on language play within English language pedagogy
should be about raising learners’ awareness of their linguistic and performative
possibilities, emphasis on popular culture forms, including hip-hop, should likewise
be a matter of drawing attention to local language use and the potential for individual
creative expression. Such a pedagogical aim can address the need that Pennycook
identifies for different ways of thinking about popular cultural forms such as hip-hop,
beyond inclusion and validation in the curriculum.

8.5 OSMOSIS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
Responding to arguments against minority language rights by critics (cf. BruttGriffler, 2002; Edwards, 1985) who claim that English is now inevitable due to
modern history, contemporary processes of globalisation and individual needs of
economic and social mobility, Canagarajah writes:

The use of English [in post-colonial communities] is not unconditional. It is
clear that the [Sri Lankan Tamil] community is using English on its own
terms. The pervasive code-switching suggests that English is made impure
through mixing with Tamil. Tamils are accommodating English in a way
that it will fit into their ethos. In other words, they are vernacularizing - or
Tamilizing - English! (Canagarajah, 2005, pp. 439-440)
Chapter 7, ‘Osmosis,’ set out to similarly illustrate how an adolescent community in
the northwest of Greece uses English emblematically or hellenises English through an
osmotic process that involves the mixing (hence ‘osmosis’) of Greek with ornamental
English in ways appropriate to these adolescents’ local cultures.

More specifically, the chapter examined practices which included: participants’ use of
intergrated and superficially formulaic, yet highly symbolical and performative
English language (e.g. REVOLUTION NOW, Excerpt 2; antifa, ANTI-NAZI, CHE,
Excerpt 3; 2.DIE.4, choose life, ARMY, Excerpt 4); the use of more global (e.g. hi,
ok, sorry, u?, age?, stats, sex, nice, nickname, chat, i promise, ok wait, thanks, third
section of the chapter) and more peer-specific (e.g. omg kai 3 lol, Excerpt 5; ok bb gn
kalo prison, Excerpt 6; blank gti etsi, Exceprt 7; eiste oloi GTP, Excerpt 8;
sexykouklara, Sub-section 7.3.6) online jargon; English quotes, song lines,
catchphrases and nicknames (e.g. Because her heart still belongs to HIM…!,
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Excerpt 23; I LOVE YOU, Excerpt 28; Friends or foe?, Excerpt 31); and (semi)integrated English words (i.e. yes!, boy(s), jet, gorgeous, fuck you!, Sub-section
7.4.2).

Although the instances examined in this Chapter 7, could be regarded as more
ornamental and as more integrated into Greek than others, they simultaneously should
be thought of as still carrying a different feel and power than ‘only/all Greek,’ for they
exemplify what it means for participants to effortlessly and almost inevitably add
some unspectacular English to Greek and still produce something new and something
more.

This something new and something more which is produced through the ornamental
use of English and its osmosis with Greek was explored in terms of identity meanings
(cf. second research question) in Chapter 7, too. Unlike the other two analysis
chapters, where a range of identities were discussed, in Chapter 7 the focus was
mainly on one identity position opened up through participants’ ornamental English
uses in notebooks, schoolbags, personal and group diaries, and in online synchronous
conversations with friends and strangers. This identity position was linked to youth,
coolness and the online culture. The second section in particular, which examined
Thanos’ emblematic use of global and hip-hop related words (i.e. REVOLUTION
NOW, antifa, CHE, ANTI-NAZI, ARMY, 2.Die.4 . ) and symbols (i.e. Excerpts 2
and 3), also dealt with identity discourses associated with youth rebelliousness.
Meanwhile, my discussion of Thalia’s online chats gave rise to gender and sexual
identities, as well.

With regard to the third research question and as implied above, the chapter put
forward an understanding of English as an ornamental yet performative language
among adolescents locally, It stressed that however unspectacular, spontaneous and
semi-integrated participants’ ornamental uses of English were, they were nonetheless
performative. Put differently, participants were shown to be able to reconstitute and
adorn through performance inevitable Englishes, and to position themselves in
powerful youth and cool related ways among peers and unknown interlocutors (cf.
Thalia’s chat exchanges).
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Two main arguments were put forward in this chapter in relation to language use and
identity. First, it is more likely that adolescent language use in the local context
involves rather than the use of a single linguistic code only, an often seamless
interweaving of languages, and in particular of Greek and English. Flows and mixes
like Thanos’ blending of Greek and English revolutionary mottos, hybrid chat
expressions such as omg kai 3 lol, internetikos mpampas (Excerpt 5) and gn
(goodnight) (Excerpt 6), chat mottos such as blank gti etsi (Excerpt 7), chat
nicknames such as Thalia’s sexykouklara (Excerpts 9-14, 20), half Greek and half
English phrases like A + I = B. F. F. E. (Excerpt 29) or the local ‘Greek’ word jet
(Excerpts 41, 42, 44) “make visible the possibility of a relationship between English
[and Greek] that undermines the monolingual fallacies that underlie many
assumptions about language pedagogy and identity” (Pennycook, 2007a, p. 146).
Second, it is in the intersection of linguistic resources that the identity ground
becomes more fertile: it is in the interface between two linguistic zones that the
identity potential increases, thus enabling the translingual speaker to move into a third
space where transcultural meanings are produced.

Bearing in mind these understandings of participants’ hybridised linguistic resources,
the chapter is able to put forward a number of implications for English language
teaching in Greece (cf. fourth research question). To begin with, it could be argued
that the alternative way offered here of seeing English in Greece as a language that
enables young people to negotiate their membership and contemporariness among
their peers urges us to notice the necessity for English language teaching to focus not
only on grammatical accuracy and the formal properties of English, but also on the
identity potential opened up for language learners through their spontaneous
‘ornamental’ engagement with English in everyday life in Greece.

In line with this, it could further be argued that English language teaching in this
country should also turn its attention to the more everyday and more ‘orate’ (i.e.
simpler or less literate forms of written and oral language) uses of the foreign
language, for they are important tools through which the negotiation of favourable
identities can be practised. Yet such self-asserting practices with English should not
be overemphasised either, as access to more literate, scholarly and educated forms of
English is also necessary for these young people’s future social and financial
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wellbeing. In other words, although ‘orate’ and ‘ornamental’ uses of English in
everyday Greek should not be absent from the English classroom, English language
pedagogy should equally not neglect to foster learners’ knowledge of ‘good English’
as well as their critical reflection and critical literacy skills (Kramsch, 1999).

Drawing on the ideas of Canagarajah (1993), Luke (1996), Lin (2000) and Blommaert
(2005b) about resistance to and empowerment through English (cf. Chapter 7, Section
7.5), I argue finally that English language educators in Greece need at times to
challenge both their students’ playful ‘ornamental’ practices and English’s assumed
instrumentality by encouraging learners to look at whether or not their English
language knowledge and use becomes a genre of power translocally. English
language educators need, in other words, to encourage learners to look at whether
their Englishes lose function once they are moved out of the local environment or
whether they succeed in turning them into linguistically and culturally mobile citizens
of a global world. They need to educate their students to reflect on their English
language knowledge and use and on whether this reproduces or positively transforms
their potentially disadvantaged social worlds both locally and in our diversified global
world.

This may more broadly translate to a plea for English language practitioners in Greece
to continually aim at interrogating power relations in the global society during class.
For even when students do come from a local socio-culturally privileged class and are
equipped with the right ‘habitus’ (i.e. language use, skills, orientations, attitudes, and
dispositions (Bourdieu, 1977)), there will still be broader issues of language and
power when these learners’ knowledges and uses are moved out of the local
environment. Put differently, English language educators in Greece may need to
develop a critical social theory of practice through encouraging students to
problematise the role of English in their society and in their life opportunities more
generally (Luke, 1996). In this way, the English language classroom itself can
become a site for the interrogation of both local and global forms of knowledge and
power (Pennycook, 1994) and actively participate in raising learners’ critical
linguistic awareness.
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8.6 PEDAGOGY AS ONGOING PRAXIS
(6) G2GI25Mar07n45
1
((while and following my reading aloud of scenario 4 (cf.
Appendix 8) about Giannoula, a teenager who failed the
(Cambridge) First Certificate Exam (i.e. Lower) in
English and refuses, against parental pressure, to sit it
again on the grounds that she will not need such a
qualification to materialise her dream later, that is, to
work as a beautician in her home town))
2 Marianna
/; Lower >"& %@6"? O?, ,56*./*! [she failed Lower?
How useless!] ((more playfully than ironically))
3 Marianna
'#8 C+ -"(=%, /+ 5'1.(3,+ +'’ />& (66> :).*8 F""6,3(?
[how will she be able to squeeze her (implying ‘a female
customer’s’) pimples out without English?] ((loud
laughs))
4 Loukas
'#8 C+ -(7%, />& +&/+@"%,+? [how will she manage to dye
highlights (without English)? ((loud laughs))
5 Christianna come out (.%?6,+$)! [come out (pimple)!] ((laughs))
6 Vangelis
,µ( >"& #26"$ &( >$(9,8"$ “red!” [if she can’t read “red!”
((continuing Loukas’ line above; more laughs))
(7) Greek: ThemisII21Jan07n40
EC:/;? 2>0.( /; Proficiency +($ /; %@6( (…), µ"/, .( &( /( $,4".+?+
"&/"!47 (%: /; µ?(!: µ;? (…). G($ µ%"6>"?:µ;?& ./*& (65@ µ" /(
3"6µ(&$+,, µ256$ %;? #25(.( "&/"!47 /’ E==!$+, +($ %!2;& µ%;6;<.(
&’ (.5;!*-4 µ" /( 3"6µ(&$+,.
(7) English
After I sat the Proficiency (exam) and got the degree … then I somehow
crossed it (English) out of my mind … . And at the beginning I was
getting confused with German until I completely forgot English and I
was then able to learn German.
(8) OrestisII24Jan07n156
M( &;@µ(/(, ;$ $>2"7 +($ ;$ (&/$!@K"$7 %;? 25"$ * +,-" =!4..( "'&($
/:.; >$(C;6"/$+,, %;? +($ +(/, 9,-;7 >"& %$./"<0 :/$ µ%;6;<& >?;
=!4.."7 &( .?=+6$-;<& … . M 3(C% "6#55+ +&0*"%, µ,+ '<./+ '.08 5’
4&+ &4+ 3<5µ0, ;%:/" >$(C;6"/$+:7 "'&($ ; +:.µ;7 %;? (&;'=;?& /(
F!!*&$+,, >$(C;6"/$+:7 ; +:.µ;7 %;? (&;'=;?& /’ E==!$+,.
(8) English
The meanings, ideas and beliefs that each language has are so different
that deep down I doubt whether two languages can be compared … .
Each language offers access to a new world, so that we can say that the
world that Greek gives access to is different from the world that English
does.
Note: emphasis in italics is mine
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Having discussed in the three preceding sections some of the pedagogical
implications that the issues of the three analysis chapters gave rise to, it is useful at
this point to raise some more general questions about English language teaching. It is
hoped that such questions serve to keep us rethinking about English language
pedagogy in Greece and elsewhere, so that teaching English does not begin and end
with some sort of ‘inessential’ language qualification in mind (cf. Excerpt 6); or with
some sort of ‘compulsory’ language qualification in mind, which once attained you
can then cross the ‘language’ out (i.e. language qualification) and keep the
‘qualification’ for later use (cf. Excerpt 7); but with the view in mind that learning
English opens up possibilities of knowing and being in the world (cf. Excerpt 8).

Thus, if learners of English, such as the participants of this study, are engaging with
their compulsory foreign language in multiple ways, then is it possible to argue that
the challenge for English language pedagogy is one of engagement (cf. Pennycook,
2001, p. 135)? If, in other words, what learners of English are doing with English is
engaging with it in multiple ways, how might we as educators engage with them and
their engagements, including their knowledges, identities and desires? How might we
open up possible languages and identities? How might we engage with their
“multiple ways of speaking, being and learning” (Pennycook, 2007a, p. 157)?

If, as Rampton suggests, school knowledges can now count “as unpredictably mobile
resources for identity construction[,]” as resources whose initial design might aim for
the development of particular kinds of person, but whose uptake might however lead
in unforeseeable directions (Rampton, 1999a, p. 501, bold in original), then how
might we as educators acknowledge and capitalise on such unexpected semiotic
resources and the identities appropriated or resisted through them?

If, as Rampton further claims, “the relevance of foreign languages to the
sociolinguistics of language and social identity should be clear” (Rampton, 1999a, p.
500), how might we teach the foreign language of English in a way that students
become aware of the identity possibilities afforded to them through their use of this
additional language?

If, as Blommaert argues, “the focus should be on what language use means to its
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users” (Blommaert, 2005a, p. 14, italics in original), then how might we as language
educators look at language use and make it a theory of language learning?

If, as Kramsch (1993) contends, the foreign language classroom can be
conceptualised as a third space that exists between the learners’ ‘native’ language
community and some imagined second language context, then how might we as
second language educators make the most of our students’ intermediate ways of
knowing and the multiple meanings that are created during their interactions?

If we want English language pedagogy to be a critical pedagogy in a broader sense
(i.e. not confined to the version of critical pedagogy as identified with the writings of
Giroux (1988), McLaren (1989) and Kanpol (1994)), then how might we as critical
English language educators teach the standard forms of English language critically
and at the same time encourage the reconstitution of English by our students through
their performances? How might we help our students not only appropriate English to
serve their purposes and potentially critique its power, but also populate English with
their own unique voices and intentions? How might we prepare English learners to
serve as global citizens without losing their sense of belonging? How might we make
young people aware both of the possibilities of their agency and of the limitations of
their freedom of action, limitations imposed on them by their surrounding social,
cultural, economic and ideological discursive fields?

Such ‘if, then what’ questions are by no means new. Indeed, they resonate with key
concerns within sociolinguistics and critical applied linguistics. And posing these
questions does not imply that there are no individual English language educators in
Greece or elsewhere who are already practising a pedagogy of engagement and
reflection. Rather, drawing on Kubota (2004), I might say that continuing to pose
these questions serves more to remind us that pedagogical concerns are an open-ended
project with ongoing reflection and action, that is, with ongoing praxis (Freire, 1998
[1968]). ‘Praxis’ from a different perspective is mentioned in the next and final
section which also discusses the transferability potential of the study.
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8.7 ENGLISH LANGUAGE USE IN GREECE AS LINGUISTIC PRAXIS
This study falls under a sociolinguistics that problematises the notion of bounded
speech communities by showing how teenage groups in Ioannina, Greece, use
English, but also some German, French and Italian for various identification purposes
and in order to exercise symbolic power to attract attention and invite respect within
the peer group (cf. Rampton, 1998, 1999b). At the same time, however, it differs
from research that focuses on the symbolic competence of multi-lingual actors in
multi-lingual settings, such as those of certain modern societies where global
migrations and deterritorialised living conditions prevail (cf. Kramsch & Whiteside,
2008).

As discussed elsewhere in the thesis (i.e. in Chapter 2, Section 2.1), Ioannina is
rapidly becoming more multi-lingual and multi-cultural, but as a context it cannot be
compared at this point of time with such cosmopolitan and metropolitan areas as San
Francisco (cf. Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008), London (cf. Rampton, 1999a; Rampton,
2005, 2006) or even to some extent Athens. For whereas in these cases multi-lingual
and multi-cultural encounters are the norm, Ioannina cannot be said to offer such
ground (yet). Even though the participants have been shown to have come in contact
with more than one foreign language and culture through school and popular culture,
their linguistic and cultural encounters were largely vicarious, whereas their hybrid,
cosmopolitan experiences seemed to be less than their rooted, native ones. In
addition, they had not, in general travelled outside Greece. With the exception of
Panagiota who was born in Bulgaria, Sophia who lived the first year and a half of her
life in Germany and Blerta who lived in Albania until the age of six, the other
participants had never lived outside Greece, and only a few had visited other
countries.

Yet as Kramsch and Whiteside (2008) point out, although multi-lingual encounters
increase the contact surfaces among symbolic systems and hence the potential for
creating multiple meanings and identities, symbolic competence is not reserved for
multi-lingual actors in multi-lingual encounters. As they further argue drawing on
Gumperz (1982), monolingual speakers implicitly ventriloquate or parody prior
utterances as well, thus creating affordances in ways that are favourable to them.
Simply put, creative language use and the performance of identities become relevant
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not only for second or foreign languages, but importantly also within monolingual
contexts, where speakers may resourcefully manipulate the words, sounds and shapes
of their first language.

This research falls then somewhere in the middle of a monolingual/multi-lingual
encounters continuum. For although, on the one hand, the exchanges examined here
were characterised by a great deal of linguistic hybridity, the crossings into the
foreign was done within predominantly Greek speech and in a predominantly Greekspeaking environment.

In terms of the transferability potential of the study, then, at least three levels of
transferability can be identified. At one level, it is worth asking what the particular
context of this research, namely, a small group of adolescents in the city of Ioannina,
Greece, can tell us about adolescents’ practices with English in the rest of Greece. At
a second level, it is also useful to draw some parallels between adolescents’
engagement with English in a Greek context and adolescents’ engagement with
English in Europe or the rest of the word. Thirdly, insofar as this study has dealt with
language use, it may be said that the performative use of English and the identity
potential emerging from it as seen here, can be extended to other languages as well:
first or native, second, third or foreign, global, less global, socioeconomically and
culturally powerful or less powerful.

In other words, it is suggested that we might want to think about language use in
general as potentially performative in other contexts, among other individuals and at
other times and locations. Such a suggestion would of course foreground that we
cannot go on learning and teaching languages (including English) while not paying
attention to their cultural politics, but also importantly it would point to their
performative powers and the identity potential that their use opens up. Simply put, we
cannot go on learning and teaching languages while ignoring their role in constituting
us as subjects in particular spaces and times.

Drawing on Rampton (1998), Blommaert says,
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[a]s Rampton (1998) notes, [the notion of speech community] contains
precisely those suggestions of homogeneity, uniformity, and territorial
boundedness that formed the empirical weakness of the one language-one
culture assumption. As we have seen, Rampton focuses our attention on
‘deterritorialised’ and ‘transidiomatic’ linguistic resources […], and the
way in which they become crucial ingredients of repertoires and of
identity-constructing communicative practices. When practices are
emphasised, almost any conventional notion of language as a group
marker becomes questionable. (Blommaert, 2005a, p. 216)
Without losing sight of the politically complex role of English in Greece and the EU,
this thesis has addressed some of the above issues through an exploration of
adolescents’ linguistic practices with English in Ioannina, Greece, and through an
examination of the identity meanings that emerged from these teenagers’ creative and
playful, imitative, and osmotic and ornamental engagements with their foreign
tongue. I argue that English language in Greece is better understood as an enabling
activity, a “verbal practice” (Joseph, 2002, p. 41), a doing; as something productive
and performative, as something that is implicated in identity work, and not as a threat
or a thing that we need to do or have. Put simply, I argue that English language in
Greece should not be seen as a reified (i.e. concrete, thing-like) entity, but as
linguistic praxis, as language use that is connected both to human agency and
ideology, and their interrelationships (Tsitsipis, 2007).

~~~

In closing, “[a] language isn't a thing” (Joseph, 2006, p. 7) and it makes little sense to
imagine one English language evolving over many centuries and threatening another,
centuries old, Greek language, or merely serving as an instrumental tool for the
socioeconomic development of young Greeks. It makes rather more sense to think of
different Englishes existing at different stages and becoming appropriated, resisted
and idiosyncratically reconstituted for, among other things, a plethora of identity
effects.

A language is not a thing, so it makes more sense to think of it as practices, as coming
into and out of manifold intentions at different points in time and space. It makes
more sense to think of it as a way to see the world. And it makes more sense to see an
‘other’ language as a way to see the same world differently. It makes more sense to
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understand language encounters as contributing to one’s more versatile perspective on
life, on others and on one’s own self.
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Appendices
APPENDIX 1: EXCERPT FROM AN ASEP PUBLIC JOB PROCLAMATION
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Extracted from the Government Gazette (FEK 226/16 May 2008).
Note: As I am assuming that an English speaking reader can recognise the English titles of the
certificates and their respective institutions, I have not provided a translation of the above
excerpt here. However, since this is not translated in English, it is necessary to note that the
excerpt also includes KPG (i.e. /Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias/ [State Certificate of
Language Proficiency]) as one of the recognised certificates at all three designated levels of
proficiency (i.e. mastery/C2, effective operational proficiency/C1, Vantage/B2).
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APPENDIX 2: COMMON REFERENCE LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY ACCORDING TO CEFR
Common Reference Levels
C2
Mastery
C1
Effective Operational Proficiency

B2
B1
A2
A1

Vantage
Threshold
Waystage
Breakthrough

Proficient User

Independent User
Basic User

Adapted from the Council of Europe website (Council of Europe, n.d.)
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APPENDIX 3: EXCERPT FROM AN ASEP PUBLIC JOB APPLICATION FORM

Extracted from the ASEP web site (ASEP Job Application Form, n.d.)

My translation:
• FOREIGN LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE: Please indicate the level of your foreign
language knowledge (Excellent = 1, Very Good = 2, Good = 3, Average = 4)
ENGLISH FRENCH GERMAN ITALIAN SPANISH RUSSIAN
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…….

…….

APPENDIX 4: COLLATED PARTICIPANT DATA
Pseudonym

Age

Sex

50+
30+

Ethnic background

English studies

Other languages

female Greek

-

-

male

Greek

-

-

Adult participants
1
2

Dora (parent)
Nikiphoros
(shop owner)

Sporadic participants
1

Odisseas

16

male

Greek

2

Orestis

17

male

Greek

3

Sophia

17

female

Greek father,
German mother

4

Themis

17,5

male

Greek

University of Michigan Certificate
of Proficiency in English (C2)
Cambridge Certificate of
Proficiency in English (C2)
University of Michigan Certificate
of Proficiency in English (C2)
Cambridge Certificate of
Proficiency in English (C2)

German, private tutoring
French, C2 level, private tutoring
German as a first language
German, private tutoring

Group 1
1

Elpida

16

female Greek

2

Olibia

16

female Greek

3

Panagiota

16

female

Greek father,
Bulgarian mother

B2 level (some exam failures)
University of Michigan Certificate
of Competency in English (B2)
(pass after four attempts)
B2 level (some exam failures;
never sat a Cambridge exam)
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German, private institute
French, private tutoring
a few words in Bulgarian

4

Thalia

16

female Greek

B2 level (a couple of exam failures;
never sat a Cambridge exam)

German, C1 level, private institute

Group 2
1

Alkistis

16

female Greek

2

Christianna

16

female Greek

3

Irini

16

female Greek

4

Loukas

16

male

5

Marianna

16

female Greek

6

Melina

16

female

7

Mirto

16

female Greek

8

Nikos

16

male

Greek

9

Susan

16

female

Greek father,
British mother

16

male

Greek

10 Vangelis

Greek

Greek father,
German mother

B2 level
Cambridge First Certificate in
English (B2): grade A; University
of Michigan Certificate of
Proficiency in English (C2): high
pass
C2 level
University of Michigan Certificate
of Competency in English (B2)
University of Michigan Certificate
of Competency in English (B2)
(one exam failure in the past)
University of Michigan Certificate
of Proficiency in English (C2)
University of Michigan Certificate
of Competency in English (B2)
University of Michigan Certificate
of Proficiency in English (C2)
English as a first language; periodic
private English classes with
mother; State Certificate of
Language Proficiency (B2)
Cambridge First Certificate in
English (B2); C2 level preparation
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Spanish, a few classes in the past

?

?
German, private school
French, private school
German as a first language
German, private institute
German, private institute

?

French, private tutoring

Group 3
1

Alexis

16

male

Greek

2

Blerta

18

female Albanian

3
4

Katerina
Thanos

16
16

female Greek
male
Greek

University of Michigan Certificate
of Proficiency in English (C2)
Cambridge First Certificate in
English (B2); preparation for C2
level exams (a couple of exam
failures)
B2 level (a couple of exam failures)
B2 level

German, private institute

Albanian as a first language
German, private institute

Notes:
1. Participants’ age here refers to their age during the first phase of the research (i.e. around February and March 2007).
2. The titles of various exams-certificates are mentioned in some cases under ‘English studies’ to reflect the way participants talked
about their education in English. The different levels also referred to (e.g. B2, C1, C2) follow the reference levels of proficiency according
to the Common European Framework (cf. Appendix 2).
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APPENDIX 5: ATTRIBUTION OF DATA QUOTATIONS
Personal name
G1
G2
G3
CH
FN
GI
II
PH
RI
day/month/year
n

Participant’s pseudonym
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Chat transcript
Field notes transcript
Group or focus-group interview transcript
Individual interview transcript
Photo (i.e. photos/scans of books, diaries, notes etc.)
Recorded interaction transcript
Date of fieldwork
Excel entry number

Examples:
G1FN3Feb07n21: Group 1, Field Notes, 3 February 2007, excel entry n. 21
G3RI25Jan08n51: Group 3, Recorded Interaction, 25 January 2008, excel entry n. 51
MirtoII5Feb08n452: Mirto, Individual Interview, 5 February 2008, excel entry n. 452
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APPENDIX 6: FIELDWORK OVERVIEW
No.

Date of
fieldwork

Time of
fieldwork

Total fieldwork
time

Place of
fieldwork

Participant(s)
involved

Phase 1
1

21Jan07

16:04-16:46

Sunday

42min
recorded

his place

Odisseas

his place

Themis

his place

Orestis

her place

Panagiota

Speed.net

Elpida
Olibia
Panagiota
Thalia
Thalia
Olibia

individual interview

2

21Jan07

16:56-17:58

Sunday

1hour 2min
recorded
individual interview

3

24Jan07

19:21-20:34

Wednesday

1hour 13min
recorded
individual interview

4

29Jan07

17:22-18:38

Monday

1hour 16min
recorded
individual interview

5

29Jan07

20:30-23:00

Monday

2hours 30min
just observed
participant
observation

6

30Jan07

12:00-14:00

Tuesday
The Three
Holy
Hierarchs

7

30Jan07

3Feb07

Speed.net

participant
observation

17:00-21:30

Tuesday
The Three
Holy
Hierarchs

8

2hours
just observed

4hours 30min
just observed

Playhouse

Alkistis
Christianna
Marianna
Melina
Mirto
Nikos
Vangelis

Speed.net

Olibia
Panagiota
Thalia

Speed.net
Sarka Arcade
Lemon

Olibia
Thalia
Alexis
Thanos

Simvolo

Alexis
Thanos

Playhouse

Christianna
Marianna
Mirto

participant
observation

12:30-14:00

Saturday

1hour 30min
just observed
participant
observation

9

3Feb07

20:00-23:00

Saturday

3hours
just observed
participant
observation

10

4Feb07

17:00-17:58

Sunday

58min
recorded
group interview

11

7Feb07
Wednesday

17:00-20:30

3hours 30min
just observed
participant
observation
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12

8Feb07

20:30-23:30

Thursday
Tsiknopebti

13

10Feb07

3hours
(30min recorded)
participant
observation

15:00-16:13

Saturday

1hour 13min
recorded

Speed.net
streets
My House

Olibia
Thalia

Thimomeno
Portreto

Olibia
Panagiota
Thalia
Alexis
Thanos

group interview

14

16Feb07

21:00-24:40

Friday

3hours 40min
(42min recorded)

Kaïxis
streets

participant
observation

15

23Feb07

21:00-24:00

Friday

3hours
just observed
participant
observation

16

24Feb07

19:00-24:00

Saturday

5hours
just observed
participant
observation

17

27Feb07

18:30-18:50

Tuesday

20min
just observed

streets
Lemon
Kaïxis

Alexis
Blerta
Katerina
Thanos
Playhouse
Christianna
streets
Irini
Pargis Square Loukas
Goody’s
Marianna
Paramithi
Nikos
Susan
Vangelis
Thalia’s
Thalia
place
Elpida

participant
observation

18-50-1930

40min recorded

Thalia

individual interview

18

11Mar07

15:00-15:42

Sunday

19

12Mar07
13Mar07

her place

Olibia

Litharitsia
Park
streets
Xenia Park

Thanos

her place

Panagiota

streets

Thanos
Thalia

Playhouse

Christianna
Irini
Melina
Nikos
Susan

individual interview

18:30-19:17

Monday

20

42min recorded
47min recorded
individual interview

18:00-19:00

Tuesday

1hour
just observed

Thanos

participant
observation

21

15Mar07

17:00-18:24

Thursday

1hour 24min
just observed
participant
observation

18:24-19:00

36min recorded
individual interview

22

15Mar07

20:00-21:30

Thursday

1hour 30min
just observed
participant
observation

23

17Mar07
Saturday

20:30-23:30

3hours
just observed
participant
observation
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24

18Mar07

12:00-12:10

Sunday

10min
recorded

my place

Dora

her place

Christianna

Central

Nikos

streets
Goody’s
her place

Alexis

Mirto’s place

Christianna
Loukas
Marianna
Mirto
Vangelis

streets
Chocolat

Blerta
Katerina

her place

Marianna

jes&halon

Nikiphoros

Chocolat

Alkistis

streets

Kiafa
playground

Elpida
Olibia
Panagiota
Thalia
Alexis
Thanos

Flo Café

Sophia

Playhouse

Melina
Susan

individual interview

25

18Mar07

17:15-17:58

Sunday

43min
just observed
participant
observation

17:58-19:00

1hour 2min
recorded
individual interview

26

22Mar07

16:15-17:03

Thursday

27

22Mar07

individual interview

19:15-19:50

Thursday

28

25Mar07

48min recorded
35min recorded
individual interview

19:00-19:45

Sunday

45min
just observed

Mirto

participant
observation

19:45-20:30

45min recorded
individual interview

29

25Mar07

20:30-21:15

Sunday

45min
just observed
participant
observation

21:15-23:15

2hours recorded
focus group interview

30

26Mar07

18:15-20:00

Monday

1hour 45min
recorded
group interview

31

27Mar07

17:00-18:00

Tuesday

1hour
recorded
individual interview

32

28Mar07

15:10-15:30

Wednesday

33

28Mar07

individual interview

19:30-20:13

Wednesday

34

29Mar07

20min recorded
43min recorded
individual interview

14:00-14:30

Thursday

30min
just observed
participant
observation

35

29Mar07

19:00-19:20

Thursday

20min
just observed
participant
observation

36

31Mar07

16:45-18:12

Saturday

1hour 27min
recorded
individual interview

37

1Apr07
Sunday

12:00-13:07

1hour 7min
recorded
group interview
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38

1Apr07

16:00-16:28

Sunday

28min
just observed

Pargis Square Loukas
Vangelis

participant
observation

16:28-17:20

52min recorded

Loukas
Nikos
Vangelis

group interview

Phase 1: Total number of fieldwork meetings: 38
Total time of fieldwork: 64hours 8min
(41hours 13min just observed)
(22hours 55min recorded)
Phase 2
39

19Jan08

19:00-19:51

Saturday

40

20Jan08

51min recorded

her place

Mirto

her place

Christianna

his place

Orestis

streets
Central
Gyrobank

Alexis
Blerta
Katerina

school yard

Panagiota

streets
Equus

Olibia
(Panagiota)
Thalia

streets
Goody’s

Alexis
Blerta
Katerina

streets

Olibia
Thalia

Marianna’s
place

Christianna
Marianna
Mirto

individual interview

18:00-19:21

Sunday

1hour 21min
recorded
individual interview

41

24Jan08

18:30-19:12

Thursday

42

25Jan08

42min recorded
individual interview

21:00-23:00

Friday

2hours
(1hour 37min
recorded)
participant
observation

43

27Jan08

15:00-15:36

Sunday

36min
just observed
participant
observation

15:36-16:00

24min recorded
individual interview

44

29Jan08

19:30-21:00

Tuesday

1hour 30min
(1hour 10min
recorded)
participant
observation

45

1Feb08

21:00-23:00

Friday

2hours
(1hour 8min
recorded)
participant
observation

46

2Feb08

11:00-11:30

Saturday

30min
just observed
participant
observation

47

3Feb08
Sunday

21:00-23:00

2hours
(1hour 54min
recorded)
participant
observation
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48

4Feb08

20:32-21:00

Monday

49

5Feb08
10Feb08

19:05-19:45

10Feb08

Panagiota

40min recorded

her place

Mirto

my place

Panagiota

her place

Mirto

her place

Mirto

her place

Christianna

individual interview

17:15-17:30

Sunday

51

my place

individual interview

Tuesday

50

28min recorded

15min recorded
individual interview

20:30-21:30

Sunday

1hour
just observed
participant
observation

52

30May08

19:10-20:10

Friday

1hour
just observed
participant
observation

53

31May08
Saturday

12:10-12:41

31min recorded
individual interview

Phase 2: Total number of fieldwork meetings: 15
Total time of fieldwork: 15hours 48min
(4hours 57min just observed)
(10hours 51min recorded)
Phase 1 and 2: Total number of fieldwork meetings: 53
Total time of fieldwork: 79hours 56minutes
(46hours 10min just observed)
(33hours 46min recorded)
Note: during 7 out of the 53 fieldwork meetings I engaged in both participant observation and
interviewing (i.e. individual interviews or (focus) group interviews).
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APPENDIX 7: STANDARD QUESTIONS: SEMI-STRUCTURED FIRST INTERVIEWS
Demographics
Where were you born?
Who do you live with?
What is your nationality?
Do you speak a language other than Greek at home?
The learning of English
Do you learn English? At school, at a private institute, with a private tutor at home?
How long have you been learning English for?
What class are you in?
How many hours do you spend preparing for English classes?
Why do you learn English?
What do you need English for?
Do you like English? Why/why not?
Do you learn other languages? What languages?
The use of English
Do you use English in your everyday life? Where? How?
Do you use English to talk with people who don’t speak Greek? How often?
Do you use English words when sending text messages to your friends?
Do you chat in chat rooms? Do you use English in these chats?
Do you use English words while talking in Greek with your friends? What are these
words? Where do you learn these words? What do they mean to you/your peers?
Why do you use them?
Do you find the English you are taught at school different from the English you use
outside school?
How do you feel when you use English?
The ‘ownership’
Would you describe yourself as a ‘native’ speaker of any languages?
Do you believe you own English? Why/why not?
Would people outside your peer group understand what you and your friends mean
with some words that you use and might be or sound English?
Are there any particular ‘rules’ about these uses of the words? (e.g. contexts you
can/cannot use them?)
Diversity
Who is part of your group?
How do you feel about students from other countries (e.g. Albanians, Pontians) being
in your school? Are they Greek? Would you learn their languages (e.g. Albanian)?
Why/why not?
Do you like learning about other cultures?
Popular culture
What makes one popular?
Do popular girls/boys at school use English words?
Do you use a mobile phone?
Do you read magazines?
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The Greek identity
Do you feel Greek? Why/why not?
What makes you Greek?
Are you proud to be Greek?
Do you participate in national commemorative events at school? Can you choose not
to participate?
Do you read Greek history, mythology or philosophy?
The world outside Greece
Do you know what the European Union is?
Do you feel a European citizen?
What makes you feel like that?
Do you feel being part of Europe changes your identity or who you are?
Do you feel part of the rest of the world?
Do you have friends, relatives living outside Greece?
Globalisation
Have you heard the word ‘globalisation?’
How do you understand it? Can you give me an example from your everyday life?
Do you think globalisation is a good or a bad thing for you, for Greece, for the rest of
the world?
Do you think there is a connection between globalisation and English?

Note: the above are my translations of the questions I asked in Greek.
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APPENDIX 8: GUIDE FOR NARRATIVES/SCENARIOS USED DURING INTERVIEWS
Narrative 1
“I don’t think I’m failing to promote my country by singing in English,” said Greek
star Anna Vissi. “English is a universal language […]. My song is influenced by
Greece, it was made in Greece and I’m still Greek” (16 May Press Conference, 2006).
Narrative 2
““When you are born, they talk to you about the Parthenon, the Acropolis,” said
Melina Mercouri in 1988. “Everyone in Greece thinks they have built it with their
own hands”” (Lowenthal, 2003 [1998], p. 142).
Scenario 3
! "#$%&'(), * +,-./ &/% 0 1%2$30) 4#$4/,5.# 6,0 7$8µ0.
": 932 ‘:,/;µ8’ 7#. 45<, understand?
+: =% &8''*µ/ >?#%) #6@ $# boy µ# ,0 ‘:,/;µ8?
": A# 30B6,5$< &04>'/ µ0B, /4'5.
1: To 4/-C0B.# 40'@ trendia #&#- µ>6/, &/% &/'5, 3%’ /B,8?
English translation
Periklis, Dina and Giorgors are walking in the street.
P: I’m not coming with you at ‘Stathmos’ ((a café-bar)), understand?
D: What’s wrong with you, boy. and ‘Stathmos?’
P: I just don’t fancy it, as simple as that.
G: ’Cos they are all so trendy in there, is that it?
Scenario 4
D 1%/..0@'/ 45#% 7#B,>$/ 'B&#-0B &/% ;>'#% ./ 726#% 4/.#''(.%#), 3%/ ./ 4#$56#%
=9E /%6;*,%&(). F>'#% /$38,#$/ ./ >?#% ,* 7%&( ,*) µ%&$( #4%?#-$*6*, ./ >?#%,
7*'/7(, >./ µ%&$8 6,0@.,%0 /%6;*,%&() 6,0 64-,% ,*). G?#% 726#% µ-/ H0$5 3%/ ,0
Lower &/% 7#. ,0 4($# &/% 7# ;>'#% ./ I/./726#%, 3%/,- ,0 J$-6&#% J/$#,8 &/%
/3?<,%&8. !% 30.#-) ,*) #4%µ>.0B.# ./ 6B.#?-6#% µ# ,/ K33'%&5, 3%/,- '>.# 8,% #-./%
/4/$/-,*,/ &/% 8,% 7# ;/ µ40$#- ./ &5.#% ,-40,# ?<$-) /B,5. D 1%/..0@'/ ,/ 4/-$.#%
&$/.-0 &/% ,6/&2.#,/% µ/C- ,0B) 6B.>?#%/, 3%/,- 7#. &/,/'/J/-.#% 40@ ;/ ,%)
?$#%/6,0@.# &/% 3%/,- ,*. 4%>C0B.# ,860 0% 30.#-) ,*),
English translation
Giannoula is in year 2 of Likio. She wants to sit the panhellenic uni entrance exams
and study at TEI ((technical institute)) to become a beautician. She wants to open
later on her own small business, to have, that is, her own small beauty salon in her
home. She has taken the Cambridge First Certificate exam once and she failed. She
doesn’t want to sit the exam again because she finds it boring and stressful. Her
parents insist that she should go on with her English classes, because English, they
say, is a must without which Giannoula won’t be able to achieve much in her life.
Giannoula gets really angry and quarrels with them all the time as she cannot
understand what she will need English for, and why her parents force her that much.
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APPENDIX 9: TRANSLITERATION TABLE1
Greek letter
/
J
3
7
#
C
*
;
%
&
'
µ
.
I
0
4
$
6
,

Phonetic symbol
a
v
g3
d4
e
z
i
th5
i
k
l
m
n
x
o
p
r
s
t

Greek letter2
B
H
?
L
<
/%
0B
0%
#%
B%
/B
#B
33
3&
3?
µ4
.,
,C
/M, /N, #N, 0M, etc.

Phonetic Symbol
i
ph6
ch7
ps
o
e
ou
i
i
i
af/av8
ef/ev9
ng
nk
nch
b
nd
dz
aï, aï, eï, oï, etc.10

Footnotes:
1.
Greek text in this thesis is phonemically transcribed according to the above phonetic
symbols in order to make it possible for a non-Greek speaker to (phonemically) read
the Greek text. The phonetic alphabet draws on different sources and it should not be
confused with the ‘International Phonetic Alphabet’ commonly used in phonemic
transcriptions within linguistics and phonetics. Since the official introduction in 1982
of the monotonic (single-accent) system, words of more than one syllable are normally
written in Modern Greek with an acute accent (i.e. O ) over the stressed vowel. In the
transliterated examples of this thesis, however, this stress mark is not represented by
any diacritical mark.
2.
Or diphthong or consonant cluster.
3.
It stands for voiced velar fricative (approximately as in ‘yes’)
4.
It stands for voiced interdental fricative (approximately as in ‘the’)
5.
It stands for voiceless interdental fricative (approximately as in ‘thorough’)
6.
It stands for voiceless labio-dental fricative (approximately as in ‘fair’)
7.
It stands for voiceless velar fricative (approximately as in ‘hello’)
8.
Transliterated ‘af’ before a voiceless consonant and ‘av’ before a voiced consonant or
vowel.
9.
Transliterated ‘ef’ before a voiceless consonant and ‘ev’ before a voiced consonant or
vowel.
10. Diaeresis over the second vowel of a diphthong indicates that the diphthong is
pronounced as two separate vowels.
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APPENDIX 10: EXCERPT FROM ANALYSIS TEMPLATE
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